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Preface

The use of brittle materials with low tensile strength, such as concrete or masonry, has

been known for thousands of years. The idea of embedding fibers in brittle materials,

so that cracking does not lead to failure, is also not new. Thousands of years ago straw

was added to clay bricks in order to make them tougher. Later on, techniques were

devised to strengthen concrete that were based on the use of metallic reinforcement.

In recent decades, various methods have been developed to replace the conventional

steel reinforcement in concrete structures through the use of short fibers (e.g. steel,

glass, or polymeric), with a recent development along these lines being the ultra-

ductile concrete. Another development is the use of fiber reinforced polymers

(FRP), which are typically made of long, continuous fibers (e.g. carbon, glass, aramid)

in a polymeric matrix, which yield reinforcing elements such as bars, strips, and

sheets, for the reinforcement, strengthening, or seismic retrofitting of new or existing

concrete and masonry structures.

Considerations to combine continuous fibers with inorganic binders in the con-

struction of new structures began in the 1980s, and the first research efforts were made

in Germany in the 1990s, leading to the product known as textile reinforced concrete

(TRC). This material consists of textiles made of long woven, knitted, or even unwo-

ven fiber rovings in at least two directions, embedded in an inorganic fine-grained

binder (typically—but not necessarily—cementitious).

In the early 2000s, the textile-based composites were used successfully in the field

of strengthening and seismic retrofitting of concrete and masonry structures, in an

attempt to solve problems associated with the use of polymeric resins in FRP products.

At the beginning, these new “textile fiber composite” materials were given (in Europe)

the name “textile reinforced concrete” (TRC) or “textile reinforced mortar” (TRM).

Strictly speaking, the inorganic matrix is not classified as “concrete”, due to the very

small size of aggregates. More recently (in the USA), the materials were given the

name “fabric reinforced cementitious matrix systems” (FRCM).

The introduction of textile fiber composites to the market have been accompanied

with an extensive expansion of research on TRC or TRM or FRCMs. Many research

units worldwide deal with topics relevant to new constructions, as well as to the ret-

rofitting of existing ones. A wide variety of publications already demonstrate the

worldwide interest in this innovative structural material, which is expected to grow

rapidly.

The book provides a state-of-the-art review from leading experts in the field on the

developments which have appeared over the last decade or so, on the use of textile

fiber composites in structural engineering, with a focus on both new and existing con-

crete and masonry structures. The book reviews materials, production technologies,



fundamental properties, testing, design aspects, applications, and directions for future

research and developments.

The book provides broad coverage of a wide range of topics and includes 18 con-

tributions from leading experts in the field. The material is divided into four parts: Part

one covers materials, production technologies, and manufacturing of textile fiber

composites for structural engineering. Part two moves on to review testing, mechan-

ical behavior, and durability aspects of textile fiber composites. Part three analyzes the

structural behavior and design of textile reinforced concrete. This section includes a

number of case studies providing thorough coverage of the topic. Finally, part four

details the strengthening and seismic retrofitting of existing structures with textile-

based composites. Chapters in this part investigate concrete and masonry structures,

in addition to providing information on case studies and insight into future directions

in the field.

Textile Fiber Composites in Civil Engineering is a key volume for researchers, aca-

demics, practitioners, and students working in civil and structural engineering and

advanced construction materials, written by international experts and researchers in

the field. Their great effort in providing excellent contributions is gratefully

acknowledged.

Patras, Greece Thanasis C. Triantafillou

September 2015
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technologies and
manufacturing of textile fibre
composites for structural and
civil engineering
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1Manufacturing of textiles for civil

engineering applications

T. Gries*, M. Raina*, T. Quadflieg*, O. Stolyarov†

*Institut fuer Textiltechnik of RWTH Aachen University, Aachen, Germany, †St. Petersburg
State Polytechnical University, St. Petersburg, Russia

1.1 Introduction

Over the last 100 years, steel has traditionally been used as reinforcement for concrete.

Along with a set of important positive properties of concrete structures, such as

strength and stiffness, their weight is very high, and steel reinforcement limits the size

and shape of concrete products. Moreover, reinforcing steel bars are subject to corro-

sion, which can cause destruction of the concrete by reducing the effective cross-

sectional area of the bars and consequently increasing the stresses in the structure.

One of the alternatives to conventional steel reinforcement is the use of textile rein-

forcement, which results in increased durability and reliability of civil engineering

construction.

High-strength textile materials are widely used in various fields of construction,

including the construction of unique buildings and structures, road construction,

hydraulic engineering, and others. Textile reinforcement for composites includes

various hierarchical structural levels: fiber, yarn, and fabric (Hearle et al., 1972).

Traditionally, the reinforcement of composites with chopped, short fibers has been

used for the manufacture of structural composites. The use of continuous reinforce-

ment in the form of textile reinforcing structures has gained popularity in the last

two or three decades. The main advantages of using them consist of sufficient

flexibility of textile manufacturing processes and the possibility of using a wide range

of raw materials. Reinforcement with textiles offers many opportunities, including

manufacturing very thin composite and concrete parts, no risk of corrosion of

reinforcement materials, and the ability to manufacture structural parts with complex

shapes and predetermined properties.

In general, textiles are associated with clothing or household applications;

however, today the application of textiles is broader in various branches of industry.

In the manufacture of high-strength reinforcing materials, mainly fibers such as glass,

carbon, aramid, basalt, and others are used. These types of fibers have very high

mechanical characteristics (strength, modulus, etc.) comparable to those possessed

by metals and sometimes exceeding them. As a consequence, it is necessary to ensure

satisfactory processing of high-strength fibers for textile machines because of their

high stiffness. The raw materials for the production of reinforcing structures have a

critical deformation stiffness. Therefore, it is necessary to place special demands

Textile Fibre Composites in Civil Engineering. http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/B978-1-78242-446-8.00002-1
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on textile technology. One of the main approaches is to provide a practical basis for

processing these yarns on textile machines. Various textile structures in the form of

yarns and fabrics are used as reinforcement. The yarn structures include cabled,

friction-spun, and commingled yarns. The use of these yarn structures improves the

bonding behavior of the concrete or polymer matrix compared to the results when

using conventional filament yarns. The load-oriented yarns in the composite matrix

may be realized in different geometrical orders. Textile fabric reinforcements come

in the forms of woven, nonwoven, and knitted structures, which differ in their

manufacturing processes (Peled and Bentur, 1998, 2003).

Processes for manufacturing textile materials allow making reinforcing structures

with their reinforcing elements at a predetermined location. They may be in the form

of either short fibers in the manufacture of nonwoven fabrics, or filaments with

continuous length in the manufacture of woven and knitted fabrics. The form of rein-

forcing structures themselves may be either planar (two-dimensional (2D)) or spacer

(three-dimensional (3D)). In the latter case, they are able to sustain loads not only in

one or two directions within a plane but also within a volume, i.e., in the through-

thickness direction of the reinforced structure. Three-dimensional structures may have

the shape of the final composite part. This leads to a reduction of manpower within the

production of structural composite parts (Hanisch et al., 2006). Depending on the

direction of the externally applied load, textile fabrics can be produced with

predetermined properties in order to sustain a certain load in any direction. This is

possible because the properties of reinforcing fabrics can be readily adjusted, from

isotropic to anisotropic, by introducing the necessary amount of reinforcing elements

in the form of yarns with special characteristics per unit width.

1.2 Yarn structures

Yarns that are used for manufacturing technical textile products and designed

primarily to meet a product’s technical requirements are known as technical yarns

(Chattopadhyay, 2010). Various types of yarns are used as reinforcing elements

of textile structures. The yarns should have high mechanical properties in order

to meet the requirements imposed on structural elements. Production of yarns with

different structures is not fundamentally new. As mentioned above, high-strength

and high-modulus filament tows and rovings are used for basic structural applica-

tions. The choice of raw material is made with regard to several factors, such as

mechanical properties, resistance to various aggressive media, and cost. For exam-

ple, in the manufacture of textile-reinforced concrete, alkali-resistant glass (AR-

glass) fibers are used because of their good resistance to alkaline environments

and low cost. Yarns used in reinforcing textiles for civil engineering applications

can be manufactured by various techniques, including cabling, friction spinning,

and commingling (Tyagi, 2010).

The original multifilament yarns produced at chemical fiber factories are smooth,

continuous-filament yarns without twist, usually consisting of a few hundred or

4 Textile Fibre Composites in Civil Engineering



thousand individual filaments of small diameter (on the order of 5–20 μm). Some-

times these yarns have quite unsatisfactory characteristics when interacting with the

matrix in the composite. As a consequence, they need to be further processed to

obtain the desired characteristics. This bonding behavior can be changed by using

different yarn structures especially manufactured for use in concrete. Modification

of the surface texture of the yarn can improve its outer bond to the matrix. For

example, to improve the bonding of yarns with a concrete matrix, an additional spiral

cable for smooth surface yarns can be used to form a profile similar to the conven-

tional, periodic profile of steel bars (Hanisch et al., 2006). This form of yarn is

extremely important to ensure the load-carrying capacity of structural elements.

When using friction-spinning technology, reinforcing yarns are covered with fibers,

creating a structure with core yarns. As core yarn, high-strength yarns are used to

bear the load. As sheath yarn, short polymer fibers are used. This technology creates

a loose surface that improves bonding with concrete. To improve the inner bonding

between the core yarns and the sheath and between the outer filament yarns and the

concrete, yarns may be subjected to further processing with polymers. Impregnated

filament yarns have significantly greater strength compared to nonimpregnated

yarns, owing to the larger number of active filaments in the former’s cross-section.

Technical yarns are further processed into preforms as woven, nonwoven, and knit-

ted fabrics.

1.2.1 Cabled yarns

The manufacture of cabled yarn is an advanced technology used to produce new high-

performance types of yarns having new combinations of unique properties. Cabled

yarn consists of a straight core yarn and spiral-running cover yarn (BISFA, 2009).

Unlike conventional textile yarns consisting of one fibrous material, these yarns

consist of two or more components comprising a core and an outer layer that is

distributed uniformly along the length of the core. The core is made of a continuous,

high-strength filament yarn that carries the load. During processing, the core yarn is

not given a twist and lies on the axis of the overall yarn. Metal wire can also be used as

a starting material for the core. As for the outer layer, various filament yarns can be

used, the main function of which is a modification of the surface texture. In addition,

the outer layer serves a protective function, preventing the damage of fragile, high-

strength yarns. Selection of various combinations of these components provides the

necessary physical and mechanical properties.

In the cabling process, one or two yarns are twisted around each other in a single

operation without the individual strands themselves being twisted (Hanisch et al.,

2006). These yarns are produced by a cabling machine as shown in Figure 1.1.

The core is an untwisted yarn that is unwound from a bobbin and led through a

hollow tube. The hollow tube carries a bobbin with cover yarn. Cabling occurs

due to the rotation of the spool of cover yarn around the tube through which the core

yarn passes. The cover yarn is unwound from the bobbin on the hollow tube and is

wrapped in a spiral around the core with a certain step distance. Reinforcing yarn

with a ribbed surface is thus produced. This ensures better cohesion and therefore
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a better degree of fiber support. The yarn of the outer layer does not carry the axial

load and does not directly increase the strength of cabled yarn; however, the axial

compression caused by cover yarns may slightly increase the strength of the entire

cabled yarn. The yarn structure obtained by a single-step cabling process is shown in

Figure 1.2a. If the procedure is repeated on the yarn with the spindle rotation

direction reversed, a yarn with opposite spiral directions can be produced as shown

in Figure 1.2b. The twist density can be varied by different adjustments of the pro-

cess parameters. This makes this structure interesting as a reinforcing material

because, within the construction industry, the residual bearing capacity is of major

importance. Abbott and Freischmidt (1985) have used this technology to produce

cabled yarns in the reinforcement of composite materials.

Cabled yarn

Cover yarn

Core yarn

Rotating spindle

Figure 1.1 Cabling principle.

Cover yarn

Core yarnCore yarn1 cm 1 cm

Cover yarn

(a) (b)

Figure 1.2 The cabling principle and yarn structures of a singly covered (a) and a doubly

covered (b) yarn.
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1.2.2 Friction-spun yarns

In the process of friction spinning, the core yarn is covered with a sheath so that a yarn

with a core-sheath structure is created. This method is based on coating the core yarn

of the outer layer fibers. The yarn thus obtained consists of a core and an outer sheath,

uniformly twisted around the core as shown in Figure 1.3. The resulting yarn has a

fluffy surface that improves outer bonding with the composite matrix (Hanisch

et al., 2006). Furthermore, this yarn can be used to generate a profiled strand, also

capable of improving the bonding. In making profiled filaments, for example, by

the partial melting of the thermoplastic component of the outer-layer filaments (if they

are made of thermoplastic fibers such as polypropylene and polyamide) and using a

knurling tool, a defined surface texture profile is formed. Themechanical properties of

yarns manufactured by the friction-spinning process or by cabling are determined

mainly by the properties of the core yarn. At the same time, the outer layer of the

filament provides little radial compression of the core by increasing the strength of

the entire yarn. The friction-spinning system may produce yarns from a wide range

of different fibers for technical applications (Merati, 2010). Themechanical properties

of a friction-spun yarn depend mainly on the core yarn. At the same time, the sheath

fibers provide a transverse force, binding the individual filaments and resisting their

slippage (Vigneswaran and Chandrasekaran, 2010; Hasan and Cherif, 2011; Yadav

and Chattopadhyay, 2012).

1.2.3 Commingled yarns

Commingled yarns are hybrid structures in which two different materials in the form

of fibers are mixed to form continuous-filament yarns. Commingling techniques use

air jets to blend two types of filaments together at the filament level. In the com-

mingling process, rapidly moving air in a jet is used to generate entanglements in

and among the filaments of the supplied yarns (Alagirusamy and Ogale, 2005).

Figure 1.4 shows a schematic with the most important components of a modern

1 mm

Figure 1.3 Friction-spun yarn.
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commingling device. The yarn components are fed by means of separate godet pairs in

order to adjust the speed of supply for the different process speed of the fibers.

Usually, there is a slide overfeeding between the upper delivery godet (DG) and

the take-off godet (TG). This means that the DG rotates faster than the TG. During

the mingling process, the air stream impacts the yarn orthogonally, leading to the

formation of open segments (at the position where the air jet acts) and of compact

sections called nips (on either sides of the open segments). The factors that determine

the structure of commingled yarns can be classified as follows: (a) process parameters

such as air pressure, degree of overfeeding, and production speed; (b) nozzle design;

and (c) raw material parameters (Kravaev et al., 2014).

Commingled yarns may be used as reinforcement in civil engineering applica-

tions. Janetzko et al. (2010) developed commingled yarns for concrete reinforce-

ment consisting of reinforcing fibers (AR-glass fibers) and water-soluble polyvinyl

acetate (PVA) filaments used as placeholders for the reinforcing fibers. After

embedding the reinforcement structure in concrete, the PVA filaments should dis-

solve owing to the alkaline matrix. Thus, hollow spaces are generated between the

glass filaments. The concrete matrix reinforced with this commingled yarn is able

to flow into these cavities and to penetrate the internal filaments of the reinforce-

ment. The PVA yarn is also used to enhance the penetration of the high-strength

fiber by the concrete. Previous research has shown that the PVA component also

improves the microstructure of the concrete matrix by intervening in the nucleation

and the crystallization of the mineral components of the concrete (Kravaev

et al., 2008).

Commingled yarn

Take-off  godets

Sound box

Winder

Delivery/drawing
godets

2nd yarn
component

1st yarn
component

Figure 1.4 A commingling device.
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1.3 Planar textile structures

In the manufacture of textile structures for reinforcement of structural composites, all

types of textile processes are involved. Planar textile structures are fabrics in which the

structural elements (fibers or yarns) are arranged in a plane and are able to sustain the

load in one or more directions. Planar textile structures having yarn specifically

oriented in the direction where forces arise are suitable as composite reinforcements.

The number of these yarns may vary depending on the required level of tensile forces

to be sustained (Wulfhorst, 1998). Properties of fabrics are defined by the following

factors: the structure of constituent elements, their number per unit width, their mutual

arrangement, and the bonding (for example, the force of friction) between them. The

main advantage in the use of textile fabrics for composite reinforcement is the ability

to control their properties over a variety of ranges. This is mainly achieved by the use

of different manufacturing technologies. The main methods of production of textile

fabrics include: weaving, knitting, and nonwoven technology. Until now, woven fab-

rics occupied a dominant position among all kinds of textile fabrics. This was mainly

because of the established tradition in the manufacture of garments and other textile

products, including reinforcing fabrics for composite materials; however, other textile

technologies are now becoming more and more popular in the manufacture of rein-

forcing structures for composite materials.

1.3.1 Woven fabrics

Weaving is a process of forming fabric by interlacing two or more sets of yarns using a

stable machine called a loom. Weaving is a method of fabric production in which two

distinct sets of yarns or threads are interlaced at right angles to form a fabric or cloth.

Warp yarns are fed from large reels called creels or beams. Typically, these hold

about 4500 separate pieces of yarns, each about 450 m long. The filling yarns are fed

from bobbins, called quills, carried in shuttles (hollow projectiles). These shuttles

move back and forth across the warp yarns, placing some of the weft over and

some under. The shuttle is designed so that the yarn it carries can unwind freely as

the shuttle moves. The yarn folds over itself at the end of each pick and forms another

pick as the shuttle returns. Usually, the majority of textile products are produced by

one of the three basic weaving techniques, namely a plain weave, satin weave, or twill.

Figure 1.5 shows the movement of the shuttle in the weaving process.

For construction applications, woven fabrics are typically made of AR-glass, car-

bon, or event basalt. Applications are generally in the field of concrete or plaster rein-

forcement, geotextiles, and agrotextiles; however, for these applications, a special

kind of fabric with a leno weave is normally used. For applications of these kinds

of leno fabrics, a market with about a 20% growth is predicted over the next few years.

The entire geotextiles market has grown by about 300% between 1985 and 2000, with

a production of about 100 million m2 per year.

Leno fabrics are open but stable fabrics with a grid structure. As compared to con-

ventional fabrics, the leno weave has two sets of warp yarns that are twisted around a
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weft yarn, thus holding it stable within the fabric. The warp yarns crossing around the

weft provide dimensional stability to the fabric (Figure 1.6). The advantages of the

leno weave include:

l High dimensional stability
l Very low undulation of weft yarns
l Realization of open, grid-like structures

Leno weaves can be made on conventional weaving machines. Here the heald wires of

the weaving machine need to be modified with leno heald wires and heald shafts

(Figure 1.7). A production speed of up to 250 m/min can be achieved. This is, how-

ever, very low compared to the speeds of conventional weaving techniques.

A new leno weaving technique has been launched in the market using propeller

leno technology. This leno weaving technology can help in the manufacture of grid

structures at a speed of about 800 m/min. A schematic diagram of the new technology

is seen in Figure 1.8.

Production direction

Black rest

Warp beam

Fabric beam

Heddle frames

Shed

Reed

Weft insertion

Breast beam

Fabric

Figure 1.5 The weaving process.

Twisted warp yarns

Weft yarn

Figure 1.6 A leno weave

with glass weft yarns (left);

schematic diagram of a leno

weave (right).
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The conventional applications of the leno weaving technology along with the grid

mesh size are mentioned in Table 1.1.

1.3.2 Knitted fabrics

Knitting technology is one of the most versatile and flexible methods of production for

textile fabrics. Selection of traditional textile techniques, such as knitting, is currently

of great interest because of the potential for producing net-shape/near-net-shape

Figure 1.7 Conventional leno manufacturing technique.

Figure 1.8 Propeller leno weaving technology.

Table 1.1 Applications of leno weaving technology

Plaster

reinforcement

Flooring

reinforcement

Concrete

reinforcement

Min. mesh size 3.0 mm�2.5 mm 15.7 mm�10.1 mm 5 mm�5 mm

Max. mesh size 11.5 mm�9.8 mm 40 mm�20 mm 20 mm�20 mm

Market

relevance

Very high High Very high
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fabrics with mass production, low fabrication cost, and the ability to conform to com-

plicated contours (Leong et al., 1999; Huang and Ramakrishna, 2000). Knitted fabrics

are produced by interlooping one or many yarns. The elements of the knitted structure

include open and closed laps, floats, insertion weft, and warp yarns. Knitted fabrics are

mainly divided according to their method of formation into two groups includingweft-

and warp-knitted fabrics (Spencer, 2001). In the weft-knitting process, knitting is

performed in the transverse direction with one or more yarns, and in the warp-knitting

process, knitting is performed in the longitudinal direction from a large number of

parallel yarns. Weft-knitted and warp-knitted structures are shown in Figure 1.9a

and b, respectively. Depending on the application, the knitted fabric can be man-

ufactured as a continuous, closed fabric having a certain permeability, or as a material

with an open-mesh structure with cells in a rectangular shape. Standard industrial knit-

ting machines can produce almost any type of knitted fabric for composites.

Properties of knitted fabrics can be freely adjusted according to the specific

application: from highly stretchable to almost inextensible, with fixed sizes; from thin,

open structure to dense; from smoothly surfaced to nonplanar arrangements with tex-

tured or embossed surfaces. Varying the structural elements can improve strength or

stiffness, reduce material consumption, etc. Depending on the application and the

manufacturing process, different types of knitting patterns are used in the production

of reinforcement structures.

1.3.2.1 Weft-knitted fabrics
Weft-knitted fabrics are generally used for the manufacture of clothing; however, they

also serve in a number of applications for reinforcing composites (Ramakrishna et al.,

1997; Leong et al., 1999; Huang and Ramakrishna, 2000; Khondker et al., 2004;

De Araujo et al., 2009). In weft-knitting, yarn feeding and loop formation occur at

each needle in succession across the needle bed during the same knitting cycle

(Spencer, 2001). Weft-knitted fabrics are produced on flat and circular weft-knitting

machines. Weft-knitted fabrics have undulated yarns in their structure and,

(a) (b)

Figure 1.9 (a) Weft- and (b) warp-knitted structures.
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consequently, have a much lower strength when compared with other types of textile

fabric. In addition, during loop formation, the yarns are exposed to tensile and bending

forces that can cause damage to the yarn and result in lower failure loads compared to

the results of other production methods. The main problem is that high-strength yarns

are very fragile and may be easily damaged during knitting. It should be noted that

yarns with low knittability are better incorporated into the knitted structure in the form

of straight, inlaid yarns in the lengthwise and crosswise directions. The main advan-

tage of these structures is their good drapability, i.e., their ability to cover the surface

of a complex shape without wrinkling.

1.3.2.2 Warp-knitted fabrics
In a warp-knitting process, simultaneous yarn-feeding and loop-forming actions occur

at every needle in the needle bar during the same knitting cycle (Spencer, 2001). The

main difference from weft-knitted structures consists of the fact that all working

needles on warp-knitting machines move simultaneously and, consequently, the loops

are formed in a row simultaneously. Loop structures are formed in the warp yarn sys-

tem in the length direction of the fabric. Thus, during one revolution of the shaft of the

warp machine, from a few tens up to thousands of loops are formed. Warp-knitting

features substantially higher performance compared with weft-knitting. In contrast

to weft-knitted fabrics, warp-knitted fabrics find widespread use in the reinforcement

of various composite materials, including those for civil engineering applications.

Manufacturing technology for warp-knitted fabrics combines the benefits of weaving

and knitting. Similar to weaving, yarns are wound fromwarp beams, and are located in

the fabric in two perpendicular directions. In the manufacture of technical fabrics,

directly oriented warp- and weft-reinforcing, high-strength yarns are inserted to pro-

vide the necessary mechanical characteristics and dimensional stability of the fabric.

The reinforcing yarns are then combined with warp-knitting yarns.

Warp-knitted fabrics manufactured for civil engineering applications have the

following basic elements:

– 0° inlay yarns are straight yarns that are placed in the warp-knitted fabric in the machine’s

longitudinal (warp) direction

– 90° inlay yarns are the straight yarns that are placed in the warp-knitted fabric in the trans-
verse (weft) direction

– Inlay yarns in the diagonal direction are the straight yarns that are placed in the warp-knitted

fabric in the diagonal direction (e.g., �45°)
– Warp-knitting yarns are the yarns that stitch-bond the fabric

It should be noted that inlay yarns do not participate in loop formation during the knit-

ting process, but serve as reinforcing elements. As inlay yarns, high-strength rovings,

hybrids, or multifilament yarns may be used. The loop length of the warp-knitting

yarns influences both the inner friction of the straight reinforcing yarns and other

properties such as, for example, concrete penetration ability (Hanisch et al., 2006).

The linear density of the filaments and the inlaid reinforcing yarn’s hinge structure

usually differ in size by one or two orders of magnitude. The result of this manipu-

lation is a structure with fundamentally new properties.
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Planar warp-knitted fabrics may be uniaxial, biaxial, or multiaxial. In uniaxial

structures, the weft yarn is inserted across the width of the fabric (Padaki et al.,

2006). This is also known as magazine weft insertion (Raz, 2000). Figure 1.10a illus-

trates warp knit with a weft inlay yarn. As a result, a unidirectional structure that can

sustain a load only in one particular direction is produced. In comparison with woven

fabrics, higher strength due to the straight arrangement of the weft yarn is achieved. In

biaxial structures along with weft inlaid yarns, additional yarns are incorporated into

the knitted structure in the machine direction as shown in Figure 1.10b. The resulting

structure combines the advantages of knitted and woven fabrics (Godou et al., 1998),

and can carry loads in two directions. In addition to horizontal and vertical reinforcing

yarns, additional diagonal yarns may be introduced at various angles to the machine

direction of the fabric. These fabrics are called multiaxial or noncrimp fabrics, i.e., the

(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 1.10 (a) Uniaxial, (b) biaxial, and (c) multiaxial warp-knitted structures.
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reinforcing yarns are placed in the same plane but in different directions. Such struc-

tures may consist of several layers and have different orientations of their constituent

yarns as shown in Figure 1.10c (Raz, 2000).

The properties of warp-knitted fabrics are affected by the knitting pattern.

Although there are a variety of knitting stitches, only a limited number of them is used

for the production of reinforcing fabrics. Typically two types of knitting stitches,

namely pillar (Figure 1.11a) and tricot (Figure 1.11b) stitches, are used in the

warp-knitting process. In the pillar stitch, the same guide always overlaps the same

needle. In the tricot stitch, one thread crosses between wales respectively

(Spencer, 2001).

Warp-knitted fabrics with a tricot stitch embed the yarns or rovings with a flat,

ribbon-shaped cross-section into the textile structure. Due to the flat shape of the rov-

ing, the contact surface between the filaments and the concrete increases. Also,

in comparison to a round-shaped filament bundle, the minimal penetration depth

decreases by almost 50% ( Janetzko et al., 2010). Thus, reinforcement structures

are produced that can be easily penetrated by the concrete matrix, providing a good

bond between the filaments and the concrete.Warp-knitted fabrics with a tricot pattern

show higher load-bearing capacity than specimens reinforced with pillar-stitch tex-

tiles (Roye, 2007); however, the spacing width of the textiles between the individual

rovings decreases due to the ribbon shape of the reinforcement yarn and the closed

mesh of the knitting yarn (Figure 1.12a). For this reason, these reinforcement struc-

tures are further processed into structural parts mainly by lamination or spraying.

Warp-knitted fabrics with pillar stitches offer open-grid reinforcement structures as

shown in Figure 1.12b. These grid textiles are very suitable for the production of

concrete elements by using the casting process, where highly liquid concrete mixtures

are used ( Janetzko et al., 2010). Due to the openings within the fabric, the concrete

mixture can flow through the fabric layers to fill the formwork; however, the contact

surface between the concrete and the reinforcing roving is low owing to the circular

shape of the roving (Roye, 2007).

Warp-knitted fabrics may also be produced with reinforced zones. Local

reinforcement is created by locally applied yarns in reinforcement structures. The

(a) (b)

Figure 1.11 Different stitch types: (a) pillar and (b) tricot.
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local reinforcements may be introduced directly during the manufacturing process or

later in an additional process, e.g., with the help of sewing or embroidery techniques

for tailored fiber placement (Kolkmann et al., 2005).

1.3.3 Nonwoven fabrics

Nonwoven fabrics consist of intermingled fibers that are consolidated either by means

of chemical, mechanical, or thermal bonding. The relevant properties of nonwovens in

the civil engineering field include their isotropic nature and porosity. Nonwoven fab-

rics have two important properties that make them applicable in civil engineering.

They are generally used for:

l Drainage sheets for drainage of fluids from a system
l Distribution of fluids in a system
l Providing homogeneous concrete surfaces

1.4 Three-dimensional textile structures

A significant achievement over the last several decades in textile technology has been

the development of 3D textile structures (3D textiles) that have new, unique properties

compared to conventional, planar textile structures. The main impact of 3D textile

development has been seen in the limited use of conventional planar textiles, mostly

woven as reinforcing fabrics for particularly critical structural elements. Unlike planar

textile reinforcements, 3D textile structures have the advantage that the yarn can be

built-in in three directions in space, including the through-thickness direction.

Development of textile fabrics with reinforcing elements in their structures, and hav-

ing the shape of the reinforcing structure, is quite cost-effective technology. The use of

such structures makes it possible to reduce labor costs related to the manufacture of

composite materials owing to the creation of integrated systems of reinforcing ele-

ments (Gries and Roye, 2003; Roye and Gries, 2007).

(a) (b)

Figure 1.12 Warp-knitted biaxial fabrics with (a) tricot stitches and (b) pillar stitches for

concrete reinforcement.
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Three-dimensional structures can be defined based on either the manufacturing pro-

cess or the dimensionality of the internal structure. Thus, Buesgen (1993) defined three-

dimensional textiles: “textiles or fabrics are three-dimensional textiles when they appear

in a three-dimensional geometry without any transformation step and/or when they exist

in at least three different layers of yarn systems which are oriented in all three directions

(three-dimensional structure).” Roye et al. (2004) defined a 3D textile as a textile that

has three directions in yarn architecture and/or textile architecture, regardless of whether

it is made in a one-step process or multiple-step process. Thus, in general, a 3D textile is

a structure having yarns oriented in three orthogonal directions.

Fabrication of 3D structures can be carried out in either one-step or multiple-step

processes; however, production in multiple-step processes involves many additional

operations such as cutting, laying, and joining. Therefore, the development of a one-

step process for three-dimensional structures is currently a priority. All major textile

technologies, including weaving, knitting, and nonwoven technology, are suitable for

the production of three-dimensional textile structures.

1.4.1 3D-woven structures

Weaving technology can be used in the narrow-fabric form as well as in the broad-

width-fabric form for the manufacture of 3D textiles. These textiles are suitable for

an array of different applications, including:

l High energy absorption
l Low crack propagation
l Good impact behavior
l High tensile strength

These structures can be used for the manufacture of frameworks in building. These

framework structures can be woven and directly extruded to be used in applications

such as door and window frames.

1.4.2 3D-knitted structures

Knitting technology is widely used in the production of 3D structures. Three-

dimensional-knitted structures can be manufactured by both weft-knitting and

warp-knitting techniques; however, the warp-knitting technique is the most popular

in manufacturing 3D structures for composite reinforcement. Warp-knitted spacer

fabric is one of the special types of 3D textiles for use in structural applications. In

forming 3D warp-knitted fabrics, two warp-knitted structures having the same or

different structures are simultaneously and independently produced on each side of

the machine. They are connected together during fabric production by another set

of yarns, together forming a 3D structure (Roye and Gries, 2007).

Spacer fabrics show specific characteristics thanks to their special structures.

Spacer fabric is a sandwich structure consisting of two outer surfaces and a connection

layer, as illustrated in Figure 1.13. Spacer fabrics are produced on double-needle-bar

Rachel machines. The upper and lower surfaces of spacer fabrics are produced on the
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front and rear needle beds, respectively. The needle bars operate in alternation (Raz,

2000). The upper and lower surfaces of the spacer fabric consist of rovings laid at

angles of 0° and 90° connected by warp-knitting yarn. In addition, there are spacer

yarns located in the through-thickness direction that bind the two outer surfaces of

the fabrics to each other.

Spacer fabrics may have open or closed structure or a gridded, mesh-like structure.

Various mesh sizes can be obtained by regulating the distance between inlay yarns in

two directions. Spacer fabrics with open structures find appropriate application for

concrete reinforcement owing to better flow of the concrete mixture into the fabrics.

The upper and lower surfaces of spacer fabrics can be produced from the same or

different inlay yarns. As a spacer yarn, single, continuous yarns are used. Selection

of different inlay yarns allows spacer fabric with different predetermined character-

istics to be obtained. The length of spacer yarns between two surfaces can be varied up

to 60 mm (Raz, 2000). With this range of length, different fabric thicknesses can be

realized depending on composite geometry.

Along with high-strength textile yarn used as inlay yarn, metal wire may be used as

a 3D warp-knitted textile for structural reinforcement in hybrid metal or plastic

products ( Janetzko et al., 2009). The main advantage of spacer fabrics for concrete

applications is in the final shape of the component. The high-strength inlay yarns

are located in the outer layers of spacer fabrics where the highest tensile and compres-

sive forces occur. The two layers of the spacer fabric can be designed to have different

forms, even allowing different distances between the layers, as shown in Figure 1.14.

It is also possible to leave out free areas if the concrete element is designed with holes.

A spacer fabric with open structure has been designed for façade elements, as shown in

Figure 1.15 (Hanisch et al., 2006).

The factors affecting the properties of spacer fabrics include the thickness; the

number of inlay yarns per width and the number of spacer yarns per unit area; the prop-

erties of inlay and spacer yarns; the spacer yarn laying angle; and the pattern of the

warp-knitting yarn.

Upper surface

Spacer yarn

Lower surface

Figure 1.13 Spacer fabric components.
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1.5 Coating of textiles

The coating of textiles has the aim of stabilizing the inner structure and shaping and

fixing the form of the textile. Furthermore, the tensile strength of a textile-reinforced

component increases due to the activation of the roving’s inner filaments. Usually the

coating is applied to impregnate the whole roving. Figure 1.16 displays the effect of a

coating on the stress distribution within the filaments.

Without impregnation, the concrete penetrates only the outer part of the roving, and

only parts of the filaments are in direct contact with the surrounding concrete. In the

Figure 1.15 Warp-knitted spacer fabric with open structure.

Figure 1.14 Warp-knitted spacer fabric with varying distances between outer layers.

(N/mm2) (N/mm2)

Figure 1.16 Roving cross-section without impregnation (left) and with impregnation (right)

(Engler, 2008).
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center of the roving is a zone without direct contact with the concrete, which has a

lower stress-bearing level. This can partly cause pull-out failure of the roving. Only

the load-bearing filaments are pulled, separating from the unloaded parts. With

impregnation, the load can be transferred more homogeneously among the filaments.

This leads to higher load-bearing capability and smoother component response to

loads. The amount of surface area in contact with the concrete is determined by

the polymer coating.

A coating line for impregnation of textiles used as reinforcement usually consists of

a raw material depot, an impregnation part, a drying part, and a semifinished

product depot.

Figures 1.17 and 1.18 illustrate the coating process with the use of a foulard; other

coating methods are knife-blade coating, transfer coating, and kiss coating. Within the

foulard, the dry fabric is conveyed through a bath of resin. Depending on the viscosity

of the resin, squeezing rollers can be added to the bath to achieve full impregnation.

Another pair of squeezing rollers above removes excess resin and sets the desired

weight fraction; typical values are around 50% coating and 50% textile, by weight.

Within the heating zone, the material is either dried (dispersion) or hardened. In a

roll-to-roll process, the semifinished textile is wound into a roll. With stiff polymer

coatings, the wet textile can also be shaped and cured to get near-net-shaped

reinforcements.

Foulard

Heating

Cooling

WindingReel

+

+ + + + +

+

++

Squeezing
roller

Figure 1.17 Schematic layout of the coating process.

Figure 1.18 Ongoing coating process with an opened foulard (left) and a squeezing

roller (right).
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The influence of the coating on component behavior depends strongly on the coat-

ingmaterial used. Polymers with a highYoung’smodulus increase themaximum force

that can be sustained and decrease the ductility of the component. Figure 1.19 shows

the crack opening under stress of different coatings.

The filaments of rovings without impregnation are pulled out separately during

crack opening. The maximum load level is rather low compared to coated rovings,

but the bearable deformation is much higher. Impregnated rovings cause a much

stiffer member response and can sustain higher maximum loads. Still, failure of mem-

bers reinforced with coated rovings occurs earlier. The effect of different polymer sys-

tems in terms of increasing strength was investigated in several works (Naik and

Madhavan, 2000; Dilthey et al., 2006; Glowania et al., 2011). It was shown that, with

high-modulus polymers such as epoxy resin, almost total activation of all the filaments

in the load-bearing direction is achieved.

Another issue when using polymer coatings is their environment. Temperatures

above 100 °C cause a loss in strength, and some polymers are not fireproof.

1.6 Conclusions and future trends

In this chapter, the basic modern processes for the manufacture of textiles for use in

reinforcing structures were considered. It was shown that reinforcing textiles are used

in various structural levels, from fiber to yarn to fabric. Manufacture of technical yarns

such as cabled yarns, friction-spun yarns, and commingled yarns, and their basic
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Figure 1.19 Stress diagram for different coatings (Schleser, 2008).
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characteristics, were considered and analyzed. Textile fabrics for structural applica-

tions may take the form of either planar or spacer structures. In the manufacture of

textile structures for reinforcement of structural composites, all types of textile pro-

cesses are involved. Different methods of fabric formation in woven, knitting, and

nonwoven processes for planar and spacer structures, characteristics of fabrics, and

production process parameters were considered.

To date, these textile structures have found only limited use in architectural or

structural applications. In the short term, textile reinforcing structures will be more

and more in demand, especially in the field of construction. As a consequence, the

need will arise for mass production of ready-made items in the form of reinforcing

structures. The main trend in the manufacture of textile reinforcing structures is likely

to be a high demand for knitting, because of the opportunity it provides for the pro-

duction of directionally oriented structures with lowmaterial consumption under exis-

ting conditions. Particular attention will be paid to the development of hybrid textile

structures, which contain two or more components of different materials.
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2.1 Introduction

Textile reinforced concrete (TRC) is a compositematerial consisting of a cement-based

matrix with typically small maximum aggregate grain sizes and high-performance,

continuous multifilament yarns made of alkali-resistant (AR) glass, carbon, polymer,

or other materials (Brameshuber, 2006). The major advantages of TRC are its high

tensile strength and pseudoductile behavior, the latter characterized by large deforma-

tions arising out of its tolerance of multiple cracking, and its expected high durability

due to the corrosion resistance of the reinforcement. With its excellent mechanical

properties and durability, this material can be highly appropriate to many applications

for new, light structures and for the strengthening or repair of old structural elements

made of reinforced concrete or other traditional materials (Lieboldt et al., 2008;

Weiland et al., 2008; Ehlig et al., 2012; Mechtcherine, 2013).

Today, one common application of TRC is in prefabricated façade panels.

Figure 2.1a shows the construction of a lab building at the Technische Universität

(TU) Dresden, where 30-mm thick TRC panels with dimensions of 1300–2000 mm

were used. Reinforcement consisted of two textile layers made of AR glass yarns

impregnated with styrol-butadien resin and interconnected by thin polymeric fibers

acting as spacer.

Whileplanargeometrieshavedominated thusfar,moresophisticatedprefabricatedele-

ments can be produced as well. The pavilion structure shown in Figure 2.1b was put

together using eight identical shell elements. The last example given here is a hybrid pipe

systemwith an inner polymer layer (see Figure 2.1c and d); it combines the advantages of

polymer pipes, high chemical resistance, water and gas impermeability, and excellent

hydraulic properties associatedwith the advantages ofTRC, e.g., high stiffness, high duc-

tility. Production of such new products requires new technologies both for straight pipes

and arc elements using different wrapping techniques (Lieboldt et al., 2008).

Strengthening with TRC is another promising area of application for the new com-

posite material. The first practical application in Germany was carried out in 2006

when retrofitting a reinforced concrete (RC) shell at the University of Applied Sci-

ences in Schweinfurt (Ehlig et al., 2012). Altogether, three layers of carbon-yarn

textile were placed using a lamination technique (see Figure 2.2a). The total thickness

of the strengthening TRC layer was only approximately 15 mm. Such kinds of
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strengthening couple the advantages of a two-dimensional reinforcement layer with

low dead weight. Taking advantage of these benefits, a large, barrel-shaped concrete

roof on the historical school of engineering in Zwickau, Germany was strengthened.

TRC lamination was the method of choice for refurbishment since it best complied

with the requirements of historical preservation, fire resistance, and the design itself

(Weiland et al., 2008).

While first applications are very promising, much work must be done before TRC

can become widely accepted as a standard construction material. First of all, a solid

(a)

(c)
(d)

(b)

18 mm

Figure 2.1 Examples of TRC use in prefabrication: (a) façade panels; (b) light shell elements

(Ehlig et al., 2012); (c) application of textile reinforced concrete on a thin polymeric pipe

(Lieboldt et al., 2008); and (d) cross-section of the hybrid pipe wall (six layers of reinforcement)

(Lieboldt et al., 2008).

(a) (b)

Figure 2.2 Strengthening with TRC—placing textile reinforcement on (a) the hypar-shell’s

cantilevered area (Ehlig et al., 2012); (b) lower end of the T-beam supporting a cross-section

supporting a barrel-shaped roof (Weiland et al., 2008).
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basis in the form of codes and guidelines for structural design and material

specifications must be developed and introduced into the construction practice. This

is not an easy task since on the one hand, there is both wide variability in the properties

of existing TRC already being used and ongoing development of new types of textile

reinforcement and matrix compositions. On the other hand, there is relatively little

knowledge of and experience with the specific material behavior of TRC under

various conditions of loading and exposure. The purpose of this chapter is to analyze

the current state of development of matrices for TRC, identify actual problems and

challenges related to the TRC production, and define the corresponding tasks to be

addressed in further research.

2.2 Overview of matrix compositions for TRC

Various matrix compositions for the production of TRC have been developed with an

eye to the requirements of workability, adequate bonding to the textile reinforcement,

durability, etc. The fine-grained concrete most often used for TRC production has a

water/binder (w/b) ratio of 0.3–0.4 with a binder content of 40–50% by volume. The

high content of binder is essential for sufficient bonding between the fine concrete

and the filaments of the textile reinforcement as well as for the workability of the fresh

concrete. The maximum grain size of the aggregates typically ranges between 1 and

2 mm, depending on the distance between the yarns of the textile reinforcement, the

spacing of the textile reinforcement layers and the dimensions of the structural element.

Table 2.1 gives five representative fine-grained matrix compositions as developed and

used forTRCwithin the frameworkof theCollaborativeResearchCentres 528at theTU

Dresden (see, e.g., Butler et al., 2009; Lieboldt, 2012) and the Collaborative Research

Center 532 at RWTH Aachen (Brockmann, 2006; Hinzen, 2014).

Additional specific requirements are the result of particular application scenarios.

For example, high productivity in the prefabrication of thin-walled, large-scale

elements requires very free flowing and self-leveling capacities as well as the capacity

to flow through fine-mesh reinforcing textiles, in some cases several layers, and the

ability to envelop the individual yarns. The mixtures PZ-0899-01 and FA-1200-01

(see Table 2.1) fulfill these requirements to a large extent: they have slump flow diam-

eters of 340 and 260 mm, respectively, measured with a small cone and funnel flow

times of 7 and 5 s, respectively, measured with a small funnel. In addition to devel-

oping adequate, low-viscosity, self-leveling, robust compositions, special attention

must be directed to adjusting the techniques for distributing, compacting, and curing

the concrete. In doing this, the esthetic appearance of the surfaces must be considered

for such applications as façade panels (see Figure 2.2). Some details on this topic are

addressed in Section 2.5.

In contrast, the application of concrete matrix by spraying on inclined or vertical

surfaces or overheads as used in the strengthening, repair, or production of complex

geometries in prefabrication requires relatively high form stability after placement

and good adhesion to the substrate. These requirements are met, for example, by com-

positions M1, M3, and M7 (see Table 2.1). All three mixtures exhibit table-flow
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Table 2.1 Representative matrix compositions for TRC

Materials

Mineral-based matrices

PZ-0899-01

SFB 532

FA-1200-01

SFB 532

M1

SFB 528

M3

SFB 528

M7

SFB 528

Cement c kg/m3 490 210 539 549 839

Cement type – CEM I 52.5 CEM I 52.5 CEM III/B 32.5 CEM I 32.5 R CEM I 32.5 R

Fly ash f kg/m3 175 455 243 246 –
Silica fume s 35 35 – – –
Silica slurry (w:s¼1:1) – – 53.9 54.6 –
Binder (c+f+s) 700 700 809 822 839

Plasticizer % by mass

of binder

1.0–1.5 0.9 2.1–2.2 2.3–2.4 2.1–2.2

Siliceous fines

0–0.125 mm

kg/m3 500 470 – – –

Siliceous fine sand

0.2–0.6 mm

715 670 – – –

Sand 0–1 mm – – 1079 1092 1189

Water 280 280 242.7 245.6 279.7

w/c – 0.57 1.33 0.45 0.45 0.33

w/b¼w/(c+f+s) – 0.40 0.40 0.30 0.30 0.33
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spread after 15 strokes of 200–220 mmwhen measured with the small cone according

to EN 1015–3 (1999).

The sketched approaches to adjusting the properties of matrices in their fresh and

hardened states for TRC applications are still, generally speaking, too much of the

framework of modern concrete technology as applicable to steel-reinforced concrete

structures. With the development of newer, heavier reinforcing textiles with relatively

large spaces between yarns, there is a tendency to use compositions with larger max-

imum aggregate sizes, which consequently become increasingly similar to “common”

concrete mixes; however, the potential for novel approaches is immense.

Following the radical change from steel reinforcement to reinforcement made of

carbon, AR glass, or basalt, the requirements of the concrete matrix should be

reconsidered completely. For example, while in the case of RC, the high pH value

of the pore solution is essential for corrosion protection of the steel reinforcement,

in the case of textile reinforcement, the highly alkaline matrix constitutes a very

aggressive environment for fibers made of glass or basalt and for polymer coatings

of yarns made of carbon or other materials (Scheffler et al., 2009; Butler et al.,

2010; Hempel et al., 2015). The change in these paradigms suggests a new generation

of concrete. To be future-oriented, these newmatrices must have—in addition to prop-

erties that satisfy the usual requirements, like high durability at various exposure con-

ditions or optimal bonding to the reinforcement—a considerably improved energy and

CO2-release balance. Obviously, energy consumption and CO2 release can be partly

lowered by the conventional approach of partially replacing Portland cement clinker

by latent-hydraulic and pozzolanic materials like slag, fly ash, or silica fume (SF).

In the near future, calcined clays are likely to develop into a commercially available

and worldwide producible alternative. While the trend to low clinker content is today

one of the driving forces in concrete technology in general, it has specific benefits in

combination with nonmetallic reinforcement: In contrast to steel reinforcement,

which requires highly alkaline environments for corrosion protection, many types

of textile reinforcements exhibit more favorable behavior in low-alkaline environ-

ments (Butler et al., 2010). These and other more radical approaches for improving

the sustainability of TRC are presented in Section 2.5. So far there are few dry premix

compositions commercially available as they are mainly developed for use in TRC

application for strengthening and repair of concrete structures.

2.3 Testing properties of fresh TRC matrices

Some characteristics related to the workability of fresh matrices have been addressed

in Section 2.2 already. Here more information is needed on the subject.

First, the testing methods common to characterizing the rheological behavior of

fresh mortar may be applied to fine-grained TRC matrices, since the maximum aggre-

gate grain size does not usually exceed 1 or 2 mm. Depending on the consistency of

the matrix, techniques such as the slump-flow test (DIN EN, 12350–2, 2009) and the

V-funnel test (DIN EN, 12350–9, 2010) (both suitable only for highly flowable con-

cretes or mortars such as the mixtures PZ-0899-01 and FA-1200-01 in Table 2.1), or

the spreading test on a shock table, suitable for less flowable mixtures (see, e.g.,
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mixtures M1, M3, and M7 in Table 2.1), which are usually applied. It must be empha-

sized here that the consistency of fresh concrete is commonly tested with similar

methods but with considerably larger dimensions of the testing equipment, that is,

higher representative volumes of concrete, which also has different geometry. There-

fore, some recalculation is necessary to estimate the consistency of TRC matrices in

accordance with standards for concrete, but tested on “mortar geometries.” Also the

need for the corresponding standardization is obvious in respect to testing and

classification of TRC matrices.

Second, the above-mentioned tests are single-point tests; as such, they are based on

empirical approaches and provide very limited information on rheological properties

of mixtures. For very flowable mixtures like self-compacting mortar or concrete, a

combination of two tests—usually the slump-flow test and the V-funnel-funnel

test—enables a sufficiently complete characterization of their rheological behavior.

Here the slump-flow diameter has been proven to correlate with the yield stress

of fresh concrete, while the flow time in V-funnel testing can be related to plastic

viscosity. For less flowable mixtures, such separation cannot be made on the basis

of purely empirical tests; thus, more advanced testing procedures using concrete

rheometers or viscometers are applied (see, e.g., Mechtcherine et al., 2015).

The workability of matrices for TRC must be adjusted to the type and amount of

textile reinforcement as well as the production process. In the case when rather stiff

reinforcement textiles, for example, those impregnated with epoxy resin, are used,

casting often is the only meaningful production method. The textile reinforcement

is then placed in the formwork first, followed by the pouring of the concrete, prefer-

ably in an operational step. Here, the contemporary casting technology reaches its

limits when the reinforcement structure is too dense. Even highly flowable mixtures

cannot penetrate a fine-mesh reinforcement if the formwork has a complex geometry.

Thus, at this stage, mostly flat, horizontally cast components can be produced using

pouring. There is a need to deal with this problem in more detail in order to extend the

range of producible geometries and increase the efficiency of production of TRC ele-

ments. One first step toward the estimation of the penetration behavior of fresh con-

crete through textile reinforcement is to test this feature on cut-outs of the reinforcing

components. Figure 2.3 shows two examples of such tests (Brockmann, 2001).

(a) (b) Foto: Sebastian  Wochner GmbH

Figure 2.3 Testing penetration behavior of fresh concrete through textile reinforcement:

(a) from Brockmann (2001); (b) courtesy of Sebastian Wochner GmbH.
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2.4 Basic properties of hardened TRC matrices

Due to the small maximum aggregate size of usually no more than 4 mm and to TRCs

being used for production of thin elements or strengthening layers, the properties of

hardened fine concrete are, as a rule, tested according to the standard procedures for

mortar rather those for ordinary concrete. The compressive and flexural strengths can

be determined according to DIN EN 196–1 (2005) on standard prisms measuring

40 mm�40 mm�160 mm. The storage of the test specimen is generally carried

out as specified in water at a temperature of 20 °C until testing; however, depending

on the particular application of TRC, other curing regimes may be advisable. The

compressive strength is determined on both fragments of the foregoing three-point

bend test; however, if in the course of construction, the specification of the concrete

compressive strength class is given according to DIN EN 206 (2014), the tests must be

performed on cylinders (height 300 mm, diameter 150 mm) or cubes (edge length

150 mm) in accordance with this norm for structural concrete.

Compressive strength testing of TRC matrices yields values usually in the

transitional range from ordinary concrete to high-strength concrete. This holds true

as well for flexural strength as measured on plain matrices. Table 2.2 gives the

corresponding values for several fine-grained TRC matrices developed in Aachen

and Dresden (see also Table 2.1 for concrete compositions). Young’s modulus is below

the values estimated for the given compressive strengths according to fib MC2010

(2013). Clearly, this can be traced back to the lower maximum aggregate size and sub-

sequently lower aggregate content and high fines content in TRC matrices in compar-

ison to ordinary concrete. This has to be taken into account for the stress–strain diagrams

used for design (Brockmann, 2006).

This is also one of the reasons for the relatively high shrinkage values (see

Table 2.2). Another reason is the high water content of the mixtures, again in

comparison to ordinary concrete. Due to small maximum aggregate size of TRC

matrices and their use in typically thin-walled TRC structures, the shrinkage behavior

of fine-grained concrete can be measured, for example, using prismatic specimens of

Table 2.2 Basic properties of hardened TRC matrices

Materials

Mineral-based matrices

PZ-0899-01

SFB 532

FA-1200-01

SFB 532

M1

SFB

528

M3

SFB

528

M7

SFB

528

Compressive

strength 28d

MPa 74.0 32.0 53.7 63.5 72.3

Flexural strength

28d

MPa 7.6 5.1 7.5 8.6 11.2

Young’s modulus

28d

GPa 33.0 24.8 21.0 25.5 30.8

Shrinkage 28d mm/m 0.81 0.56 0.2 0.83 0.53

Shrinkage 360d mm/m 1.01 – 0.85 1.27 –
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dimensions 40 mm�40 mm�160 mm according to the German Industrial Norm

DIN EN 52450 (1985), as was done when determining the values in Table 2.2. Here,

the total shrinkage values are given. The total shrinkage of concrete is comprised of

drying shrinkage and autogenous shrinkage. With decreasing w/b ratios, the portion of

autogenous shrinkage increases while the portion of drying shrinkage decreases. Due

to the relatively low w/b of TRC matrices, they exhibit a relatively high autogenous

shrinkage deformation. To measure shrinkage deformation, the prismatic specimens

are usually wrapped in a vapor-tight foil. While in accordance with the concrete

norms, this method has the evident disadvantage that the actual measurement cannot

begin before demolding the prisms and wrapping them in the foil, which usually

occurs at a concrete age of one or two days after casting. Up to this point, the autog-

enous deformations that have developed and can indeed be substantial, cannot be

recorded when this procedure is followed. Therefore, the corrugated tube method

is suggested as a more accurate testing alternative; this method enables taking

measurements immediately after filling the tubes with concrete (Tian et al., 2008)

(see also Figure 2.4a). Drying shrinkage is calculated by subtracting autogenous

shrinkage from total shrinkage.

It should be mentioned here that thin-walled elements tend to arch due to the dif-

ference in drying shrinkage deformations on the upper surface (free, smoothed) and

the lower surface (facing formwork) (see Figure 2.4b). The second, planar specimen in

the image was cast with both surfaces facing the formwork. This example indicates

that particular attention must be paid to the shrinkage behavior of TRC and elements

made of it.

The tendencies described for the modulus of elasticity and shrinkage behavior are

expected also with regard to creep deformations; they are higher in comparison to

ordinary concrete.

(a) (b)

Figure 2.4 (a) Setup for testing autogenous shrinkage; (b) effect of shrinkage on TRC specimen

cast with both surfaces facing the formwork (left specimen) and just one surface facing the

formwork (right specimen).
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Little is known of the strength and deformation behavior of TRC matrices subject

to sustained and cyclic tensile loading. This information is essential for the practical

use of TRC, especially in the design of new and the strengthening of existing structural

components. Also, the effects of temperature and moisture content on mechanical

performance under such loading conditions must still be investigated.

The durability of the composite material TRC depends on the durability of its

individual components: concrete matrix, fiber, and fiber-matrix interphase, thus the

optimization of the system begs a holistic approach (see Mechtcherine, 2012). This

subject is addressed in Chapter 8 of this book.

2.5 Alternative binder systems for TRC

2.5.1 Mineral additives

As indicated already in Section 2.2, TRCmatrices must have a considerably improved

energy and CO2-release balance. An obvious option is to replace Portland cement clin-

ker in part by latent-hydraulic and pozzolanicmaterials. This can be done by producing

composite cements containing these materials or by mixing these materials as mineral

additives into the concrete during production. Generally, in contrast to steel-reinforced

concrete, there are no concerns in lowering the pH value of the matrix due to pozzo-

lanic reactions, just the opposite: low alkalinity of the matrix is in most cases highly

beneficial with regard to the durability of nonmetallic reinforcement. Therefore, a

much higher pozzolana content can be used for TRC matrices in comparison to con-

crete used for production of RC elements. The limiting factor here is for the most part

the durability of the matrix itself, specifically with regard to its freeze-thawing resis-

tance. In the following paragraphs, various pozzolanic materials are briefly addressed

and evaluated with respect to their actual or possible roles in matrices for TRC.

Microsilica (SF) is an artificial, highly reactive pozzolana having very small spher-

ical particles with average sizes of about 100 nm (Taylor, 1997). When used in

cement-based systems, it increases the packing density (micro-filler effect) of the

matrix. Furthermore, it reacts with calcium hydroxide, one of the main products of

cement hydration, which leads to further densification of the matrix and higher

strength, and at early ages, but also to a considerable increase in durability, especially

with respect to chemical attack. The last feature can be traced back primarily to the

stability of the products of the pozzolanic reaction in comparison to that of calcium

hydroxide. Furthermore, the denser microstructure of SF-modified matrices is bene-

ficial for bonding between matrix and textile reinforcement. The very large specific

surface area of SF, approximately 15–35 m2/g, has a significant impact on the water

demand and, as a consequence, on the workability of the matrices; however, at a low

percentage of SF addition, the water demand of the binder system cement-SF

decreases due to the micro-filler effect of SF.With additions exceeding approximately

5% by mass related to cement, this trend reverses; higher values of yield stress and

plastic viscosity are measured with increasing SF content.

Fly ash is a residue of coal combustion in power plants and has an average particle

size in the range of ordinary Portland cement, that is, 10–30 μm; however, in contrast
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to cement, fly ash has predominantly spherical particles. Due to the low water demand

of fly ash, replacing a portion of cement with fly ash improves the workability of con-

crete mixtures. While reacting more slowly in comparison to SF, the use of fly ash

leads in the long term to a denser microstructure, which results in an improvement

in mechanical performance and in better resistance to chemical attack; however,

the development in the early-age strength is retarded in comparison to concrete with-

out fly ash (Mobasher, 2011). As already indicated above, the pozzolanic reactions

reduce the alkalinity of the pore solution in TRC matrices and thus increase the

durability of AR glass or basalt reinforcement.

The substitution of a part of Portland cement clinker by granulated blast-furnace
slag (GBFS) results in an improvement in the mechanical properties of concrete and

its resistance to chemicals as well as to a decrease of the alkalinity of the pore solution.

The latent-hydraulic nature of GBFS delays the development of early strength and

reduces the hydration heat. In the long-term, concrete produced with GBFS has higher

strength and higher chemical resistance than concrete made of Portland cement as the

only binder; however, the freezing-thawing resistance decreases with increasing

GBFS content. Similar to fly ash and SF, the availability of GBFS depends directly

on the extent of industrial activities out of which these materials accrue as

by-products. Presently, in many developed industrial countries, nearly all such

by-products are used already in the production of concrete. Since the industries

involved are not growing in those countries, no increase in use of their own

by-products can be expected in the near future.

Metakaolin is a highly reactive pozzolana; it leads to higher compressive and flex-

ural strengths, and a better bond between matrix and textile reinforcement. Similar to

SF, its addition results in a denser material structure and an increase in the durability

and reduction of the permeability of concrete. In addition, the use of metakaolin

reduces shrinkage (Siddique, 2009).

Stone powders—first of all, limestone powder—are frequently used as inert

mineral additives to reduce the content of energy-intensive reactive binders. It con-

tributes to the stability of fresh concrete mixtures but also can lead, when the grading

curve is properly chosen, to a higher packing density. Since limestone powder is inert,

the replacement of a portion of the cement by this constituent results in a reduction in

strength and durability indicators; however, due to the increase in packing density, this

decrease can be partly compensated.

Higuchi et al. (2014) suggest using the dicalcium silicate γ phase and fly ash as a

partial replacement for cement in combination with treatment with CO2 emitted by a

power plant. According to the authors, the amount of CO2 emitted during preparation

of the concrete was below zero. They showed the feasibility of the approach on con-

crete cylinders and suggested the use of this technology in producing nonreinforced

concrete elements like bank protection blocks, since concrete produced in this manner

has a pH value below 8 and thus does not provide any chemical protection for steel

reinforcement. The application of this novel approach to TRC would be, however,

even more beneficial for two reasons: (1) TRC elements are usually thin-walled, thus,

the carbonation process can be achieved in the entire element in a relatively short time;

(2) nonmetallic textiles do not require an alkaline environment; as explained above, an

alkaline environment can often even lead to deterioration of the fiber and of the
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polymers used for its impregnation. Matrices with pH values approaching neutrality

would open a possibility for the use of alkali-sensitive, inexpensive textile made of

E-glass or natural fiber won from sisal, jute, or coir plants. Using natural fiber would

be another step toward highly sustainable, “green” TRC, provided that some of the

durability problems of such fibers are solved.

2.5.2 Alternative cements

Since Portland cement is both ecologically troublesome and produces highly alkaline

environments broadly harmful to textile reinforcement, alternative cements that do not

have these disadvantages have been the focus of TRC research in the recent years.

Recently, the applicability of high-alumina cements (HACs) in the production of

TRC has been studied. Due to their chemical composition based on lime and alumina

components, this type of cement has fundamentally different hydration processes from

the Portland or slag cements. Other special features, such as rapid solidifying capacity

and high early-age strengths, may be interesting in the prefabrication of TRC

elements, where minimal demolding times are required. After mixing with water,

the alumina cements reach within 24 h up to 90% of their ultimate strength. This effect

is used in practice already in the production of quick-setting cements, where faster

setting times are achieved by adding small amounts of alumina cement. There is, how-

ever, very little research on using HAC for fine-grained concretes as the main binder.

In particular, the use of conventional viscosity agents turned out to be troublesome;

some of them cause extreme bleeding and retarding effects; while some do not exhibit

any positive effect on workability. While studies have shown that the use of alumina

cements in TRC is possible in principle, this option has not proven very practicable

yet, since the mixing procedure is too complicated and the dosage of viscosity agent

requires very high accuracy.

Calcium aluminate cement (CAC) was investigated within the German research

project SFB 532 as another possible binder for TRC matrix (see, e.g., Brameshuber

and Brockmann, 2001). Again, the investigations showed the suitability of CAC as a

binder for TRC in principle, but the mixtures were difficult in their practicability due

to a rather complex mixing procedure and high accuracy requirements with respect

to the dosing of plasticizer and stabilizer. Nevertheless, some of the CAC-based

mixtures showed improved durability in TRC made of AR glass, as demonstrated

in the strand-in-cement (SIC) test (Van Itterbeeck et al., 2008). Furthermore, they

exhibited high early-age strengths, desirable in industrial production processes;

however, their rapid setting as well as their lack of highly flowable but stable con-

sistencies were disadvantages in their practical use. Further research on CAC-based

binder systems might lead to optimized matrix compositions that would be better

suited for TRC applications.

Inorganic phosphate cements (IPCs) were recently developed as an alternative

binder, especially in glass-fiber-reinforced concrete. These cements are generally

acidic in their fresh state and pH-neutral after hardening. Also, under such conditions

ordinary, non-AR E-glass fibers could be used as textile reinforcement. It should be

noted that E-glass fiber is much cheaper than AR glass fiber (see, e.g., Orlowsky et al.,

2005). IPCs are composed of a powder component and a liquid component.
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The powder consists of calcium silicate, which reacts with the metal phosphates in the

liquid component (Wastiels, 1999). Similar to HACs and CACs, a major disadvantage

of IPCs is their particularly rapid hardening, which makes it difficult to use them in the

conventional production of concrete elements and structures. Thus, their practical

application is often reduced to the field of concrete repair. It is worthy to note that

a special type of IPC with retarded hardening properties was developed without

compromising its durability (Wastiels, 1999). It was also shown that concrete made

of IPC has higher compressive strength than conventional concrete (Wagh et al.,

1997). In addition, IPC is very heat- and corrosion-resistant (Trepalina et al., 2011).

Geopolymers are not cement materials as such, though they are inorganic; how-

ever, they are presented here, since they have begun to be used in civil engineering

as a replacement for cements. Matrices made of geopolymers are chemically highly

resistant, in particular to acidic environments, which are very aggressive in

comparison to other types of concrete matrices (Lyon et al., 1997). Thus, TRC made

of geopolymers could be used for repairs or as protective layers instead of polymeric

resins. Furthermore, they exhibit low shrinkage deformations, high tensile strength,

and high fire resistance. Menna et al. (2013) presented and discussed results of an

experimental study on the suitability of a geopolymer system based on a combination

of metakaolin and silica filler for an externally bonded composite system designed for

flexural strengthening of RC beams. A field demonstration project dealing with

strengthening and protecting concrete columns was described by Defazio et al.

(2006). Here, a potassium aluminosilicate geopolymer was used with and without con-

tinuous fiber reinforcement. The report also provides also some positive results of

long-term experiments in which geopolymer-coated surfaces were exposed to a num-

ber of snow storms, freeze–thaw cycles, deicing salts, and abrasion cycles by snow

removal equipment. Still, there is a great need for research in the field of geopolymers,

in particular with respect to their use as binder material in TRC applications.

2.5.3 Polymer-modified cement-based systems

By adding polymers to finely grained concrete mixtures, a controlled modification of

the properties of the concrete and, in turn, of the properties of the composite TRC is

possible. The polymers used in TRC matrices can be the same as those used for con-

ventional polymer cement concrete, for example, in the case of repair mortar. These

polymers meet the requirements for use in cement-based systems, for example,

sufficient alkali resistance. In particular, the following examples can be given: aqueous

dispersions and redispersible powders based on acrylate or styrene–butadiene, reactive
resins such as water-based epoxy resin or silane–siloxane compounds. Themodification

polymers commercially available as concrete or mortar additives were developed and

tested in the context of conventional concrete and mortar technology. Thus, additional

requirements must be considered for TRC, and it seems likely that “tailor-made”

polymers will be specifically developed for use in TRC.

Table 2.3 shows as examples some commercially available materials that have

been proven in terms of their processability with fine-grained concrete and their
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Table 2.3 Modifying substances for use in TRC and their properties (Büttner et al., 2009; Keil
and Raupach, 2011)

Units PD1.8 EP3.1.2 EP3.2.2 HY4.3

Chemical basea – Copolimerisat methyl

methacrylat+n-butylacrylat
Resin: bisphenol-A/F

+reactive diluent

Resin: bisphenol-A/F

+reactive diluent

Siloxane, powder,

redispersible

Hardener: polyamine/

polyglycolic

Hardener: epoxy-

amine adduct, slurry

Solid content/

active ingredient

% 50a 70.2 75.5 50a

MFT/TG °C 14/15a –/55c –/60c n.s.

Particle diameter μm 0.15a 0.05–0.3d 0.05–0.3d n.d.

Density (liquid) g/cm3 1.05a 1.09 1.10 n.d.

pH – 7.5a n.d. n.d. 6.0–9.0a

Tensile strength MPa 5.0a 31�5.08b,e

20.0�1.55b,f
33�3.1b,e

10�1.3b,f
n.s.

Strain capacity % 400a n.s. n.s. n.s.

Young’s modulus MPa 0.56b 1150�97.60b,e

990�57.4b,f
1280�87.3b,e

870�95.8b,f
n.s.

n.d.: not determinable.
n.s.: not specified.
aManufacturer’s data.
bTest in accordance with DIN EN ISO 527, Young’s modulus determined in the strain range between 0.5% and 2.5%, test temperature: 23 °C.
cMeasurement by DSC (Differential Scanning Calorimetry), determined in the second DSC-drive.
dRecording with transmission electron microscope (TP A3).
eStorage: 14d 23 °C/50% r.F.
fStorage: 1d 23 °C/95% r.F., 6d 23 °C/pore solution (pH 13.8), and 7d 23 °C/50% r.F.
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satisfactory bond characteristics with respect to textile reinforcement. Further poly-

mer materials and compositions can be found in Keil and Raupach (2011).

The main benefits of using polymer modifications of fine concretes are as follows:

l Increase in the durability of TRC. Due to the modification by the polymer, the water absorp-

tion of fine-grained concrete matrix is reduced, which increases the durability of TRC made

with AR glass reinforcement (Büttner et al., 2009). The “sealing” of the pore microstructure

in the matrix also enhances the chemical resistance (Hojczyk et al., 2011) as well as the frost

resistance.
l Improvement of the mechanical properties of TRC. The use of polymers improves the bonds

among the inner filaments in the case of uncoated rovings since the polymers can fill the

spaces between filaments. This is the partial impregnation effect, in effect “gluing” inner

filaments together better than is possible in purely cement-based matrices. As a result,

the inner filaments are activated not only by friction with the outer filaments, but also as

the bond enables an early stress transfer from the matrix through outer filaments to the inner

filaments. Additionally, the bond between the matrix and rovings is improved. Finally, the

tensile strength of the matrix is enhanced. Together, these increase the load-carrying

capacity of TRC as shown, for example, by Keil and Raupach (2011).
l Reduction of early-age shrinkage and drying shrinkage.

2.6 Modification of TRC matrices by short fiber

Generally speaking, TRC exhibits very favorable stress–strain behavior, showing high
load-carrying capacity and a certain ductility in relatively high inelastic deformations,

which result from the formation and opening of a considerable number of fine cracks

( Jesse, 2004). Such large deformations prior to material failure are crucial in respect

of both structural safety and energy dissipation in the case of impact loading (Silva

et al., 2011); however, there are at least three concerns related to the high stress levels

being reached only at high deformations:

(1) For the service state where only small deformations are acceptable, the design load-bearing

capacity of TRC must be much lower than its tensile strength

(2) In the case of strengthening of RC or masonry structures, TRC contributes little to their

load-bearing capacity at small deformations

(3) For fair-face concrete applications like façade panels, the TRC must remain uncracked for

esthetic reasons, that is, the first-crack stress of TRC is the crucial parameter for design of

such elements

The shapes of the stress–strain curves of TRC under tensile loading can vary widely

depending, first of all, on the quality and quantity of the respective textile

reinforcement. With increasing content and fineness of yarns, the tensile strength

of TRC increases while the strain capacity (strain at composite failure) decreases

(Lieboldt, 2012). Certainly the material properties of the yarns themselves, including

the effect of the various impregnation materials, play a major role as well; however,

higher content of textile reinforcement does not enhance the first-crack stress of TRC.

This parameter can be considerably improved by using short glass, carbon, or polymer

fibers as dispersed reinforcement in the matrix (see, e.g., Barhum and Mechtcherine,
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2012, 2013; Hinzen, 2014; see also Figure 2.5). In this section, the effects of short fiber

on this and other properties of TRC are presented and discussed.

The action mechanisms of short, fine, well distributed fibers in cement-based

matrices have been fairly well studied and described; they bridge and arrest micro-

cracks and, thus, limit their development. Therefore, the merging of microcracks is

delayed by the presence of short fibers, and higher loads are needed to open and

propagate these microcracks. Said differently, the tensile strength of the composite

in the pre-cracking stage can be improved. Depending on the fibers’ properties (type,

aspect ratio, volume fraction, etc.) and the properties of the matrix, short fibers can

bridge macrocracks as well. This leads to prevention of the brittle failure of concrete,

and in some cases even to strain-hardening behavior (Mechtcherine, 2013).

Barhum and Mechtcherine investigated the effect of the addition of short AR glass

fibers, both integral and dispersed (2013), as well as short dispersed carbon fibers

(2012) and short polyvinyl-alcohol (PVA) fibers, on the stress–strain behavior of var-
ious TRCs composed of two different matrices and two or four layers of AR glass

textile reinforcement. The results can be summarized as follows:

l First-crack stress in TRC specimens increased significantly, by more than double, due to the

addition of 1.0% by volume of short PVA fibers or short integral glass fibers, and even more

distinctly when short dispersed glass or carbon fibers were added. For lower percentages of

short fibers, the increase in first-crack stress was less pronounced.
l Expansion of the strain region, where multiple cracks form, was observed for the stress–

strain curves due to the addition of all types of short fibers (see also Figure 2.5). The visual

inspection of the specimens’ surfaces confirmed this finding and showed that a higher

number of cracks, finer cracks, and finer crack patterns for given strain levels were formed

when short fibers were added to TRC; in this respect, dispersed fibers were found to be more

effective than integral fibers.
l In comparison to dispersed glass fibers, integral glass fibers had more pronounced positive

effects on both the tensile strength and the work-to-fracture of the composite. While the
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advantage of the addition of short dispersed fibers began to fade at relatively high strain

levels (this holds true also for dispersed carbon fibers), integral fibers improved the load-

bearing capacity of the TRC over the entire strain range, right up to failure.
l The addition of PVA fibers led to similar improvements in the mechanical performance of

TRC, as in the case of integral AR glass fibers. The strain capacity of TRC increased, how-

ever, in comparison to TRC without short fibers. This can be traced back to the ductility of

the PVA fibers and their lower stiffness in comparison to glass or carbon fibers.
l All types of short fibers under investigation improved the bond between multifilament yarns

of the textile reinforcement and the surrounding matrix. Because of their relatively larger

size, short integral fibers provided, bymeans of new adhesive cross-links, larger and stronger

anchors into the surrounding matrix than those provided by short dispersed fibers.

Similar findings with regard to the effects of the addition of short fiber on the stress–
strain behavior of TRC were made by Hinzen (2014). He found that the variation of

first-crack stress due to different curing conditions became much less pronounced.

A number of further positive effects of the addition of short fibers to TRC should be

considered for practical application, one being shrinkage crack control. Fine, short fibers

are known to have a significant effect on plastic shrinkage and related early-age cracking

of cement-based composites. Kronl€of et al. (1995) reported that the use of polypropylene
fibers (1% by volume) reduced free plastic shrinkage by about 30%. Boshoff and

Combrinck (2013) investigated the effects of three different microfiber types, namely

polypropylene, fluorinated polypropylene, and polyester, all at a volume of 0.1%.

A clear reduction, on average by more than 50%, of the crack area was observed.

Another positive effect of adding short fibers is the mitigation of delamination of

textile reinforcement from the concrete matrix. The occurrence of such failure

increases with increasing stiffness in the textile reinforcement, decreasing concrete

cover, increasing deformation level, unfavorable loading modes (bending, shear),

etc. First test series showed that due to the addition of short AR glass or carbon fibers,

delamination could be considerably delayed or even obviated.

The addition of short fibers cause some loss in workability since fine fibers have

relatively high water demand and at higher concentrations prevent the flowing of the

matrix by forming a kind of lattice framework. This feature should be considered

when planning the use of short fibers for TRC matrices.

2.7 Summary

The use of TRC opens new possibilities in the strengthening of existing concrete

structures, the prefabrication of thin-walled concrete elements, and other applications.

While the results of the first applications are very promising, much work must be done

before TRC becomes widely accepted and used as a construction material. A solid

basis for structural design and material specifications in the form of codes and guide-

lines must be developed and introduced into construction practice. To achieve this,

purposeful research on various related issues is needed. This chapter provides an over-

view of the contemporary state of development mineral matrices for TRC and

identifies actual problems and challenges related to the materials utilized in TRC
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production. Some matrix compositions and binders have been proven over the years,

but there is still a great need for further development. At this juncture, the main chal-

lenge is in reducing binder content, specifically the Portland cement clinker without

compromising the processability, mechanical properties, and durability of the TRC.

The goal is in particular to make TRC ecologically and economically attractive for

the construction industry. Many of the challenges addressed in this chapter should

be dealt with within the project Carbon Concrete Composites (C3), sponsored by

the German Ministry for Education and Research (BMBF) and coordinated by the

TU Dresden.
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3Manufacturing methods for

textile-reinforced concrete

W. Brameshuber
RWTH Aachen University, Aachen, Germany

3.1 Introduction

When a new buildingmaterial is established, applications are important to prove that it

is suitable for practical use; however, application projects can only be put into practice

using manufacturing methods that meet the practical requirements of the building

material textile-reinforced concrete (TRC). In the State-of-the-Art Report of the

RILEM Technical Committee 201-TRC (Brameshuber and RILEM, 2006), produc-

tion techniques of TRC were already described. There, building components are

mostly manufactured applying the casting, laminating or spraying technique. Slabs

can, however, also be produced, for example, using pultrusion (Peled and

Mobasher, 2008). During the pultrusion process, the textile reinforcement is pulled

through a cement suspension. A connected system of rollers forms the slab and the

target thickness is produced.

The laminating, casting and spraying techniques have already been successfully

applied in the manufacturing of test specimens and demonstrators as well as in pilot

projects, for example, a diamond-shaped framework was manufactured in the casting

technique and a barrel shell in the spraying technique. These three techniques as well

as the spinning technique were developed further for the serial batch production of

building elements made of TRC (Brameshuber et al., 2007, 2008). It was the aim

to produce three-dimensional (3D) building components with a sharp-edged cross-

section and an exact positioning of the textile reinforcement. The spraying technique

was applied to produce a sealing systemmade of TRC (Mott and Brameshuber, 2007).

Also for producing in situ strengthening strips on ceilings and walls the spraying

technique in combination with the laminating method has been developed and applied

in practice (Mechtcherine, 2013; Schladitz et al., 2009; Weiland et al., 2008).

Following are four possible manufacturing methods for TRC components. These

methods all have in common the batch production that, besides a number of advantages,

also exhibits the disadvantage that the respective number of molds must be available

when large quantities will be produced. In this context, continual processes feature

the advantage that theworkflow ismostly less complicated and evenmore economical.

3.2 Casting

In the casting technique, the textile reinforcement can either be clamped into the

formwork or alternately inserted loosely, and afterwards the concrete is cast in one

Textile Fibre Composites in Civil Engineering. http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/B978-1-78242-446-8.00004-5
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work step. Two-dimensional (2D) fabrics combined with spacers as well as 3D fabrics

are applied. The fine-grained concrete mix should feature a very flowable consistency.

The following figures (Figures 3.1–3.4) illustrate the manufacturing process of a

diamond-shaped building element made of TRC applying the casting technique.

At first, a diamond-shaped inner formwork was made. The fabrics were clamped

around this formwork element. Sleeves were used as spacers between the fabric layers.

These sleeves were pushed over the anchoring elements that had been placed in all

four corners of the diamond. For the deflection of the fabric, additional perforated

plates were installed at the anchoring elements (see Figure 3.1).

Upon completion of the mold, the fine-grained concrete was cast into the mold (see

Figure 3.2).

Figure 3.3 illustrates the demolding process. First, the four corners of the diamond

were stripped from the formwork. Afterwards, the outer side walls could be removed

followed by the inner formwork elements. Figure 3.4 displays the finished diamond-

shaped element made of TRC.

Figure 3.1 Manufacturing the mold and placing the textile reinforcement.
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Figure 3.2 Casting the diamond-shaped element made of textile-reinforced concrete.

Figure 3.3 Demolding the diamond-shaped element made of textile-reinforced concrete.

Figure 3.4 Diamond-shaped element made of textile-reinforced concrete.
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The casting method reaches its limits when the reinforcement structure becomes

too dense at a horizontal production or when it has an insufficient stiffness at a vertical

production. A reinforcement structure that is too dense, for example, several closely

placed layers of fabric, cannot be penetrated by the fine-grained concrete even when a

high compaction energy is applied. At an insufficient stiffness, a stable position of

the reinforcement cannot be ensured during compaction due to the pressure exerted

by the concrete. When spacers are used, a minimum thickness of the spacers of

4 mm should be kept in order to ensure a good penetration.

The casting method is suited for the manufacturing of 2D slabs and of simple 3D

building elements. Presently, the production of large-size building elements is mostly

only possible when considerable effort is involved in the manufacturing and fixation

of the fabrics. Figure 3.5 illustrates a reinforcement cage as well as a completely cast

sandwich element.

3.3 Laminating

When TRC elements are laminated, the fine-grained concrete and the fabric are alter-

nately inserted into the formwork layer by layer until the component thickness is

reached (Figure 3.6).

In this case, a sun protection plate with at least a 3-m span length has been produced

for a hospital building. Figure 3.6 shows the steps for production of the first prototype:

the concrete layer compaction (Figure 3.6a); the insertion of one textile (Figure 3.6b)

and the bottom side view of the first element (Figure 3.6c). The fabrics used are 2D

fabrics that should be uncoated and consist of rovings with a flat structure so that they

can be smoothly inserted and rolled into the concrete. Coated fabrics that are

subsequently rolled for transportation or storage purposes mostly show a permanent

deformation when being unrolled, which interferes with the laminating process

because of the bending stiffness of the finished fabric.

Figure 3.5 Reinforcement cage and cast sandwich element.
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The fine-grained concretes can feature high flowability up to rather stiff consisten-

cies. At a high flowability, the fine-grained concrete can easily be distributed in the

formwork and the yarns of the fabric can be well penetrated by the concrete in order to

ensure a good bond between fine-grained concrete and fabric. The rolling of the

fabrics into the fine-grained concrete with a roller additionally improve the penetra-

tion and thus the bond; however, it turned out that the waviness of the fabric in the

building element increases as compared to cast samples with lightly prestressed

fabrics. Hence, the maximum load-bearing capacity of the laminated samples is lower.

On the basis of the current knowledge, this difference is caused by the different fabric

stresses of both methods.

The laminating method is suited for the manufacturing of 2D and simple 3D slabs

as well as of simple shell structures. The reinforcement ratio can be controlled almost

arbitrarily. The thickness of the concrete layer between the individual layers of fabric

should, however, amount to no less than 3 mm. Figure 3.7 shows the manufacturing of

a large façade element applying the laminating technique.

The dimensions of a slab produced in the laminating technique are only limited by

the self-weight, the stripping and the transportation. Slabs for façade with the dimen-

sions of 5.0�2.5 m are technically feasible. Also, sandwich elements for façades may

be produced in the same manner (Hegger et al., 2012).

(a)

(c)

(b)

Figure 3.6 Laminating technique: (a) concrete layer compaction, (b) insertion of one textile,

and (c) bottom side view of the first element.
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3.4 Spraying/shotcreting

The spraying of fine-grained concrete is based on a low-pressure system with a pres-

sure of up to 8 bar as it is also used, for example, for spraying plaster. The procedure is

very similar to that of laminating. Also here, the fine-grained concrete and the fabric

are alternatingly applied in layers.

The requirements on the fabric are the same as for the laminating technique. The

rovings must have a flat structure. Therefore, very often the same uncoated 2D fabrics

are used as in the laminating method. Also textiles coated with styrol-butadien-acrylate,

which are soft polymeric materials, may be used to increase the load-carrying capacity

of the yarns in the textile. Also here, the fabric should be rolled into the fine-grained

concrete using a roller in order to ensure a good penetration and good bond behavior.

Figure 3.7 Manufacturing a façade element.
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Figure 3.8 displays the sequence of the spraying method. First, a layer of fine-

grained concrete is applied in the formwork. Afterwards the fabric is inserted and

rolled into the concrete using a roller. This is followed by spraying another layer

of fine-grained concrete. In a last step, the surface of the building element can be

trowelled.

When vertical surfaces will also be sprayed, the spraying method places different

requirements on the fine-grained concrete mix in contrast to the laminating method.

Generally, the spraying technique requires a mix that is pumpable and sprayable.

Thus, to adhere even to vertical surfaces, the mix must feature a higher viscosity

and tack.

The spraying method enables the production of building elements in a horizontal as

well as vertical alignment with a defined position of the fabrics in the component.

Therefore, this method is suited for the manufacturing of single or multicurved shells

and where vertical surfaces will be produced. Sprayed building components can have

a high reinforcement ratio just as in the laminating technique.

When producing building elements in a horizontal position, the spraying method

can also be applied as an alternative to casting/laminating. With this technique, even

(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Figure 3.8 (a) and (d) Applying the fine-grained concrete in the spaying method, (b) inserting

the fabric, and (c) rolling it into the concrete.
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larger surfaces can be cast quickly. Using turning devices in precast plants, sandwich

structures, for example, can also be manufactured (see Figure 3.9).

Applications of the spraying method that have already been put into practice are,

for example, the production of barrel shells as well as double curved shells as dem-

onstrators for the Collaborative Research Centre 532 in Germany (Schneider et al.,

2013). Depending on the respective geometry, several square meters can be produced

in one work step, applying the spraying technique. The arbitrary geometry of the

building component is an advantage of this method so that even multicurved elements

can be manufactured.

Existing buildings often have to be maintained by strengthening for higher

bending moments and/or shear forces. Very often, this strengthening is carried

out by bonding steel or fiber reinforced polymer (FRP) composites on the surface

of the structure. Both systems require additional protection against fire. Cementitious

materials combined with carbon textiles improve the fire resistance of the

strengthening structure (Mechtcherine, 2013; Schladitz et al., 2009). The concrete

is applied on site with the spraying method using the laminating techniques, see

Figure 3.10.

(a)

(c) (d)

(b)

Figure 3.9 Manufacturing a sandwich element: (a) spraying of the outer face sheet made of

concrete, (b) core of a sandwich element with an already finished outer concrete layer,

(c) assembling a sandwich element, and (d) finished sandwich elements.
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3.5 Spinning

The spinning method is a procedure where the concrete is compacted by fast rotation

around the axis in the formwork. Mainly tubes, poles and columns are manufactured

applying this method.

In early studies, a turning lathe was used for the spinning of the tubes. Thus it was

possible to axially clamp the tubes and to spin them evenly without any unbalance

(Figure 3.11).

Mixes without and with short fibers can be used as a fine-grained concrete mix. They

should feature a flowable consistency as well as a low water-to-binder (w/b) ratio.

For the spinning of the fine-grained concrete mix without short fibers uncoated as

well as coated, 2D fabrics can be used. Since uncoated 2D fabrics can, however, not

keep their position when the tubes are produced in one work step, to insert these

fabrics, the spinning process must be interrupted at each insertion. That way, an even

arrangement of the fabrics in the cross-section of the tube is possible and a high

Figure 3.11 Clamped tube

during the spinning process.

(a) (b)

Figure 3.10 Strengthening a concrete shell with textile-reinforced concrete: (a) spraying the

first layer and (b) application of textile.

Source: TU Dresden, Curbach, M.
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reinforcement ratio can be achieved. However, this manufacturing process is very

time-consuming. Figure 3.10 illustrates a spun concrete tube with four layers of textile

reinforcement. The concrete thickness between the individual layers can be further

minimized. A wall thickness of 16 mm has already been accomplished.

To be able to conduct the manufacturing process in one work step, the 2D fabrics

must be stiffer, that is, coated and provided with spacers. The coating of the fabrics

must have a sufficient flexibility for an exact insertion of the fabrics into the form-

work. Uniform grit consisting of oven-dried sand grains is very well suited as a spacer

because it is a regular component of a concrete mix. The grit is distributed over the

coated fabrics and afterwards, the fabric is hardened under the action of heat

(Figure 3.11). Thus, the grit adheres to the fabric and ensures an invariable distance

to the formwork during the casting process. The grain diameter of the grit depends on

the required distance between the individual fabrics and between fabric and form-

work, respectively; it should, however, not fall below 4 mm. This ensures that the

fine-grained concrete can penetrate the fabrics (Figures 3.12 and 3.13).

Supplementary tests showed that the short fiber matrix could be spun easily. The

use of additional coated textile reinforcement had to be restricted to one layer at the

10 mm

Figure 3.12 Spun tube with

four layers of textile

reinforcement.

16 mm

Figure 3.13 Coated 2D fabric

with grit (4 mm).
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spinning in one work step because a denser arrangement of the reinforcement cannot

be completely penetrated by the rheological, significantly different short fiber mix.

In the spinning technique, circular, textile-reinforced hollow profiles with a

defined positioning of the layers can be manufactured, containing a high reinforce-

ment ratio. The wall thickness of, for example, poles and thus their self-weight can

be considerably reduced as compared to steel-reinforced concrete. By means of

prefabricated reinforcement cages, sections of arbitrary lengths with the different

diameters can be produced.

3.6 Extruding

A continual production of building components entails the advantage of low

manufacturing costs due to an automated production. Apart from the application of

(serial) batch production methods, this type of producing textile-reinforced building

components is a necessary precondition for a complete implementation of this com-

posite material in the practical application on site.

Presently, the extrusion of TRC is a subject of research. The extrusion method is a

production technique in which viscous, hardenable materials are pressed under high

pressure and temperature through an extrusion die or a nozzle in a continuous process.

The extrudate is compacted by an extruder (screw compressor) and the required

cross-section is determined by the shape of the nozzle or the die.

By means of the extrusion technique, the manufacturing of bar-shaped hollow pro-

files, such as standard I-beams or channel sections, is feasible. The production of such

profiles could not yet be implemented because the bar-shaped building components

could only be designed in a laminar way and not as hollow profiles due to the missing

production method. Further cross-sections that can be extruded are, for example,

honeycomb slabs, which can be used as formwork elements or hollow core slabs.

Instead of mixing and dispersing, another option may be chosen to prepare the con-

crete mix for extrusion. As an alternative, the high-speed intensive mixing equipment

has been chosen. An Eirich intensive mixer is a good alternative to the traditional

mixing procedure as, for example, used for clay products. Two basic mixes have been

designed for the first steps of investigating the rheological properties for concretes

suitability for the extrusion process. They are given in Table 3.1.

Mixture 1 is a consequent development of mixture 2, which is the basic mixture for

TRCs developed at Aachen University (Brameshuber and RILEM, 2006). Both mixes

contain methylcellulose to improve the possibility of extrusion, but for normal cast

concretes, superplasticizers have to be added.

In Figure 3.14, different mixing methods have been tested: B1 and B5 with a nearly

constant revolution time of 500/min for dry mixing and wet mixing; and B4 and B8

with a revolution time of 500/min within the first 1.5 min (dry mixing) and 800/min

after a short interruption for adding water, respectively. The difference between both

mixtures B1 and B5 and mixtures B4 and B8 is the type of cement, which is CEM

I 42.5 for B1 and B4 and CEM I 52.5 for B5 and B8, respectively. All mixes are based

on mixture type 1 (see Table 3.1).
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Figure 3.14 Influence of cement type and mixing method on the flow parameter of concretes

for extrusion.

Table 3.1 Mix design of basic mixtures

Raw material Unit Mixture type 1 Mixture type 2

1 2 3 4

CEM I 52.5 or CEM I 42.5 (c) kg/m3 700 781

Fly ash HKV (f1) – 167

Fly ash SWF (f2) 210 –
Silica fume (s) 70 167

Quarzitic aggregate 0–0.6 mm 970 671

Water (w) 256 314

Methyl cellulose % by mass of c 1.5 1.5

w/c – 0.37 0.40

w/ceq¼w/(c+0.4f+ s) 0.30 0.31



In this example, the revolution of the mixing device clearly dominates the torque as

well as the current uptake. Indirectly, these parameters are an indication of the flow

parameters of the concrete. Due to the high consistency of concretes for extrusion, no

direct method tomeasure the viscosity and the limit of flow exist. Somemethods as pen-

etration needles or slab viscosity measurement devices had been tested but found to be

inapplicable. Absolutely the torque is higher for a revolution of 800/min instead of

500/min, but the maximum is quite earlier (What exactly do you mean here? This is

not so clear). An increase of torque is similar to a decrease of the concrete viscosity.

A constant revolutionmeans that the dispersion is finished. A lot ofmixture designswith

varying contents ofmethylcellulose have been tested for finding the optimal mix in con-

nection with the dispersing procedure in the extrusion process but cannot be described

within this contribution; however, themix design suitable for the extrusion process has to

be found for the specific equipment of mixing and extruding on a case-by-case basis.

The major item for embedding textiles during the extrusion process is to control the

concrete flow. Figure 3.15 shows the extension of the pressure headwith the textile feed

channel. In comparison to pure concrete or fiber-reinforced matrices, the flow of the

concrete before this feed element has to be changed by narrowing elements.

Otherwise the concrete,which has to flow through themeshes of the textiles, is too slow.

At the moment, coated textiles compared to noncoated textiles have given the best

results. In this case, the coating consisted of styrol-butadien-acrylate. Tests using

epoxy-resin-coated textiles are scheduled for the near future. The chosen feeding

device for the textiles does not allow the use of uncoated types.

3.7 Summary

Applying the manufacturing methods casting, laminating, spraying, spinning and

extrusion, different building components can be made of TRC. While the casting

and laminating techniques are better suited for laminar components, using the

spraying method, curved shapes can also be produced, and in the spinning technique,

for example, even tubes can be manufactured. Table 3.2 gives a survey of the appli-

cation areas of the different manufacturing methods.

Figure 3.15 Extrusion with

feeding device for textiles.
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Table 3.2 Application areas of the different manufacturing methods

Manufacturing

method

Component

geometry Fabric

Reinforcement ratio Building component2D 3D 2D 3D Uncoated Coated

Casting ++ O ++ ++ ++ ++ Reinforcement ratio

limited by the density of

the structure

Spacers required in most

cases

Façades, formwork

elements, sandwich

elements, structural

elements (e.g., diamonds)

Laminating ++ O ++ �� ++ o (+) Reinforcement ratio can

be controlled almost

arbitrarily

Façades, slabs

Spraying ++ ++ ++ �� ++ o (+) Reinforcement ratio can

be controlled almost

arbitrarily

Slabs in horizontal and

vertical alignment, shells

Spinning �� ++a ++ + (o) ++ ++ Reinforcement ratio can

be controlled almost

arbitrarily

Tubes, poles, columns

Extrusion ++ ++ Yet unknown Bar-shaped profiles,

honeycomb slabs,

formwork elements, hollow

core slabs

++, very well suited or very easily producible; +, well suited or easily producible; o, suited or possible; �, suited to a limited extent or possible to a limited extent; ��, not suited or not
producible.
aCircular hollow profiles.
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4Bonds in textile-reinforced

concrete composites

A. Peled
Ben Gurion University of the Negev, Beersheba, Israel

4.1 Introduction

Textile-reinforcedconcrete (TRC)composite ismadeof a cement-basedmatrix (paste, or

fine-grainedconcrete, alsoknownasmortar) reinforcedwith textile fabric.Theproperties

ofTRCcomposite are dependent on theproperties of the textiles, includingmaterial types

and geometries, the cement-based matrix properties and the bonds developed between

them. The textile–matrix bond strongly influences the entire behaviour of the composite,

its strength, ductilityand toughness (Brameshuber,2006). Ingeneral, strongbondingusu-

ally leads to the fracture of the reinforcement, providing a high-strength composite with

low ductility and relatively brittle behaviour; whereas weak bonding leads to fibre pull-

out, providing a more ductile composite with lower strength. In regard to the material

type, beyond the fibre’s chemical characteristics, one dominant parameter (that influ-

ences the bond between the fibre and the cement matrix) is the modulus of elasticity

(Stang, 1996; Peled and Bentur, 2000, 2003). Increasing the modulus of elasticity of

the fibre enhances the bond strength (Figure 4.1), due to the higher clamping stresses that

develop around the fibres, caused by the autogenous shrinkage of the matrix (Stang,

1996). Such differences in bonding affect the mechanical behaviours of these cement

composites. The use of high-strength, high-modulus fibres will usually increase the

strength and toughness of the cement composites by enhancing strain-hardening behav-

iour;whereas low-modulus fibresusually increase theductilityof thecementcomposites,

but not their strength, resulting in a strain-softening or elastic–plastic behaviour.
Modern textile technology offers a wide variety of fabrics with great design flex-

ibility and various fibre geometries. Variables in such fabrics include their geometries

and distributions of the fibres in two and three dimensions. They can be produced by

different methods, such as weaving, knitting or breading or be nonwoven. They differ

in the way that the yarns (the basic reinforcing unit in the fabric) are connected to each

other at the junction points (Figure 4.2). The interlacing of the yarns to form a fabric

affects not only the geometry of the fabric itself, but also the geometry of the individ-

ual yarns (which make up the fabric), whether they are nonstraight, such as crimp, or a

more complex structure (Figure 4.2). When polymer matrices were reinforced with

fabrics in which the yarns did not maintain a straight geometry, a reduction in the rein-

forcing effectiveness was reported (Zeweben, 1989). Therefore, in polymer matrix

composites, the reinforcing fabrics should contain as many straight yarns as possible.

The prediction of the reinforcement efficiency of the fabric usually takes into account
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 4.2 Different fabric structures and their individual yarn geometries: (a) woven

(severe crimping); (b) weft-insertion, warp-knitted (light crimping of the warp yarns) and

(c) short-weft, warp-knitted (zigzag).
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only the longitudinal yarns in the fabric, which are in the loading direction. The per-

pendicular yarns are treated as ‘non-structural’; their purpose is to provide a mecha-

nism to hold the longitudinal yarns in place during the production of the composite. In

regard to cement composites, this concept is inadequate, as the nature of the interac-

tions between the cement matrix, the fabric and its individual yarns is more complex,

because the interfacial shear bond is rather small. This may be attributed to the par-

ticulate nature of the matrix, which is quite different than the more continuous micro-

structure of the polymer matrix. Therefore, in fabric cement-based composites, the

fabric geometries and the special geometries of the yarns have significant effects

on bonding with the cement matrix, where the anchoring of the fabric and the yarns

in the cement matrix is the dominant mechanism (Figure 4.3) (Peled et al., 1997,

1998b, 1999; Peled and Bentur, 1998, 2000).

Furthermore, textile fabrics are produced from yarns that have two main forms:

monofilament or multifilament; the latter is composed of hundreds or thousands of

filaments (Figure 4.4). Monofilament yarns are mainly made of low-property fibre

materials, such as polypropylene (PP) or low-density polyethylene (PE). Conversely,

most high-performance fibres are in the form of multifilament bundle yarns (roving);

however, low-performance fibres may also be composed in a multifilament form.

(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 4.3 Anchoring in the cement matrix of: (a) the entire fabric structure (Peled and

Mobasher, 2005); (b) an individual yarn in a knit fabric (Sasi and Peled, 2015) and (c) an

individual yarn in a woven fabric (Peled et al., 1998b).
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In relation to textile reinforcement, the bonding mechanism and the microstructure

in the vicinity of the yarn/fabric, that is, at the yarn (fabric)–matrix interface, can be

rather different. This depends on: the form of the yarn (mono- or multifilament), the

fabric and its yarn geometry, as well as the composition of the yarn (fibre) material.

A significant number of experimental and analytical investigations have character-

ized the bond between the fibre and the cement matrix. These investigations have

explored different types of single fibres of high- and low-modulus with different

geometries. The bonding of fabric reinforcement is much more complicated, due to

the function of the yarns transverse to the load direction and the complex geometries

of the individual reinforcing yarns making up the fabric, which provide anchorage, as

well as the mono- or multifilament nature of the yarn. This chapter will discuss the

main bonding mechanisms and the various parameters influencing them: multi-

filament yarns, including yarn coating and filling; yarn geometry and fabric geometry.

First, the main concepts of bond characterization and bond modelling of fabrics in

cement-based composites are introduced.

4.2 Characterization and modelling of bonding

4.2.1 ACK model

In cement-based composites, the ultimate strain in the tension of the cement matrix is

considerably smaller than that of the fibres; therefore, the matrix fails long before the

full potential of the fibre is actualized (i.e. before the fibre reaches its peak tensile

stress). Thus, fibre reinforcement becomes effective mainly after the matrix has

cracked and the fibres are bridging over the crack, carrying the additional load

(a) (b)

Figure 4.4 (a) Woven fabric made of monofilament yarns (Peled et al., 1999) and (b) weft

insertion warp-knitted fabric made of multifilament yarns (Peled and Mobasher, 2006)

embedded in cement matrix.
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imposed on them. With the increase in the tensile force, the load is gradually trans-

ferred from the fibre to the matrix; once the stress in the matrix reaches its peak, a

new crack appears. These distributed transverse cracks form gradually as the compos-

ite is loaded beyond the initial cracking stages, until the entire composite length is

completely cracked, with an average crack spacing equal to a critical length in

between the upper and lower bounds of x and 2x. The average stress transfer length

(i.e. the distance between the developing cracks) is mainly controlled by the bond that

develops across the fibre–matrix interface, namely, ‘bond strength’. The higher the

bond strength is, the smaller the average crack spacing is. By measuring the spacing

between the cracks that develop during a tensile test, it is possible to characterize the

bond strength between the matrix and the reinforcement. By using the crack-spacing

measurement, the bond between the fabric and the cement matrix may be calculated

by the ACK model (Aveston, Cooper & Kelly) (Aveston et al., 1971; Aveston and

Kelly, 1973). This model is presented by Equation (4.1).

τfu ¼ Vm

Vf

� �
�σmur

2x
(4.1)

where τfu is the bond strength; Vm and Vf are the volume fraction of matrix and fibre

(reinforcing yarns), respectively; σmu is the matrix tensile strength; r is the fibre/yarn
radius; and x is the average distance between the cracks.

Figure 4.5 presents the stress–strain curves of two different cement composites,

reinforced with glass fabrics, along with the spacings that developed between their

cracks – one with high bond strength (ARG-P900) and the other with poorer bond

strength (ARG P100). The greater bond is observed where there is denser crack spac-

ing during the entire loading process. More detailed information on cement composite

tensile behaviour and crack spacing can be found in Chapter 11.
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4.2.2 Pullout behaviour

4.2.2.1 Introduction

Many analytical models have been developed to predict the pullout load versus the slip

relationship for a straight, smooth fibre from a cement matrix (Cox, 1952; Lawrence,

1972; Bartos, 1984; Gray, 1984; Alwan et al., 1991; Naaman et al., 1991a,b). These

models distinguish between two stages: the elastic stage (adhesion) and the slip stage

(friction). Figure 4.6a presents a typical pullout scheme for testing and modelling.

A force P is applied to the tip of a fibre embedded in a cementitious matrix over a

length le. The assumed relationships, between the interfacial shear stress and the rel-

ative fibre slip, in such models are shown in Figure 4.6b. The initial portion of the

curve is modelled as linear elastic, up to the point at which the adhesional bond

strength is reached (τau). Beyond the peak stress, the behaviour is assumed to be purely

frictional, with a constant frictional shear stress, τfu, over the whole slip range. Several
researchers (Lawrence, 1972; Bartos, 1984; Naaman et al., 1991a) developed corre-

lations between the bond shear stress and slip, like the one presented in Figure 4.6b,

and, based on that, predicted the whole pullout curve (pullout load vs. slip).

For composites containing fibres that are not in a straight form, the bond with the

cement matrix is also affected by the geometry of the fibres. Modelling of the pullout

behaviour of crimped and deformed yarns was developed byMallikarjuna and Banthia

(1991) and Alwan et al. (1999). Mallikarjuna et al. applied finite element analysis

using a three-dimensional element to model the pullout behaviour of crimped yarns.

They assumed that the relationship presented in Figure 4.6b is also applicable to

crimped yarns. Alwan et al. (1991) investigated deformed steel fibres. They observed,

from their tests, that the pullout behaviour of deformed fibre is similar to that of

smooth fibre up to a complete interfacial debonding of the fibre. The assumptions they

made are the same as for smooth fibre up to this stage. Peled and Bentur (2003) inves-

tigated the respective pullout behaviours and bond strengths, τau and τfu, of straight
and crimped PE yarns, showing a marked increase in both types of bonding mecha-

nisms with the increase in yarn crimp density, due to enhanced mechanical anchoring.

Banholzer et al. (2005) simulated the behaviour of multifilament yarns (roving), for

the case in which the roving consists of bundled filaments with N-piecewise linear

bond stress versus a slip relation with no limitation of N.
In fabric-reinforced cement-based matrices, the bonding situation is much more

complex than in single fibres/yarns, due to the presence of yarns transverse to the load

Matrix

Yarn

le D

t fu

t au

P

(b)(a) Slip

l

k
Bond
shear
stress

Figure 4.6 (a) Schematic presentation of typical pullout test configuration and (b) shear bond

stress at different slip values assumed for the modelling of pullout behaviour.
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direction and the nonstraight shape of the individual yarns comprising the fabric. The

yarns perpendicular to the pullout direction and the curved shapes of the reinforcing,

pulled-out yarns must be taken into consideration, as they provide anchorage points.

Peled et al. (2006) and Sueki et al. (2007) modified Naaman’s model (Naaman et al.,

1991a,b) to simulate the pullout responses of different fabric-reinforced cement matri-

ces. The model considered the anchoring effect of the transverse yarns at the fabric

junctions caused by periodic arrangement of linear springs (Figure 4.7a) and the

anchorage caused by the curvature of the yarn within the fabric (most significant

in woven fabrics). The basic pullout mechanism of a fabric embedded in a cement

matrix is shown in Figure 4.7a, and the actual pullout setup is presented in

Figure 4.7b. An analytical model is presented in the following sections (also see

Chapter 11).

4.2.2.2 Mathematical derivation

The presented model is based on earlier work by Naaman et al. (1991a,b) and work

done by Sueki et al. (2007). In this model, the fabric, except for the pulled yarn, is

treated as a continuum matrix. The interface between the pulled yarn and remaining

yarns (hereafter: ‘the matrix’) is defined by a shear strength diagram, as shown by the

inset in Figure 4.8. Figure 4.8 also shows a simplified pullout load versus slip

response, obtained by pulling one yarn out of the fabric. The response seen in the

graph may be divided into two stages according to the shear stress distribution at

the contact surface of the yarns. Initially, the curve shows a linear response

corresponding to the uncrimping of the pulled yarn (stage I). When the loading reaches

the peak load, the yarn starts to translate (stage II). The shear strength mechanism,

force distribution and derivations for each stage are explained in the following.

Static equilibrium requires that the tensile force (F) in the yarn be transferred to the
matrix (M) by means of bonding along the embedded length. This relationship is

expressed in the differential form as:

dF

dx
¼�dM

dx
¼ψτ (4.2)

Embedded 
length

Free 
length

Pulled out 
Fabric

Cement 

Anchorage

Cement

Free fabric
length

(a) (b)

Fill yarn (beam)

U
P

Ld

L

Elastic
foundation, K0

Figure 4.7 (a) Fabric pullout model across a matrix crack (Mobasher, 2012) and (b) actual

fabric pullout setup (Peled et al., 2006; Sueki et al., 2007).
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where ψ is the equivalent circumference of the yarn and τ is the shear stress at the

interface. For small loads, local shear stress behaves linearly as a function of slip, with

slope, κ, defined by the shear strength diagram. The slip, S, is defined by the difference
in the elongation of the yarn, δy, and the shortening of the matrix, δm, over a finite

length, dx:

τ¼ κS¼ κ δy�δm
� �¼ κ

ðx
0

εy xð Þ� εm xð Þ� �
dx (4.3)

where εy ¼ F
AyEy

, εm ¼� F
AmEm

, A is the cross-section area, E is the Young’s modulus and

subscripts ‘y’ and ‘m’ refer to the yarn and the matrix, respectively. Substituting Equa-

tion (4.3) into Equation (4.2), and taking the derivative with respect to x, results in a

differential equation for the yarn pullout force given as Equation (4.4):

d2F

dx2
�β2F¼ 0 (4.4)

where β2 ¼ψκQ and Q¼ 1
AyEy

+ 1
AmEm

. The general solution of the second differential

equation has the following form:

F xð Þ¼C1e
βx +C2e

�βx (4.5)

The yarn force distribution is obtained by applying force boundary conditions F(0)¼0

and F(L)¼P in Equation (4.5). By taking the derivative, with respect to x and divided
by ψ , the shear stress distribution is obtained as follows:

F xð Þ¼P
sinh βxð Þ
sinh βLð Þ (4.6)

τ xð Þ¼Pβ

ψ

cosh βxð Þ
sinh βLð Þ (4.7)

Load

Uncrimping
stage I

Translation
stage II

Slip

Slip
S

k

t frc

tmax

t
Figure 4.8 Pullout load versus slip

response and shear strength diagram.
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Stage I: Uncrimping
When loaded, the yarn first starts to straighten, and the shear stress immediately

exceeds the maximum shear strength, τmax, due to the flexibility of the fabric. This

leads to uncrimping for a length d (see Figure 4.9a), while the pulled yarn is still

in the original configuration for the (L�d) portion. The shear stress distribution is

governed by a constant frictional strength, τfrc, along the uncrimping zone, in addition

to the maximum strength value, τmax, at the transition point between the uncrimping

and the crimping zones. The modelling algorithm is based on incrementally imposing

the uncrimping length, d, and calculating the applied force from the shear stress dis-

tribution along the embedded length. Resistance to the pullout load in stage I, P1, is

calculated by the summation of the two forces – the uncrimping-resistant force, Pu,max,

and the translation-resistant force, Pt.

P1 ¼Pt +Pu,max ¼ τfrcψd +
τmaxψ

β
tanh β L�dð Þð Þ (4.8)

where Pu,max ¼ τmaxψ

β
tanh β L�dð Þð Þ. The force boundary conditions for stage I are:

F(0)¼0, F(L�d)¼Pu,max, and F(L)¼P1. By applying these boundary conditions to

Equation (4.5), one may obtain force distributions for the uncrimping and translation

zones.

Fu xð Þ¼Pu,max

sinh βxð Þ
sinh β L�dð Þð Þ , 0� x� L�d

Ft xð Þ¼Pu,max + τfrcψ x�L + dð Þ, L�d� x� L
(4.9)

Slip at the end of the yarn is obtained from these two separate regions.

S Lð Þ1 ¼
ðL�d

0

Fu xð Þ
AyEy

+
Fu xð Þ
AmEm

� 	
dx+

ðL
L�d

Ft xð Þ
AyEy

+
Ft xð Þ
AmEm

� 	
dx

¼Pu,maxQ

β

cosh β L�dð Þð Þ�1½ �
sinh β L�dð Þð Þ +

1

2
Qd τfrcψd + 2Pu,max

� � (4.10)

(a) (b)

L−d d

Pu,max

tmax
t frc

t frc

P1 P2

P1 P2Dd L−Dd

Figure 4.9 Shear strength and

force distribution along yarn:

(a) stage I (uncrimping) and

(b) stage II (translation) (Sueki

et al., 2007).
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Stage II: Translation
Stage II is defined as a translation response (Figure 4.9b). It is assumed that, at this stage,

the yarn is completely uncrimped and starts to translate (Δd>0). Shear resistance

remains constant at τfrc throughout the process, while the embedded length reduces

to (L�Δd) as the pullout progresses. The pullout force at the end of the yarn is:

P2 ¼ τfrcψ L�Δdð Þ (4.11)

From Figure 4.9b and static equilibrium, it is possible to write the force distribution as:

F xð Þ¼P2 + τfrcψ x�L +Δdð Þ¼ τfrcψx, 0� x� L�Δd (4.12)

The slip at the end of the yarn is calculated in a same way as in Equation (4.9):

S Lð Þ2 ¼
ðL�Δd

0

F xð Þ
AfEf

+
F xð Þ
AmEm

� 	
dx¼ τfrcψQ

2
L�Δdð Þ2 (4.13)

The total slip at the end of the yarn, measured during translation stage, is derived from

the slip at the end of stage I, S(L)1, and the translation in stage II, S(L)2:

Stotal Lð Þ2 ¼ S Lð Þ1 + S Lð Þ2 (4.14)

Note that the measured, experimental sliding displacement in stage II, Dmeasured(L)2,
consists of the total slip given by Equation (4.14) and the rigid body displacement, Δd:

Dmeasured Lð Þ2 ¼ S Lð Þ1 + S Lð Þ2 +Δd (4.15)

The analytical model described above may be used to simulate the experimental pull-

out responses obtained as follows: (1) during uncrimping (stage I), incrementally

imposing the uncrimping length, d, and calculating the corresponding load, P1, and

slip, S(L)1, by means of Equations (4.8) and (4.10). It is assumed that stage I ends,

and the translation stage begins when the computed slip, S(L)1, starts to decrease;

(2) during translation (stage II), the load and total slip, P2, and S(L)2 are calculated

by Equations (4.11) and (4.13). The total displacement in this simulation, including

both slip and translational displacement is calculated via Equation (4.15).

4.2.2.3 Contacts between pulled yarn and fill yarns

Due to the undulated nature of the fabric, the contact area between the pulled yarn and

fill yarns is not constant during pullout. It is assumed here that the contact area at each

crossover joint is one half of the circumference of the pulled yarn (warp) for a station-

ary unit length (C1, as shown in Figure 4.10). As the yarn is displaced, the pre-existing

undulations become out of phase with the undulation imposed by the weave.When the

phase shift reaches the point at which the imposed undulation is exactly opposite the
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set undulation, that is, after the slipping yarn has slipped a distance equal to the spac-

ing of the fill yarns (T), the contact area is minimum (C2, as shown in Figure 4.10).

Figure 4.11 shows the crossing-sections of warp yarn and fill yarn in aramid fabric

without any loading obtained by optical microscopy (Bansal, 2007). After image anal-

ysis, the cross-section of the warp yarn may be approximated as an ellipse with a semi-

major axis of 0.655 mm and a semi-minor axis of 0.085 mm. The circumference of the

warp yarn is given as:

C� π 3 a + bð Þ�
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
3a+ bð Þ a+ 3bð Þ

ph i
(4.16)

The cross-section area of the warp yarn is calculated by:

Ay ¼ πab (4.17)

where a is the semi-major axis and b is the semi-minor axis of the ellipse. As the con-

tact area periodically changes between C1 and C2 during pullout, it is assumed that the

contact area follows a sinusoidal function with a period of oscillation equal to the dis-

tance between the two adjacent peaks of the force–displacement curve. In order to

simulate the oscillation behaviour after peak load, the effective contact area, Cef, at

stage II (translation) is defined as:

Cef ¼C

2
+C0 sin

2π

T
S

� �
�1

� 	
(4.18)

C1

C2

T
(a) (b)

C2

C1

C1

C2

In phase Contact area

Out of  phase

Slip
T

Figure 4.10 Contact area during yarn translation: (a) contact area at different stages and

(b) sinusoidal function describing the contact area change during pullout with maximum and

minimum values, C1 and C2, respectively (Mobasher, 2012).

Figure 4.11 Cross-sectional micro-image of: (a) warp yarn and (b) fill yarn in aramid fabric

without any loading (Bansal, 2007).
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where C is the circumference of the warp yarn; C0 is the amplitude of sinusoidal func-

tion; T is the period of oscillation; and S is the slip distance. The value of Cef is

between C1 and C2, or C/2�2C0<Cef<C/2.

4.2.2.4 Analytical model simulation: Results and discussion

The response of each test is simulated and the shear parameters (τmax and τfrc) are
found by fitting the simulation response to the experimental results. This model

has demonstrated the ability to fit various representative curves (averaged responses)

of different fabrics, matrices, embedded lengths, levels of transverse force and

processing methods (also see Chapter 11).

Figure 4.12a–d compares test data with the simulation results for typical tests using

50 mm, 65 mm and 90 mm specimens with 100 N nominal transverse force, as well as

a 90 mm specimen, also with 400 N nominal transverse force. The model shows a rel-

atively close prediction, except that the post-peak portion drops linearly in the
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Figure 4.12 Comparison of experimental data and simulation: (a) 50 mm, (b) 65 mm,

(c) 90 mm specimens with 100 N nominal transverse force and (d) 90 mm specimen with 400 N

nominal transverse force. τmax and τfrc are in MPa.
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simulations, while the experimental data shows nonlinear behaviour. This may be

explained because that frictional shear strength is assumed to be constant along the

embedded yarn throughout the pullout process. In addition to the shear strength dia-

gram, a single value of nominal shear stress, τnom, is used as another measure to quan-

tify the friction between the contact area, defined as:

τnom ¼Fmax

πϕL
¼ 2Fmax

CL
(4.19)

where Fmax is the maximum pullout force; ϕ is the effective diameter of a single yarn;

L is the total pullout length of a single yarn and C is the circumference of the

warp yarn.

More detailed test and simulation results are presented in Chapter 11.

4.3 Multifilament yarns

4.3.1 Microstructure

In many cases, fabrics are made of multifilament yarns (rovings) that are composed of

hundreds or thousands of fine-diameter filaments. This form of yarn offers numerous

advantages as reinforcement, making it applicable to the development of advanced

cementitious composites. However, the use of multifilament reinforcements for

cements is challenging, due to the particulate nature of the cementitious matrix. This

consists of relatively large particles (�5–70 μm particles) – larger than the spaces

between the filaments of the strand (having internal spaces of less than �5 μm).

As such, the cement particles cannot fully penetrate the spaces between the inner fil-

aments of the strand spacing. This results in a unique microstructure, in which the

external filaments (sleeve) are in direct contact with the hydration products (thanks

to good cement grain penetrability), whereas the internal filaments (core) remain rel-

atively free (due to the limited cement penetrability or even the absence of the cement

matrix in between the core filaments) (Bartos, 1987; Zhu and Bartos, 1997; Banholzer,

2004; Brameshuber et al., 2006; Bentur and Mindess, 2007). In such a microstructure,

the reinforcing unit is not a single filament completely embedded in a matrix, but

rather a multifilament strand with inner gaps between filaments, surrounded by a par-

ticulate matrix (Figure 4.13).

Zhu and Bartos (1997) confirmed the presence of gradient cement particle pene-

trability within a bundle embedded in a cementitious matrix by means of a push-in

test. The microstructure and micro-strength at the interfacial zone were investigated

for selected individual filaments within a strand. They demonstrated differences in

filament-sliding resistance at different locations, with relation to the bundle perimeter;

much greater resistance was measured for the outer ‘sleeve’ filaments than for the

inner ‘core’ filaments. Peled et al. (2008) identified different atomic components at

different strand locations using an atomic force microscope (AFM) and X-ray electron

dispersive microscopy (XEDS) at the cement bulk. In the external filaments, calcium
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silicate hydrates (CSH) were recorded; in the inner filaments, mainly calcium hydrox-

ide was identified. However, in the bundle core, no hydration products were found,

indicating different phases at the fibre–matrix interface. Dolatabadi et al. (2011) dem-

onstrated the physical limitations of cement particle penetrability into fibre bundles by

a simple model evaluating the quantity of cement grain penetration into the bundle.

They did this in accordance with the cement particle size distribution and the geometry

of the bundle – namely, fibre diameters, packing density and the titer of the bundle,

while assuming a hexagonal arrangement of the fibres in the cross-section. They

showed, empirically and numerically, that low packing density corresponds to higher

cement grain penetration, whereas dense packing density limits cement grain penetra-

bility to less than 10%.

4.3.2 Bonding mechanism: Telescopic pullout

This unique type of partial cement penetration (above) produces special bonding

mechanisms, in which the external filaments (sleeve filaments) are in direct contact

with the cement matrix and are well-bonded to the matrix. Thus, they become frac-

tured during loading, providing high first-crack stress. After the external filaments

fail, a telescopic type of pullout is generated, whereby the internal (core) filaments

slip against the external (sleeve) filaments. They then interact and transfer stresses

only through surface contacts between them (Figure 4.14) (Bartos, 1987;

Banholzer, 2004; Brameshuber et al., 2006). Therefore, the core filaments are not

effectively utilized for the stress transfer and may be considered as ‘wasted’. The inef-

ficient use of the internal filaments is evident when comparing the tensile behaviour of

cement composites reinforced with carbon fabric to that of the fabric itself (not

embedded in a cement matrix) (Figure 4.15) (Zhu et al., 2013). Significantly lower

tensile strength of the cement composite is observed compared to that of the fabric

alone, due to low cement penetrability (Figure 4.13b). Moreover, the composite

exhibited greater strain compared to the strain obtained in the solo fabric, due to

the pullout of the core filaments from the composite bundle; indeed, the composite

filaments, lacking direct contact with the matrix, were free to slide.

Internal filaments

External filaments

Cement matrix

(a) (b)

Figure 4.13 Cross-section of a bundle embedded in cement matrix: (a) scheme and (b) actual

carbon bundle in cement matrix (Zhu et al., 2013).
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The telescopic mode of failure has been extensively described for glass strands

(Banholzer, 2004, 2006; Brameshuber, 2006) and was visualized using the FILT

(Failure Investigation using Light Transmission) test developed by Banholzer et al.

(2006). This test is applied to a pullout cross-section of a strand embedded in the cement

matrix. It is exposed on one side to a light source; the light is transferred through the

glass filaments, detected by a camera on the opposite side and then converted to binary

images (black and white pixels). These images are recorded simultaneously with the

load–slip curves of the pullout test. The tested strand may be distinguished from the

surrounding matrix due to its exposure and, therefore, bright appearance. Once the fil-

ament has failed during the pullout test, it is no longer able to transfer light and no longer

appears on recorded images. Figure 4.16 shows examples of images obtained by this

method, along with the load–slip diagram, P(Ω), at different stages of the pullout

Internal
filaments

External
filaments

(a) (b)

Penetrated matrix

Core filaments

Sleeve filaments

Bulk matrix

P (Ω)

L

Pull out

Tensile failure

Tensile failure

Pull out + Tensile failure

Type of  failure

Figure 4.14 The telescopic pullout behaviour of a bundle embedded in a cement matrix:

(a) after the pullout process, three-dimensional scheme (Cohen and Peled, 2010) and (b) two-

dimensional scheme, including the fractured filaments (Banholzer, 2006).
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Figure 4.16 Failure process of a glass strand embedded in cement-based matrix during pullout

loading. Load–slip curves at several stages and images of intact filaments (FILT tests)

(Banholzer, 2006).
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process. The remaining, intact filaments, that is, activated filaments (those that still

transfer the light) are observed in the figure as white pixels versus displacement.

Clearly, with increasing pullout displacement, the amount of intact filaments decreases.

Furthermore, the external filaments break first, while the internal filaments do not fail

and remain complete (without breakage) until the end of testing, as shown by Bentur

et al. (2010) in Figure 4.17, via the FILT test. These results may also be evaluated with

respect to the number of remaining, intact filaments, that is, activated filaments, and

their location within the strand during the pullout process (Figure 4.17). Such results

support the telescopic mode of failure, in which pullout behaviour is controlled by

the strong bonding between the external filaments in the strand and the matrix. It is also

controlled by the slip of the inner filaments that successively break down the layers of

the bundle, from the sleeve to the core filaments (Figure 4.14).

Moreover, due to inner gaps between the filaments, the nature of the bonds change

during the lifetime of a composite, by the slow and gradual process of deposition of

hydration products in between the filaments (Zhu and Bartos, 1997; Bentur and

Mindess, 2007). This means that bonding changes over time, as do the composite

properties and durability. Zhu and Bartos (1997) clearly revealed this behaviour using

the push-in test method on glass strands embedded in cementitious matrices. They

measured the micro-strength of individual filaments at different locations within

the strand after accelerated ageing. The resistance to filament sliding increased sig-

nificantly due to ageing, while composite embrittlement was accompanied by a sub-

stantial increase in filament micro-strength at the core of the strand during the ageing

process. In other words, composite ageing produces stronger bonds, which is a

favourable effect. However, this effect may also lead to embrittlement, mainly when

brittle fibres, such as glass, are used (Banholzer, 2004; Bentur and Mindess, 2007;

Bentur et al., 2010; Cohen and Peled, 2010). In the case of glass roving, due to its

sensitivity to the alkali environment of cement paste, the diffusion process of cement

products between the filaments of the bundle over time may lead to intensive
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corrosion. This may happen bymeans of a chemical attack on the filaments, when they

are surrounded by cement hydrates (Zhu and Bartos, 1997; Raupach et al., 2006a),

because more fibres are in direct contact with the hydrate products in the cement paste

matrix. This can cause a severe reduction of the overall behaviour, toughness and

strength of glass fibre composites. In carbon bundles, due to their high resistance

within a cement matrix environment, such changes in bonding over time result not

only in greater composite strength but also in improved toughness (Zamir et al., 2014).

4.3.3 Bond improvement

4.3.3.1 General concept

Based on the above, in order to get high composite performance, it is necessary to

ensure efficient composite action by the transfer of forces from the matrix to the entire

filament bundle. In other words, this is necessary to improve the stress transfer

between the inner filaments and the cement matrix. Furthermore, mainly for glass

bundles, one must also keep the filaments away from the cement matrix to improve

composite performance during ageing.

Thus, the spaces between the bundle’s filaments must be filled to facilitate better

stress transfer between the filaments and greater loadbearing capacities for most or all

of the filaments.

4.3.3.2 Coating and fillers

Improved composite performance is commonly achieved by filling the spaces

between the filaments in a strand and coating it with polymers. Many studies have

been dedicated to the positive effects of coating the bundles and filling-in bundle gaps

with polymers (Krüger et al., 2003; Schorn et al., 2003; Gao et al., 2004; Butler et al.,

2006; Raupach et al., 2006b; Schleser, 2008; Glowania and Gries, 2010; Weichold,

2010; Hartig et al., 2012). Stress transfer is found to be dependent on whether the bun-

dle is coated or non-coated. Krüger et al. (2002) and Xu et al. (2004) concluded, for

example, that fabrics with epoxy-impregnated bundles exhibit stiff and improved

bond resistance in cement-based composites, as compared to non-coated bundles

(Figure 4.18). This was reported for carbon, alkali resistance (AR) glass and aramid

rovings. Following epoxy impregnation, the prestressing of the roving leads to

enhanced bond strength and stiffness. Increased bond strength, due to coating, is

supported by SEM images of the bundle embedded in the cement matrix, showing

good filling of the spaces between the bundle filaments throughout the entire bundle

cross-section; this, in turn, leads to the enhancement of reinforcing efficiency of the

core filaments. Recall that non-coated bundle filaments provide poor cement penetra-

bility, such that a portion of the roving does not take part in the force transfer between

the concrete and the reinforcing bundle. The pullout behaviour observed in this exper-

imental study has also been confirmed by a numerical study using a nonlinear finite

element code proposed by Ožbolt et al. (2002) and modified for textile reinforcement

(Krüger et al., 2002). Note that in this model, no distinction was made between the

bonds of the inner and outer filaments; however good agreement was obtained in

the pullout test results (Xu et al., 2004).
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Hegger et al. (2006) observed improved composite performance (tensile), due to

improved bonding by impregnating AR glass fabric with epoxy resin, as compared

to same fabric impregnated in acrylate. Evidence of this improved bonding is seen

in the denser crack-spacing pattern and the finer cracks in the epoxy composite.

Improvements in composite load-bearing capacity by means of polymer coating were

also reported for carbon fabrics (Koeckritz et al., 2010). Greater bond improvements

in carbon fabrics and cement matrices were reported by Li and Xu (2011), attained by

spreading sand on the polymer coating to promote stronger mechanical anchoring of

the carbon textile within the cement matrix. The addition of nanoparticles to the coat-

ing was also found to improve composite performance, due to the development of

hydration products at the yarn–matrix interface and the corresponding enhancement

of interface stiffness in the composites (Scheffler et al., 2009).

One limitation of polymer coating, however, is its relatively low bonding with the

cement matrix, due to their opposed chemical characteristics, resulting in composite

delamination (Li and Xu, 2011), as evident in Figure 4.19 for an epoxy-impregnated

carbon-fabric composite (Zamir et al., 2014). Furthermore, polymer-based fillers are

sensitive to high temperatures, which may be problematic during the practical use of

such cement-fabric composites.

Therefore, on one hand, it is necessary to overcome these limitations, whilemaximiz-

ing the efficiency of the reinforcement, by filling in the spaces in the filament bundles.
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Figure 4.18 (a) Shear force per unit length versus slip of carbon, aramid and alkali

resistant (AR) glass textiles (20 °C, 65% relative for 40 days) and (b) the test setup used to

obtain the results (two-sided pullout arrangement with 20 mm initial bonding length) (Xu

et al., 2004).
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Yet, on the other hand, it is essential to limit the deposition of hydration products

between the filaments within the strand during ageing, to preserve the composite’s tele-

scopic mechanism and, thus, maintain its ductility (mainly for glass). In order to accom-

plish both of the above, the spaces between the filaments were filled with nanoparticles,

rather than polymers. Mineral nanoparticles (fillers) have been studied and compared to

polymer-based coating (Bentur et al., 2010, 2013; Cohen and Peled, 2010, 2012) for AR

glass and various aged carbon fabrics made of multifilament yarns. In addition, hybrid

fillers, combining polymers and mineral nanoparticles in one bundle, were investigated

(Zamir et al., 2014). Good filling (Figure 4.20) and significant improvement in tensile

Figure 4.19 Delamination of a

cement composite reinforced

with carbon fabric impregnated

with epoxy, indicated by the

arrow (Zamir et al., 2014).

(c)

(a) (b)

Figure 4.20 SEM micrographs of the cross-sections of a composite reinforced with carbon

bundles: (a) with no filler, (b) filled with silica fume and (c) filled with epoxy (Zamir et al.,

2014).
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strength and toughness were observed in the filled carbon-fabric composites, relative to

the reference (with no filler), both at early ages and over time (Figure 4.21).

In carbon fabrics, polymer filler composites exhibited the best mechanical perfor-

mances (Figures 4.21 and 4.22) and good penetrability in between the bundle fila-

ments (Figure 4.20c). However, they also exhibited low bonding with the cement

matrices and critical delamination (Figure 4.19), due to their hydrophobic character-

istics, as opposed to the hydrophilic properties of the cement matrices. However, good

bundle filling (Figure 4.20b) and strong bonding, with no delamination, was observed

for the mineral filler composites (silica fume fillers) with improved tensile properties,

relative to the reference composite (Figures 4.21 and 4.22). The poor bonding between

the polymer-filled fabric and the matrix was evident in the large crack spacing

(Figure 4.22b). In contrast, composites containing mineral fillers exhibited denser

cracking patterns (Figure 4.22b), explained by the pozzolanic reaction of the filler
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spacing (ACS) versus strain curves of the three composites (cured under regular conditions)
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with the cement matrix products at the bundle–matrix interface. This promoted greater

bonding and improved tensile behaviour (Dvorkin, 2014).

In the glass-fabric composites (Cohen and Peled, 2010, 2012; Bentur et al., 2013),

most of the fillers showed improved composite performance before ageing, compared

to the reference (without fillers); however, even they could not completely prevent

composite embrittlement after ageing (Figure 4.23a). It was the composite with min-

eral silica fume filler and relatively large particles (200 nm, silica fume large (SFL))

that obtained the best performance, with respect to its initial properties and the reten-

tion of strength and energy after ageing, compared to both the smaller silica fume filler

(SFL) composite and the polymer (polystyrene) filler composite (polystyrene particle

(PSP)). The polymer particles of the PSP filler could not prevent the transition of

cement products into the bundle during ageing, nor the consequent chemical attack

of the filaments within the bundle (Figure 4.23b). This caused the most drastic reduc-

tion in composite properties after accelerated ageing (a more than 60% reduction in

strength and a 90% reduction in energy consumption). These results were even worse

than those obtained with the aged REF composite, although the PSP filler could highly

improve the stress transfer within the bundle to provide high performance at an early

age. It was concluded that glass-fabric composites favour filler systems that moderate

the penetrability of cement hydrates between the bundle filaments over time. These

keep the telescopic pullout mode and composite ductility and, at the same time, pro-

tect the core filaments from chemical attack, thus retaining their high performance and

the overall tensile strength of the composite.

Bundles may also be treated with detergent, in order to improve their chemical

affinity for bonding to the cement matrix; this is especially effective when hydropho-

bic fibre bundles are considered, for example, PP. Treatment by a surface-active agent

was studied on a PP bundle surface, to improve surface wetting and bonding with the

cement matrix (Peled et al., 2008). A non-ionic detergent, Triton X100, was used for

that purpose and the bond was measured by pullout tests. This treatment changes the
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Figure 4.23 (a) Tensile strength and energy consumption of the different composites with

various fillers, before and after accelerated ageing; (b) glass bundle embedded in a cement

matrix after accelerated ageing, showing some irregularity in filament cross-section shape (two

are labelled within the figure), which may imply an alkaline attack (Cohen and Peled, 2010).
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surface properties of the PP fibre and helps fibre–matrix affinity. The maximum pull-

out load of the treated bundle was reported to be almost two times greater than that of a

non-treated bundle. The improved average bond strength of the treated bundle was

about three-fold.

4.3.3.3 Influence of processing

Another parameter that may influence the bonding between fabrics and cement matri-

ces is the composite productionmethod and processing, which affects the efficiency of

the bundle’s filaments within a cement composite (Vilkner, 2003; Reinhardt and

Krüger, 2004; Xu et al., 2004; Peled and Mobasher, 2005, 2006, 2007; Peled

et al., 2006).

The interaction between the processing and the interfacial bond development of

woven and knitted fabrics was investigated using two different processing methods:

pultrusion and conventional laminated casting. Pullout and tensile tests were con-

ducted (Peled and Mobasher, 2005; Peled et al., 2006). In the pultrusion process,

the fabric first passes through a slurry infiltration chamber and is then pulled through

a set of rollers to squeeze the paste in between the fabric and the bundle openings.

Finally, fabric-cement composite laminate sheets are formed. The advantages of

the pultrusion technique, compared to the conventional hand lay-up casting process,

have been clearly demonstrated. Pultrusion enhances composite tensile behaviour

(Figure 4.24a) by improving the bonding of PP fabric composites, as indicated by

the resulting: high pullout resistance (Figure 4.24c), dense crack spacing and fine

crack width over the entire loading process (Figure 4.24a). This improvement is

explained by the good penetrability of the cement matrix in between the bundle fil-

aments (Figure 4.25a) during the aggressive impregnation process in the pultrusion

procedure. Such enhanced composite performance was mainly observed in compos-

ites made of knitted fabrics with multifilament yarns and open junction points (Peled

and Mobasher, 2005; 2006; 2007; Mobasher et al., 2006; Peled et al., 2006). In knitted

fabrics, intensive shear forces are needed during processing to open up the spaces

between the filaments and ensure that they are filled with the matrix. The pultrusion

process does so effectively, resulting in a stronger bond and the more efficient use of

the filaments. The mobilization of the filaments during the pultrusion process causes

strain hardening in the composite, even when the yarn modulus is relatively low, as

demonstrated by tensile tests of PP fabrics (Figure 4.24a). However, in fabrics with

precoated, polymer-filled bundle yarn (Figure 4.25b), the pultrusion process does

not offer any advantage from a mechanical point of view. This is because no fibre

interstitial spaces are available for impregnation; as such, both casting and pultrusion

produce similar composite tensile behaviour (Figure 4.24b) and pullout resistance

(Figure 4.24d). Additional pressure applied on top of the laminated composite (imme-

diately after the pultrusion process, while the composite is still fresh) further improves

its tensile strength by approximately 40%. It also reduces its ductility by more inten-

sively pushing the matrix into the spaces between the bundle’s filaments and the fabric

openings (Peled and Mobasher, 2005, 2006). This improved fabric–matrix bonding is

evident by the denser crack spacing. In addition, extending the duration of the applied
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load was also found to slightly improve composite mechanical behaviour (Peled and

Mobasher, 2005) (also see Chapter 11).

Another way of improving fabric–matrix bonding and enhancing the associated

composite mechanical performance is by fabric pre-tensioning during composite pro-

duction via the conventional casting process (Vilkner, 2003; Krüger, 2004; Reinhardt

and Krueger, 2004; Xu et al., 2004; Mobasher et al., 2007; Peled, 2007). Pre-

tensioning can promote yarn alignment in the loading direction (Mobasher et al.,

2007) and, when applied at a high level, it may also improve bonding and composite

mechanical performance (Reinhardt and Krueger, 2004; Xu et al., 2004; Peled, 2007).

Improvements in bonding may be caused by the development of compression and fric-

tion forces between the fabric and the surrounding matrix, due to the release of lateral

extension of the yarns after pre-tension. At that time, the fabric shifts back and, there-

fore, typically exhibits fine cracks in a denser crack pattern (Reinhardt and Krueger,

2004; Xu et al., 2004).
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Figure 4.24 Influence of composite production method, cast and pultrusion: (a) and (b) tensile

response of composites reinforced with (a) PP and (b) glass fabrics, along with their crack-

spacing development (Peled and Mobasher, 2007); (c) and (d) pullout responses of (c) PP and

(d) glass fabrics (Sueki et al., 2007).
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4.3.4 Modelling

The special microstructure of multifilament bundles in a cement matrix and the tele-

scopic mode of failure lead to different bonding mechanisms of the inner and outer

filaments. These mechanisms cannot be simply simulated by ‘conventional’ models,

so alternative ones have been developed for this purpose. In general, bundled yarn is

characterized by a layered filament structure, in which the bundled filaments are not

uniformly bonded; the bond decreases from the external to the internal filaments, and

the stress distribution over a roving section is non-uniform. Such non-uniform bond-

ing leads to the successive failure of the filaments, starting from the external towards

the internal filaments.

The bond–slip relation in each layer may be described by a smeared bond relation,

in which the bond is effective along the entire length of the filament with decreasing

quality from the outer filaments towards the inner ones (bond layer model) (Hegger

et al., 2004, 2006).

Another approach was taken, in which cement products were present in between

the filaments in a discontinuous manner. The filaments were completely embedded

in the outer layers and there was a gradual decrease towards the inner filaments

(Figure 4.26) (Banholzer, 2006).

The developed models are based on a simple, two-layer structure with a sleeve and

a core; or a multilayered structure with a varying number of layers. A simple, two-ring

model, containing a sleeve and core system, having two border layers: a ‘filament–
matrix interface’ and a ‘filament–filament interface’ was introduced by Ohno and

Hannant (1994). Their model assumes that there is constant bond stress between

the different ‘rings’, without any consideration of the filaments’ tensile failure.

A similar concept developed by Hegger et al. (2004, 2006) is a two-layer sleeve-

and-core model with a smeared bond between the filaments, in which the bond lessens

towards the inner core filaments (bond layer model). That is, this model takes into

account the deterioration of the bond with the increasing distance between the

Figure 4.25 Influence of composite production method, cast and pultrusion on cement

penetrability in between the yarn and fabric opening: (a) PP and (b) glass fabrics (Peled and

Mobasher, 2007; Sueki et al., 2007).
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filament and the matrix. The calibrated parameters are the bond quality distribution

function and the effective tension strength of the filaments. Hegger et al. (2006) ver-

ified this model by means of experimental pullout and tensile tests.

Banholzer et al. (2006) introduced an analytical model based on a multilayer struc-

ture with a varying number of layers (not only sleeve and core), as seen in Figure 4.26.

This model was based on a ring-layered structure (Figure 4.27) consisting of m layers

with o(v) filaments per layer (for 1�v�m), where each layer, v, carries an average

pullout load of pv(Ω). In this model, the outer layer of filaments fails first, followed by

the successive failure of the adjacent layers, until the core filaments are finally pulled

out. If the pullout response, P(ω), of every single filament, i, for 1� i�NF,m at every

single load step is known, then the resulting load displacement relationship and,

hence, the overall response of the yarn, P(Ω), may be calculated by a simple summa-

tion procedure. In this procedure, NF,m corresponds to the number of filaments per

yarn and Ω to the displacement measured during the yarn pullout test. The above

model was justified by the FILT test and was also able to simulate the reduction in

the active filaments (those that didn’t failed) versus load relationship NF(Ω)

Lv1Lv2 Lvi Lv = Σi =1 Lvi 

- Penetrated matrix
- Filament

- Bulk matrix

y V

Figure 4.26 The bonding around filaments within a bundle embedded in cement matrix. All

individual embedded lengths Lv,i of a specific layer are summed up to the entire embedded

length, Lv (bonded fraction), and the entire filament-free length, ψv (free fraction) (Banholzer,

2004, 2006).
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Figure 4.27 Modelling of the failure mechanism of a strand embedded in a cement-based

matrix under a pullout load (Banholzer, 2004, 2006).
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(Figure 4.28) by means of a step-wise calculation. This model is based on several

assumptions:

l the filaments carry only normal loads,
l the matrix that penetrated in between the filaments carries only shear,
l the bond law between the bonded single filaments and the matrix is bond stress versus slip

relations (BSR) τ(s), and
l the BSR τ(s) is identical for all the filaments in the different bundle layers.

An analytical description of the pullout behaviour of a yarn in a cement-based matrix

under a pullout load is presented in Equation (4.20), assuming that:

l the average pullout force, pv, of a layer, v, is governed only in the embedded region of the

filament, Lv (only the portion of the filament embedded in the matrix, see Figure 4.26);
l the corresponding displacement, Ω, of a layer, v, consists of two components:

(I) the slip, ω, of the filaments;

(II) the elongation, Δ, resulting from the deformation of the filaments over the free length,

Ψ v, (see Figure 4.26):

P Ωð Þ¼
Xm
v¼1

Pv Ω¼ω +Δð Þ�!
Xm
v¼1

Pv ωð Þ�o, Δ¼Pv ωð Þ
EfAf

Ωv, f �ωv, f
� ��EF

fv,t
(4.20)

where the average pullout response, pv(Ω), of layer, v, is equivalent to o times the response,

Pv(ω), of a filament in a single filament pullout test; EF is the Young’s modulus of the filament

and AF is the filament’s cross-sectional area; fv,t is the tensile strength of the filaments (it may be

layer-dependent); and ωv,f is the corresponding pullout displacement.

This model has demonstrated the ability to fit various pullout curves, P(Ω), for dif-
ferent numbers of layers, and is supported by experimental results.
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An adhesive, cross-linkage model was introduced by Schorn (2003, 2004) and

Lepenies et al. (2007). This model was also based on a discontinuous (random) dis-

tribution of the hydration products in between the bundle filaments. These discrete

cement products act as adhesive cross-linkages between the filaments and are respon-

sible for the bonds between adjacent filaments. The amount of adhesive cross-linkages

was assumed to decrease from the peripheries to the centre of the bundle.

For the purpose of modelling, these distributed cross-linkages were grouped

together into continuous solid regions, while leaving various unbonded free lengths,

lv(r) (Figure 4.29a); lmax, is the free length portion of the external filament, lR. Thus,
the individual filaments are differently restrained, according to their relative positions

within the bundle, causing higher stresses in the external filaments (σmax) at the bundle

periphery (sleeve filaments), and decreasing towards the core filaments

(Figure 4.29a). The filaments with the fewest free lengths fail first when the matrix

cracked, because the stress build-up in them is higher than in the core, while the

remaining filaments carry the loads (Figure 4.29b). Any further increase in crack

width causes successive tensile failures of the filaments, as they reach their rupture

elongation (according to their effective free length). As such, the total tensile strength

of a bundle, F(w), may be calculated at different loading stages (i.e. different crack

openings):

F wð Þ¼
ð
σ rð ÞdA¼

ðR
r¼0

E
w

lw rð ÞdA (4.21)

where E is the Young’s modulus of the filament; w is the half-crack width; R is the

circular yarn radius; lw(r) is the free length profile; A is the cross-section of the yarn

(for circular cross-sections, dA¼2πrdr); and σ(r) is the individual filament stress rel-

ative to its position within the bundle.

This model distinguishes between brittle and quasi-ductile roving failure,

depending on the extent of hydration-product impregnation within the roving. It

was confirmed by means of finite element analyses, using either a continuous,

smeared (effective) interface parameter (Zastrau et al., 2003; Richter, 2005;

(a) (b)

r

R0 R0
smax smax

r

x

lmax lmax

lR
lv(r) v

x

lv(r=R) v
r r

R

Figure 4.29 Free length zones within a bundle and related stress distributions: (a) before

loading (non-broken filaments) and (b) after failure of the external filaments (Lepenies et al.,

2007).
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Richter and Zastrau, 2006; Richter et al., 2002; Zastrau et al., 2008) or a discontinuous

bond model with randomly distributed adhesive cross-linkages.

Haussler-Combe and Hartig (2007) and Hartig et al. (2008) developed analytical

models based onmultilayered structures with smeared bonds, as shown in Figure 4.30.

Their basic assessment was that a yarn in a fabric cannot be homogeneous over its

cross-section; thus, it is divided into either one or several segments, according to the

number of filaments composing the yarn. In some cases, a group of filaments may be

treated together as one segment, if the whole group is homogeneous over its cross-

section, as well as throughout the concrete. Such segmentation in the sleeve (tangen-

tial) and the core (radial) directions, arranged schematically like a matrix, is shown in

Figure 4.30. Note that the bond elements connect the concrete and the yarn segments

at the nodes. Here, two types of bond laws were introduced: hCF(s) for concrete–
filament interaction and hFF(s) for filament–filament interaction, where s is the slip

between a segment and its neighbours. Based on this model, the influence of several

bond properties on composite tensile behaviour has been investigated by a parametric

study using finite-element analysis to determine the stress distribution, as well as the

ultimate mean stresses and mean strains of uniaxial tensile specimens.

4.4 Bonding in a fabric

The influence of fabric-textile structures on bonding with cement matrices and their

consequential influence on the control of the mechanical performance of cement com-

posites was studied by Bentur et al. (1997), Peled et al. (1997, 1998a,b, 1999) and

Peled and Bentur (2000, 2003). Geometric characteristics were investigated, taking

into consideration the nature of the basic reinforcing unit in the fabric (yarn) and

the various geometries by which these yarns are combined together in the fabric.

Bonding was evaluated by pullout tests (similar to those presented in Figure 4.7b) per-

formed on the individual yarns used to produce the fabrics and on the fabrics

i – Core direction
Δu

j – Sleeve direction

( j)

(i)

Yarn
Matrix element

Reinforcement element

Node

Concrete element
Yarn element

Node

Δu

Bond element

hCR

hCF

hFF,i+1

hFF,i+n

hRR

hRR

Bond element
Segment

Concrete

xj

ii

Figure 4.30 Multilayered, finite-element model based on bundle yarn segmentation (Haussler-

Combe and Hartig, 2007; Hartig et al., 2008).
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themselves.Warp-knit, short-weft and weft-insertion fabrics were compared to woven

fabrics in a plain weave with various fills (transverse yarns) and differing densities –
parameters that change the crimp geometry of the individual yarn within the woven

fabric. The woven and short-weft knitted fabrics were made of low modulus

(E¼260 MPa) monofilament PE yarns. The warp-knitted, weft-insertion fabrics were

made of multifilament yarns of low modulus (E¼500 MPa) PP and high modulus

(E¼1960 MPa) PE. The geometry of a given fabric might enhance the bonding

and achieve strain-hardening behaviour from low modulus yarn fabrics, due to the

special shape of the yarn induced by the fabric. The bond strength values obtained

in this work are presented in Table 4.1.

Note that the bonding behaviour of single yarns is correlated with the mechanical

properties of the fibres; the yarns with a higher modulus exhibit higher bond

strength, as expected (Stang, 1996) (also see Figure 4.1). However, in the actual fab-

ric, no clear correlation between the bond and the modulus of elasticity is observed.

High-modulus fabric exhibits relatively low bond strength, as compared with the

bond strength of low-modulus fabric. These differences are attributed to the differ-

ences in the geometrical characteristics of the yarns within the fabric. The crimped

shape in the woven fabric tends to increase the bonding, while the multifilament

nature of weft-insertion, knitted fabrics tends to decrease bonding, due to the limited

penetration of the matrix.

The effect of the crimp shape of the individual yarns within the woven fabric (yarns

unravelled from the woven fabric) was further investigated, taking into account two

parameters: the wave amplitude and the wave length. Themaximum pullout resistance

was greater for the crimped yarn with the larger amplitude, that is, for the yarn with the

0.13 mm amplitude (Figure 4.31a), indicating that wave amplitude makes a major

contribution to bonding. A linear correlation may be established when plotting the

Table 4.1 Bond characteristics of single straight yarn and yarn
in the fabric (Peled and Bentur, 2003)

Yarn type

Modulus of

elasticity

(MPa)

Number of

filaments in

a bundle

Bond per unit

external bundle

surface (MPa) Bond of yarn in

a fabric relative

to the bond of a

straight yarna

(%)

Single

straight

yarn Fabric

PE (woven)

7 yarns/cmb
1760 1 0.17 1.2 700

5 yarns/cmb 0.73 430

PP (knit) 6900 100 3.5 2.8 80

HDPE (knit) 55,000 900 11.5 1.8 15

Note that the knit fabrics are weft insertion type.
aCalculated per single filament.
bDensity of yarn perpendicular to reinforcing direction.
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pullout resistance per one wave versus the wave amplitude of the different crimped

yarns (Figure 4.31b) (Peled et al., 1997; Peled and Bentur, 2003).

The linear regression (R¼0.88) obtained from the data presented in Figure 4.31b is

as follows:

p¼ 8Amp + 0:18 (4.22)

where p is the pullout resistance per one wave (N); Amp is the crimped yarn amplitude

(mm); and 0.18 is the constant that reflects the contribution of the straight yarn per unit

length.

Based on this relation, the maximum pullout resistance, Pmax, per unit length was

calculated bymultiplying the pullout resistance per one wave in Equation (4.23) by the

number of waves per unit length:

Pmax ¼ p
le
λ
¼ 8Amp + 0:18ð Þ le

λ

� �
(4.23)

where Pmax is the total pullout resistance (N); le is the embedded length (mm) and l is
the wave length (mm).

A comparison of the calculated Pmax, based on Equation (4.23) and the experimen-

tal pullout values, shows an excellent agreement for two embedded lengths, 10 and

20 mm (Figure 4.32a).

The same empirical approach was applied to calculate the contribution of the

crimped yarns to the overall bonding in the woven fabric (Figure 4.32b), suggesting

that most of the pullout resistance in the woven fabric may be attributed to the crimped

geometries of its individual yarns, due to a strong anchoring effect. Because the
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Figure 4.31 Effects of wave amplitude on the pullout resistance of untied crimped yarns:

(a) load-displacement response of crimped yarns with different wave amplitudes and

(b) maximum pullout load per one wave versus wave amplitude of different crimped yarns

(Peled and Bentur, 2003).
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calculated values are only slightly lower than the experimental results and only a small

contribution may be related to the fabric structure, perhaps some anchoring is pro-

vided by the perpendicular yarns.

Differences in the bonding that may be attributed to the overall fabric structure and to

the shapes of the individual yarns are reflected in the flexural properties of the entire

cement composite (Figure 4.33). They demonstrate opposing influences – the improved

performance of woven and short-weft, knitted fabrics (compared to that of straight-

yarn fabrics; Figure 4.33a and b) and the drastic reduction in the performance of
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Figure 4.32 Comparison between the calculated maximum pullout resistance values and the

experimental results of: (a) untied crimped yarns and (b) woven fabrics (Peled et al., 1998b).
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Figure 4.33 Flexural properties of cement composites reinforced with various fabric structures:

(a) flexural behaviours of woven fabric (with 7 fills per cm), short-weft knitted fabric and

straight-yarn composites and (b) effects of the densities of yarns perpendicular to the load

direction on the flexural strength of knitted, weft-insertion fabrics made of HDPE yarns and

woven fabrics made of PE yarns. (The results for composites with straight yarns¼0.) (Peled and

Bentur, 2003).
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weft-insertion, knitted fabrics (also compared to that of straight-yarn fabrics;

Figure 4.33b). This is explained by the differences in the shapes and natures of the indi-

vidual yarns that affect bonding in the different fabrics. Remember that weft-insertion,

knitted fabrics have bundled yarns and a straight geometry, providing low bonding;

whereas woven and short-weft, knitted fabrics are monofilamental and do not maintain

a straight geometry. Rather, they have crimp geometry in woven fabrics (Figure 4.2a)

and have relatively complex ‘zigzag’ geometries in short-weft, knitted fabrics

(Figure 4.2c), which are characterized by strong mechanical anchoring and high bond-

ing. In the short-weft fabric, the reinforcing yarn shape is more complex than the

crimping geometry of the yarn in the woven fabric. Moreover, these yarns are also held

tightly by the knitted-fabric structure, which apparently induces extremely strong

anchoring effects. In the weft-insertion knitted fabrics, the yarns are bundled and

straight, as well as being connected at the joint points by stitches. This leads to poor pen-

etration of the matrix between the filaments, partially due to the presence of the bulky

stitches themselves, in addition to their tightening effect. This strongly holds the fila-

ments in the bundle and prevents spaces from being opened between them. Thus,

high-density PE (HDPE) knitted fabrics show poor performance relative to the superior

properties of their yarns and, as such, are no better than low modulus PE fabrics (Peled

and Bentur, 2003). It was concluded that the geometry of a fabric has a marked effect on

the properties of its composites. At one extreme, the fabric geometrymay enhance bond-

ing and bring about strain-hardening behaviour in low-modulus yarn composites. At the

other extreme, it may drastically reduce the efficiency of high-performance bundled

yarns that are very effective as reinforcement, when they are not a part of the fabric.

4.5 Summary

A significant number of experimental and analytical investigations have characterized

the bond between fibre and the cement matrix, exploring different types of single

fibres of high and low modulus with different geometries. However, the bonding

of fabric reinforcement is much more complicated, due to the function of the yarns

transverse to the load direction and the complex geometries of the individual rein-

forcing yarns that make up the fabric. These yarns provide anchorage, as well as

the mono- or multifilament nature of the yarn. The bonding mechanism and the micro-

structure in the vicinity of the yarn/fabric, that is, at the yarn (fabric)–matrix interface

can be rather different, depending on: the form of the yarn (mono- or multifilament),

the fabric and its yarn geometry, the composition of the yarn (fibre) material and yarn

coating and filling.
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5Textile fiber composites: Testing

and mechanical behavior

B. Mobasher
Arizona State University, Tempe, AZ, USA

5.1 Introduction

In order to develop structural applications for textile fiber composite materials, fun-

damental approaches for analysis and design for tensile, shear, and flexural design are

needed. This chapter addresses methods to conduct experiments and translate the

results to design-based properties. Mechanical tests are conducted to measure the

entire load-deformation properties, and results are interpreted and analyzed using ana-

lytical models to obtain fundamental material properties. These material properties

must be interrelated to explain the role of matrix, textile, and interface under various

loading conditions such as tension, flexural, shear, impact and high-speed situations,

and the constitutive properties obtained such that they are compatible with standard

analytical models such as finite-element program or structural analysis models of

moment–rotation or nonlinear stress–strain. These models are then applicable for

analysis and design of various structural systems including structural panels,

impact- and blast-resistance structures, repair and retrofit, earthquake remediation,

strengthening of unreinforced masonry, and beam-column connections.

A fundamental understanding in the tensile stress–strain response and crack forma-

tion mechanisms is important for design aspects. The chapter investigates the cracking

mechanisms and the strain-hardening behavior in textile-reinforced concrete (TRC)

composites that can be obtained when there are adequate reinforcements by the long

aligned fibers within the textile. Themultiple cracking behavior under direct tension is

due to the high stiffness in the postmatrix cracking region, which is offered by the

fibers that intersect the matrix crack. A single strength parameter is therefore not

meaningful and the entire tension stress–strain curve is used as the fundamental mate-

rial property. Tension-hardening behavior has been shown to exist when long aligned

fibers are employed in steel, glass, polymeric, and even natural fibers such as sisal

(Mobasher et al., 2006; Peled et al., 2004).

Experimental procedures are used to monitor and analyze the distributed cracking

phenomenon and determine the crack spacing during tensile tests. Photographs of the

crack formation taken during the test and post-processed by image-analysis techniques

such as the digital image correlation (DIC) allow quantitative measurements. The crack

spacing can be correlated with the applied stress as well as stiffness at different strains.

Microstructural evaluations correlating the fiber–matrix interface with the composite’s

mechanical response can also indicate the efficiency of textile structure’s type and

reinforcement.
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5.2 Tension tests

Direct tensile tests are routinely conducted using a servo-hydraulic testing machine

as shown in Figure 5.1. Static tensile tests are controlled by the cross-head at a con-

stant rate of displacement (such as 0.1 mm/min) or by means of transducers mounted

on the specimens. Specimen sizes are generally rectangular, although dog-bone

samples are also used despite the extra labor involved in their preparation. Typical

size of specimens is in the range of 150–400 mm in length, 24–50 mm in width, and

6–12 mm in thickness. A gage length of 150–300 mm can be used depending on the

size of the textile and sufficient representation of the textile yarns throughout the

specimen width; however, longer gage lengths are preferable since they permit a

more uniform measurement of crack spacing. Both fixed-fixed boundary conditions

as well as pinned-boundary conditions for the grips have been used, and the effects

have been well documented in terms of the specimen rotation versus fixed displace-

ment, especially during the initial loading stages. The use of two parallel displace-

ment sensors allows for characterization of sample rotation during the initial loading

and crack propagation stages. In many cases, however, the rotation effects are

diminished in the multiple cracking region and a uniform tensile stress is applied

throughout. The hydraulic grips pressure should be adjusted in order to minimize

stress concentration and reduce the potential for crushing and damage. Thin alumi-

num sheets can also be glued on both ends of the specimen to redistribute the pres-

sure due to clamping. The tensile load, cross-head displacement, and strain are

Strain gage

Clip gage

Camera

Figure 5.1 Tension test setup in a servo-hydraulic testing machine 500 kN.
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routinely recorded. The tensile strains are also measured by resistance-type strain

gage glued on the specimen that provide a perspective of the local state of strain

compared to use of a clip gages with a gage length of 10–25 mm, or the global stroke

displacement, which inherently includes spurious deformations.

Figure 5.2 represents a typical tensile stress–strain response of alkali-resistant

(AR)-glass fabric-reinforced cement composite. The tensile response shows a linear

behavior up to about 5 MPa; beyond this level, the stress–strain response becomes

nonlinear, while a major change in the stiffness of the sample occurs at bend-over

point (BOP) around 7.5 MPa, which is characterized by a knee in the stress–strain
curve. The specimen continues to carry load at a significantly lower stiffness up to

an ultimate strain level of 7.5%. In the region between the BOP and ultimate strength,

crack activity is the formation of distributed crack and later on as the crack

widens. The experimental data consist of a range of parameters in terms of the initial

stiffness, stress (initial and final levels of BOP state of stress and strain), post-BOP

stiffness, ultimate strength capacity, crack spacing toughness (Mobasher et al.,

2006), and pullout stiffness.

The first step in the analysis of this type of data is to focus on the specific regions of

the response and isolate the main contributors. The data chosen for this type of anal-

ysis are based on a sisal fiber composite with high tensile/bending strength and tough-

ness for structural applications. The fabric was obtained by stitching the single

filament fibers laid side by side in a unidirectional manner and used as a reinforcement

in a multilayer compression-molded composite. Figure 5.3a shows a typical tensile

stress–strain response of the sisal TRC composite system. Two measures of strain

are used; the localized strain measure from the electrical resistance gage, and the nom-

inal strain defined by the cross-head stroke displacement divided by the specimen

length. These two responses are used to discuss the various stages of loading

corresponding to initiation, propagation, distribution, opening, and localization of a

crack system in the specimen.

The initial aspect of analysis is the distinction between crack initiation and prop-

agation. In a lightly reinforced system, these two events normally occur in an

2-Layer glass

Replicate 1
Replicate 2
Replicate 3

(
)

( )

Figure 5.2 Tensile stress–strain response of a two layer TRC using AR-glass fibers.
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indistinguishable manner; however, they are differentiated in a heavily reinforced sec-

tion. The initial stress–strain response is linear elastic as the specimen exhibits a high

stiffness with the first-crack strain capacity that is quite low. From a macro perspective,

the BOP corresponds to the formation of matrix cracking and its propagation across the

width of the specimen. Five distinct zones are identified using Roman numerals with

two zones prior to and three zones after the BOP. Figure 5.3b shows both the initial and

the overall response of the stress–strain curve using a multiscale axis representation.

Figure 5.4 shows the relationship between the strain gage and the strain measured

by the stroke transducer. These two gages differentiate the ranges. Zone I corresponds

to the elastic-linear range where both matrix and the fiber behave linearly. Due to low

volume fraction of fibers (<10%), this zone is limited to strain measures of up to

150–175 μstr as shown by the insert of Figure 5.4, and the stiffness is dominated

by matrix properties. The sensitivity of the stroke displacement in this range is within

the instrumentation error, therefore, the strain gage response is the only reliable

measurement. Zone I is terminated by initial crack formation in the matrix phase
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(reported from experiments as σBOP�) as shown in Figure 5.3a; however, the load-

carrying capacity does not vanish as the cracks are bridged by the longitudinal fibers.

Immediately after the initiation of first matrix crack, other matrix cracks also ini-

tiate throughout the specimen at regular intervals and they all begin to propagate

across the width of the specimen. The strain gage in this range remains within a con-

stant level as several cracks that initiate and propagate across the width of the spec-

imen. The term defined as BOP+ corresponds to the first matrix crack that completely

propagates across the width of the specimen, thus the strain range within Zone II is

associated with formation of matrix cracks, while no single crack has traversed the

entire length of the specimen. As indicated in the experimental results shown in

Figure 5.3a and b, the linear behavior terminates at the σBOP� ¼4.0–4.5 MPa. The

BOP ranges from the beginning of nonlinearity at 4.50 MPa to a point where the slope

drastically decreases (σBOP+¼5.0–5.2 MPa). Zone II is therefore defined as the stable

cracking range between the two stress levels of σBOP� and σBOP+ .

Formation of distributed cracking in Zone III occurs right after the BOP stage and

represents a homogenization phase. As the applied strain increases, more cracks form

and the spacing decreases in an exponential manner. The strain measured by the strain

gage initially remains constant, while several cracks form in the overall section. The

two strain measures approach a relatively single value as shown in Figure 5.3b.

Figure 5.3a also shows that at a strain of up to 0.004 mm/mm (Zone III), crack spacing

drastically decreases from an initial value of 130 to 45 mm.

During the multiple crack formation, the crack spacing decreases up to Zone IV

where it becomes constant at 23 mm. Zone IV corresponds to completion of cracking

phase and initiation of debonding. The strain gage recording fails to increase at the

same rate as the overall strain and no additional cracks are formed as cracking satu-

rates. Zone IV is dominated by progressive damage and characterized by a crack

widening stage ultimately leading to fiber failure. The postpeak response occurs in

Zone V where a residual strength of approximately 2 MPa is observed.

Considerable differences exist between the initial and postcrackmodulus from cross-

head displacement data and strain gages. The discrepancy is attributed to the spurious

deformation, slipping, and localized damage at the grips, indicating that initial stiffness

computation from the cross-head displacement may be significantly erroneous.

From the crack spacing measurements shown in Figure 5.3a a general decrease is

observed in the spacing during loading until the curves reach a steady state and remain

constant at the end of Zone II and Zone IV. This constant level of crack spacing is

defined as saturation crack spacing, beyond which reduction in crack spacing is

not observed. Since no new cracks are forming, additional imposed strain results in

widening of the existing cracks. The final mechanism of failure is due to fiber

debonding and pullout.

5.3 Role of microstructure

Figure 5.5 shows environmental scanning electron microscope (ESEM) micrographs

of samples extracted from specimens tested under tensile stress where Figure 5.5a is a

lateral view and Figure 5.5b a cross-sectional view. The contribution of the sisal fibers
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to crack arrest and bridging mechanisms is observed. The crack propagates through

the thickness of the specimen from one fiber layer to the next (Figure 5.5a and b),

hence, crack arresting and bridging mechanisms that lead to a ductile composite

are observed. Similar micrographs are shown using the optical microscope with fluo-

rescent excitation as shown in Figure 5.6a (lateral view) and 5.6b (cross-section view).

Crack arrest and crack bridging was observed.

5.3.1 Parameters of distributed cracking

From a modeling point of view, the interaction of distributed cracking and the stress–
strain response of the matrix, fabric, and the composite are shown in Figure 5.7. Four

distinct zones up to the peak load are identified using Roman numerals with two zones

prior to BOP and two zones after the BOP range. The strain softening that was due to

localization and identified previously is not addressed. Zone I corresponds to the

elastic-linear range where both matrix and the fabric behave linearly, and is modeled

using composite laminate theory to relate the properties of fabric and matrix to the

composite response. This zone is terminated by initial crack formation in the matrix

phase at a point labeled “A” and designated as σt1 at the strain level εt1 (Agarwal and
Broutman, 1990) (reported as of σBOP� from experiments).

200 µm 200 µm

(a) (b)

Crack

Crack

Fibers

Figure 5.5 ESEM micrographs: (a) Lateral and (b) cross-section views.

(a) (b)

Fiber
Fibers

Crack

200 µm 100 µm

Figure 5.6 Optical fluorescent micrographs: (a) lateral and (b) cross-section views.
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After the initiation of matrix cracks, and initiation of bridging by the longitudinal

yarns, Zone II occurs between two stress levels of σBOP� and σBOP+ as matrix cracks

propagate across until the first complete crack across the cross-section between points

“A” and “B” are formed. Zone II terminates at a damage level corresponding to the

stress (σBOP+ ) level, which is also the ultimate strength of matrix in the presence of

fibers σmu. The BOP strain level (εmu) may theoretically be obtained using the

Aveston–Cooper–Kelly (ACK) approach (Aveston et al., 1971a) or other methods

(Mobasher and Li, 1996) that predict the strain capacity of the matrix in the presence

of fibers as shown in Equation (5.1),

εmu ¼ 12τγmEfV
2
f

EcE2
mrVm

� �1=3
(5.1)

where τ is the shear strength of the matrix; γm is the fracture toughness of the matrix;

Ec is the composite modulus; r is the fiber radius and Vm is the volume fraction of the

matrix. This equation is applicable for the cement-based materials by showing that the
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strength of the matrix is increased in the presence of fibers (Mobasher and Shah,

1990). The experimentally obtained values for εmu correspond to the values reported

as εBOP(+) and reported to be higher than the first-cracking strain. The correlation

between experimental and theoretical simulations of the stress and strain at BOP level

can be used to obtain material parameters for the various fabric-cement systems used

(Mobasher et al., 2004). The stiffness degradation up to the BOP+ level takes place by

an increasing number of dilute microcracks and techniques such as acoustic emission

and holography that have been used to monitor the damage evolution in this phase of

response. The major reduction in stiffness is associated with the formation of parallel

cracks to reach the characteristic crack spacing level. The experimental results of

average crack spacing as a function of applied strain have been modeled using an

exponentially decay function:

S εið Þ ¼ S1 + S0e
�α εi�εmuð Þ εi > εmu (5.2)

where S is average crack spacing; S1 is a parameter describing saturation crack spac-

ing; S0 and α are parameters describing the decay rate; εi is strain at which the spacing
is computed; εmu is strain at the BOP(+) level. The function representing crack spacing

is also plotted in Figure 5.8, along with the stress–strain response and discussed in

detail in Mobasher et al. (2004).

5.3.2 Crack spacing and its measurements

By evaluating cracking patterns at regular time intervals, the crack development

throughout the loading cycle of tensile and bending tests is recorded. A two-step

process for quantitative measurement for crack spacing is discussed in Peled and

Mobasher (2005) and Peled et al. (2004). During the first step, newly formed cracks
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of each image are traced and added to data from previous loading increment. In the

second step, the crack spacing is measured using an automated procedure for segment

length distributions and their statistical parameters.

The typical stress–strain curve shown in Figure 5.7 is compared with the crack

spacing evolution. An inverse relationship between crack spacing and damage func-

tions form with applied strain. In the pre-BOP range, the damage level increases;

however, in the post-BOP stage, the crack spacing decreases with applied strain until

a constant level referred to as the crack saturation density (CSD) is reached. The CSD

is indicated by the flattening of the crack spacing curve since no more new cracks are

formed. The CSD level as shown in Figure 5.8 is at about 12 mm and depends on the

strength, toughness of matrix, stiffness, bond, and volume fraction of fibers. Beyond

this point, reduction in crack spacing is not observed, as further increase in the strain

causes textile debonding, pullout, and widening of existing cracks.

The formation of distributed cracking in post-BOP stage, Zone III, can be

represented by parameters S0, S1, α, and εmu (Equation 5.2) as shown in Table 5.1

for various TRC systems. The stiffness of the fabric-cement system is sufficiently high

to keep the newly formed cracks from widening and thus promoting additional crack-

ing. This stiffness affects the rate of reduction of crack spacing, or α parameter

(Mobasher et al., 2004).

5.4 Interface characterization

5.4.1 Single-fiber pullout

The stiffness of fiber-interface-matrix system directly affects the toughening mecha-

nisms. In brittle matrix composites, if the ultimate strain capacity of the fibers exceeds

that of the matrix, fibers will bridge matrix cracks. The force transferred due to the

bridging reduces the stress concentration at the matrix crack. The constitutive

Table 5.1 Average crack spacing and stiffness degradation
parameters for various TRC systems (Mobasher et al., 2004)

Stiffness degradation Crack spacing equation

X1+X2*exp(2X3*ε) S1+S0*exp(2a* (x2ε1))

Specimen X1 X2 X3 S1 S0 a ε1, μstr
ARG-P100 132 2411.7 283.9 21.07 497.9 451 �1156

ARG-P900 501 3154.2 438.9 8.74 168.8 190 �10,800

ARG-SP0.2 317 2783.0 361.4 39.71 136.0 92 �658

ARG-FA 395 2429.1 586.0 39.30 133.0 153 7510

ARG-SF10 309 1921.6 319.2 17.30 339.2 27 �6990

PE-Plain 24 2203.8 239.2 5.56 485.3 143 �12,293

PE-SF5 153 1773.7 197.0 16.46 325.4 117 �18,101

PE-SF10 �73 2058.8 246.0
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response of the debonding phase depends on the length of cylindrical shear micro-

cracks that form at the interface, and the ability of the interface to transmit the traction

across a matrix crack. For properly designed systems, matrix’s tolerance to the crack

propagation and thus composite strength may increase significantly as shown by

Aveston et al. (1971b) and Stang et al. (1990). As fibers bridge across the matrix

cracks, processes of debonding and pullout lead to toughening and energy dissipation.

Many fiber pullout models have been used to characterize bond properties of single

fibers with a cementitious matrix. A variety of analytical solutions (Stang et al., 1990;

Naaman et al., 1991a; Sujivorakul et al., 2000) assume that while fiber and interface

behave elastically in bonded regions, a constant residual shear strength is in the

debonded region. Bond strength models for rebars also address the pre- and postpeak

response (Abrishami and Mitchell, 1996; Focacci et al., 2000); however, the more

detailed the bond strength model, the more complex the analytical solution. Currently,

most bond properties of the textile structure are obtained from straight fiber pullout

that treat textile (grid reinforcement) as an equivalent smooth longitudinal fiber.

The mode of load transfer in textile composites, however, is much more complicated

due to the function of transverse yarns, which provide anchorage. Equivalent bond

properties based on a one-dimensional (1D) bond pullout model are relatively high

and include the anchorage effect due to transverse yarns.

5.4.2 Textile pullout tests

Pullout experiments measure the effect of fabric type, mixture design, and processing

methods such as pultrusion, vacuum casting, or rheology modification (Sueki et al.,

2007a). Using an assemblage of up to eight yarns, sections of a textile embedded in the

cement matrix were tested at a cross-head rate of 0.25 mm/s. The test setup is pres-

ented in Figure 5.9a and b. Since it was not possible to hold the textile in the grip at

exactly its exit point from the matrix, the compliance of the free sample length in

between the edge and the grip was taken into account (Sueki, 2003).

(b)

Free
fabric 
length

Specimen

(a)

Figure 5.9 Schematics of pullout experiments on fabric-reinforced systems: (a) sample in a

loading grip and (b) various TRC pullout samples.
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The effect of matrix type (shown in Figure 5.10a) indicates the glass fabric exhibits

the best bond when high content of fly ash is used. The dual peak in the response is

associated with the failure of the junction bonds and transfer of the load down the fiber

length. The effective stiffness of interface transition zone is shown in Figure 5.10b,

providing a comparative evaluation of the bond stiffness parameter for various fabric

systems. There is an order of magnitude difference between the bonding characteris-

tics of different systems. The most basic measure of interfacial failure response is by

calculation of nominal shear strength, defined as the averaged shear strength along the

embedded length. This measure assumes a constant frictional mechanism along the

embedded length, but does not take into account the interaction due to the transverse

yarns. The nominal shear strength defined as the strength per fiber surface area is:

τnom ¼ Pult

nπϕL
(5.3)

where Pult is the ultimate load attained, n is the number of fibers resisting the load, ϕ is

the nominal diameter of the fiber and L is the embedded length. The average values

and standard deviation of strength parameters show that shear strength values can

reach as high as 4 MPa due to the inclusion of anchorage effects in the shear strength

results of an equivalent yarn model. Furthermore, the pultrusion technique increases

bond strength where noncoated multifilament was used (polypropylene [PP] and poly-

vinyl acetate [PVA]) while the vacuum technique increases bond strength in AR-glass

but is ineffective with PP.

The simplest expression for pullout model parameters is defined by four variables:

initial stiffness of the pullout curve; ultimate load; slip at ultimate; and the toughness

evaluated up to ultimate load. The initial stiffness is obtained from the slope of the

linear portion of the curve. The pullout response sometimes shows several peak loads
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Figure 5.10 (a) Pullout response of an AR-glass fabric using control and fly ash blended

matrix; (b) the effective stiffness of the interface transition zone obtained from the pullout

experiments.
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in the case of textile materials. Toughness is defined by the area under the pullout-slip.

These parameters, however, and not material properties, depend on the fiber length,

diameter, and testing conditions.

Some of the features of the experimental data are evident as the responses are plot-

ted. Figure 5.11a shows the comparison of three fabric systems of AR-glass, PP, and

polyethylene (PE). Note that the glass system is the stiffest and strongest system,

whereas the PP-woven fabrics result in the highest energy absorption. Figure 5.11b

compares the results of three processing methods of cast, pultrusion, and vacuum

of the paste used on the same AR-glass and shows both the vacuum and pultrusion

processing result in higher strength and energy absorption during pullout.

As an alternative to parameter estimation, one can back-calculate the material

properties using the experimental data as input parameters (Sueki et al., 2007a).

The model fits various representative curves of different fabrics, matrices, embedded

length and processing methods. Internal interface parameters (κ, τmax, τfrc, τdyn, and
stiffness efficiency factor η) are calculated by back-calculation.

The responses and model simulations of the control test series (cast with and without

fly ash using AR-glass, PP, PE, and PVA) show that parameters such as shear strength

abrupt changes in the postpeak responses are due to the sudden change of shear strength

from τfrc to τdyn. The averaged response of the control test series (G105, PP105, PE105,
and PVA105) as shown in Figure 5.11 were selected to demonstrate the fit of the model

and the experiments by determination of the internal parameters (κ, τmax, and τfrc).
Main factors of fiber type, matrix type, embedded length, and processing methods

have a sizable effect on the bond strength and efficiency of the textile-cement com-

posite. Results reveal that bond strength of the textile ranked from the highest to the

lowest is AR-glass, PVA, PP, and PE, respectively. Fly ash replacement of up to 40%

by volume increases bond strength for AR-glass in all except PVA textiles. The bond

strength obtained from specimen with shorter embedded length yield slightly higher

value with larger scatter. The processing methods indicate that the pultrusion
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Figure 5.11 The response of the nonlinear textile debonding model. (a) Comparison of pullout-

slip response of AR-Glass, PP, and PE textiles. (b) Effect of processing parameters of casting vs.

pultrusion and vacuum processing on the pullout response.
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technique increases bond strength in PP and PVA textile, but not in AR-glass while the

vacuum technique increases in AR-glass, but not in PP.

In general, the highest bond strength is observed in glass textile systems, whereas

the PE, PP, and PVA show the lower strengths. Bonding of the glass textile is due

to the high modulus of elasticity of fibers, adhesion of glass to cementitious matrix,

and the nature of the interlock in bonded textile. The low bond of the PVA textiles was

attributed to the relatively large diameter of the bundle due to the high number of

filaments that led to a dense textile structure and poor paste penetration between

the filaments in a yarn. Addition of fly ash to the glass system improves the durability

of the glass textile as much as 35% (Mobasher et al., 2004). Variations in embedded

length do not significantly influence the shear strength values for PP nor for PVA tex-

tiles. Use of the pultrusion manufacturing increases bond strength in PP roughly by

72% and PVA by 85%, but not in the AR-glass (�10%). Improvement in bonding

by the pultrusion of the PP system and PVA is by better penetration of the cement

matrix between the filaments of the bundle (Mobasher et al., 2014). In contrast, vac-

uum technique increases bond strength in AR-glass, but decreases in PP system by

38%. The higher viscosity and poor penetrability of vacuumed paste within the fine

grid and small filament spacing of PP textile was noted in comparison to the coarse

grid AR-glass textile that performs much better with the vacuum paste.

5.4.3 Single-yarn pullout testing with lateral load

Even when the yarns in longitudinal and transverse directions are not connected by

means of knitting or bonding, stresses in a direction will result in increased frictional

bonding and transfers the load to the other direction. The connection between orthog-

onal yarns are shown in Figure 5.12a and b. A series of experiments addressed the

effect of transverse loads on the woven fabrics on the pullout characteristics of the

single-fiber yarns under lateral load (Zhu et al., 2011a). The effect of fiber geometrical

change during the pullout was measured under a biaxial stress.

(a) (b)

Figure 5.12 Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) micrographs showing: (a) woven fabric;

(b) individual filaments within a yarn.
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An analytical model for the force–displacement response of the yarn slipping and

its subsequent sliding frictional pullout was developed. Maximum bond and frictional

shear strength depend on the specimen size and the level of transverse preload. In addi-

tion to analytical approaches, 3D finite element (FE) models were also used to sim-

ulate the single-yarn pullout behavior and the effect of friction and transverse loads on

the pullout force. The friction between yarns and transverse direction (fill yarns) influ-

ence the pullout force significantly (Stahlecker et al., 2009).

Figure 5.13 shows a test setup with an edge-clamped fabric holding fixture and a

pneumatic grip that is used to clamp and subject the yarn to pulled out. Two load cells

measure the pullout force and transverse preload applied by the sliding edge clamp.

Figure 5.14a shows the schematic of the yarn loading process (Kirkwood et al., 2004).

Figure 5.14b shows the corresponding pullout force versus displacement and the var-

iations in the preapplied transverse force. During uncrimping, the yarn progressively

straightens and locally disturbs the nominal woven architecture (Figure 5.14a), how-

ever the force–displacement curve is nearly linear as shown in Figure 5.14b (Shockey

et al., 2004; Bazhenov, 1997). After the peak load, the entire yarn translates within the

fabric swath and the force gradually decreases. Oscillations in the force–displacement

curve correspond to the sliding yarn passing by fill yarns as shown in Figure 5.14a

and b. Test results for single-yarn pullout test of plain weave Kevlar® 49 fabric for

a sample of 90 mm length is shown in Figure 5.14b and used to validate the analytical

model discussed in the next section. Maximum pullout force and energy associated

with it depend on the specimen length and transverse force. It is clear that the

preapplied transverse force does not remain constant during the test as it reaches a

maximum level when the force reaches the maximum load, and then gradually drops

until the end of test. The final transverse force is slightly lower than the initial

preapplied value since the fill yarns straighten and relax as the yarn is pulled out.

It also shows that the oscillations after peak load of both curves are in phase with

each other.

Figure 5.15 shows the dependence of the peak pullout force and pullout energy on

the transverse forces for three specimen lengths (50, 65, and 90 mm). Increasing the

(a) (b)
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Figure 5.13 Yarn pullout test: (a) schematic; (b) experimental setup.
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transverse force proportionally increases the peak pullout force and yarn pullout

energy. Increasing the tension on the transverse yarns increases the normal force

between yarns as well as the frictional resistance to pullout (Kirkwood et al.,

2004). There is no clear relation between the preapplied transverse force and displace-

ment at peak pullout force for each specimen length.

5.4.4 Analytical model for interfacial parameters

Amodel based on the earlier work by Naaman et al. (1991b,c) and Sueki et al. (2007a)

was used to simulate the pullout behavior of fabric from cement paste matrix. The

basic model is shown in Figure 5.16. The fabric is treated as a continuum, and the

interface between the debonded and intact yarns are defined by the shear strength dia-

gram as shown by the insert in Figure 5.16 that shows a simplified pullout load versus

slip response of a single yarn. The response is divided into two stages according to

shear stress distribution at the contact surface. Initially, the curve shows a linear

response up to initiation of debonding (stage I). When the load reaches the peak load,

the yarn starts to translate (stage II). The mechanism of shear strength, force distribu-

tion, and derivations for each stage are obtained.

Pullout response in elastic stage (I) continues as long as the shear stress at interface

is less than the maximum shear strength τmax, yarn and matrix are fully bonded, and

the applied load is less than the maximum bonded load. This is shown in the various

modes of Figure 5.17. In this case, the standard shear lag solutions apply. Pullout

response in nonlinear stage (II) as shown in Figure 5.17b occurs after loading beyond

the elastic limit, debonding at the right end starts and extends by a distance d, with a

frictional shear strength τfrc while on the left portion (L–d), the two materials are still

perfectly bonded. The criteria for the growth of debonding is specified as a shear

strength with a constant frictional stress along the debonded zone, in addition to a

shear lag model terminating with τmax at the debonding junction. Pullout response

in dynamic stage (III) shown in Figure 5.17c1 and c2 consists of two conditions: initial

stage up to complete debonding and rigid body motion. It is assumed that until

Load
Stage II
(Nonlinear)

Stage I
(Elastic)

Stage III
(Dynamic)

S1

tmax

tfrc
tdyn

t

k

S2

Slip

Slip

Figure 5.16 Pullout-slip

response and shear strength

diagram.
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complete debonding, the shear resistance still remains τfrc, and no sliding occurs

(Δd¼0) until the yarn begins rigid body sliding motion shown in Figures 5.14a

and 5.17.

The analytical model is also used to address the effect of single-yarn pullout under

the action of transverse load. Response of each test is simulated and the shear param-

eters (τmax and τfrc) defined for the fiber-to-fiber interaction are also found by fitting

the simulation response to the experimental results of transverse fiber pullout. Model

predictions are shown in Figure 5.18 in terms of the initial and extended debonding, as

well as frictional pullout demonstrated for various fiber systems. Due to the interface

transition zone and the bundle effect in many filament-based fiber systems, an inef-

ficient contact area exists. A parameter representing the efficiency of the yarn stiffness

(η<1) is introduced to reduce the nominal contact stiffness to account for the bonding

inefficiency, since exact estimation of the stiffness of a yarn (AyEy) overestimates the

experimental values significantly. Contributing factors include the variations in bond

of interface zone, inefficiency due to the sleeve effect, lack of uniform strain in all the

yarns during the test, the initial curvature in the yarns, and lack of bonding of 100% of

filaments due to imperfections and porosity. By representing the percentage of fila-

ments actively contributing to the apparent axial stiffness (ηAfEf) of the yarn, one

can verify the observations of sleeve filaments bonded to the matrix, which contribute

to axial stiffness while the core filaments provide marginal stiffness in multifilament

yarns (Banholzer, 2004).

(b)

(c.1) (c.2)

P2b,max
P2

dL − d

L − DdDd

L

P2

P3,nth

P3,nth

tmax

t frc

P1

(a)

L

L

P1,bmax

P3,1st

P3,1st

tmax

t frc
tdyn

Figure 5.17 Shear stress and force distribution along the yarn: (a) stage I (elastic response);

(b) debonding, (c.1) frictional pullout; (c.2) sliding mode.
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The maximum bond τmax and frictional shear strength τfrc correlate well with the

nominal shear strength τnom. These results are compared in Figure 5.19 and show that

all three stress measures are much higher than the tensile strength of the cement matrix

phase, since mechanical bond mechanisms are included in the bond parameters. Nom-

inal shear strength, defined as the average strength at maximum load, lies in between

τmax and τfrc as shown in Figure 5.19. As the nominal shear strength increases, both the

maximum and frictional shear strength values increase for a range of specimens

regardless of conditioning or fabric types.

The model is also applied to the study of the effect of lateral stress on the pullout of

yarns. Figure 5.20 shows the effect of specimen length on the maximum and frictional

shear strengths at three levels of transverse force for the biaxial textile pullout tests.
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Both shear strength parameters increase with specimen length and transverse force.

For the nominal transverse force of 100 N, the maximum shear strength increases from

0.072 to 0.092 MPa and frictional shear strength increases from 0.054 to 0.065 MPa

when the length of specimen increases from 50 to 90 mm. It is noted that when the

nominal transverse force is high at 400 N, the maximum and frictional shear strengths

increase exponentially with specimen length.

5.4.5 Development of 3D FE model and simulation results

The analytical model discussed in previous sections has its own limitation due to the

continuum assumption. One has to extend the modeling to use an FE model suitable

for an implicit FE analysis to directly capture the fabric mesostructure; in this study,

this was done using LS-DYNA. This method, used by Stang et al. (1990), Mobasher

et al. (2014), Zhu et al. (2011a), Ng et al. (1998), Boisse et al. (2001), among others,

has the advantage of capturing the yarn interactions and providing a detailed descrip-

tion of the mechanisms of fabric deformation at the mesostructural level. The purpose

of the 3D FE model is to obtain a more detailed pullout analysis results to investigate

the effect of friction and preload in transverse direction (fill yarns) on the pullout

behavior.

Images of the cross-sections of the fabric were used to quantify the shape, size, and

profile of the yarns for the FE model. The warp and fill yarns as elliptical cross-

sections that follow a sinusoidal shape. The measurement of the geometric parameters

associated with the fabric warp and fill yarns using 3D solid (continuum) elements are

discussed in detail in an earlier publication (Zhu et al., 2012). A small FE model com-

pared to the experiment was chosen. The 3D model contains 10�10 yarns (instead of

30–56 yarns in the experiments) and is shown in Figure 5.21 using 36,300 nodes in

20,000 eight-noded solid elements.
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The yarns that make up the plain-woven fabric have strongly directional material

properties. The axial stiffness is considerably greater than the transverse stiffness.

A crimped yarn can only weakly resist tensile deformation until it straightens out.

The orthotropic elastic continuum was used with the shear moduli G12, G13, G23

and Poisson’s ratios ν12, ν13, ν23 specified as very small. In addition, the transverse

elastic moduli E22 and E33 are also quite small compared to the longitudinal elastic

modulus E11 (Gasser et al., 2000). Material Type 2 (orthotropic elastic material) in

LS-DYNA allows definition of independent elastic moduli, Poisson’s ratios, and

shear moduli in each of the three orthogonal orientations (LSTC, 2007). Since yarns

in the plain-woven fabric are crimped and the longitudinal elastic modulus E11 is

defined along fiber direction, it is necessary to define local coordinate system

for each FE that is permanently linked to the element’s position during deformation.

Table 5.2 lists the nine orthotropic elastic material data for the yarn continuum

model.

Verification of the FE model was first carried out using the model of a single

crimped yarn subjected to a tensile force. Results showed that the material data

and the model were able to describe the crimped yarn’s behavior.

Two types of boundary conditions are applied on the fabric. The first is two oppo-

site edges clamped (all the six degrees of freedom are constrained for nodes located on

the two edges) and a constant velocity applied to one yarn along the direction of

clamped edges in the central area of the fabric (see Figure 5.21); the second is the

Applied
velocity

X (warp yarn)

Z
Y (fill yarn)

Figure 5.21 3D FE model of the fabric.

Table 5.2 Orthotropic linear-elastic material data (GPa) for yarn
continuum

E11 E22 E33 G12 G13 G23 ν12 ν13 ν23

72 3.6 3.6 3.6 3.6 3.6 0 0 0
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two opposite edges preloaded with certain force and a constant velocity applied to the

pulled yarn. The contact between the warp and fill yarns is defined by automatic

surface-to-surface contact in LS-DYNA. The coefficient of friction is assumed to

be dependent on the relative velocity vrel of the surfaces in contact according to the

relationship given by (Zhu et al., 2012)

μc ¼ μd + μs�μdð Þe�ζ vrelj j (5.4)

where μs is the static coefficient of friction; μd is the dynamic coefficient of friction;

and ζ is the exponential decay coefficient.

Considering the numerical stability and computational time, the simulation pullout

velocity is much faster than actual experimental parameters. In order to examine the

effects of the friction, cases are modeled where only the frictional coefficient μc is var-
ied. The computational time of each simulation is approximately 36 h. Figure 5.22

shows the various stages of yarn pullout from the textile. Results have been documented

to show the interaction of transverse load, as well as the degree of slack and fiber shape

on the overall yarn pullout.

T = 0 ms T = 2 ms

T = 4 ms T = 12 ms

X (warp yarn)

Y (fill yarn)

Figure 5.22 Top view of the pulled yarn and fabric for the case with two edges clampedwithout

any preload and μ¼0.2.
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5.4.6 Comparison between the FE simulations and
experimental data

The apparent discrepancy in the pullout force between the 3D FEmodel and the exper-

iment is shown in Figure 5.23. For example, the peak pullout force of 50 mm specimen

with 99 N initial transverse preload in the experiment is 4.42 N, while the peak pullout

force obtained by the 3D FE model is 14.66 and 11.41 N when μc is 0.2 and 0.1,

respectively (see Figure 5.23). It should be noted that the size of specimen in the

FE model is even smaller than that in the experiment and there is also no preload

applied in these two simulations. The overprediction of the pullout force is due to

the fact that the actual yarns are not solid, actually consisting of hundreds of filaments

that compact and slide with each other during deformation and resulting in much

lower overall stiffness than the nominal value used in the FE model. Despite the dis-

crepancy, the FE simulation results show that the frictional coefficient and transverse

preload play a big role in the single-yarn pullout behavior.

5.5 Correlation of tensile and flexural properties

5.5.1 Simplified strain—softening and hardening
composite model

The tensile behavior of TRC has been simplified by a constitutive model of a trilinear

strain-hardening tensile, and an elastic-perfectly-plastic compression model as

derived by Soranakom and Mobasher (2008a, 2009). By normalizing all parameters
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with respect to a minimal number of variables, closed-form derivations are obtained.

Material parameters as shown in Figure 5.24 are summarized as tensile stiffness E,
first-crack tensile strain εcr, cracking tensile strength σcr¼Eεcr, and postcracking

modulus Ecr, which is assigned a negative or positive value in order to simulate either

strain softening or hardening materials. Constant tensile strength at the end of tension

model σcst¼μEεc and an ultimate tensile capacity εtu are defined in the postcrack

region. For a TRC with an idealized trilinear response in tension where the multiple

cracking region is treated as a two-step process with the initial part occurring at a con-

stant stress, one has to integrate both steps into a single parameter η, which represents
the average postcrack stiffness as shown in Figure 5.24.

The elastic-perfectly-plastic compressive stress–strain is characterized by a linear

response that is terminates at yield point (εcy, σcy). This is followed by a plateau phase
in the stress–strain response at constant compressive yield stress σcy¼ωεcrγE until

reaching the ultimate compressive strain εcu as shown in Figure 5.24b. Applied tensile
and compressive strains at bottom and top fibers, β and λ are also defined as model

variables. Using the first-crack tensile strain and modulus as intrinsic material param-

eters, εcr and E, seven normalized variables are defined as listed in Equation (5.7) for

different fiber-reinforced materials. Parameter γ represents the ratio of tensile to com-

pression modulus of elasticity (Naaman et al., 1992). Normalized stress–strain
responses and toughness Gf are expressed as:

σc λð Þ
Eεcr

¼
γλ 0� λ�ω
γω ω< λ� λcu
0 λcu < λ

8<
: ,

σt βð Þ
Eεcr

¼
β 0� β� 1

1 + η β�1ð Þ 1< β� α
μ α< β� βtu
0 βtu � β

8>><
>>:

(5.5)

Gf ¼Eε2cr
α�μ�μα

2

� �
+ μβtu

h i
(5.6)

Back-calculation model parameters, normalized tensile strain α, constant postpeak
stress level, μ, postcrack modulus η, compressive yield strain, ω, tensile and

(a) (b)

Ecr = hE, −� < h < 0

Ecr = hE, 0 < h < 1

E

sc stscy = wecrgE

ecu = lcuecr

ec

ecrecy = wecr etrn = aecr etu = btuecr

scst = mecrE, m < 1

scst = mecrE, m > 1scr = ecrE

et

Ec = gE

Figure 5.24 Material models for both strain-hardening and strain-softening FRC:

(a) compression model; (b) tension model (Naaman et al., 1991b,c).
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compressive strain at the bottom and top fiber, β, λ are defined in Equation (5.3)

(Naaman et al., 1991b,c).

α¼ εtrn
εcr

, μ¼ σcst
Eεcr

, η¼Ecr

E
, ω¼ εcy

εcr
, β¼ εt

εcr
, λ¼ εc

εcr
(5.7)

Material parameters, α and βtu are scalar multipliers that apply to the first-crack strain,

εcr. Parameters γ and η are multipliers that apply to the modulus E. Parameter μ is a

scalar multiplier that applies to the first-crack tensile strength, σcr. Simulated flexural

response is therefore generated by changing these trilinear tensile model parameters

using an approach to fit the elastic modulus, E, followed by cracking strain parameter,

εcr, which determines the start of elastic–plastic phase. Postcracking modulus, η, is
obtained from the postcracking slope, and the transition phase is terminated by strain

capacity α. Finally, the residual strength parameter, μ, is used to simulate the constant

stress region. By assuming linear strain distribution across the depth and ignoring

shear deformations, stress distribution across the cross-section at three stages of

imposed tensile strain: 0� β� 1, 1< β� α, and α< β� βtu is obtained in closed form
and shown in Figure 5.25 (Soranakom and Mobasher, 2008a). The normalized max-

imum tensile strain, β, and maximum compressive strain λ are linearly related through
the neutral axis parameter, k as in Equation (5.1).

λ¼ k

1� k
β (5.8)
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Figure 5.25 Stages in strain distribution across a cross-section: (Stage 1, (a)): 0<β�1 and

0<λ�ω; (Stage 2.1, (b.1)): 1<β�α and 0<λ�ω; (Stage 2.2, (b.2)): 1<β�α andω<λ�λcu;
(Stage 3.1, (c.1)): α<β�βtu and 0<λ�ω; (Stage 3.2, (c.2)): α<β�βtu and ω<λ�λcu.
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During Stage 1, elastic tensile and compressive stresses represent a linear moment cur-

vature with stiffnessEI. As shown in Figure 5.25, the elastic Stage 1 ends by the tensile
cracking, and the neutral axis moves toward the elastic compression zone denoted as

Stage 2.1 (tension cracking-elastic compression). The condition in Stage 2.1 ends

under two potential alternatives of entering either a tension-softening Stage 3.1 or

Stage 2.2 (tension cracking-plastic compression), depending on the compression zone

in elastic (0<λ�ω) or plastic range (ω<λ�λcu). If the compression zone has already

entered the plastic range (2.2) then the next step would be tension softening-plastic

compression or Stage 3.2. Depending on the relationship among material parameters,

any of the Stages 2.1 and 2.2, or 3.1 and 3.2 are potentially possible in succession. In

typical strain-hardening fiber-reinforced concrete (FRC), with compressive strength

higher than tensile strength, the flexural capacity is controlled by the tension compo-

nent. The ratio of compressive and tensile modulus, parameter γ, has a negligible

effect on the ultimate moment capacity and was assumed as unity (Sueki et al., 2007b).

Moment capacity of a beam section according to the imposed tensile strain at the

bottom fiber (εt¼βεcr) is derived based on the force components and the centroidal

distance to the neutral axis. For a rectangular cross-section with a width “b” and depth
“d,” the Kirchhoff hypothesis is applied. The location of neutral axis k, moment M0,
and curvature ϕ0, for a given tensile strain level β is provided in Table 5.3 and repre-

sents all potential combinations of interaction of tensile and compressive material

models. The moment Mi and curvature ϕi at each stage i (corresponding to input β)
are normalized with respect to the values at cracking Mcr and ϕcr.

Mi ¼M0Mcr; Mcr ¼ 1

6
bd2Eεcr (5.9)

ϕi ¼ϕ0
iϕcr; ϕcr ¼

2εcr
d

(5.10)

The load–deflection response of a beam can be obtained by moment distribution and

moment-curvature relationship using crack localization rules. The mid-span deflec-

tion is obtained directly using the double integration of curvature distribution, or

by closed form solution of bilinear moment curvature response. A set of equations

for calculating the mid-span deflection δ of four-point and three-point bending at

the first cracking (δcr) and at ultimate (δu) under the condition of μ>μcrit is presented
in Table 5.4.

5.5.2 Experimental verification

Tensile properties can be back-calculated from the flexural tests using an inverse anal-

ysis algorithm. The design-oriented model based on the inverse analysis can be

adopted as a design algorithm as well. There are two ways to accomplish the curve

fitting: forward calculation using tension data, and back-calculation of the flexural

data. Only the back-calculation approach is used, since it uses multiple attempts of

the forward calculation procedure. Applicability of this model to TRC composites
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Table 5.3 Neutral axis parameter k, normalized moment m, and curvature ϕ for each stage of tensile strain at
bottom fiber (β)

Stage Parameters k m5M/Mcr ϕ5Φ/Φcr

1 0<β�1

k1 ¼
1

2
for γ¼ 1

�1 +
ffiffiffi
γ

p
�1 + γ

for γ 6¼ 1

8><
>:

m1 ¼
2β γ�1ð Þk13 + 3k12�3k1 + 1

� �
1� k1

ϕ0
1 ¼

β

2 1� k1ð Þ

2.1 1<β�α
0<λ�ω k21 ¼D21�

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
D21γβ

2
p

D21� γβ2

D21 ¼ η β2�2β + 1
	 


+ 2β�1

M0
21 ¼

2γβ3�C21

	 

k21

3 + 3C21k21
2�3C21k21 +C21

1� k21

C21 ¼
2β3�3β2 + 1
	 


η + 3β2�1

β2

ϕ0
21 ¼

β

2 1� k21ð Þ

2.2 1<β�α
ω<λ�λcu

k22 ¼ D22

D22 + 2ωγβ
, D22 ¼D21 + γω2 M0

22 ¼ 3γωβ2 +C22

	 

k22

2�2C22k22 +C22,

C22 ¼C21� γω3

β2

ϕ0
22 ¼

β

2 1� k22ð Þ

3.1 α<β�βtu
0<λ�ω k31 ¼D31�

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
D31γβ

2
p

D31� γβ2

D31 ¼ η α2�2α+ 1
	 


+ 2μ β�αð Þ+ 2α�1

M0
31 ¼

2γβ3�C31

	 

k31

3 + 3C31k31
2�3C31k31 +C31

1� k31

C31 ¼
2α3�3α2 + 1ð Þη�3μ α2�β2

	 

+ 3α2�1

β2

ϕ0
31 ¼

β

2 1� k31ð Þ

3.2 α<β�βtu
ω<λ�λcu

k32 ¼ D32

D32 + 2ωγβ
, D32 ¼D31 + γω2 M0

32 ¼ 3γωβ2 +C32

	 

k32

2�2C32k32 +C32,

C32 ¼C31� γω3

β2

ϕ0
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β
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was verified by analyzing a series of data from a variety of composites. Tensile

response of PE textile-reinforced composite (Mobasher et al., 2004, 2006, 2014;

Peled and Mobasher, 2005; Peled et al., 2006), glass and carbon fiber cementitious

laminates (Krauss and Mobasher, 2011) were studied. Simulation of experimental

data is shown in Figure 5.26. Modeling parameters introduced in Equations (5.5)–
(5.7), (5.9), (5.10) and Table 5.5 were used to calibrate the experimental tensile

response as reported in Table 5.4. The values for the simulation of results are shown
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Figure 5.26 Simulation of reference tensile response of textile-reinforced concrete (TRC)

(Banholzer, 2004; Ng et al., 1998), steel fiber-reinforced concrete (Boisse et al., 2001).

Table 5.4 Equations for calculating deflection at mid-span

Deflection Four-point bending Three-point bending

Elastic region δcr ¼ 23
216

L2φcr δcr ¼ 1
12
L2φcr

μ>μcrit
Deflection

hardening

δu ¼ L2

216
a1φu + a2φcr½ �

b¼Mcr

Mu

,

a1 ¼ 23�4b�4b2, a2 ¼ 4 + 4b

δu ¼ L2

24
a1φu + a2φcr½ �

b¼Mcr

Mu

,

a1 ¼ 2�b�b2, a2 ¼ 4 + b
μ<μcrit
Deflection

hardening

or softening

δu ¼ 5L2φu

72
+
MuL

2φcr

27Mcr

δu ¼φuLp
8 2L�Lp

	 

+
MuφcrL

12Mcr
L�2Lp
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in Table 5.5. The analytical approach is capable of predicting the tensile properties of

different TRC composites with a reasonable degree of accuracy as shown in the figure.

Curve fitting of flexural results by varying the input tensile data was accomplished

for the TRC composites with the individual fabrics with aramid (100A), carbon

(100C), glass (100G), and PP (100P) and the resulting final tensile model was com-

pared with the experimental tension data. The key parameters α, η, and μwere changed
to fit the experimental load–deflection and predict tensile stress–strain curves.

Figure 5.27 shows the experimental and predicted responses of aramid fabric com-

posites (100A). Solid lines represent the simulated response for both flexural and ten-

sile response, obtained from the constitutive model. Experimental flexural data is

represented by symbols only, whereas experimental tensile responses are presented

as shaded bands. Figure 5.27a shows the flexural load–deflection, and Figure 5.27b

shows the tensile stress–strain responses of the aramid composites. The load-versus-

deflection response based on the simulated fit of the data matches the experimental

response as shown in Figure 5.27a. The overall predictions are well established,

and the discrepancies could be attributed to the variation between the individual test

Table 5.5 Model parameters used to simulate tensile response
of reference data (Peled and Mobasher, 2005; Peled et al., 2004;
Mobasher et al., 2004)

Ref. data

E

(MPa)

εcr
(μstr) α γ Η μ βtu

Polyethylene TRC 1500 2900 12 1 0.070 0.80 14

Glass TRC 24,000 330 19 1 0.019 0.16 20

Carbon TRC 31,000 111 58 1 0.058 0.90 58

Steel FRC 53,000 200 30 1 0.015 0.65 75
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Figure 5.27 100% aramid: (a) flexural; (b) tension responses.
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results. Representative properties for the simulation of upper- and lower-bound values

obtained from the 100% aramid specimens were: E¼2.9–5.9 GPa, α¼18–36,
μ¼8–14, η¼0.29–0.76, εcr¼680–970 μstr. In all these fits, the parameters for the

ratio of compressive to tensile stiffness and strength were held constant at γ¼1,

and ω¼11. The strain limits were set at βtu¼23–42 and λcu¼71. As evident, direct

correlation among samples shows lower flexural strength associated with lower values

for the fit parameters.

Tensile stress–strain responses are shown in Figure 5.27b and compare the exper-

imentally obtained and back-calculated response from the flexural data. Note that the

initial linear portion of the curve is not well captured, since the recording of the first-

crack strain was based on deflection measurements from the actuator, which over-

estimated the real deformation in the test coupon. This affects estimation of the real

deflection/strain in the specimen under the imposed loading. While the model is quite

accurate in fitting the flexural data, the tensile parameters obtained from back-

calculation do not correlate very well in terms of the overall postcrack stiffness, stress,

and strain capacity.

The majority of the back-calculated tensile results overpredict the experimental

tension data. This is attributed to the definition of axial strain based on the cross-head

displacement, which leads to inclusion of spurious and excessive deformations. The

size effect is apparent as the tensile results are generally lower than the values

predicted from the flexural tests, and that is expected, as the tension test has a much

larger tensile region compared to a flexural test.

Response of different fabric systems are shown in Figure 5.28a and b. As evident,

the carbon system shows an exceedingly high tensile strength and postpeak modulus,

which can be evaluated using model parameter, η; however, its flexural stiffness and
deflection capacity are comparable to the glass composites. Peak load strain capacity,

characterized by parameter α, is moderately higher for glass composites compared to

carbon. The aramid system shows intermediate tensile/flexural strength and postcrack
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modulus, and has strain capacity similar to glass system. The PP system exhibits the

lowest load carrying, but highest deflection capacity. Strain capacity of PP composites

is an order of magnitude higher than the other textile systems. First-cracking strain

capacity of glass and polypropylene systems are similar and much smaller than carbon

and aramid composites. A comparison of tension-simulated and experimental results

in Figure 5.28b indicates that while the back-calculation approach manages to simu-

late the tensile strength of aramid and glass systems reasonably well, however post-

cracking stiffness is overpredicted. On the contrary, while the simulated tensile

strength of carbon and PP composites are overpredicted, the initial and postcracking

stiffness values are similar to the experimental responses.

5.6 High-speed tensile tests

5.6.1 Testing methods

Characterization of dynamic tensile properties of materials is challenging, as the fail-

ure process is affected by the mode and manner of testing. Problems appear at high

rate loading due to inertial effect, nonuniform loading, and reliability of measuring

mechanical properties. Lack of general agreement about the standards and methodol-

ogy used to conduct dynamic tensile tests further complicates the merging of the data-

bases (Xiao, 2008). Mechanical response of cement-based materials depends on the

strain rate (Xu et al., 2004; Zhang et al., 2005; Bharatkumar and Shah, 2004; Silva

et al., 2010). Most of the available literature on the dynamic tensile behavior of con-

crete are based on plain concrete in compression, and only limited data support an

increase in tensile strength due to strain rate effects (Candoni et al., 2001; Xiao

et al., 2008). Dynamic tensile data on fiber and fabric-reinforced concrete are even

more limited.

A number of experimental techniques are used to investigate high strain rate mate-

rial properties, which includes: split Hopkinson pressure bar (SHPB), falling weight

devices, flywheel facilities, hydraulic machine, etc. (Meyers, 1994; Nicholas, 1981;

Kenneth, 1966; Zabotkin et al., 2003). Most of the experimental studies under high

strain rates (above 1 s�1) have been performed using split Hopkinson bar (SHB) tests.

Use of servo-hydraulic machines in medium strain rate tensile testing was reported for

metals (Bastias et al., 1996; Bruce et al., 2004), plastics (Xiao, 2008; Hill and Sj€oblom,

1998), composite materials (Fitoussi et al., 2005), and woven fabrics (Zhu et al.,

2008a,b).

The dynamic tensile tests for TRC materials conducted using an MTS® high-speed

servo-hydraulic testing machine are presented in Figure 5.29a and b (Yao, 2013). The

speed of the actuator was controlled by the servo-valve, and the nominal strain rate

was measured from the stroke rate and sample gage length. Full-size pictures that

recorded the cracking and failure of samples were captured at a rate of 10,000 fps.

Depending on the methodology used in the measurement of sample displacement,

strain rate values may significantly depend on the test setup. Several dynamic tensile

test results have used the linear variable differential transformer (LVDT) of the
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actuator in the servo-hydraulic high-rate testing machine (Silva et al., 2011). The

accuracy of the measurement is affected by the compliance and inertial effects of

the testing fixtures, and may differ from testing machine to machine.

5.6.2 Digital image correlation

Digital image correlation (DIC) is a noncontacting optical full-field deformation mea-

surement approach that addresses the complex behavior of TRC materials. Developed

by Sutton et al. (1983) and Bruck et al. (1989), this method has been widely applied for

composites and reinforced concrete sections (Destrebecq et al., 2011; Koerber et al.,

2010; Gao et al., 2015). In order to perform DIC, an area of interest (AOI) is manually

specified and divided into an evenly spaced virtual grid as shown in Figure 5.30a. The

displacements are computed at each point of the virtual grids to obtain full-field defor-

mation. The imposed red square is the subset (a set of pixels) for tracking the move-

ment of its center point P(x, y) from the reference image (before deformation) to

deformed images P0(x0, y0) (Figure 5.30b). The tracking of subset is conducted using

selected correlation functions such as cross-correlation (CC) or normalized cross-

correlation (NCC) (Pan et al., 2009). Subsequently, the strain fields can be derived

by smoothing and differentiating the displacement fields.

5.6.3 Discussion of results

Silva et al. (2010) performed high-speed tensile tests in sisal fiber-reinforced cement

composites at _ε¼24.6 s�1 as shown in Figure 5.31. The oscillations in load represent

the dynamic ringing effect. Two different displacement measuring approaches are

shown, which include the cross-head displacement as well as the image analysis using

the DIC approach. Pronounced strain rate dependence was noted for toughness and

failure strain due to the pullout behavior. Mechanics of rate sensitivity under pullout
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Figure 5.29 (a) Schematic drawing; (b) setup of the testing system with high-speed camera.
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were the dominant mechanisms affecting the response. High-speed tensile test results

of Silva et al. (2010) in sisal fiber-reinforced cement composites at _ε¼24.6 s�1 show a

pronounced dependence for ultimate strain (average value of 10%) due to the pullout

fracture of fibers.

5.6.4 Hybrid systems—short fibers with TRC

The influence of matrix modifications by the addition of short fibers on the quasistatic

tensile response of TRC was investigated in several studies (Silva et al., 2011; Hinzen

and Brameshuber, 2009; Barhum and Mechtcherine, 2010). Silva et al. (2011)
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subjected TRCwith and without short glass fibers in the matrix to tensile loading rang-

ing from 1�10�4 to 50 s�1. An increase in tensile strength, strain capacity, and work-

to-fracture was observed with increasing strain rates up to 0.1 s�1.

Figure 5.32 shows the representative stress–strain curves for TRC specimens tested

at different low strain rates, i.e., 0.1 s�1 and below, with and without the addition of

short fibers. TRC, with and without short fibers, displayed an increase in tensile

strength, work-to-fracture, and strain capacity (see Figure 5.32a and b). The average

tensile strength of TRC with plain matrix increased from 16.1 to 23.6 MPa, work-to-

fracture rose from 18.5 to 33.5 J, and strain capacity increased from 3.08% to 3.92%.

For TRC with the addition of short glass fibers tensile strength rose from 17.1 to

23.2 MPa, work-to-fracture from 16.1 to 31.7 J, and strain capacity from 2.65% to

3.58%. The σBOP+ , i.e., the stress where the first crack is formed, showed an increase

with increasing strain rate for both materials under study, but with superior values for

TRC with short fibers. Young’s modulus showed a general tendency to increase; how-

ever, the scatter of the results was too high to draw firm conclusions.

Figure 5.33a and b shows typical stress–strain curves obtained at high strain rates

(�5 s�1) on TRC specimens with and without short fibers, respectively. The shapes of

the curves differ significantly to those obtained for lower strain rates; however, there

was a similar multiple cracking pattern in combination with strain-hardening behav-

ior. Oscillations of the system at its natural frequency are observed for specimens

tested at 5 and 20 s�1. These oscillations seem to decrease as the strain rate increased.

Composites tested at high strain rates showed an increase in tensile strength, work-to-

fracture, and first-crack strength, but a decrease in the strain capacity with increasing

strain rate. The decrease in the strain capacity corresponds to the increase in the stiff-

ness of the composite (measured as the slope of the stress versus strain curve from the

first-crack strength up to the ultimate strength) when increasing the strain rate after the

first crack formation.
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For strain rates above 5 s�1, increase in the tensile strength and work-to-fracture

was observed with a decrease in the strain capacity. High loading rate tests as shown

in Figure 5.34 indicate a pronounced effect of the strain rate on the mechanical

properties—with increasing rate, the tensile strength increased significantly. The

overall effect of strain rate on the tensile strength and first-crack strength response

of the samples with and without short fibers are shown.

Yao et al. (2015) studied the multiple cracking mechanisms in TRC samples

tested under high-speed tensile loads and varying temperatures. Three types of

textiles were used: (1) laminated AR-glass that is coated with sizing and

referred to as SG; (2) warp-knitted AR-glass without sizing and referred to as
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GL; and (3) warp-knitted PP-glass hybrid referred to as PP. Figure 5.35 compared

the force–strain responses of various TRC specimens tested under different temper-

atures. Multiple cracking and textile pullout phenomenon was observed both for

GL-TRC and SG-TRC in Figure 5.35a and b, respectively. Unlike the AR-glass

TRCs, failure mode of the PP-TRCs is dominated by the fiber fracture due to the

low tensile strength of PP as shown in Figure 5.35c. The highest tensile strength

of 38.1 MPa and work-to-fracture of 46.6 J were observed in the GL-TRC specimens

at �30 °C. Composites with strength ranging from 10.8 to 14.3 MPa under varying

temperatures were obtained from PP-TRCs.
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Figure 5.35 Representative force–strain responses at varying temperatures for: (a) GL-TRC;

(b) SG-TRC; (c) PP-TRC; (d) tested specimens.
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5.6.5 Analysis of distributed cracking and damage using DIC

5.6.5.1 Detection of cracks and measurement of crack width

Figure 5.36a shows the contour of longitudinal displacement of a TRC sample tested

at 25 s�1 after cracking. The sequential formation of five individual cracks is indicated

in Figure 5.36b. The distribution of the displacement field is shown in Figure 5.36b for

various stress levels with the cracks identified as the discontinuities in the displace-

ment. The location and width (ω) of a certain crack is represented by the x-coordinate
and the vertical amplitude of the discontinuity. Figure 5.36c shows the evolution of

cracks and the mean response versus time up to failure. The stress-versus-time history

is also plotted, indicating the loading level. The mean crack widths obtained by DIC

was correlated with the stress responses of representative samples, as shown in

Figure 5.36d. The linear elastic stage is represented by a vertical line and extends

to the BOP as the first-cracking strength, from 2.9 to 4.2 MPa. Pronounced strain-

hardening effect was observed after cracking, as the tensile stresses increased with

a reduced stiffness.
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5.6.5.2 Quantification of the strain fields

The longitudinal strain (εyy) fields of ARG-TRC specimens tested at 25 s�1 are shown

in Figure 5.37a using a color code, with purple representing the lowest strain value and

red at 5.0% strain. Saturation of transverses cracks was coincident with maximum ten-

sile stress (σ¼21.6 MPa) as shown in Figure 5.37b with three identified zones as:

(A) the localization zone in red that contains the transverse crack with the majority

of the load carried by the textile phase; (B) the shear lag zone in green/blue, where

the slip between fiber and matrix cannot be ignored and the bond stress follows a shear

lag pattern; (C) the uniform zone where no crack is formed, composite is behaving

linearly, and slip is negligible. The variation of fiber stress along the length reaches

a maximum level in the bridge zone (A) and minimum at the “perfectly bonded”

zone (C).

The three distinct zones identified by DIC observations are shown in Figure 5.37b.
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the dashed lines. The behaviors at zones can be modeled as different points an σ–ω rela-

tionship, nonlinear bond stress–slip relationship, and with a linear stress–strain relation-
ship, respectively.

5.6.6 Tension-stiffening model

A finite difference method developed by Soranakom and Mobasher (2008b) was used

to model the tension-hardening behavior in TRC. A tension specimen is idealized as a

series of 1D segments consisting of fiber, matrix, and interface elements. The matrix is

treated as brittle with no strain-softening response. An iterative solution algorithm is

used to enforce material constitutive laws and obtain load deformation. The pattern

and distribution of slip and fiber stress in cracked segments are schematically shown

in Figure 5.38a, where the fiber slip occurs in cracking regions indicated by the bold

lines. Figure 5.38b shows the model of a cracked specimen. Figure 5.38c presents the

cracking criterion by four distinct and competing mechanisms: matrix cracking crite-

rion; interface bond-slip characteristics; tensile stress–strain of the longitudinal yarn;

and mechanical anchorage provided by cross-yarn junctions.

Transverse yarns are simulated as spring elements attached to the nodes at cross-

yarn junctions and provide additional resistance to pullout force. Due to the ineffi-

ciency of the bond, a postcrack stiffness efficiency factor η for textile was introduced
to account for the reduction of the elastic stiffness of plain textile to its apparent stiff-

ness as observed in the experiments. Experimental stress–strain responses are com-

pared with the numerical simulations in Figure 5.39. The crack spacing measured

from high-speed images was verified using the DIC. It is noted that the PP composites

have the largest number of cracks and smallest average crack spacing, while SG com-

posites have the largest crack spacing but fewer cracks than PP.

5.7 Flexural impact

5.7.1 Introduction

Low-velocity impact applications are an attractive area where the use of TRC mate-

rials can be justified. Various impact tests include: Charpy, Izod, drop-weight, uniax-

ial tension, and ballistic tests, and may be instrumented or heuristically based. The

resistance can be measured based on fracture energy, damage accumulation, and/or

measurement of the number of drops to achieve a desired damage or stress level.

Bindiganavile and Banthia (2001a,b) showed that flexural strength of FRC is higher

under impact loading in comparison to quasistatic loading. Polymeric FRC showed an

improvement in energy absorption under impact loading. Manolis et al. (1997) also

showed that fibrillated PP fibers significantly improve the impact resistance of con-

crete slabs. Wang et al. (1996) addressed fiber fracture and fiber pullout as two dif-

ferent damage mechanisms for FRC under drop-weight impact. Zhu et al. (2009)

studied the impact behavior of AR-glass TRC. Maximum flexural stress and absorbed

energy of beam specimen increased with the number of textile layers. Impact proper-

ties of PE TRC were compared to AR-glass TRC by Gencoglu and Mobasher (2007a).
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The PE textile composites showed higher load-carrying capacity at large deflections

and hence more ductile than AR-glass textile composites.

5.7.2 Test setup

Schematics of the testing setup are shown in Figure 5.40. The hammer weighing 14 kg

is released from a predefined drop height by means of a mechanical trigger, and the

force of impact is measured by a 90 kN capacity strain-gage-based load-cell mounted

in between the hammer and blunt-shaped impact head. An LVDT with a range of

�10 mm measured the deflection by means of a lever arm. An accelerometer with

a capacity of �500 g m/s2 attached to the bottom of the specimen is used to measure
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acceleration-time history and act as a trigger for the data acquisition system, which

operated at a sampling rate of 20 kHz for 0.2 s. A digital filter with a pass through

frequency of 2000 Hz is used to remove the high-frequency noise data (Cain,

1987). Test results were analyzed to determine the load–displacement history, veloc-

ity of impact, strain rate, and absorbed energy (Zhu et al., 2009).

5.7.3 Results and discussion

5.7.3.1 Impact response of TRC

TRC composites developed using the pultrusion production process (Peled and

Mobasher, 2005) with AR-glass and PE textiles exhibit strain-hardening behavior,

tensile strength in the range of 20–25 MPa, and strain capacity of the order of

2–5%. Their impact properties were investigated under three-point bending conditions

using the instrumented drop-weight system and variables that include specimen ori-

entation and drop height. The mix design for cement paste of fabric-reinforced

cement-based composites was 42% cement, 5% silica fume, 0.1% superplasticizer,

and 50% water by volume as the water/cement ratio by weight was 0.4. The

AR-glass fibers were with tensile strength of 1270–2450 MPa, elasticity modulus

of 78,000 MPa and filament diameter of 13.5 μm. The PE fibers had a tensile strength

of 260 MPa, 1760 MPa modulus of elasticity and 0.25 mm diameter. Each composite

was made with six layers of fabrics, resulting in reinforcement content of about 4.0%

and 8.0% by volume of AR-glass fibers and PE fibers, respectively (Gencoglu and

Mobasher, 2007b; Zhu et al., 2011b).

Figure 5.41a and b represents a time-history of load, deflection, and acceleration

response of a PE and AR-glass reinforced fabric composites subjected to low-impact

velocity. Both the acceleration and deceleration response of the hammer and specimen

indicate an initial acceleration as high as 50 g, and the load experienced as high as

2700 N. The phase lag in the deflection signal due to the loading of the specimen indi-

cates that the maximum deflection is achieved as the load decreases and the specimen

decelerates to come to rest after the event. The load and strain signals stabilize after the

impact event; however, permanent deflection and postfailure oscillations after the

impact event are noted. The impact event takes longer for the PE composites than

the glass composites, which may be attributed to the distributed cracking and oscil-

lations in the accelerometer signals. The superior energy absorption of TRC can be

clearly observed, especially if these data are compared to the plain concrete

specimens.

The effect of fabric type as evaluated in Figure 5.42a and b indicates that at each

drop height level, the composites with AR-glass textile are stronger, but more brittle

than composites with PE TRC. The PE TRC exhibit more load-carrying capacity at

large deflections than the AR TRC. The ductility effect is more pronounced after

the peak stress when data at the same drop heights are compared. The processing

may also contribute to the differences in the results. Due to the size of the opening

in the PE fabric, even with the use of pultrusion process, the cement paste may not
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sufficiently penetrate between the yarns as well as AR-glass fabric. Although the

impact load-carrying capacity of PE composites is almost equal to those with

AR-glass for same drop height, the impact flexural stress of composites with

AR-glass is higher due to the thickness differences between the two systems. It

was observed that AR-glass fabrics maintained the bond far better than the PE com-

posites, which exhibited signs of delamination after the impact load indicating that

AR-glass TRC have stronger interlaminar bonding than PE TRC.
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Figure 5.41 Time-history of load, deflection, and acceleration of a fabric-reinforced composite

subjected to low-impact velocity: (a) polyethylene fabric; (b) AR-glass fabric.
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5.7.4 Impact response of 3D TRC

TRC composites developed using 3D warp-knitted fabric structures were studied

under impact. The 3D fabrics were developed and produced by ITA, RWTH Aachen,

and consisted of two sets of independent 2D knitted fabrics, and connected together

with a third set of yarns along the thickness direction (referred as spacer yarns). The

yarns in the X and Y directions were made from AR-glass bundles of 1200 tex with

tensile strength of 1325 MPa and 67 GPa modulus of elasticity. The reinforcing yarns

were connected together by stitches (loops) made of fine polyester. The volume con-

tent, Vf, of AR-glass reinforcement yarns was of 	1% at the composite plain at both

directions. The spacer yarns in the Z direction were usedmainly for stabilization of the

3D fabric.

Two 3D fabric composites were prepared: one with cement paste (3DGPC); and

the other with replacement of 20% by volume of cement by fly ash (3DGFA). Both

mixtures had a 0.4 water/cement ratio and vacuum was applied during casting to

allow for matrix penetrability into the opening of the 3D fabric. Samples were

demolded after 24 h and cured in 100% relative humidity for 7 days and then at room

environment until testing at 28 days after casting. Specimens with dimensions of

200�50�25 mm of length, width, and thickness were tested.

Two loading arrangements of parallel (vertical) to fabric layers, and perpendicular

(horizontal) arrangements were carried out (Figure 5.43a and b, respectively). In the

horizontal arrangement, the two faces of the 3D fabric are located at the top and bot-

tom of the specimen relative to the drop direction of the hammer, where the spacer

yarns are passing through the thickness from top to bottom. In the vertical arrange-

ment, the two faces of the 3D fabric are located at the sides of the specimen relative

to the drop of the hammer, and the spacer yarns are passing through the width of the

composite between the two sides of the composite.

A comparison of the typical curves of each system is presented in Figure 5.44a

and b, showing the impact stresses versus deflection versus time. The rebound
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mechanism is obvious for the vertically tested system. On the other hand, no such

rebound, i.e., shifting back behavior, is seen for the composites tested at horizontal

arrangement. Due to this rebound behavior, the entire duration of the test is about

twice greater than the composite tested vertically. The toughness of the vertical system

is also much greater than that of the horizontal system, providing much better energy

absorption of the vertically tested composite; however, the horizontal system exhibits

greater maximum stress as compared to the vertical system.

5.7.5 Impact response of sandwich composites

One of the main areas of opportunity for lightweight construction is in the develop-

ment of sandwich composites. Sandwich composites with AR-glass textile-reinforced

cementitious skin were studied in depth with autoclaved aerated concrete (AAC) and

fiber-reinforced aerated concrete (FRAC) core material. Quasistatic and low-velocity

flexural tests were conducted on two specimen dimensions, and significant improve-

ments in flexural and energy-absorption capacity were reported (Dey et al., 2015).

Low-velocity impact response of AAC was investigated by Dey et al. (2013, 2015)
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Figure 5.43 3D fabric structure and composite testing arrangements: (a) horizontal;
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and Serrano-Perez et al. (2007), and the load-carrying capacity was stated to be limited

due to the brittle nature.

Figure 5.45 compares the flexural response of the AAC core alone, as well as core

plus TRC skin in the context of sandwich composites for nominal specimen depth of

50 mm (AAC-A vs. TRC-AAC-A). In both quasistatic and impact-loading cases,

the plain AAC undergoes a predominantly brittle failure with a single crack in

the mid-span. In the presence of the skin layer, however, a ductile behavior with mul-

tiple flexural cracks in the tension skin and diagonal tension cracks in the core element

are evident in Figure 5.46a and b. This is followed by textile delamination within the

skin layer (Figure 5.46b) especially in the region near the supports. Subsequent

debonding between the interface of the TRC skin and core is also evident, especially

for TRC-AAC composites at higher deflection levels and strain rates. Interfacial

delamination as shown in Figure 5.46a–c is mainly caused at higher strain rates,
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possibly due to the bending-stiffness mismatch between the layers and is related to the

delamination fracture toughness (Hong and Liu, 1988; Pozuelo et al., 2006).

Since widening of the major flexural cracks along the depth is restricted by the skin

layers, additional flexural cracks form, which further enhance energy-absorption

capacity. Toughening mechanisms by the skin layer is by improving the

energy-absorption capacity, and residual strength, especially at higher strain rates,

thus delaying of the ultimate failure of the core element. The increase of flexural

strength of TRC-AAC under both static and impact loading is by factors of 2 and 4

when compared to the plain core.

Figure 5.47a and b compares the behavior of sandwich composites with FRAC and

AAC as core elements, under static and impact loading at a drop height of 150 mm.

Apparent flexural strength was calculated using the classical bending equation for

beams subject to midpoint loading (Dey et al., 2015). Under static loading, flexural

strength of TRC-FRAC-A is 3.7 (�0.1)MPa, which is about 55% higher than

TRC-AAC-A. Initial stiffness of TRC-FRAC-A of 1.98 (�0.31)kN/mm is

comparable to TRC-AAC-A at 1.74 (�0.34)kN/mm. Energy-absorption capacity

(toughness), measured as the area enclosed in the load–deflection response for

TRC-AAC-A is 1.95 (�0.25) J at a deflection limit of 2.5 mm is, however, 30% lower

than TRC-FRAC-A. Under static loading, the apparent flexural strength of TRC-

FRAC-A is higher due to comparatively larger extent of distributed cracking. This

is attributed to better interfacial bonding between the skin and FRAC core compared

to the AAC core. Thus, beyond the peak load, the load-carrying capacity drops sig-

nificantly for TRC-AAC-A beam as the brittle AAC core does not offer much resis-

tance to crack propagation. In the advent of a weak core–skin interface, postpeak

performance of the composite depends predominantly on the residual load-carrying

capacity of the core material.
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6Durability of structures made

of or strengthened using

textile-reinforced concrete

V. Mechtcherine
Technische Universität Dresden, Dresden, Germany

6.1 Introduction

Textile-reinforced concrete (TRC) is a composite construction material in which tex-

tile reinforcement consisting of polymer, glass, carbon or basalt fibres is embedded

into a fine concrete matrix. Since textile reinforcement generally needs no minimum

concrete cover as a protection against corrosion, it is possible to manufacture thin-

walled construction components and layers. The fibre material can be exploited very

effectively by adjusting the volume proportion and orientation of the long fibres in the

direction of tensile stress. TRC can be employed in the manufacture of thin-walled

façade elements, load-bearing integrated formwork, tunnel linings or in the strength-

ening of existing structures, for example, reinforced concrete (Brameshuber, 2006;

Butler et al., 2010a).

Most current applications of TRC are nonstructural. Textile reinforcement is pri-

marily used in controlling shrinkage cracks as well as cracks induced by temperature

changes. Furthermore, in TRC elements the control of cracks due to overloading

during transport and mounting is an accomplished fact. As well, considerable lab-

oratory research has been performed in the last few years on the behaviour of struc-

tural members made of TRC, and there are also a number of examples of the

successful use of TRC for building new pedestrian bridges and strengthening exis-

ting structures. Based on these first insights, some major tendencies may be deduced

already.

In some instances, textile reinforcement is combined with conventional steel rein-

forcement such as in the strengthening or repair of RC members by means of TRC.

Figure 6.1 illustrates the case where a TRC layer is used to build an integrated form-

work. In other instances, a combination of textile reinforcement positioned near the

surface of a structural member and steel reinforcement (also pre-stressed) positioned

deeper inside may be used to achieve optimal solutions in new construction with

respect to load-carrying capacity, durability, serviceability and aesthetics. Thus, the

protection of steel from corrosion must be considered with regard to the durability

of such structures as well.

As an example, a practical application for the strengthening of existing structures

using TRC is presented here briefly. This measure was carried out in 2006 for the ret-

rofitting of an RC roof shell at the University of Applied Sciences in Schweinfurt,
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Germany. The project was carried out with the technical support of the Collaborative

Research Centre SFB 528 “Textile Reinforcement for Structural Strengthening and

Retrofitting” of the TU Dresden. The 80-mm thick RC hypar-shell has a lateral length

of approximately 27 m and a maximum span of approximately 39 m (Figure 6.2).

Large deformations (up to 200 mm drop) in the shell’s cantilevered wings had been

measured; the design tensile stress levels in the upper steel reinforcement layer of the

shell had been exceeded significantly, such that strengthening measures were abso-

lutely necessary. A TRC layer 15 mm thick, containing three layers of textile sheets

made of carbon fibre was applied to these particular areas in order to increase the load-

carrying capacity and prevent further increases in deformation (Weiland et al., 2008).

A few questions arise with regard to this strengthening measure. How durable is the

strengthening layer? Or, how well will this layer protect the reinforcement in the

hypar-shell from corrosion?

Depending on the target applications, the durability requirements for different

structures made of TRC may vary significantly. To meet these requirements best,

the material composition of TRC may in turn vary considerably as well. This implies

that a general framework for dealing with the problem of durability of such structural

elements and structures is needed. This chapter is an attempt to provide such a

framework.

(a) (b)

Figure 6.2 (a) Damaged steel-reinforced concrete hypar-shell at the FH Schweinfurt

(Germany) and (b) strengthening with TRC (Weiland et al., 2008).

(a) (b)

TRC TR

RC

RC

Figure 6.1 TRC as (a) strengthening

layer or integrated formwork for RC

structure and (b) structural member with

hybrid reinforcement.
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6.2 Characteristic loads and exposures

The wide variety of potential applications for TRCmeans that the range of mechanical

and environmental loads, as well as their possible combinations, may be very broad.

Particular performance requirements may vary even for different parts of one struc-

tural member, for example (Inaguma et al., 2006).

In considering structural durability, the mechanical loads are of particular interest

with regard to cracking since cracks dramatically increase the transport of fluids and

gases in concrete. A consequence of this is the accelerated corrosion process. Apart from

the mode of loading, for example, tension, shear and/or bending, all of which affect the

cracks’ pattern and width, the loading type should be considered since, for instance, sin-

gle overloading, fatigue loading, or sustained high loads can affect the cracking behav-

iour of TRC in respect to crack width and distribution.

Crack formation and propagation, however, often begin before any crack-inducing

mechanical loads are applied. Cracks resulting from thermal deformations, restrained

drying shrinkage or autogenous shrinkage can eventually be exacerbated by fatigue

loading, for instance. These load combinations for TRC or RC/TRC structures are

generally the same as for steel-reinforced concrete structures.

In most cases, cracking is inevitable in concrete structures and is generally essential

for the effective use of both steel bar and textile reinforcement. A great advantage of

TRC is that thismaterial group yieldswell controlled crackwidths, which are very small

in comparison to conventionally reinforced structures. This enables, at least theoreti-

cally, the full decoupling of the steel reinforcement from crack control if used in com-

bination with textile reinforcement. Steel reinforcement is used only to ensure adequate

load capacity, while TRC controls cracking behaviour. Obviously, TRC can be simul-

taneously used for both purposes, increasing the load-carrying capacity of structural

members and crack control. These constellations open new opportunities for structural

design, thereby allowing the very effective use of such hybrid reinforcements.

6.3 Basics of durability estimation and design

6.3.1 General remarks

While discussing the basics of durability design for structures with textile or hybrid

reinforcement (steel and textile), reference is made to existing durability design rules

for steel-reinforced concrete structures. The prescriptive design rules of current stan-

dards are unlikely to be suitable for taking full advantage of the new class of materials

presented in this book. A performance-based durability design approach will likely be

much more appropriate. While such an approach exists for crack-free ordinary con-

crete (OC) (DuraCrete Final Technical Report, 2000; fib bulletin 34, 2006; Schießl

and Gehlen, 2005), significant efforts will be required to develop a similar approach

suitable for cracked and crack-free TRC and RC/TRC structures.

Recently Altmann et al. (2012) and Altmann and Mechtcherine (2013) took a first

step towards such a design concept by developing a fuzzy-probabilistic approach to
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forecast chloride ingress into another novel cementitious material, so-called strain-

hardening cement-based composite (SHCC). This approach allows the quantification

of parameters based on limited data and expert knowledge. The same approach can be

followed with regard to the durability of TRC as well as RC structures strengthened

by TRC.

In order to ensure structural durability, the durability of the applied materials

should first be assured. Since we are also considering a combination of steel reinforce-

ment and TRC here, the following requirements arise with regard to the durability of

individual system components and consequently of the system as a whole:

(1) Protection of the steel reinforcement from corrosion

(2) Durability of the TRC matrix

(3) Durability of fibre and polymer yarn coating

(4) Durability of the fibre–matrix bond properties

6.3.2 Protection of steel reinforcement from corrosion

Ordinary steel reinforcement requires anticorrosion protection, which the alkaline

environment of the cementitious matrix provides. If aggressive agents such as chloride

or carbon dioxide penetrate the matrix and reach the reinforcement, however, the steel

may corrode. In established codes and regulations (e.g. Eurocode 2), three measures

are demanded to protect steel reinforcement: limitation of the maximum crack width;

sufficient concrete cover; and appropriate concrete quality as defined by

corresponding threshold values, that is, minimum compression strength, maximum

water-to-cement ratio and minimum cement content. In principle, these requirements

also hold true for RC structures with a repair or strengthening layer made of TRC as

well as for structures with hybrid reinforcement (steel bars and textile); however, the

weighting and the thresholds values change accordingly.

Li and Stang (2004) suggested that tight crack-width control of high-performance

fibre-reinforcedmaterials, that is,<100 μm,delays thepenetrationof aggressive agents

in their movement towards the steel reinforcement. According to Mechtcherine and

Lieboldt (2011), crack widths in TRC specimens under tension remain clearly below

100 μm in the operating strain range up to 0.5% at least.

Comparing this consideration with existing codes, the following observations can

be made:

– Intrinsically small crack widths in TRC or RC/TRC structures are much smaller than the

threshold values allowed by codes for RC structures. The question arises as to whether

or not adjustments should be made regarding the other two protection measures of the steel

reinforcement, namely the thickness of the concrete cover and concrete quality.

– The requirement of a particular minimum value of concrete cover is based on numerous

considerations, including the carbonation of concrete, the transport of aggressive agents

through the concrete layer to steel reinforcement and resistance of the concrete to spalling.

For OC spalling resistance increases with increasing thickness of the concrete layer (Müller

et al., 2003). In the case of RC/TRC, a much higher spalling resistance other than that of OC

can be achieved with only a very thin TRC overlay.
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– The lack of coarse aggregates means there are no large aggregate-matrix interfaces, which

might serve as paths for the transport of fluids and gases, with higher porosity than

aggregate-free, hardened cement paste; however, due to their higher binder content, the

overall porosity of TRC may be more elevated than that of OC. Certainly, this depends

on the mix’s water-to-binder ratio, which is usually relatively low for TRC. Furthermore,

it has been shown that multifilament yarns promote water transport actively for TRC

(Mechtcherine and Lieboldt, 2011).

– TRC usually possesses higher binder content than OC. The associated higher ability to bind

aggressive substances such as chlorides and carbon dioxide is advantageous with regard to

preventing steel corrosion.

In conclusion, it can be stated that for the same exposure classes (e.g. XC carbonation,

XD de-icing salt or XS seawater according to CEN EN 206-1), the threshold values for

TRC would probably differ significantly from the corresponding values for OC, if the

established approach for durability design were to be applied to RC/TRC structures.

6.3.3 Durability of the matrix

Frost attacks, chemical attacks by aggressive substances, and, in some cases abrasion

must all be considered regarding the durability of the TRCmatrix. The basic effects of

matrix composition on concrete resistance to such exposure are reasonably well

known for OC; however, they cannot simply be extrapolated to predict the behaviour

of TRC because of its very particular mixture composition, that is, the absence of

coarse aggregates, the high binder content and the presence of fibres. Relatively fine

textiles, especially used in combination with short fibre (see, e.g. Barhum and

Mechtcherine, 2013), might hinder the deterioration of the composite to some extent,

even if the matrix is severely loaded. The first results on the durability of TRC subject

to the freeze–thaw exposure showed tendencies basically known for OC; for example,

the frost resistance of TRC decreases with increasing substitution of Portland cement

by fly ash and, particularly, blast furnace cement.

A chemical attack might very well affect the mechanical properties of the matrix,

which would then lead to a change in TRC strength and especially in their ductility.

A substantial amount of research is still required to investigate the behaviour of these

materials under various exposures and to confirm the observed characteristic material

performance statistically.

Other issues are the ageing process and the associated hydration, which alters

TRC’s mechanical performance by changing the composition of the hardened binder

paste phases, and themicrostructure and the properties of the bond betweenmatrix and

fibres (Section 6.3.5).

6.3.4 Durability of fibre and polymer coating

Alkali-resistant (AR) glass fibre and carbon fibre are materials used most often in the

manufacture of TRC. There is also some research on the use of polymer, basalt and

natural fibre for this purpose; however, there is little published information on the

durability of such fibres when used as reinforcement in concrete. Carbon fibre is well
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known for its high chemical resistance; no degradation of properties could be observed

in the usual chemical environments. The situation with fibre made of AR-glass or

basalt is, however, much more complex and should be addressed here in more detail.

Standard AR-glass contains 16–20% zirconium dioxide by mass and thus shows

significantly enhanced resistance in highly alkaline environments compared to con-

ventional glasses. The corrosive damage of AR-fibre occurs nonuniformly due to dif-

ferent element concentrations near the filament surface. This deterioration increases

with increasing pH value of the pore solution and with temperature (Yilmaz and

Glasser, 1991). Organic polymer sizes applied to filament surfaces during the produc-

tion of the glass yarns can delay such corrosion significantly. Scheffler et al. (2009a)

showed that the corrosion of AR-fibres in a cement solution in accelerated tests is

characterised by the formation of holes of different size and depth (cf. Figure 6.3).

According to Butler et al. (2009b) flaws in the size, inconsistencies in the composition

of the bulk glass, and high pH values of the pore solution are necessary prerequisites

for local damage to fibre made of AR-glass. Corrosion of glass filaments embedded in

fine-grained concrete could be observed only as rare exceptions. The authors conclude

that stress corrosion (delayed failure) at nanoscopic defects on the filament surface

becomes an important mechanism for damage if, at least on some areas of the filament

surface, the size is widely removed; however, in the multifilament yarns used in TRC,

the failure of individual filaments due to corrosion can likely be compensated by the

redistribution of the load to neighbouring filaments. This means that the failure of a

few filaments cannot affect the load-bearing capacity of the multifilament yarn sig-

nificantly (Butler et al., 2009b). Hence, other mechanisms seem to be additionally

responsible for pronounced ageing behaviour of TRC made with AR-glass.

Basalt fibre has been considered an alternative to fibres made of AR-glass (Wei et

al., 2010). Its good temperature resistance, wide availability worldwide and relatively

low costs make basalt fibres suitable for a wide range of applications (F€orster, 2014;
Sim et al., 2005). During the fabrication of basalt fibres, due to the melting of basalt

and the rapid subsequent cooling, the crystalline properties of the raw material vanish.

1 µm EHT = 3.00 kV Signal A = SE2
ARGungCEM80gr8d_b10000.tif
Mag = 10.00 K ×

WD = 6.4 mm
Aperture Size = 30.00 µm

Figure 6.3 Formation of

holes on the surface of an

AR-glass fibre after 8-days’

storage in cement solution at

80 °C (Scheffler et al.,

2009a).
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Hence, the microstructure of basalt fibres is primarily amorphous and therefore sim-

ilar to that of a glass network. This leads to a decrease in the resistance of the material

to alkaline environment, which has often as its consequence damage to the fibres, thus

resulting in a decrease in their load-bearing capacity (Scheffler et al., 2009a). The

alkali resistance of basalt fibres and their other properties strongly depend on their

chemical composition. The main difference of basalt fibre to glass fibre is the rela-

tively high content of FexOy of 7–15% of the former’s (F€orster, 2014). With an

increase in the CaO/FexOy ratio, basalt fibre becomes less AR (F€orster, 2014). Further-
more, it was found that the morphology of the corrosion products depended on the

alkalinity of basalt raw material (rock), which had been used for the production of

basalt fibre. The morphology of the corrosion products in its turn can considerably

affect the rate of fibre dissolution due to their more or less pronounced barrier function

(F€orster, 2014). Generally, basalt fibres exhibit low alkali resistance in comparison to

AR-glass fibre, but a higher resistance in comparison to E-glass fibre (F€orster, 2014).
The alkali resistance of basalt fibre can, however, be considerably improved by the

addition of zirconia (Rybin et al., 2013).

6.3.5 Fibre–matrix bond durability

For TRC with textiles made of AR-glass, it was found (Butler et al., 2010b) that the

extent of the observed performance losses with increasing age depends primarily on

the matrix’s alkalinity, which influences the formation of solid phases in the fibre–
matrix interface and on the filament surface. The thickness and brittleness of these

shell-like crusts increase with increasing potential for portlandite formation in the

matrices. Also amplified precipitation of Ca(OH)2 between the filaments can be

observed with increasing alkalinity of the matrix (cf. Figure 6.4a). These filament

(a) (b)

Figure 6.4 Environmental scanning electron microscope (ESEM) images of AR-glass

filaments in matrix made of (a) Portland cement (here after 28 days of accelerated ageing) and

(b) blast furnace cement and pozzolana (here after 360 days of accelerated ageing) (Butler et al.,

2010b).
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incrustations reduce the slip of filaments in the vicinity of the cracks, so that failure

strain of filaments is reached at smaller crack widths. Furthermore, straining the fil-

aments causes local spalling in and on the shells as well as the splitting of the Ca(OH)2
crystals. The resulting singularities and lateral pressure caused by the wedged crystals

act as notches, leading to premature failure of the filaments; however, when the Port-

land cement clinker content of the binder is low and pozzolanic additives are used (low

alkalinity), a stratum of thin C–S–H phases leading to good bonding characteristics

dominates the fibre–matrix interface (cf. Figure 6.4b). Such thin-walled coatings of

the outer filaments enable good, flawless bonding with the matrix. In the vicinity

of matrix cracks, partial debonding and filament slip is possible, leading to ductile

overall behaviour of the crack-bridging yarn (Butler et al., 2010b).

Furthermore, during continued hydration and ageing, a slow and gradual process of

deposition of hydration products between the filaments may change the nature of

bonding by increasing the sleeve/core ratio (Cohen and Peled, 2010). This results

in a stronger bond, which is a favourable effect, but may also lead to embrittlement,

mainly when brittle fibres such as glass are used (Zhu and Bartos, 1997; Bentur and

Diamond, 1987). This means that the bonding changes over time as do the composite

properties and durability as well.

Cohen and Peled (2010) described two degradation mechanisms observed during

ageing, both due to matrix penetrability into the bundle: (i) changing the telescopic

pullout determined by cement penetrability as more fibres fracture after ageing,

leading to more brittle behaviour and (ii) chemical deterioration of the glass fibres

themselves as more fibres are in direct contact with the cement matrix, reducing

composite strength. The authors found that favoured filler systems are those that mod-

erate cement hydrates’ penetrability between the bundle filaments over time. This

upholds the telescopic pullout mode and the composite ductility, at the same time

protecting the core filaments from chemical attack. This maintains their high perfor-

mance and the overall tensile strength of the composite.

In contrast to AR-glass reinforcement, carbon fibres are inert (Ohama, 1989;

Langlois et al., 2007). Some functionalization of the fibre surface can, however, be

expected as a result of the sizing of individual fibres and coating of the yarns.

The experiments by Butler et al. (2009a) demonstrated that independent of

the type of cement and addition of pozzolanic materials and independent of the dura-

tion of accelerated ageing, the interphase to carbon yarns consisted of fine

calcium–silicate–hydrate (C–S–H) formations while no Ca(OH)2 crystals could be

observed. The reason for this phenomenon is still to be investigated; however, it

may be suggested that in the case of carbon fibres the morphology of the interphase

is determined to a greater extent by the surface properties of carbon fibres and to a

much smaller extent by the type of binder used (Butler et al., 2009a; Scheffler

et al., 2009b). In all experiments performed by Butler et al. (2009a), an increase in

tensile strength and strain capacity was observed after storing TRC made of carbon

fibre in a fog chamber (temperature 40 °C, relative humidity of 99%) for a period

of up to 1 year, thus showing contrary behaviour in comparison to TRC made of

AR-glass fibre. A similar tendency was observed by Langlois et al. (2007) for bending

and pullout tests performed at various concrete ages.
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Hempel et al. (2015) investigated different types of basalt fibres for textile reinforce-

ment with and without additional coating. They showed that accelerated ageing in a fog

chamber led in the case of the specimens with the uncoated basalt fibres to a dramatic

decrease in mechanical performance due to the inadequate resistance of both the sizing

and the basalt fibres to the alkaline attack. This resulted in progressive fibre damage and

the fibres’ failure at relatively low force levels. The styrolbutadien coating applied to

basalt yarns improved the strength of the basalt yarns and the bond behaviour distinctly;

however, with the ongoing ageing caused by storage in the fog chamber, the decrease in

mechanical performance was pronounced. The damage to the basalt fibres could be

slowed by the coating but in the long term not prevented. The authors concluded that

inorder to improvebasaltmultifilament yarnswith respect to their application inconcrete

structures and to protect the fibres in the alkalinematrix sufficiently, the development of

suitable sizings and coatings designed specifically for this material is necessary.

The results of the investigations as presented above illustrate the diversity and com-

plexity of the mainly unknown mechanisms with respect to the primary properties of

the interphase and to their long-term development. General predictions on the time-

dependent development of such material compositions cannot be derived based on the

current state of research. Thus, experimental investigation of new fibre–matrix com-

binations remain indispensable. The uncertainty in the prediction of the material

behaviour of TRC with uncoated yarns underlines the importance of using subsequent

coatings that can ensure certain mechanical material characteristics.

6.4 Characteristic material properties to predict
long-term durability and service life

6.4.1 General remarks

Based on the considerations regarding the durability of individual components out-

lined in Section 6.3, the following characteristic properties of the composite material

seem to be decisive with regard to long-term durability and service life of TRC and

RC/TRC structures:

– Transport properties of TRC in non-cracked and cracked states

– Effects on tensile strength and strain capacity of TRC

– Resistance of TRC in aggressive environments

On the material level, these issues are addressed in previous sections. The following

sections provide a brief overview as well as special considerations for elements and

structures made of TRC.

6.4.2 Transport properties

The key question is what effect a considerable number of fine, well distributed cracks

have on the transport properties of TRC. Average crack width has been used routinely

as a reference parameter; however, for materials with multiple cracks of self-limiting

width, other approaches seem to be more appropriate, for example, using the
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cumulative crack length (Mechtcherine et al., 2007) or crack density functions with

specific consideration of larger cracks (DIN EN 13396, 2004). Where this is not prac-

tical, average strain may serve as a useful surrogate; however, it can be assumed that

fine reinforcement in combination with a fine-grain matrix also affect the condition of

crack profiles and the continuity of the entire crack system, which of course influences

the transport of fluids and gases through the material. There is significant need for

research into reliable and practical methods to describe the crack system in TRC both

in laboratory as well as in field applications.

6.4.2.1 Air permeability

There is very little information available on the air permeability of TRC. The coeffi-

cient of oxygen permeability in crack-free TRC specimens was found to be influenced

clearly by the polymer coating of the textile, but was only marginally dependent on the

fineness of multifilament yarns in the textile (Mechtcherine and Lieboldt, 2011). The

corresponding permeation coefficients were reduced by up to 65% if coated textiles

were embedded into the composite instead of uncoated textile.

In situ permeation tests on cracked TRC subjected to uniaxial tensile loading rev-

ealed a pronounced non-linear increase in the transport rates of oxygen through the

TRC (perpendicular to the composite surface) with increasing strain, corresponding

to larger crack widths (Mechtcherine and Lieboldt, 2011). A higher degree of fineness

in the textile reinforcement, that is, a higher degree of reinforcement, and the polymer

coating of the multifilament yarns led to a larger number of cracks in the TRC spec-

imens at given strain levels, but these cracks were considerably finer. As a result, the

permeability for oxygen through the TRC made with such reinforcement was lower.

This effect was distinctly apparent at strain levels above 0.2%.

6.4.2.2 Water-transport properties

Mechtcherine and Lieboldt (2011) reported that if measured parallel to the reinforcing

textile layers, water absorption in TRC increases with increasing fineness of the mul-

tifilament yarns and decreases with an increasing amount of polymer used in coating

the yarns. Both these observations can be traced back mainly to differences in the cap-

illary system formed in multifilament yarns. For water permeability, dependencies

between the crack system and the volume of transported media were found to be sim-

ilar to those described above for oxygen permeability. It was also shown that the influ-

ence of imposed strain on the permeation of water through cracked TRC could be

described by a simple model based on Hagen-Poiseuille’s law; however, the model

should be refined in future investigations in order to enable a more realistic description

of the transport mechanisms in TRC.

Pourasee et al. (2011) described a series of experiments in which fluid transport

was measured using X-ray radiography in cracked cement paste samples that were

reinforced with different commercially available fabrics made with monofilament

and multifilament yarns, both coated and uncoated. Results showed that fabrics made

of multifilament yarns without coating may be problematic from a durability point of

view; however, when multifilament yarns were coated, the fabric behaved as a
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monofilament system. The transport behaviour was observed to be highly dependent

on the quality of the coating. The authors concluded that this should be considered in

addition to mechanical performance in assessing the type of fabrics that should be

used for a specific application.

Lieboldt and Mechtcherine (2013) investigated the transport mechanisms of water

in and through composite concrete specimens made of a cracked OC as a substrate and

TRC as a cover layer for its strengthening and repair. The TRC cover layer was

assessed with regards to its efficiency as a protective layer against the ingress of water.

Since in real applications such TRC layers may actually be or presumed to be cracked,

thereby activating the load-carrying function of the textile reinforcement, the TRC

layer was cracked for purposes of this study. The water transport in the OC specimens

without a TRC layer was used as reference. Neutron radiography served as the main

testing technique. In OC, quick and deep ingress of water through relatively wide

macro-cracks (100–200 μm), followed by transport through the capillary pore system,

caused saturation of large areas in a rather short time (see Figure 6.5a). TRC applied to

the OC surface reduced the ingress of water to a large extent. Its small crack widths of

approximately 20 μm modified the suction behaviour fundamentally. In the cracked

substrate of OC, capillary suction was obviated, and transport through the pore system

of the matrix became the prevailing transport mechanism based on the suction force

characteristic of capillary pores. Not only was the mechanism altered, but the transport

of water deep into inner regions was significantly retarded as well (see Figure 6.5b).

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 6.5 Water distribution in a cracked specimen made of ordinary concrete (a) 30 min

and (b) 23 h after the beginning of the capillary suction; water distribution in a composite

specimen consisting of cracked ordinary concrete substrate and a crack-free layer of TRC

with carbon textile (c) 30 min and (d) 23 h after the beginning of the capillary suction (Lieboldt

and Mechtcherine, 2013).
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6.4.2.3 Chloride migration

So far, very little information has been made available on the chloride permeability of

TRC. The observed higher resistance of both cracked and uncracked TRC against the

ingress of chloride ions can be attributed to their higher cementitious material content,

low w/c-ratio, self-limiting crack width and, as a result, self-healing of the cracks.

While this is promising, more research is required.

The transport mechanisms of chloride ions dissolved in water—capillary suction,

permeation and diffusion—are very complex and occur usually in parallel, both within

the pore system of the cement matrix and through cracks. The transport rates for these

mechanisms differ by about an order of magnitude. Lieboldt (2012) conducted chlo-

ride diffusion tests in order to assess the chloride migration rates for cracked and

crack-free specimens consisting of a TRC layer placed on an OC substrate. The spec-

imens were stored in a 3% sodium chloride solution, according to DIN EN 13396

(2004). After storing particular specimens for 28 days, 12 weeks and 6 months, qual-

itative tests with silver nitrate and quantitative chloride concentration tests were per-

formed. It could be shown that the barrier effect of the TRC layer decreased the

penetration of chloride ions into the adjacent OC. For certain exposure durations,

the ingress of chlorides could be reduced by two-thirds in the cracked members by

applying a 12-mm thick TRC layer. The results obtained, however, are valid only

for the specific material and experimental combination as described by Lieboldt

(2012). To enable a prediction of the protective behaviour of TRC in this respect, sys-

tematic studies on composite specimens with varying layer thicknesses, matrix mate-

rials, and different textile reinforcements must be performed while taking into account

crack patterns and the various transport mechanisms. Furthermore, with respect to

practical exposures, accumulation of water-dissolved, harmful chloride ions in

TRC layers due to cyclic capillary suction process should be investigated.

6.4.2.4 Other transport properties

For sound OC numerous correlations were experimentally and in part also theoreti-

cally derived among different transport mechanisms, that is, diffusion, permeation,

absorption, and for different transport media, for example, water, air and CO2

(Hilsdorf et al., 1997; Lawrence, 1986). For cracked concrete, however, such compar-

isons have not yet been carried out, as is the case for TRC. The knowledge of possible

correlations is essential for the prediction of the durability of structures made of or

strengthened with TRC, even if it is based on the results of just one or two particular

test methods. There is a great need for research in this area.

6.4.3 Strain capacity of TRC

6.4.3.1 Long-term strain capacity and ageing behaviour

Since high-strain capacity is a decisive property with regard to the durability of TRC,

these materials as well as members or structures made of them can only be considered

as truly durable if their strain capacities do not change negatively at a substantial rate

over time.
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Butler et al. (2010b) investigated the effect of matrix composition by varying the

hydration kinetics and alkalinity of the binder mix on the ageing of TRC. The results

of tensile tests on specimens made of TRC subjected to conditions of accelerated

ageing showed a pronounced decrease in the tensile strength and strain capacity

for that TRC whose matrix was most alkaline; Portland cement was used exclusively

as the binder in this composition (see Figure 6.6a). The performance of TRC made

with a modified, reduced alkaline matrix composition was to a great extent unaf-

fected by exposure to accelerated ageing (cf. Figure 6.6b). The authors showed that

reductions in the toughness of TRC could be attributed mainly to the disadvanta-

geous new formation of solid phases observed in the fibre–matrix interface (cf. also

Section 6.3.5).

6.4.3.2 Behaviour under sustained loads

There are currently no sufficient, reliable data available to provide a suitable frame-

work for long-term evaluation of TRC behaviour under sustained loading. Obviously,

in addition to the mechanisms leading to deformations and crack formations under

quasi-static loading, creep is a major factor to consider. Creep of TRC in total results

from the creep of the matrix and the time-dependent crack development, accompanied

by gradual delamination of fibres from the matrix and, eventually, fibre pullout. In

this, the creep behaviour of the polymer yarn coatings plays a considerable role, espe-

cially at elevated temperatures and high relative humidity. Freitag et al. (2006) per-

formed tensile creep experiments on cracked TRC specimens with AR-glass fibre.

They concluded that deformations increased and time-to-failure decreased with

increasing stress levels. More research is needed to be able to quantify the effects

of sustained loads on TRC with various types of textiles.
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Figure 6.6 Tri-linear representations of stress–strain curves for TRC made with (a)

Portland cement matrix and (b) blast furnace cement matrix with addition of pozzolana; after

demoulding all specimens were stored for 6 days in water (20 °C); subsequently, the
reference specimens were subjected to storage at 20 °C/65% RH until the testing at the age

of 28 days; the other part of the specimens was subjected to accelerated ageing in a fog

room (40 °C/99% RH); the respective durations of fog room storage were 28, 56, 90, 180 and

360 days (Butler et al., 2010b).
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6.4.4 Self-healing of cracks

The self-healing of cracks in cement-based materials is a well-known phenomenon. The

maincausesofsuchself-healingare twofold.Ontheonehand,nonhydratedbinderparticles

(cement or pozzolana) can hydrate further on if the material comes in contact with water

again. The newly formed C–S–H phases can effectively bridge fine cracks. On the other

hand, calcium hydroxide (CH) can be deposited inside the cracks and can be converted to

calcium carbonate as a result of carbonation (or, if pozzolanic materials are involved, to

C–S–H phases). CH and calcium carbonate are rather weak from a mechanical point of

view, making the crack bridging less effective, but they can and do fill and seal cracks.

In OC the crack widths are rather large, the water/cement ratio is relatively high,

and the deposit of CH and calcite dominates the self-healing process. Larger cracks

cannot be sealed completely. In contrast, TRC exhibits very small crack widths

because of its tendency to multiple cracking. For these kinds of cementitious compos-

ites, the complete sealing of cracks and even a partial restoration of stiffness seem

attainable to a great extent. The restoration of stiffness is due to the bridging of fine

cracks by the newly developed C–S–H phases.

In order to investigate the effect of self-healing on the transport properties of TRC,

water permeation measurements were carried out by Mechtcherine and Lieboldt

(2011) in the unloaded, saturated state of TRC specimens at time intervals of 7 days.

Figure 6.7 shows the time-dependent reduction of the transport rates of samples with

different reinforcement textiles. After storing the cracked specimens in water for

14 days, the flow rate was reduced to less than 50% of the value obtained on the same

specimen before storing in water. No measurable volume flow occurred after contin-

ued water exposure of 21–35 days, the particular duration depending on the type of the
textile reinforcement used. The samples containing uncoated AR-glass yarns with low

yarn fineness (1280 tex) needed longer until a negligible volume flow was reached,

which can be traced back to the initially wider cracks in these specimens.
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Figure 6.7 Time-dependent reduction of the water transport trough cracked TRC in unloaded

state (Mechtcherine and Lieboldt, 2011).
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The specimens containing coated carbon textile layers showed the fastest self-healing,

which could be expected since they had the finest cracks.

Using an environmental scanning electron microscope (ESEM), additional inves-

tigations of cracks before and after exposure to water revealed the formation of new

crystal structures, which closed the cracks to transport (cf. Figure 6.8). Figure 6.8a

shows the original crack with a width of 20 μm before water contact. Figure 6.8b illus-

trates the condition of a similar crack after the water permeability tests with duration

of 21–35 days, indeed largely closed by deposits of calcium carbonate (calcite)

(Mechtcherine and Lieboldt, 2011).

6.5 Summary

There is great potential for the application of TRC in structural elements and structures

exposed to severe mechanical or environmental loading. Present knowledge indicates

that TRC can yield high, long-term performance and favourable transport properties in

the cracked state. Beyond that, TRCmight show in many instances superior resistance

to aggressive environments when compared to OC; however, with the exception of

exposure to alternating freezing and thawing, there is no information available on

the effects of aggressive environments on the mechanical properties of the materials.

Since TRC is a new material, there is no information available on the long-term

field performance of elements and structures made of or strengthened with TRC; how-

ever, first field applications indicate that the superior performance in a laboratory

environment, as summarised above, does indeed translate to superior field

performance.

There is significant research needed to understand the long-term behaviour of TRC

and RC/TRC elements under complex combined loads as encountered in the field. To

be able to utilise the superior qualities of this newmaterial fully, it will be necessary to

develop a realistic, reliable, performance-based durability design concept for such

structures.

(b)

20 µm

(a)

20 µm

Figure 6.8 Self-healing effect in TRC: (a) crack before and (b) after exposure to water

(Mechtcherine and Lieboldt, 2011); both images show the same specimen.
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7Fire resistance of textile fiber

composites used in civil

engineering

L. Bisby
University of Edinburgh, Edinburgh, UK

7.1 Introduction

Textile-reinforced mortar (TRM) systems have, in recent decades, emerged as novel

structural systems and as means of strengthening damaged or deficient masonry or

reinforced concrete structures (Brameshuber, 2006; Triantafillou and Papanicolaou,

2006). These systems generally consist of open-weave, high-strength and stiffness

fiber fabrics (textiles), which are applied to the surfaces of structural elements using

specialized inorganic mortars; typically these are cement-based. The open-weave

fabrics for these systems normally consist of alkali-resistant (AR) glass, carbon,

or aramid fibers (Brameshuber, 2006), which in some cases may lead to compara-

tively poor utilization of the fibers due to fiber pullout at relatively low load levels.

This issue has been partly addressed by the development of novel fiber fabrics and

textiles that provide anchorage using the weft fibers to anchor the warp fibers. Novel

systems termed alternatively as fiber-reinforced cementitious matrix (FRCM) sys-

tems have also emerged in the last decade; these are generally based on non-woven

fiber rovings such as polybenzoxozole (PBO) (Fallis, 2009). The unique chemical

structure of the PBO fibers allows them to bond directly to cementitious mortar

matrices, thus eliminating the need for an epoxy resin to bond the fibers to an inor-

ganic substrate (Fallis, 2009).

TRM and FRCM materials and systems have several advantages over alternative

systems, such as externally bonded or near-surface mounted fiber-reinforced polymer

(FRP) systems; many of these are discussed in the other chapters of this book. This

includes their breathability and potentially superior performance in fire (in particular

their non-combustibility). However, research on their high-temperature performance

remains scarce.

This chapter provides an overview of the available knowledge on the fire and high-

temperature performance of TRM and FRCM materials used in civil engineering

applications. The discussion in the current chapter focuses on TRM component mate-

rials and structural elements, as well as on TRM and FRCM structural strengthening

systems for reinforced concrete or masonry structural elements.
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7.2 Fire resistance

A critical issue to protect and preserve life safety in the design of structural elements in

buildings is their mechanical and thermal performance during fire. Two types of per-

formance against fire are important (Tanano et al., 1999): performance against initial

fire; and performance in the post-flashover stage. Performance against initial fire

includes: flammability, which affects the spread of fire (non-combustibility and flame

retardency); and smoke- and gas-generating properties, which affect the ability to

safely evacuate a building. The performance against fire in the post-flashover stage

includes: heat-insulating, flame-resisting, and smoke-barrier properties of separating

members, such as floors or walls, and structural safety (or load-bearing capability) of

framing members, such as columns and beams. Both aspects are discussed in this sec-

tion; however the focus is on structural ‘fire resistances’ (Section 7.2.2).

7.2.1 Reaction-to-fire properties

In the context of performance in fire or elevated temperature service environments, it

is noteworthy that a key advantage of many TRM and FRCM systems, being based on

inorganic matrix materials such as specialized cement mortars (Bisby et al., 2013) or

geopolymers (Kurtz and Balaguru, 2001), is their inherent non-combustibility (e.g,

Istituto Giordano, 2008).

Previous research on FRP materials and strengthening systems in fire has shown

that loss of the strengthening systems’ mechanical performance during fire, whilst

rapid and severe in most cases, due to physical deterioration and chemical degradation

of the polymer matrix, may not be critical provided that sensible loading limits are

imposed during design (ACI, 2008). However structural performance in fire is only

one of a host of concerns that must be addressed when considering application of a

novel structural material in a building. Fire ignition, severity, flame spread, heat

release, smoke generation, and toxicity cannot be ignored in most cases—since these

issues are critical to preserving tenable conditions and to allowing safe evacuation of a

building’s occupants in the early stages of a fire.

Unprotected FRP materials and strengthening systems, all of which incorporate

polymer adhesives/matrices, will burn if directly exposed to fire, and will contribute

fuel, increase flame spread, and generate toxic smoke (Bisby, 2003). FRP materials

and strengthening systems, therefore, typically require protection by flame-spread

coatings in interior applications in buildings to meet stringent life-safety objectives.

TRM and FRCM systems, on the other hand, bonded with inorganic mortars, are

typically inherently non-combustible and can therefore be used unprotected; this con-

siderably reduces their material and installation costs and improves esthetics, partic-

ularly in structural strengthening applications in buildings.

Reaction-to-fire properties are normally defined based on compliance with

regulatory requirements and test methods listed in national building and fire-testing

codes. In Europe for instance, a wide range of tests is potentially applicable in differ-

ent applications and jurisdictions, including, e.g., ISO 5658-2 lateral flame spread on
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building/rail products in vertical configuration (ISO, 2006a); ISO 5660-1 cone calo-

rimeter for measuring the rate of heat release of products (ISO, 2002a); ISO 5660-2

reaction-to-fire tests—heat release, smoke production and mass loss rate—Part 2:

smoke production rate (dynamic measurement) (ISO, 2002b); ISO 4589-2 determina-

tion of burning behavior by oxygen index (ISO, 2015); ISO 5659-2 smoke generation

(ISO, 2006b); ISO 4589-3: Annex A temperature index/flammability temperature test

(ISO, 1996); ISO 11925-2 ignitability (ISO, 2010a); ISO 13823 single burning item

(ISO, 2002c), EN ISO 1182 non-combustibility (2010b); and so on.

As previously noted, most TRM and FRCM materials and systems should perform

very well in most of the above test methods, when compared with combustible/organic

structural and strengthening materials such as FRPs. Local guidance should be sought

to determine which reaction-to-fire compliance testing and certifications are needed in

a given application.

7.2.2 Structural fire resistance

In all fire-regulated jurisdictions globally, structural design for fire safety is based on

the principle that all structural and building elements should have a fire resistance—
which is defined as “the ability of a structure or structural element to resist collapse,

prevent fire spread, or some other failure mechanism”—that is greater that the fire
severity—which is “a measure of the destructive impact of a fire, or of the tempera-

tures or forces which could cause collapse or other failures as a result of fire”

(Buchanan, 2001). From a building and fire code compliance perspective, fire resis-
tance is typically defined in the time domain, such that structures and structural ele-

ments must be able to resist a certain prescribed duration of exposure to the applicable

standard temperature versus time curve without experiencing failure when tested

within a fire-testing furnace. It is important to note that fire resistance should be

applied only to structures or elements of structures, rather than to specific materials

or combinations of materials.

Fire resistance ratings are generally assigned in 30- or 60-min intervals based on

the results of standard fire tests performed in accordance with national or international

testing standards, such as ASTM E119 (2010), ISO 834 (1999), etc. The typical pro-

cedure by which standard fire tests are undertaken is that: (1) test specimens (struc-

tural elements) are constructed so as to accurately represent the as-built construction;

(2) the specimen is placed with in a loading frame; (3) the loading frame and specimen

are positioned inside, next to, or over a standard testing furnace (depending on the type

of structural member—wall, floor, beam, column, etc); (4) the likely (mean nominal)

service load is applied to the specimen in as realistic a fashion as possible; (5) the ser-

vice load is maintained constant and the element is subjected to the standard time–
temperature curve; (6) the test is continued until a failure criterion is reached; and

(7) the test is stopped once failure is observed and a fire resistance rating is obtained

(typically by rounding down to the nearest 30-min interval) (Buchanan, 2001).

For building applications, most fire codes and standards prescribe similar temper-

ature versus time curves that rise to about 600 °C in 5 min, 900 °C in 30 min, and

1000 °C in 90 min; however, other standardized fire curves are available for other
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applications (refer to Figure 7.1). Failure during testing is typically defined as one of:

(1) loss of stability, meaning that the element collapses (or deflects too much or too

quickly); (2) loss of integrity, meaning that it allows excessive passage of flame or hot

gases; or (3) loss of insulation, meaning that it allows excessive heat transfer to the

unexposed surface (for walls, doors, and floors). Of course, not all criteria apply to

all types of members (e.g., columns must only meet the stability criterion).

Finally, it is noteworthy that in certain cases, expert opinion can be used in lieu of a

standard furnace test; these expert opinions are typically based on accepted and val-

idated rules for assessing fire resistance, or less commonly on detailed computational

modeling and analysis. This requires a detailed understanding of materials response at

elevated temperature, as described below for TRM systems.

The properties of TRM and FRCM materials at high temperature have not been

extensively studied in the literature, and what little data are available are not readily

applicable to the wide range of specific TRM or FRCMmaterials that might be used in

civil engineering applications. Before detailed numerical studies on the structural fire

resistance of TRM/FRCM systems can be conducted with confidence, a more com-

plete understanding of the thermomechanical properties of these materials is essential.

The following sections outline the results of the few studies performed to date to

investigate these issues, with a focus on mechanical, rather than thermal, properties.

The thermal response of TRMmaterials can be reasonably assumed to be similar to

that of concrete in most cases, as it is unlikely that the presence of fiber textiles will

have a significant influence on their thermal response. Interested readers should refer

to available guidance on the thermal response of different types of cement-based con-

cretes, for example as given in Eurocode 2 for Concrete—EN 1992-1-2 (CEN, 2004).
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7.3 Fiber response to elevated temperatures

The four most commonly used fiber types have significantly different

thermomechanical properties at high temperature. Figure 7.2a–d shows the reductions
in tensile strength of fibers of various types with temperature, based primarily on a

database of available literature complied by Bisby (2003), with subsequent updating

based on more recently presented data.

Aside from a tendency to oxidize at temperatures above 400–500 °C, some carbon

fibers have shown negligible strength loss up to temperatures of 1000 °C. This is clear
in Figure 7.2a, where the filled data markers that do show considerable reductions in

tensile strength, likely due to interactions with a coating polymer (Ehlig et al., 2010)
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Figure 7.2 Reductions in short-term tensile strength of various types of fibers commonly used

in TRM and FRM applications in civil engineering: (a) carbon; (b) aramid; (c) glass; (d) PBO

(Bisby, 2003; Liu and Yu, 2006; Kulas et al., 2011; Antons et al., 2012).
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are for polymer-coated carbon yarns rather than “bare” carbon fibers. The scatter in

the unfilled data markers is likely the result of fibers being tested in both oxidizing and

non-oxidizing environments, although this is not clear from the source publications,

and additional research may be warranted to determine the response of carbon fibers

used specifically in TRM applications. Aramid fibers have a high thermal stability, but

oxidation limits their use above about 150 °C as shown in Figure 7.2b. Glass fibers

will not oxidize, but tend to soften at temperatures in the range of 600–800 °C
(Bakis, 1993), as shown in Figure 7.2c.

Sen et al. (1993) performed tests on a variety of different glass fiber types at high tem-

perature and concluded that the strength reduction was independent of the type of glass

fiber being used. More recently, Antons et al. (2012) and Kulas et al. (2011) have per-

formed tests on specific AR-glass and carbon fibers of the types now used in many

TRMmaterials. Again, there is no obvious difference in the sensitivity of AR-glass fibers

ascomparedwithS-glassorE-glass. PBOfibers, forwhichvery little datawasavailable in

the literature until recently (Figure7.2d), are similarly sensitive as aramidandglass fibers.

It is evident from Figure 7.2 that while all fibers are adversely affected by elevated

temperatures, aramid is the most severely affected, with tensile strength reductions of

more than 50% at 500 °C, and carbon is the least with reductions of less than 5% at the

same temperature in some cases.

7.4 Matrix response to elevated temperatures

The wide variety of available matrix materials and additives for TRM and FRCM

materials (discussed elsewhere in this book) make it difficult to provide useful gen-

eralizations with respect to their high temperature mechanical or bond behavior. Since

most TRMmatrix materials are based on Portland cement mortars (with various addi-

tives and fibers in most cases), and since many can be classified as high-strength or

high-performance fine-grained concretes, it is expected that changes in their thermal

and mechanical properties at elevated temperature will be similar to those suggested

by Eurocode 2—EN 1992-1-2 for concrete (CEN, 2004). Figure 7.3a shows the reduc-

tion of compressive strength at elevated temperature for concretes of various types

according to the Eurocodes; interested readers should consult the source documents

(CEN, 2004) for additional information on this topic.

Kulas et al. (2011) and Antons et al. (2012) have presented the results of compres-

sive strength testing at high temperatures on a specific fine-grained concrete mixture,

with a characteristic compressive strength of 70 MPa, developed specifically for

AR-glass TRM systems. The results of their testing are provided in Figure 7.3b, along

with an idealized strength reduction curve that they proposed for use in design. The

correlation of the test data in Figure 7.3b with available guidance for high-strength

concrete given in Figure 7.3a is reasonable.

In suggesting the idealized curve in Figure 7.3b, Kulas et al. (2011) assume that a

portion of the strength loss is due to the weight reduction (presumably dehydration),

and is accounted for by a reduction to 0.75 between temperatures of 50 and 100 °C
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(quoting the work of Schneider (1982) on conventional concrete mixes). From 100 to

488 °C, the reduction factor is assumed to remain constant, up to about 500 °C.
A quartz inversion at temperatures in the range of 573 °C is assumed to result in

strength losses, which are then linearly fitted up to the assumed ultimate temperature

of 1005 °C.
The effects of heating on the shear strength, tensile strength, fracture energy and

crack propagation of concretes is not well known for the possible matrix materials

used in TRM and FRCM applications, and this issue requires additional research

attention before conclusive statements can be made.

7.5 Textile-fiber composite response to elevated
temperatures

Studies undertaken to interrogate and understand the specific mechanical response of

TRM material systems at elevated temperature are extremely limited. Only the direct

tensile response of thin TRM materials has been investigated in any detail, both at

elevated temperature (Ehlig et al., 2009, 2010) and at ambient temperature after expo-
sure to elevated temperature (Colombo et al., 2011).

Ehlig et al. (2009) present a series of tension tests on TRM coupons made from

uncoated and polymer-coated AR-glass and carbon fiber textiles within a fine-

grained cementitious matrix. They observed explosive spalling of the cementitious

mortar after 4–5 min of exposure to the ISO 834 standard fire (ISO, 1999). Failure of

the specimens occurred quickly during fire exposure, occurring between 45 s and

17 min from the start of heating, depending on the sustained load level and the type
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Figure 7.3 Reductions in the compressive strength of (a) concrete, according to BS EN

1992-1-2 (CEN, 2004); (b) fine-grained concrete mortar specifically developed for TRM

applications with AR-glass textile reinforcement, according to Kulas et al. (2011).
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of fiber reinforcement; unsurprisingly, carbon fibers and lower load levels led to the

longest failure times.

Heat-induced explosive spalling is a serious concern for all cementitious materials

and structural elements under severe heating, particularly high-strength and high-

performance mixes as might be used in TRMmaterials and systems. Spalling remains

poorly understood within the research community, but is widely considered to result

from a combination of differential in-depth thermal stresses within the concrete during

heating, combined with pore pressure build-up associated with the mass transport of

water vapor within the concrete, the formation of a moisture clog, and build up of

internal pore pressures promoting tensile rupture (Maluk, 2014). A wide range of fac-

tors is known to influence spalling, including the aggregate type(s), applied loads,

concrete strength, restraining conditions, moisture content, addition of various types

of supplementary supplanting materials and fibers, etc. A full description of spalling

phenomena is avoided here, although an exhaustive summary of the relevant issues is

given by Maluk (2014).

It is noteworthy that, while the mechanism of their action remains unknown and

disputed within the research community, adding a low dose (2–2.5 kg/m3) of polypro-

pylene (PP) anti-spalling fibers to the concrete mix during casting appears to be the

best available means to mitigate heat-induced spalling of concrete during fire expo-

sure (Maluk, 2014). This was partly confirmed for TRM materials by Ehlig et al.

(2009) through testing, where the addition of PP fibers to TRM materials prevented

spalling; however, the failure time of the tensile coupons was only marginally

improved.

Ehlig et al. (2010) present subsequent tests on TRM tensile coupons, again fabri-

cated from a fine-grained cementitious mortar, but in this case reinforced with a

stitch-bonded textile of polymer-coated carbon filament yarns. The tensile coupons

were tested under sustained loads ranging between 25% and 75% of their room-

temperature ultimate strength, whilst being heated using radiant heaters at a rate of

either 2 or 10 °C/min. In all cases, failure was due to fiber pullout/rupture within

the heated region, initiating at a tensile crack in the cementitious mortar. A trend

of decreasing failure temperature with increasing sustained load was observed; how-

ever, the effect was relatively minor, which indicates that failure is likely to occur

under any significant loading level once a critical temperature is exceeded; this critical

temperature is likely linked to oxidation of the carbon fibers at temperatures in the

range of 400–500 °C. Samples heated at higher rates generally displayed longer fail-

ure times due to self-insulation and the development of steep thermal gradients in the

samples. The results of Ehlig et al.’s (2010) experiments are shown in Figure 7.4.

Colombo et al. (2011) present the results of post-high temperature exposure

residual tests (i.e., tests at room temperature) to evaluate thermal damage to a spe-

cific TRM material consisting of AR-glass fibers in a cementitious mortar. They

show that exposure to temperatures of 200 °C has only a small detrimental effect

on the residual tensile strength of TRM coupons, but that for coupons exposed to

temperatures exceeding 400 °C the mortar deteriorates and fiber sliding occurs, with

subsequent significant reductions in tensile strength of the specific TRM system

used in their studies.
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7.6 Fire resistance of TRC structures

As is the case for the performance of TRMmaterials at elevated temperature, very few

studies are available in the literature on the performance at high temperature of TRM

structural elements. The author is aware of only two studies that have been published

to date, and both of these were performed by Aachen University, Germany, in one case

in partnership with Stuttgart University, Germany.

Krüger and Reinhardt (2006), Büttner et al. (2007) and Reinhardt et al. (2008) all

report on the same series of standard cellulosic fire tests performed on TRM beams

under sustained static loads. The beams were thin-walled and I-shaped in cross-section,

with a depth of 120 mm, a flange width of 110 mm, and flange and web thicknesses of

approximately 18 mm; they were reinforced internally with either carbon or AR-glass

textile reinforcement. The beams were tested in four-point bending under sustained

loads of 33% or 50% of their ambient flexural capacity. While the overall length of

the beams was 1000 mm and the tested unsupported span was 900 mm, it is critically

important to note that during fire testing, the beams were subjected to fire over a length

of only 560 mm centered on midspan, thus ensuring cold anchorage of the textile rein-

forcement in the cooler end regions of the beams. It is also noteworthy that the top cho-

rds of the beams were thermally protected with mineral wool during fire testing.

These tests clearly demonstrated the superior performance of carbon-fiber textiles at

high temperature as compared with AR-glass fibers. The beams reinforced with carbon-

fiber textiles were able to achieve higher fire resistance durations (by asmuch as 600%),

up to 90 min even under sustained loads at 50% of the ambient flexural failure load. This

is expected based on the data provided previously in Figure 7.2, particularly in the case
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that cold anchorage of the textiles is provided outside the heated region. Concrete

spalling was observed in only one of the six tests performed; however, the reasons

for this discrepancy are not known or commented on by the authors.

Interesting and significant differences in the time history of flexural deformation of

the beams reinforced with either AR-glass or carbon-fiber textiles are also noted by

the authors; these are thought to result from the fact that carbon fibers have a very

small (or even negative) coefficient of thermal expansion, whereas glass fibers have

a positive coefficient of thermal expansion that is similar to that of concrete (Bisby,

2003). This could theoretically lead to stress increases in carbon-fiber textiles under

sustained load during fires, which could also potentially lead to carbon-fiber rupture in

extreme cases. Additional research is needed in this area.

Büttner et al. (2007) suggest that the fire resistance of TRM structural elements,

which appears to be comparatively poor based on their research, particularly when

using AR-glass fibers, may be improved by: (1) increasing the concrete cover; (2)

using carbon fibers or possibly combining carbon and AR-glass fibers; (3) applying

fire-protective intumescent coatings; or (4) changing the micro-concrete. Only (1) and

(2) are realistic options at present, and both present considerable disadvantages in

terms of reduced structural efficiency and/or increased cost.

Antons et al. (2012) present the results of small-scale flexural tests on heated TRM

prisms with dimensions of 40�40�200 mm. The prisms were fabricated from the

fine-grained cementitious mortar, for which the reduction in compressive strength with

elevated temperaturewas givenabove inFigure 7.3b, and reinforcedwithAR-glass fibers,

for which the reductions in tensile strength with elevated temperature are given in

Figure 7.2c. The prisms were loaded in four-point bending, with a textile reinforcement

anchorage lengthof40 mmoutside the loadedspan, up to30%,50%,and80%of theambi-

ent temperature flexural capacity. The prisms were then heated at 5 °C/min until failure.

Based on these tests and on research by the same authors presented in Sections 7.3

and 7.4, Antons et al. (2012) conclude that below 300 °C, there is no obvious impact of

temperature at the load levels considered, that there is an increasing negative influence

of temperature with higher load levels between 300 and 600 °C, and that beyond about
620 °C, melting of the AR-glass fibers dominates response leading to rapid failure

under any load level. The authors also suggest that the use of polymer impregnated

textile rovings is preferable to uncoated textiles, though additional research is clearly

needed before confident conclusions can be drawn.

7.7 Fire resistance of textile-reinforced strengthening
systems for concrete and masonry

Strengthening reinforced concrete or masonry structures with externally bonded

materials—e.g., FRP, TRM, FRCM systems—is widely recognized for its effective-

ness and ease of application (Bisby et al., 2008, 2013). FRP, TRM or FRCMmaterials

can all be bonded to the exterior faces of reinforced concrete or masonry elements,

using ambient-cure epoxy adhesives (in the case of FRPs) or cementitious (or other)
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inorganic mortars (in the case of TRMs or FRCMs). In these applications, the goal is to

provide well-anchored tensile reinforcement to a reinforced concrete or masonry sub-

strate. Such systems can be used to provide shear or flexural strengthening for

reinforced concrete or masonry members (Triantafillou and Papanicolaou, 2006;

Fallis, 2009) or for confinement and axial load enhancement of RC columns (e.g.,

Bournas et al., 2007), as described elsewhere in this book.

Fire-rated, insulated, externally bonded FRP strengthening systems have been

tested and are available for use (e.g., Kodur et al., 2006), although current design

guidelines conservatively suggest that the structural effectiveness of FRP strengthen-

ing systems should be ignored during fire (ACI, 2008); unless it can be shown (which

has not yet been done for any currently available FRP system) that they would remain

effective at the temperatures to be expected during a serious fire. Hence, applications

of FRPs for strengthening concrete buildings, parking garages and certain industrial

structures with elevated service temperatures are hindered by a lack of knowledge

regarding the ability of FRP systems to maintain structural effectiveness under service

loads at high temperatures.

Notwithstanding the comments above, and assuming that the reaction-to-fire prop-

erties of an externally bonded strengthening system are appropriately considered (see

Section 7.2.1), the structural response of an externally bonded strengthening system in

fire depends primarily on the temperatures it experiences. Traditional concepts of fire
resistance or critical temperature are problematic for evaluating the performance of

an externally bonded strengthening system, as these concepts should only be applied

to structural elements rather than specific materials (Kodur et al., 2006). The specific

performance of the strengthening system is thus not the critical issue for fire resistance

design; rather it must be demonstrated only that the strengthened structural element

can resist failure under the strengthened (i.e., increased) service loads for the required

duration of fire exposure. This general design philosophy, illustrated schematically in

Figure 7.5, assumes a standard fire exposure for simplicity, was first outlined by

Kodur et al. (2006) for FRP strengthening systems, and is suggested by ACI 440

(ACI, 2008) and TR55 (Concrete Society, 2012) for structural strengthening applica-

tions with externally bonded systems.

Figure 7.5 shows that loss of structural effectiveness of a strengthening system

need not mean failure when defining the fire resistance of the structural element.

For example, if a reinforced concrete slab is strengthened with an externally bonded

TRM system to carry increased service loads, it is entirely possible that the slab may

be able to carry the increased service loads for the required duration of fire exposure,

even if the effectiveness of the TRM is lost and no supplemental fire protection is

applied. It is noteworthy that this would need to be demonstrated through full scale

fire testing or by using advanced calculations (see BS EN 1992-2-1 [CEN, 2004],

for instance), and that this would only be the case if the pre-existing structural element

was originally over-designed with respect to its required fire resistance—as many

members are, particularly in reinforced concrete buildings.

If the pre-existing member does not have sufficient capacity to meet the criterion

described above, it would be necessary to provide supplemental fire insulation to the

exterior of the strengthening system (as demonstrated by Kodur et al. (2006) for an
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externally bonded FRP strengthening system, for instance) such that the load-carrying

capacity of the pre-existing member is preserved during fire even if the TRM system

rendered ineffective. Considerable evidence is available for FRP systems, whether

experimental (e.g., Bisby et al., 2005a; Williams et al., 2008) or computational

(e.g., Bisby et al., 2005b; Chowdhury et al., 2011), to demonstrate the legitimacy

of this approach.

There has been considerable debate within the externally bonded structural

strengthening community as to how (or if) it can be shown that a given externally

bonded strengthening system remains active during fire, such that strengthening sys-

tems might be applied as so-called primary reinforcement (i.e., the strengthening sys-

tem remains load bearing under service loads during fire). It has been suggested (e.g.,

Fallis, 2009) that TRM or FRCM systems may outperform FRP strengthening systems

at elevated temperatures or during fire, due to their inherent non-combustibility and

possibly to superior strength retention at elevated temperatures. Only very limited

studies on the performance in fire of specific TRM and FRCM systems for strength-

ening concrete are available in the literature.

Ehlig et al. (2009) present a series of fire tests on TRM strengthened reinforced

concrete beams exposed to fire over a limited area in their midspan regions. Using

either carbon or AR-glass fiber textiles, these TRM strengthened concrete beams were

able to resist fire exposure according to ISO 834 (ISO, 1999) while being subjected to

sustained loads equalling 66% of the presumed “working load” for more than 60 min.

At 125% of the working load, however, failure of the TRM occurred after 45 min, in

the case of AR-glass fibers, and 70 min, for carbon fibers. No spalling of the TRMwas

observed. The remaining load bearing capacities (post-fire residual strengths) after

60 min of fire exposure were 47% and 88% of the ambient temperature collapse loads

for the AR-glass and carbon-fiber textiles, respectively.

Figure 7.5 Schematic showing the need (or lack thereof ) for maintaining the structural

“effectiveness” of an FRP, TRM, or FRCM during fire to prevent collapse (after Bisby and

Stratford, 2013).
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Ehlig and Hothan (2011) present the results of a series of follow-on standard fire

tests on seven one-way spanning reinforced concrete slabs; two of these were ambient

temperature reference slabs and the other five were strengthened with a carbon fiber

TRM strengthening system. The slabs were heated for durations of 30 or 60 min in

accordance with ISO (1999), with sustained test loads varying between 0% and

65% of the ambient temperature ultimate load—representing working loads between

0% and 135% assuming a notional working load that is 50% of the ultimate load at

room temperature. In cases where the slabs survived the fire tests, residual strength

tests were undertaken. Again no spalling was observed during fire exposure. Hence,

in addition to providing structural strengthening, the TRM systems also provided sup-

plemental fire insulation to the pre-existing structural members.

Failure occurred by tensile rupture of the TRM system after 55 min of fire exposure

for a working load of 100% (i.e., 50% of the ultimate ambient temperature strength)

and after 30 min for a working load of 130%. Slabs tested after fire exposure displayed

post-fire residual capacities of 65% and 70% of the ambient temperature ultimate load

after 30 min of fire exposure, or 50% of the ambient temperature ultimate load after

60 min of fire exposure. Ehlig and Hothan (2011) note that the interactions between

the TRM and internal steel reinforcement, as well as the failure modes during fire,

require additional research attention.

Bisby et al. (2013) report on the results of a series of non-standard fire tests to

compare the fire performance of specific commercially available FRP, TRM, and

FRCM systems for flexural strengthening of reinforced concrete beams. Tests are

presented on small-scale reinforced concrete beams at both ambient and elevated

temperatures. Importantly, the tests presented presume that a “cool” anchorage zone

is provided for the strengthening systems, such that the strengthening is not bond-

critical—(i.e., failure by debonding in a heated anchorage zone is prevented through

non-exposure, insulation, or by mechanical means). A comparison against a com-

mercially available externally bonded carbon/epoxy FRP strengthening system is

also presented.

Bisby et al. (2013) note that it is difficult in practice (using standard furnace tests)

to observe the temperature or time of fire exposure when an externally bonded

strengthening system loses mechanical strength or interaction (i.e., bond) with the

substrate structural element. They address this problem using propane-fired radiant

panels, rather than a standard fire-testing furnace, to apply severe heating to the sur-

face of the test specimens.

Fourteen reinforced concrete beams were tested in total, either to failure at ambient

temperature or under sustained load while being exposed to severe (but non-standard)

heating over their midspan regions. Three different strengthening systems were

used—including a unidirectional carbon fiber/epoxy FRP system, a basalt fire

textile/cementitious TRM system, and a PBO fiber/cementitious mortar FRCM

system—and post-fire residual strength tests were also performed on those beams that

survived fire exposure. During fire testing, the beams were subjected to load levels

between the unstrengthened ultimate strength and the ultimate strengthened strength,

so as to interrogate loss of effectiveness of the respective structural strengthening

systems.
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Bisby et al. (2013) found that depending on the level of sustained stress in the

strengthening system, the well anchored FRP, TRM, and FRCM strengthening systems

were all able to withstand exposure to temperatures of at least 464 °C (i.e., they were able

to remain structurally active at these temperatures). Thus, one approach to providing fire-

rated structural strengthening systems could be to insulate only the anchorage zones.

Clearly, additional testing is needed to better quantify the level of insulation that would

be needed in such applications and to accurately define the temperature dependency of

failure stress for the respective systems. Furthermore, in addition to being non-

combustible and non-toxic under fire exposure, TRM and FRCM structural strengthen-

ing systems, bonded to the existing structural elements using an inorganicmortar, had the

added advantage of providing additional concrete cover to the internal steel reinforce-

ment, thus enhancing the pre-existing fire performance of reinforced concrete elements

even in cases where the strengthening system was rendered structurally ineffective dur-

ing fire—thus corroborating statements made by Ehlig and Hothan (2011). Bisby et al.

(2013) conclude by warning that all the beams tested in their study, regardless of the

strengthening system used, would be likely to fail within a few minutes of heating if

the anchorage zones had been directly exposed to heating, and that their findings hold

only in cases where cool anchorage regions can be assured.

Michels et al. (2014) report the results of a single furnace test performed on a

reinforced concrete one-way spanning slab strengthened with a shotcrete layer includ-

ing a carbon and glass fiber composite mesh (carbon in the warp and glass in the weft)

as tensile reinforcement. The slab was tested under a constant service load and

exposed to a standard fire (ISO, 1999) for 2 h, albeit only over its midspan region such

that the textile’s anchorage zones remained cool. This single fire test again demon-

strated that a TRM-strengthened slab was able to carry a “significant” static load

for 2 h of standard fire exposure without collapsing; however, future investigations

are needed to study possible bond degradation between the composite mesh and

the surrounding shotcrete at high temperature.

Despite the research discussed above, readers are cautioned to be wary of the use of

externally bonded strengthening systems as primary reinforcement in structures, since

in such cases, failure of the strengthening system could lead to collapse of the struc-

tural element under service loads. In any case, good practice in structural engineering

and typical strengthening limits suggested in design codes for externally bonded FRP

strengthening systems (for instance ACI 440.2 R-08 [ACI, 2008]), are equally appli-

cable to TRM and FRCM systems and are not so restrictive as to prevent strength

enhancements at levels that are likely in real projects.

7.8 Summary, knowledge gaps and research
recommendations

It is clear from the information in this chapter that TRM and FRCM materials and

strengthening systems offer significant potential advantages with regard to their per-

formance in fire. In addition to being largely non-combustible and non-toxic, under
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certain conditions—particularly when cold anchorage can be assured and when carbon-

fiber textiles are used—TRM and FRCM materials and systems may offer superior

high-temperature mechanical performance and compared with conventional FRP

strengthening systems; however, considerable additional research is needed before

the potential structural advantages of TRM and FRCM systems in fire can be used

to advantage on real projects. Potential areas for future research attention include:

l development and characterization of fire-resistant geopolymer matrix TRM materials and

systems;
l testing to elucidate mechanisms and means of mitigating heat-induced and mechanically

induced splitting and spalling of TRMmatrix materials at elevated temperatures and in fires;
l confident determination of anchorage lengths and bond properties for various types of fibers

and textile geometries/weights at various elevated temperatures;
l developing a more complete understanding of the adhesion between TRMs and FRCMs and

concrete or masonry substrates at elevated temperatures and in fire and the factors

influencing this;
l determination of thermal and mechanical properties of inorganic mortars and fine-grained

concretes used in TRM and FRM applications under exposure to a range of elevated tem-

peratures, and when loaded in compression, tension and shear; and
l characterization of the post-heating residual mechanical response of TRM and FRCMmate-

rials and systems after exposure to elevated temperatures or fires.
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8Textile-reinforced concrete: Design

models

J. Hegger, N. Will
RWTH Aachen University, Aachen, Germany

8.1 Introduction

Textile-reinforced concrete (TRC) has a high potential for construction of light-

weight, load-bearing structures. Due to its noncorrosive textile reinforcement, made

of alkali-resistant (AR) glass or carbon fibers, a minimum concrete cover is necessary.

The possible application field of TRC ranges from façade panels (Hegger et al., 2011a;

Rempel et al., 2015a), sandwich elements (Shams et al., 2014a,b), slender pedestrian

bridges (Hegger et al., 2011b) to thin-walled shell structures (Scholzen et al., 2015a,b)

(Figure 8.1). Depending on the demands of the specific application, in other words, the

manufacturing method and the geometric boundary conditions, the material charac-

teristics of the composite vary on a broad scale depending on the applied textile fabrics

and fine-grained concrete mixture. The present chapter gives an overview of the major

dependencies between material properties, fields of applications and available dimen-

sioning approaches based on the previous work of the authors (Hegger et al., 2015;

Rempel et al., 2015b; Scholzen et al., 2015c).

The textile reinforcement, especially the type of impregnation, has a major influence

on the material characteristics of the composite and affects the choice of an applicable

dimensioning approach for the ultimate limit state (ULS). In Section 8.2, available types

of textile reinforcement are classified based on their material behavior. In Section 8.3,

approaches to dimensioning of TRC structures are discussed, starting with simply

supported beam and slab elements. Subsequently, amore general dimensioning approach

applicable for freeform shell structures accounting for complex geometries, loading sce-

narios, and interaction between normal forces and bending moments is introduced. The

described dimensioning procedures are exemplified for two realized application exam-

ples, including TRC façade panels as well as a double-curved shell structure.

8.2 Factors to consider in the dimensioning methods

The available types of textiles exhibit a wide range of mechanical properties

depending on their fiber material, roving size, and binding type. The range of prop-

erties is even broader for epoxy- or polymer-impregnated yarns. As a consequence,

specific mechanical behavior of TRC structures reinforced with impregnated and

nonimpregnated fabrics calls for different approaches to dimensioning and ULS

assessment. Besides the mechanical characteristics, also technological properties of
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a particular type of fabrics (e.g., form stability) need to be considered in view of the

feasibility of the manufacturing process (e.g., casting, spraying, and lamination). This

section provides a brief summary of the main aspects relevant for the design and con-

struction of TRC structures.

8.2.1 Characterization of the textile reinforcement

The mechanical behavior of TRC is primarily affected by the characteristics of the tex-

tile fabrics, in particular by the fiber material, cross-sectional area of the rovings (quan-

tified by the unite “tex” describing the weight of the yarn in grams per kilometer length,

i.e., (tex¼g/km)), binding type of the warp-knitted fabrics (e.g., tricot, plain stitch bond)

and, eventually, by the type of the applied impregnation material (e.g., epoxy-resin or

styrene-butadiene). Impregnation of the fabrics leads to a homogenization of the stress

profile within the multifilament yarn cross-section, resulting in a better activation of the

inner filaments compared to nonimpregnated yarns and, thus, leads to a higher strength

and reduction of the necessary anchorage length. Furthermore, yarn impregnation can

be used to achieve form stability required for structural components using casting as

production technique. At the same time, an impregnation of the textile fabrics reduces

(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 8.1 Application examples of lightweight TRC structures: (a) ventilated façade

panels (photo: Ben Vulkers, LIAG Architecten); (b) pedestrian bridge (picture: solidian);
and (c) hypar shell structure.
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form flexibility needed for curved geometries. The material characteristics of different

types of textile reinforcement are qualitatively summarized in Table 8.1.

8.2.1.1 Strength characteristics

In order to provide a qualitative orientation within the design space of TRC structures,

let us compare the achievable strength of different fabric types with respect to fine-

ness, binding type, and impregnation treatment. For example, for 3300 tex carbon

yarns with an impregnation of epoxy-resin (Figure 8.2a), the maximum textile stress

reached in composite tensile tests evaluates up to 3000 MPa (Rempel et al., 2015b).

This stress level corresponds to the material strength of carbon fibers, reflecting an

almost complete material activation of the yarn, including the inner filaments without

direct contact to the concrete matrix. In comparison, a 3300 tex carbon yarns with

impregnation of styrene-butadiene rubber (SBR) (Figure 8.2b) reaches lower textile

stresses in composite of approximately 2000 MPa (Lorenz et al., 2015). The lower

yarn efficiency for the SBR impregnation is due to lower bond properties, leading

to a reduced activation of the inner filaments resulting in a longer anchorage length

within the composite and a partial pullout of the inner filaments.

For nonimpregnated carbon fabrics, a still acceptable strength value of up to

1500 MPa can be achieved only with small yarn fineness and flat and open yarn

cross-sections, as is the case for, e.g., 800 tex carbon yarns and warp-knitted fabrics

with plain-stitch bond (Figure 8.2c). Larger cross-sections, especially with other bind-

ing types, lead to a significant decrease of the achievable textile stresses in the com-

posite due to the insufficient activation of the inner filaments without direct contact to

the surrounding concrete.

Table 8.1 Characteristics of the textile fabrics depending on different
impregnation types

Efficiency

Anchorage 
length 

Form stability

Possible 
geometries 

Nonimpregnated
fabrics 

Medium/low
Fineness-dependent

Medium/long
Fineness-dependent

Low
Not applicable for preformed

reinforcement elements

Curved, spatial
Shells

High
Fineness-independent

Short
Fineness-independent

High
Applicable for preformed
reinforcement elements

Straight, planar
Beams, slabs

Fabrics impregnated
with epoxy-resin

Medium
Applicable for preformed
reinforcement elements

Medium
Fineness-dependent

Medium
Fineness-dependent

Fabrics impregnated
with styrene-butadiene
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8.2.1.2 Form flexibility

Besides the strength of the fabrics, the type of impregnation also significantly affects

their form flexibility. For applications in straight, rectangular structural components

such as façade panels (Figure 8.1a) manufactured by casting of fresh concrete into

the mold, a high-form stability of the fabrics is desired as it facilitates the production

process, for example, the placing of the textile grids and control of its position in

the formwork. An impregnation with epoxy-resin also makes it possible to produce

form-stable reinforcement elements (Figure 8.2d) as has been done, for example,

for the web reinforcement of the pedestrian bridge shown in Figure 8.1b; however,

TRC structures with curved geometries such as the hypar-shell structure shown

in Figure 8.1c require high form flexibility in order to follow the complex

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 8.2 Examples of textile reinforcements: (a) planar carbon fabric impregnated with

epoxy-resin; (b) carbon fabric impregnated with styrene-butadiene; (c) nonimpregnated carbon

fabric; and (d) profiled reinforcement (AR-glass fabrics impregnated with epoxy-resin).
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double-curved shell geometry. In this case, the application of stiff epoxy-resin-

impregnated textile fabrics is no longer feasible. For the depicted hypar-shell in

Figure 8.1c, therefore, nonimpregnated fabrics were used in combination with the

manufacturing technique of shotcrete and layer-wise laminating of the flexible fab-

rics. Another approach for the construction of curved TRC shell structure is

described in Ehlig et al. (2012), where the precast shell elements were reinforced

with SBR-impregnated fabrics. As fabrics with an SBR-impregnation retain certain

form flexibility, curved geometries are possible, but require a closed formwork in

combination with suitable spacers.

The mentioned application examples demonstrate the diversity of the design space

available for existing versions of TRC. This fact can be seen as a challenge and chance

at the same time. The material properties of the applied textile fabrics and fine-grained

concrete need to be tailored for the specific field of application and applied

manufacturing technique. Table 8.1 summarizes the main material characteristics

of textile fabrics used in applications realized so far.

8.2.2 Evaluation of the cross-sectional strength characteristics

The availability of cross-sectional strength characteristics of frequently used fabric

types in combination with frequently used cross-sectional shapes and reinforcement

layouts is the key requirement for a wide application of TRC in engineering practice.

As indicated in Section 8.2.1, a systematic approach to evaluation of strength charac-

teristics has to consider the phenomenological differences in the material behavior of

different reinforcement types. While impregnated yarns exhibit only a low effect of

matrix cracking on the fabric strength, nonimpregnated yarns show a strong interac-

tion of the cracking process and the effective fabric strength achievable in the com-

posite (Rypl et al., 2013; Li et al., 2015).

As a result, for impregnated yarns, the ultimate tensile and bending strength can be

derived from thematerial behavior of the composite components (i.e., the stress–strain
curves of the yarn and fine-grained concrete) (Rempel et al., 2015b) using the equi-

librium condition of normal forces and bending moments at the critical cross-section.

If further validation tests are provided for particular material combinations, dimen-

sioning tools such as ω-tables (with ω¼mechanical reinforcement ratio) in analogy

to steel-reinforced concrete can be envisioned in the future.

For nonimpregnated textile fabrics, the prediction of the cross-sectional strength

based on the composite components using the equilibrium conditions is no longer

possible. The reason for that is the interaction of the bond behavior with the matrix

cracking leading to different yarn strength for different reinforcement ratios and/or

cross-sectional layouts (Rypl et al., 2013; Li et al., 2015). As a consequence, the

cross-sectional strength characteristics for TRC structures reinforced with non-

impregnated fabrics must be determined experimentally on specimens with the same

cross-sectional layout as applied in the structural design at hand. Approaches to the

experimental evaluation of the composite tensile and bending strength needed for
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the construction of n–m interaction diagrams are presented in Scholzen et al.

(2015b). Table 8.2 gives an overview of the different approaches to the evaluation

of cross-sectional strength characteristics depending on the type of impregnation.

8.2.3 Classification of approaches to ULS assessment

As the impregnated fabrics are mostly used for straight beam or slab elements, it is

possible to formulate a ULS assessment based on the concept of the a priori known
critical cross-section (e.g., at the midspan of a simply supported beam or the middle

support of a two-span beam) (Rempel et al., 2015b). A description of the cross-

sectional idealization is given in Section 8.3.1.

On the other hand, for shell structures with complex loading cases, the critical

cross-section cannot be identified a priori. Therefore, the dimensioning approach

must identify the critical cross-sectional accounting for interaction of normal forces

and bending moments. Moreover, the anisotropy of the composite strength of a TRC

cross-section due to the nonaligned direction of principal stresses and fabric orienta-

tion must be considered. Due to the higher complexity of the assessment procedure, a

computer-aided ULS assessment is necessary (Scholzen et al., 2015b). The proposed

dimensioning approach is exemplified for a hypar-shell depicted in Figure 8.1c in

Section 8.3.2. To summarize, the discussed correspondence between the design

options and the approaches to ULS assessment is given in Table 8.3.

Table 8.2 Evaluation of the cross-sectional strength characteristics
for different impregnation types of the textile fabrics

Fabrics 
impregnated with

epoxy-resin

Fabrics impregnated
with styrene-

butadiene

Nonimpregnated
fabrics

Low Moderate High 

Derived from the material 
laws of the components

Yarn (tension), concrete (compression)

Experimentally determined 
composite strength for given 

layout
Tensile and bending tests

w -Tables
Based on yarn/concrete components

Not possible 

n–m interaction diagram
Based on composite strength

Influence of matrix
cracking on yarn

strength

Cross-sectional
strength

characteristics

Explicit cross-
sectional

dimensioning

Cross-sectional
strength envelope

for ULS design
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8.3 Dimensioning approach considering normal
force and bending

8.3.1 Beam and slab elements with impregnated fabrics

As a high application potential of TRC is given for slender façade panels, the dimension-

ing of those structural components is frequently addressed in engineering practice. The

thickness of TRC panels ranges between 20 and 40 mm depending on the span of the

panels. As has been discussed in Section 8.2.1, straight, rectangular elements such as

façade panels are in most cases reinforced with impregnated textile fabrics as they

exhibit higher strength and facilitate the manufacturing process. Let us review the

key issues of the approach with reference to a realized façade (Hegger et al., 2011a).

8.3.1.1 Application example: Large-sized façade panels

Figure 8.3a shows a façade with large-sized TRC panels (A¼14.3 m2) with dimen-

sions of b/h¼3.20 m/4.50 m and a thickness of 30 mm. As textile reinforcement,

a single layer of carbon fabric made of 3300 tex rovings impregnated with epoxy-resin

has been used (Figure 8.2a). The distance between the rovings amounts to 60 mm for

the 0-degree direction and 62 mm for the 90-degree direction of the fabric, that is, stex,0
and stex,0, respectively. The free spaces between the rovings and the high form stability

of the reinforcement are well suited for the precast manufacturing; the first layer of

fresh concrete is poured into the formwork. After that, the textile reinforcement is

placed in its position and the second concrete layer is applied.

The façade panels are fixed to the load-bearing structure of the building at two stiff-

ening ribs with an increased thickness of 10 cm (Figure 8.3b). Horizontal wind loads

are carried by the slabs only unidirectionally between the ribs. Thus, the dimensioning

can be performed using a simply supported beam with rectangular cross-section of

unit width.

Table 8.3 Classification of approaches to ULS assessment

Interaction of normal force
and bending moment

Critical cross section
known a priori 

ULS assessment

Beams 

No
Mostly predominant bending

Yes
Location of maximum

bending moment

Check critical
cross-section only

Slabs and shells

Yes
Combined loading scenarios

No
Depends on interaction
and material anisotropy

Check utilization ratio
for entire structure
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8.3.1.2 Prediction of the ultimate bending moment

As stated in Section 8.2.2, an explicit cross-sectional dimensioning of simple

supported beam and slab elements reinforced with impregnated fabrics is possible

based on the material behavior of reinforcement and concrete in analogy to conven-

tional steel-reinforced concrete cross-sections. The cross-sectional model for TRC

beam elements is schematically described in Figure 8.4 for the case of pure bending.

Similar approach to assessment of retrofitted steel-reinforced structures is described in

(a) (b)
A = 14.3 m2

Bending
moment

4.50 m

3.20 m

3 cm 10 cm

Figure 8.3 Large-sized TRC façade panels: (a) photo of the façade of the St. Leonhard school

in Aachen, Germany (picture: Robert Mehl) and (b) backside of one TRC panel with

supporting lines.

h

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Reinforcement
layers

Mu

+ +

F

Ft,i

Fc

e

e t,i

e c

e t,0

s

s c

s t,i

Zt,i

a
X

s t,0

Figure 8.4 Calculation of the ultimate bending capacity of a TRC cross-section based on the

material laws of concrete and yarn: (a) cross-sectional layout; (b) strain profile; (c) stress

profile; and (d) internal forces.
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Schladitz et al. (2012). Another related example of a cross-section-based designmodel

including the effect of short fibers was presented in Mobasher (2011).

In order to predict the ultimate bending capacityMu for a given cross-sectional lay-

out, the material laws of concrete and textile reinforcement need to be a priori known,
that is, they have to have been determined experimentally in compression tests and

yarn tensile tests, respectively (Figure 8.5).

For the iterative calculation of the cross-sectional bending capacity of a given TRC

cross-section (Figure 8.4a), a linear strain distribution over the cross-sectional height

is assumed in analogy to Mobasher (2011). At the top of the cross-section, the strain

evaluates to εc and for the lowest reinforcement layer to εt,0 (Figure 8.4b). For the cal-
culation of the bending capacityMu, the tensile strain εt,0 is limited to the rupture strain

εt,u as measured in the yarn tests, assuming a reinforcement failure of the composite

cross-section:

εt,0 � εt,u (8.1)

The value of the compressive strain εc at the top of the TRC cross-section needs to be

determined iteratively by adaptation of the strain profile such that the equilibrium of

internal normal forces is fulfilled. Therefore, as a first step in the calculation process,

the stress distribution resulting from the assumed strain profile is evaluated based on

the material laws for concrete and yarn determined in the material tests (Figure 8.4c).

By integration of the compressive stresses σc over the compressive zone x, the
resulting compressive force Fc is obtained (Figure 8.4d):

Fc ¼
ðεc
0

σc εð Þdε (8.2)

The resulting tensile forces Ft,i at each reinforcement layer i (Figure 8.4d) is

obtained as:

Ft, i ¼Atex, i � σt, i � εt, i (8.3)

A c

(a) (b)

e t,u e t

Atex

Etex

s t s t,u
s c s c,u

e c,u e c

Figure 8.5 Schematic representation of the material laws of the composite components:

(a) material law of the concrete for compression and (b) material law of the impregnated yarn for

tension.
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The compressive strain is determined iteratively requiring the equilibrium of internal

normal forces:

Fc�
X

i
Ft, i ¼ 0 (8.4)

The ultimate bending capacity Mu can be obtained by multiplying the internal tensile

forces Ft,i with the corresponding lever arms zi related to the compressive force Fc:

Mu ¼
X

i
Ft, i � zi (8.5)

The parameter a represents the distance between the compressive force Fc and the top

surface of the TRC cross-section.

8.3.1.3 Validation of the cross-sectional model using bending tests

In order to validate the described model specimens with different cross-sectional

shapes, that is, rectangular slabs and profiled I-beams as shown in Figure 8.6, were

tested in four-point bending tests (Rempel et al., 2015b). The specimens with rectan-

gular cross-section were reinforced with one or with two layers of epoxy-resin-

impregnated fabrics so that the influence of varying reinforcement ratios is also

Rectangular cross section
(l0= 600 mm)

Profiled cross section
(l0= 1300 mm)

150
(mm)

(mm)

20 30

10
6

6

84 120

12

12

110

Section I-I:

Side view:

Four-point bending test setup:

(a)

(b) (c)

F / 2 F / 2

I

I
l0

Section I-I:

Figure 8.6 Conducted bending tests: (a) schematic test setup; (b) rectangular cross section; and

(c) profiled cross-section.
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included in the test series. The span of the bending test was chosen to l0 ¼ 600mm for

the slabs and l0 ¼ 1300mm for the I-beams, respectively.

Both material components, that is, concrete and textile reinforcement, used for the

investigated bending specimens corresponded to the application example of the TRC

façade elements shown in Figure 8.3. The corresponding stress–strain laws for the tex-
tile fabric as well as the concrete matrix as determined experimentally in yarn tensile

tests and compression tests, respectively, are shown in Figure 8.7.

Themaximumgrain size of the concrete was 5 mm and its compression strength eval-

uated to fcm,cyl ¼ 87MPa (fcm,cube ¼ 100MPa) (Rempel et al., 2015b). The stress–strain
curve measured in compression tests with cylindrical specimens (D/h¼150 mm/

300 mm) is depicted in Figure 8.5 (solid line). According to DIN EN 1992-1-1

(Eurocode 2, 2011) the material law for a high-strength concrete can be approximated

by Equation (9.6) (dashed line in Figure 8.7a):

σc εcð Þ¼ 87 �
1:3 � εc

2:4
� εc

2:4

� �2

1�0:7 � εc
2:4

� � (8.6)

The tensile strength and rupture strain of the applied epoxy-resin-impregnated carbon

fabric have been determined in yarn test with rovings extracted from the textile. The

test results for five repetitions (gray lines) and the resulting average response (black

line) are depicted in Figure 8.7.

A comparison of the calculated bending strength according to Equation (9.5) and

the experimentally obtained bending capacity is shown in Figure 8.8a for the slab tests

with rectangular cross-section and in Figure 8.8b for the beams with profiled cross-

sectional shape, respectively. The evaluation shows a good agreement of the exper-

imentally obtained values with the predicted values according to Equation (9.5) within

a reasonable scatter of approximately 5%.
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Figure 8.7 Experimentally determined material laws for: (a) concrete (compression) and

(b) carbon yarn impregnated with epoxy-resin (tension).
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8.3.1.4 Conclusions

The experimental results document the fact that for impregnated textiles, a calculation

of the bending capacity is well approximated based on the described cross-sectional

model, for slab elements with varying reinforcement ratios as well as for profiled

cross-sectional shapes. The input parameters for the iterative calculation of the ulti-

mate bending moment are the material laws of the used concrete and textile fabric,

which have to be determined experimentally. Based on the described cross-sectional

model, standardized dimensioning tools for engineers similarly to the ones known in

the steel-reinforced concrete practice (e.g., ω-tables) can be employed in the future, at

least for certain combinations of material components.

8.3.2 Shells reinforced with nonimpregnated fabrics

In the case of spatial TRC structures with complex loading scenarios, two additional

important effects need to be considered in the dimensioning approach:

(i) simultaneous action of normal forces and bending moments of a TRC shell cross-section;

(ii) strength reduction due to nonaligned loading with respect to the orientation of the textile

fabrics.

The dimensioning procedure will be demonstrated with reference to a shell structure

described in detail in Scholzen et al. (2015a).

8.3.2.1 Application example: TRC hypar-shell

As application example for thin-walled TRC shell structure led us to discuss the

double-curved hypar-shell structure shown in Figure 8.1c, which has been constructed

at RWTH Aachen University. The load-bearing structure is composed of four
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Figure 8.8 Comparison of the experimentally determined bending strength and the calculated

bending capacity according to Equation (9.5): (a) for the specimens with rectangular cross-

section and (b) for the specimen with profiled cross-section.
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large-sized TRC roof elements, each of which is supported at its center by a steel-

reinforced concrete column (Figure 8.9). In projection, each shell has a base area of

7 m�7 m and a thickness of 60 mm. At the shell center, the thickness increases to

31 cm in order to ensure a sufficient cross-sectional capacity for transferring the loads

from the shell to the reinforced concrete column (Scholzen et al., 2015a). The architec-

tural design by the Institute of Building Construction of RWTH Aachen University

(Schätzke et al., 2011) uses umbrella-like shells as basic elements, each of which con-

sists of an addition of four double-curved surfaces, known as hyperbolic paraboloids

(hypar surfaces). Many variations on this type of shell structures have been constructed

in the 1960s and 1970s by the Spanish architect Félix Candela (Cassinello et al., 2010);

however, these structures have almost completely vanished from the awareness of

the designers nowadays due to the corrosion problem of the steel reinforcement in com-

bination with the thin-walled shell characteristics. Here, TRC offers new possibilities

to realize concrete shells efficiently again today (Tysmans et al., 2009).

8.3.2.2 Utilization ratio for combined normal and bending loads

With reference to the design codes for steel-reinforced concrete structures, it can be

stated that the absolute values of the composite strength characteristics provide an

efficient means for ULS assessment of shell cross-sections exposed simultaneously

to normal forces and bending moments. In analogy to the design codes for steel-

reinforced concrete, a simplified n–m interaction diagram for TRC cross-section is

proposed as depicted in Figure 8.10a using the absolute values of the experimentally
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Figure 8.9 Diagonal cut of the load-bearing structure consisting of TRC shell, steel-reinforced

concrete column and foundation.
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obtained composite strength for uniaxial tension nt,Rd (kN/m), uniaxial compression

nc,Rd (kN/m) and pure bending mRd (kNm/m), assuming a linear interaction of the

cross-sectional normal and bending strength (Scholzen et al., 2015b). For compressive

normal forces, the composite strength for combined loading scenarios is under-

estimated and lies on the safe side. For tensile normal forces and simultaneous

acting-bending moments, the real material behavior of TRC cross-sections is quite

well captured as numerical studies and validation tests show.

For convenience, the linear n–m interaction diagram has been transformed into a

normalized form as shown in Figure 8.10b, introducing the normalized stress

resultants:

ηntd ¼
nEd
nt,Rd

ηncd ¼
nEd
nc,Rd

ηmd ¼
mEdj j
mRd

(8.7)

The normalized stress resultants represent the utilization ratio of the cross-section with

respect to the design values of the strength characteristics for tension (nt,Rd), compres-

sion (nc,Rd), and bending (mRd). Considering the fact that the values of the strength

characteristics are all positive, the normalized stress resultants attain their ultimate

strength values for η :ð Þ ¼ 1:0. For a combined loading of a cross-section with normal

force and bending moment, the total utilization ratio ηnmd is defined as:

ηnmd ¼ max ηntd, ηncdð Þ+ ηmd (8.8)

Compressive normal force (kN/m)
nEd (nEd < 0)

nEd (nEd > 0)
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Figure 8.10 Dimensioning approach for TRC shell structures: (a) simplified n–m interaction

diagram based on the composite strength characteristics and (b) interaction diagram with

normalized stress resultants.
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The ULS assessment of a TRC shell must prove that for all load case combinations, the

total utilization ratio ηnmd lies within the admissible range in any cross-section of the

shell (dashed area in Figure 8.10b):

ηnmd < 1:0 (8.9)

In the described dimensioning procedure so far, we have tacitly assumed isotropic

material properties with cross-sectional strength characteristics independent of the

loading direction; however, a TRC shell cross-section, especially with a pronounced

orthotropic reinforcement structure, exhibits anisotropic material behavior due to the

misfit between the direction of the principal tensile stresses and the orientation of the

fabrics. The deviation of the flexible textile reinforcement leads to an increased stress

concentration in the outer filaments of the roving at the crack edges, thereby reducing

the total load-bearing capacity. This can be taken into account introducing the reduc-

tion factor kα depending on the deviation angle α (Hegger and Voss, 2008). Since the

design values of the composite strength depend on the orientation of the textile fabrics,

it is not possible to identify a priori the critical shell cross-sections relevant for the

ULS assessment. While for each load-case combination, the cross-section with max-

imum principal tensile stresses can be determined, this cross-section does not neces-

sarily become decisive for the dimensioning, because the largest deviation of the

fabric orientation may occur at some other location of the shell. As a consequence,

the design values of the stress resultants must be evaluated for all possible load-case

combinations constructed in accordance with DIN EN 1990 (Eurocode 0, 2010) and

for all locations of the TRC shell, taking into account the directional-dependency of

the strength values.

8.3.2.3 Determination of the cross-sectional strength
characteristics

In order to provide a direct comparison between the cross-sectional strength charac-

teristics of the constructed TRC shell shown in Figure 8.9, the specimens of the con-

duced tensile and bending tests exhibited a thickness of t¼60 mm and were reinforced

with 12 layers of carbon textiles equally spaced over the cross-sectional height

(Scholzen et al., 2015a). As reinforcement, a nonimpregnated carbon warp-knitted

fabric was selected (Figure 8.2c) that has been developed at the Institute for Textile

Technology (ITA) of RWTH Aachen University. The nonimpregnated fabrics exhibit

high-form flexibility necessary to follow the double-curved shell geometry of the

hypar shell. The rovings of the carbon fabric had a linear density of 800 tex, and their

spacing in the longitudinal direction (0-degree direction) amounted to 8.3 mm and in

the transverse direction (90-degree direction) 7.7 mm. For the warp-knitted fabrics, a

plain-stitch bond (Schnabel and Griess, 2011) was used, leading to an especially flat

and open yarn structure. For this type of fabric, a much better penetration of the

cementitious matrix into the interstitial spaces between the filaments of a yarns could

be archived, leading to significantly higher bond strength as compared to the more

common pillar and tricot stitch types.
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The cross-sectional layout requires an appropriate production procedure allowing

for a simple insertion of the thin concrete layers one by one. An obvious choice is the

shotcrete technology. Hence, the fresh concrete properties of the fine concrete were

optimized for shotcrete production of the shells. The concrete mixture developed by

the Institute for Building Research (ibac) of RWTH Aachen University therefore has

largest grain diameter of only 0.8 mm and contains short fibers of AR-glass with a

diameter of 14 μm, a length of 6 mm and a volume fraction of 0.5% and was used

in order to optimize the properties of the fresh concrete for the chosen manufacturing

process.

While the composite-bending strength can be determined quite simply in a

conventional three-point bending test, in the given case with specimen sizes

b/L/t¼20 cm/125 cm/6 cm and a span of l0¼115 cm, the measurement of the com-

posite tensile strength is nontrivial. As a consequence, several types of test setups

have been developed with a different focus as summarized in Hartig et al. (2012).

Recent test improvements for adjustable anchorage length and thick cross-sections

were recently presented in Contamine et al. (2011) and Scholzen et al. (2015b,c).

The standardization of tensile test is the current aim of the RILEM Technical Com-

mittee (RILEM, 2015).

The composite strength for tension and bending directly depends on the used textile

reinforcement. Therefore, the strength characteristics need to be evaluated both for the

0-degree and 90-degree orientation of the textile fabrics. For the considered carbon

fabric, the spacing of the rovings and therefore the resulting strength characteristics

were almost identical in both directions so that only the smaller values obtained

for the 0-degree direction were considered in the ULS assessment for the sake of sim-

plicity. In the given test series, the average measured composite tensile strength

amounted to σt,0 ¼ 16:8MPa. The compressive strength of the TRC shell cross-section

is mainly determined by the compressive strength of the fine-grained concrete. In the

given case, the average compressive strength evaluated to fcm,cube,dry ¼ 89MPa. Based

on the conducted test results, the characteristic strength values (5% quantiles) were

obtained using the statistical evaluation of the measured ultimate loads in accordance

with EN 1990 leading to a reduction factor due to scatter. Taking into account a partial

safety factor of γ¼ 1:5, the design values of the cross-sectional strength characteristics
for tension, compression and bending evaluated to:

nt,Rd ¼ 996kN=m
nc,Rd ¼ 2200kN=m
mRd ¼ 8:3kN=m

(8.10)

8.3.2.4 Computer-based ULS assessment

Based on the determined cross-sectional strength characteristics, the numerical ULS

assessment of the TRC hypar-shell has been performed. Therefore, the cross-sectional

utilization ratio has been calculated for all elements of the underlying finite element
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(FE)-analysis of the shell structure and all load case combinations according to

DIN EN 1990 (Eurocode 0, 2010). The obtained results are depicted in

Figure 8.11a in the normalized interaction diagram. As can be seen, all utilization

ratios lie within the admissible limits given by Equation (9.9).

In order to provide a connection between the utilization ratios and its location

within the shell structure, Figure 8.11b depicts the maximum utilization ratio obtained

in all loading case combinations.

8.3.2.5 Conclusions

The application example demonstrates the proposed dimensioning approach for TRC

shell structures accounting for interaction between normal forces and bending

moments. The formulation allows for an efficient and straightforward ULS assess-

ment of complex TRC structures. In order to take into account all load-case combi-

nations and, at the same time, the direction of the stress resultants with respect to

the orientation of the reinforcing fabrics, a computer-based assessment is necessary.

A more detailed description of effects leading to material anisotropy as well as how

strength reductions due to butt joints of the fabric layers can be added to the assess-

ment procedure may be found in Scholzen et al. (2015b).
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Figure 8.11 Computer-based ULS assessment of the TRC hypar-shell structure evaluating the

utilization ratios of all elements of the finite element (FE) discretization and all load-case

combinations: (a) normed interaction diagram and (b) spatial distribution of the maximum
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8.4 Summary

In order to provide a systematic approach to the dimensioning and assessment of TRC

structures, a classification of possible cross-sectional designs is necessary. In partic-

ular, phenomenological different mechanical behavior of the composite is achieved

depending on the choice of the fabrics types. At the same time, constraints on

manufacturing procedures and achievable forms of components affect the choice of

material. Despite the large range and complexity of the design space of TRC struc-

tures, dimensioning and assessment methods for TRC need to retain transparency

and simplicity. The present chapter illuminates the elementary correspondences

between the choice of material components, manufacturing procedures, possible geo-

metrical shapes and loading conditions of TRC structural components. The different

characteristics are summarized and the proposed dimensioning approaches exempli-

fied for two selected application examples.
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9Textile-reinforced concrete:

Structural behavior

R. Chudoba, A. Scholzen
RWTH Aachen University, Aachen, Germany

9.1 Introduction

The question on structural behavior of textile-reinforced concrete (TRC) can be trans-

lated into the question, what is the effect of the local material behavior on the global

response of a particular structural configuration in connection with an applied load.

Due to the large number of combinations of structural topologies and geometries

and loading conditions, a generally valid, simple answer to this question is not pos-

sible: however, it is possible to identify structural effects that can appear for common

classes of structural geometries and loading conditions.

The starting point for the discussion of the structural behavior in any type of appli-

cation is the material behavior of a general material point or, more specifically, of a

cross-section, in response to elementary loading conditions, e.g., tension, compres-

sion, and shear. These types of loading induce disintegration effects in the material

structure leading to nonlinear, inelastic material response. In the case of tensile load-

ing, the dominant disintegration effects include matrix cracking and debonding of the

fabrics from the matrix. The corresponding, macroscopically observed material

response shown in Figure 9.1a in terms of the stress–strain curve σsh(ε) is referred
to as strain-hardening. Such type of inelastic material behavior possesses the desired

property of ductility, providing large stiffness in the initial elastic stage and large

deformation capacity as the stress level approaches the composite strength.

The particular shape of the strain-hardening curve σsh(ε) can be affected by the

design of the material structure. The identification of harmonizing properties of matrix

and textile fabrics in combination with short-fiber reinforcement has been a subject of

intensive research during the last decade (Barhum and Mechtcherine, 2012; Hinzen

and Brameshuber, 2012). Besides experimental research (Contamine et al., 2011;

Hartig et al., 2012; Colombo et al., 2013; Scholzen et al., 2015c), several modeling

approaches aiming at targeted identification of suitable combinations of materials,

fabric geometries, short-fiber volume fractions and lengths have been developed

(Cuypers and Wastiels, 2006; Mobasher et al., 2006; Richter and Zastrau, 2006;

Larrinaga et al., 2013; Rypl et al., 2013; Li et al., 2015). The models taking into

account the material structure of the composite significantly contribute to the under-

standing of local damage processes and elementary failure mechanisms.

As indicated in Figure 9.1, the material design and structural design can be seen as

two sides of the same coin. Both these design areas affect the resulting behavior of the
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structure in a nontrivial way. In structural design, for example, the inherent material

ductility can be exploited by suitable geometry to increase the overall performance in

terms of ultimate load and structural ductility visualized as force–displacement curve

F(u) in Figure 9.1b. Therefore, it is important to understand the interaction between

both levels in order to exploit the maximum of the potential provided by the material

components to be able to design highly efficient, competitive products.

This chapter attempts to shed light onto the complex interaction of the material and

structural behavior, starting with an elementary analysis of the stress redistribution

phenomenon in Section 9.2. In Section 9.3, a nonlinear finite element analysis is used

to evaluate the structural reserves involved in the design of a large-scale TRC hypar-

shell. An experimental study of structural behavior is then presented and discussed in

Section 9.4 for a barrel-vault shell element. All these studies are discussed in light of

the assessment approach formulated in the previous chapter with the goal of providing

an additional insight needed for the formulation of reliable structural design guide-

lines and assessment rules.

9.2 Effect of strain-hardening behavior on structural
response

9.2.1 Elementary example

The key question addressed in this section is how does the locally observed strain-

hardening response influence the global behavior of common types of TRC structures

in response to particular loading conditions. The discussed situation is exemplified on a

shell shown in Figure 9.2. The depicted tensile zone of a barrel-vault shell exhibits a

nonuniform distribution of tensile strains in a direction perpendicularly to the edge.

In combination with strain-hardening behavior σsh(ε), the shown tensile zone exhibits
inelastic stress redistributions that significantly influence the overall response of the

structure.Aswill be documented later, such cases appear frequently in thin-walled shell

structures. Similar strain profiles can also appear in the tensile zone of a bending ele-

ment reinforced with several layers of textile fabrics. Therefore, it is worth analyzing

Material behavior

(a) (b)

Structural behavior

s sh(e)

s F

ue

Figure 9.1 Interacting levels of design: (a) material and (b) structure.
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the elementary interaction effect between strain-hardening and nonuniform strain

profiles in order to provide an insight into general principles of structural behavior

of TRC structures.

In order to analyze the stress redistribution effects analytically, a simple structural

configuration consisting of two discrete tensile members of different length with non-

homogeneous strains is introduced in Figure 9.3b. The tensile members are fixed using

rigid clamps on both sides, ensuring the same control displacement u at the ends of
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Figure 9.2 Tensile zone of a shell with smooth-strain gradient indicating the mismatch of

inelastic and elastic stresses in the failure cross-section.
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both members. This discrete structure can be regarded in analogy to the continuum

tensile zone exemplified in Figure 9.2. It lends itself to simple graphical evaluation

of structural response assuming elastic and inelastic behaviors shown in Figure 9.3a.

The inelastic behavior is governed by the strain-hardening law σsh(ε) directly measured

in the tensile test on TRC specimens (see Chapter 5). The linear-elastic material law

σel(ε) is constructed by considering only the initial stiffness of the composite and

measured material strength. Note that exactly this type of simplified elastic material

behavior was used in the dimensioning approach described in Chapter 8.

The structural response for both considered cases of material behavior can be eval-

uated graphically as follows: the two tensile members with the lengths L1,L2 are

exposed to the same control displacement u, inducing the strains ε1,ε2. Then, the force
in each member is obtained by substituting the kinematic mapping εi ¼ u=Li into the

material law σ(ε). Assuming equal cross-section of both members A1 ¼A2, this sub-

stitution induces simple scaling of the material laws in horizontal direction as depicted

in Figure 9.3c both for elastic and strain-hardening cases. The overall structural

response is then obtained as a sum of the member force contributions graphically

shown for both types of material behavior in Figure 9.3d.

Comparison of the maximum achieved forces reveals that the ultimate force

obtained for inelastic case is larger than the one obtained for elastic material law,

i.e., Fsh
u >Fel

u . This structural effect can be seen in analogy with other ductile and

quasiductile materials, e.g., steel-reinforced concrete. The process of stress redistribu-

tion can activate additional material zones or structural members during the load trans-

mission process. The conclusion is that, similarly to other types of ductile materials,

inelastic stress redistributions can significantly enhance the both the load-bearing and

deformation capacities of the structure compared to purely elastic material behavior.

Even though this might seem obvious, we consider it worth emphasizing, since the

quasiductility is achieved using purely brittle material components by design—both

at the level of composite material and, as documented here, at the level of the struc-

tural design.

The discussed structural effects can be observed both experimentally and numeri-

cally on large-scale structures. In the sequel to this chapter, we provide two case studies

performed for realized TRC shell structures. In Section 9.3, numerical evaluation of

structural reserves is performed using an anisotropic damagemodel of strain-hardening

behavior. Later in Section 9.4, experimental measurement of structural reserves

obtained on a large-scale shell test is compared with the elastic structural response

predicted by simplified linear-elastic model used for ultimate state assessment.

9.2.2 Discussion

The idealization applied for the demonstration of the structural effect used a discrete

parallel system of members, providing the possibility of simple explicit calculation of

the overall response. This approach can be effectively used to analyze the limiting

cases of material behavior and to gain deeper insight into the possible categories of

structural response. It was used, for example, for categorization of the possible tensile
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response of yarn structures in Chudoba et al. (2006). As demonstrated there, further

structural effects like slack can be easily studied using this approach.

In cases where the textile fabrics exhibit a high amount of slack due to waviness of

reinforcement (Peled and Bentur, 2004; Steinigen et al., 2012) as qualitatively indi-

cated on the stress–strain response shown in Figure 9.4, the positive effect on struc-

tural response described before is not provided. Indeed, the applied two-member

idealization can be used to show that elastic analysis then overestimates the true level

of ultimate load. Therefore, such cases should be considered with care in the formu-

lation of the design rules, as the dimensioning based on linear-elastic model might

result in an unsafe design.

The shown calculation of the ultimate failure load was performed by evaluating the

maximum force achieved during the whole loading history. This type of evaluation

defines the failure as a loss of global structural integrity. Such definition of ultimate

failure accepts a local failure in one or more members. In the considered case of the

two-member system, such a situation might be achieved by increasing the cross-

sectional area of the longer member A2 >A1; however, in our opinion, this concept

of ultimate failure definition is not applicable to TRC structures as it would admit

designs with the rupture of fabrics. Such a scenario, however, is considered unsafe

and, in most cases, beyond the serviceability limit. Therefore, the ultimate failure

for TRC structures is defined as the local loss of integrity. In particular, a structure

is considered unsafe once the fabric strength is achieved in some cross-section of

the structure. This type of failure criterion was used in the approach to ultimate limit

state (ULS) assessment described in Chapter 8. In the two-member system used here

primarily for the explanation of the correspondence between the material law and

structural response, the local and global failure criteria are equivalent.

9.3 Case study: Hypar-shell

9.3.1 Linear structural analysis

The ULS assessment presented in Chapter 8 “Design models” was based on stress

resultants obtained using linear finite element analysis. As explained there, the

choice of linear-elastic material behavior is justified by the need to consider many

No slack Slack – delayed activation

Secant stiffn
ess

Secant stiffn
ess

s s

e e

Figure 9.4 Material response of TRC in tension without and with slack due to yarn waviness

and delayed activation of filaments.
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load-case combinations of a real-world structure in the ULS design. Consequently,

the linearity is required to preserve the possibility of superposition of multiple stress

states.

The crucial issue to be addressed in this context is, how does the assumption of

linearity underlying the design model correspond with the real behavior of TRC struc-

tures. On the one hand, the assessment must be safe and implicitly underestimate the

real load-bearing capacity. At the same time, structural redundancy should not be

unnecessarily large to avoid noneconomic use of a high-performance composite

material.

Let us illuminate the tradeoff between safety and economic efficiency of the assess-

ment procedure described previously in Chapter 8 reusing the example of the hypar-

shell structure (Scholzen et al., 2015a). We study the response of a single shell

exposed to vertical loading and compare the results evaluated using linear and

nonlinear analysis. In particular, the chosen load-case combination consists of perma-

nent loads, including self-weight (material density ρ¼ 0:224 kN=m3), additional sur-

face loads on top of the shell (distributed load gk ¼ 0:20 kN=m3) and vertical line loads

induced by the attached façade (line load gk ¼ 0:35kN=m3).

The result of the performed linear-elastic analysis is shown in Figure 9.5. As we

primarily focus on tensile failure, only the first principal tensile stresses are shown

in color. Regions with dominating compressive stress remain white. The maximum

stress value of 1.4 MPa obtained at the edge of the shell corresponds to the utilization

ratio ηnmd ¼ 0:27 evaluated using the assessment procedure described in Chapter 8

(Scholzen et al., 2015b).

Figure 9.5 shows the maximum tensile stresses develop along the shell edge and

diminish toward the center of the shell. Thus, the failure cross-section can be expected

7.00 m

7.00 m

3.50 m

3.50 m

3.50 m

6 cm

3.50 m

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8

s1(MPa)

1.0 1.2 1.4

Figure 9.5 Linear-elastic stress in the hypar-shell structure.
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to start at the middle of the shell edge and propagate toward the shell center. Based on

the theoretical considerations given in the previous section, such failure cross-sections

should exhibit the stress redistribution effect due to the strain-hardening behavior of

the material. As a consequence, the real length of the failure cross-section should be

larger than predicted by the linear structural analysis, so some amount of structural

strength reserve should be provided.

9.3.2 Nonlinear structural analysis

In order to reflect the inelastic stress redistribution within the shell, a numerical sim-

ulation using an anisotropic damagemodel for TRC shell structures was performed for

selected vertical load cases. The developed anisotropic material model is able to

reflect damage-induced anisotropy as well as the characteristic strain-hardening

behavior of TRC in the inplane direction of the shell. It belongs to the category of

microplane models (Jirásek, 1999; Carol et al., 2001). The evolution of finely distrib-

uted, oriented cracks is captured in the form of direction-dependent damage variables.

The model explicitly distinguishes between inplane and out-of-plane strain and stress

components. Damage representing the cracking process can occur only in the inplane

direction of the shell surface. This kind of damage representation was chosen in order

to reflect the fact that cracks develop primarily over the whole height of the thin shell

cross-section, i.e., perpendicularly to the textile fabrics. Details of the model formu-

lation and its numerical implementation are described in detail in (Scholzen et al.,

2010; Sharei et al., 2015). The formulated model represents the damage process within

the shell surface phenomenologically without resolving the material structure into the

individual components. This choice turns out to be advantageous in terms of compu-

tational efficiency due of the fact that TRC does not exhibit any softening, thus, no

strain and damage localization. Therefore, the convergence is fast and no dis-

cretization bias is provided. An alternative approach to the macroscopic simulation

of TRC structures with layer-wise resolved material components was presented in

M€oller et al. (2005).
The parameters of the material model were identified using tensile tests with the

cross-sectional reinforcement layout equal to that of the studied shell. The calibration

of the model is done by identifying the shape of the damage function (Figure 9.6a) in

an incremental procedure requiring perfect fit of the numerical calculation with the

experimentally determined stress–strain curve measured in the tensile tests

(Figure 9.6b). For details on the calibration algorithm and model validation, the reader

is referred to Scholzen et al. (2011) and Sharei et al. (2014).

The same load case as described in Section 3.1 is used in the nonlinear analysis. Its

magnitude is controlled by the load factor λ. The reference load factor λref ¼ 1:0 cor-

responds to the level of design loads (i.e., self-weight with material density

ρ¼ 0:224 kN=m3, distributed load gk ¼ 0:20 kN=m2, line load gk ¼ 0:35kN=m) that

induced the utilization ratio ηnmd ¼ 0:27.
Figure 9.7 shows the dependency between the increasing load factor λ and the cor-

ner deflection ω obtained from the nonlinear simulation. Ultimate failure was
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triggered by the model once the first cross-section of the shell reported the fiber fail-

ure, i.e., exceeded the ultimate strain of the composite measured in the tensile tests.

This was the case at the load level λinel ¼ 9:08.

9.3.3 Comparison of elastic and inelastic response

Before comparing the linear and nonlinear calculations, we have to consider the fact

that they were performed using different types of material parameters. As mentioned

above, the parameters of the anisotropic damage model were identified based on

the conducted tensile tests and, therefore, reflect the material behavior corresponding

to the mean values of the cross-sectional strength characteristics. On the other hand,
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the linear analysis was performed for design values of strength. This fact is considered

in the comparison provided in Figure 9.7 indicating four values of load factor λ.
As stated in Section 3.1, the load factor λref ¼ 1:0 corresponds to the utilization ratio

ηnmd ¼ 0:27 induced by the design loads. Correspondingly, the full utilization of the

critical cross-section would appear at the load level λuls ¼ 1=ηnmd ¼ 1=0:27¼ 3:7;
however, this load level corresponds to the design strength of material, considering

the partial safety factor γtex ¼ 1:5 and the coefficient χ¼ 0:81 reflecting the scatter

of the test results. In particular, given a characteristic/mean strength of the composite

cross-section σcomp,u, the design strength is given as σcd ¼ χ=γtex � σcomp;u. Thus, for lin-

ear behavior, the load factor corresponding to the structural failure at mean strength

can be obtained directly as

λel ¼ γtex=χ � λuls ¼ 1:5=0:81 � 3:7¼ 6:85:

Comparing this load factor with the prediction obtained using the nonlinear model

(λinel ¼ 9:08), the structural reserves due to stress redistribution within the shell can

be evaluated as λinel=λel ¼ 9:08=6:85¼ 1:32 for the considered load case.

Figure 9.8 depicts the spatial distribution of damage calculated using the nonlinear

simulation for the discussed load levels λref, λuls, λel, and λinel in Figure 9.7. The dis-

tribution of the maximum value of the microplane damage, i.e., max(ω), on the top and
bottom surfaces of the shell is depicted for each introduced load level. The analysis

shows the propagation of damage, i.e., matrix cracking, starts in the middle of the shell

edges and propagates along the ring of principal tensile stresses indicated already in

the linear finite element analysis (Figure 9.5). Most importantly, the failure cross-

section starting at the edge of the shell and running to its middle gets relatively long,

which indicates the activation of a large zone of the shell in the transmission of tensile

stresses in the failure cross-section and, thus, high amount of stress redistribution dur-

ing the loading process. These redistributions, not reflected in the linear-elastic

design, are the source of the load-bearing reserves identified using the nonlinear

simulation.

l=l ref= 1.0

max(w) = 0.03 max(w) = 0.59 max(w) = 0.71 max(w) = 0.72

w : 0.0    0.25    0.50    0.75    1.0

l=l uls= 3.7 l=lel= 6.86 l=l inel= 9.08

Figure 9.8 Damage evolution in the hypar-shell for load levels specified in Figure 9.7.
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9.3.4 Discussion

The performed nonlinear analysis evaluates a 32% higher ultimate load as compared

to the linear analysis underlying the design approach described in Chapter 8. This

result is certainly only approximate. Even though the most significant damage effects

are well captured in the nonlinear simulation, there are still relevant effects such as

geometrical imperfections, discontinuities in the reinforcement layers due to butt

joints, etc. Nevertheless, the existence of structural reserves can be documented

plausibly by the numerical simulation and agrees well with the theoretical consider-

ations made in Section 9.2. Both indicate that the real load-carrying capacity of a

shell structure made of strain-hardening material is higher than the prediction

assumed in the design model. In order to enforce these conclusions suggested by

the numerical analyses, the next section presents an experimental case study of a

full-sized TRC barrel-vault shell, allowing for a direct comparison of the experimen-

tally observed structural behavior with the ultimate state assessment based on linear-

elastic analysis.

9.4 Case study: Barrel-vault shell

9.4.1 Experimental analysis of structural behavior

The experimental study was performed in the framework of an applied research pro-

ject focused on examination and verification of the developed design, manufacturing

and construction methods on a real-world structure, a roof over a bicycle stand con-

sisting of five TRC barrel-vault shells depicted in Figure 9.9. As shown in Figure 9.10,

the shells with the thickness of 2 cm cover the area of 4:40�2:14m2. Figure 9.11

shows the step-wise cut through the composite cross-section containing six layers

of carbon warp-knitted textile fabrics.

Figure 9.9 Architectural design of a bicycle stand using five TRC barrel-vault shells

(animation: CARPUS & Partner, Aachen, Germany).
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Prior to the actual production and construction of the bicycle roof, three full-sized

prototypes of the shells were produced in order to evaluate the feasibility of the

manufacturing process and to validate the assumed load-bearing capacity of the shells.

The test setup was designed with the goal of demonstrating the high ductility of the

structure, stemming from the interplay between the strain-hardening material behav-

ior and the stress redistribution over large zones of the shell. Therefore, it was impor-

tant to avoid local failure of a cross-section. In particular, high local bending moments

or local shear failure near the supports were undesirable, as they would induce early

failure without sufficient amount of information about the overall structural behavior.

Keeping those considerations in mind, the test setup has been designed as follows:

the TRC barrel-vault shell was supported at four points located near the corners of the

shell, consistent with the actual structural design of the roof structure as depicted in

Figure 9.12. In order to avoid a punctual introduction of load, a thin metal sheet strip

was laid over the middle section of the shell depicted in Figure 9.13a and connected to

hydraulic cylinders fixed to the ground as shown in Figure 9.13b. This kind of loading

device introduces smooth stress gradients within the shell without dominating local

stress peaks. In order to minimize the friction between the metal sheet strip and the

shell surface, two additional greased steel sheets were laid in between. Using this load

device, the tension load S introduced by the hydraulic cylinders was transparently

transformed into a constant radial line load q in the middle section of the shell as indi-

cated at the top of Figure 9.12 following the analytical formula q¼ S=R with R
denoting the vault radius.
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Figure 9.10 Dimensions of a single shell.

Figure 9.11 Step-wise cut

through the shell cross-section.
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Figure 9.12 Full-sized test specimen, supports and loading equipment.
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Figure 9.13 Prototype of the TRC shell tested in full-sized test (a) and detail of the load

introduction via hydraulic cylinder (b).
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During the test, information about the deformed shape was recorded by measuring

the tensile strains in the region of the expected failure crack. As shown in Figure 9.12,

the 300-mm long displacement gauges were placed along the shell edges in the middle

section. Furthermore, the vertical displacements of seven points located along the top

of the shell were measured. These gauges were mounted on the lower surface of the

shell as shown in Figure 9.12.

9.4.2 Linear structural analysis

In order to validate the dimensioning approach introduced in Chapter 8 assuming lin-

ear material behavior, the test results are compared with the predicted ultimate load-

bearing capacity using the assessment procedure. The starting point of the ULS assess-

ment is the cross-sectional strength characteristics of the composite determined using

tensile, bending and compression tests on specimens with thickness and fabric layout

consistent with the cross-sectional layout of the shell (Figure 9.11). The mean values

were evaluated to:

nt;Rm ¼ 476 kN=m tensile strength corresponding to the mean composite and textile

stresses, i.e., σcomp ¼ 23:8MPa and σtex ¼ 1483MPa, respectively;

nc;Rm ¼ 1360kN=m compressive strength corresponding to mean compressive stresses

fcm ¼ 68MPa;

mRm ¼ 3:3 kNm=m bending strength determined in three-point bending tests on strips

with the dimensions: b=L=t¼ 0:01m=0:50m=0:02m and span of

l0 ¼ 0:46m.

With the described test setup and the mean strength characteristics of the material

cross-section at hand, the ULS assessment was performed according to the procedure

described in Chapter 8. For the considered load level Sref ¼ 0:14 kN, corresponding to
the radial load qref ¼ 1 kN=m, the distribution of the cross-sectional utilization factor

was evaluated for the structure as shown in Figure 9.14. The critical cross-section at

the middle of the longitudinal edge of the shell exhibited the maximum level of uti-

lization ηnm; ref ¼ 0:00227. This means that the ultimate load corresponding to full uti-

lization ηnm;el ¼ 1:0 would be attained for the load increased by the factor 1/0.00227.

Thus, the prediction of the ultimate failure of the considered structure based on the

linear-elastic analysis should occur at the level of the load

Sel ¼Sref=ηnm; ref ¼ 0:14=0:00227¼ 61:7kN:

The real ultimate load-level measured in the test was Stest ¼ 94:4kN. Thus, the com-

parison between the measured ultimate load and the evaluation using the linear design

model

Stest=Sel ¼ 98:4 kN½ �=61:7 kN½ � ¼ 1:59

reveals 59% of structural redundancy.
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9.4.3 Discussion

This structural redundancy measured in the test can again be explained by the positive

effect of the interaction between the strain-hardening behavior and smooth profile of

tensile strains leading to an activation of larger area of the structure during the load

transmission.

This explanation is supported by the observed crack pattern depicted in

Figure 9.15a at an intermediate stage of loading. The cracks covered large zones of

the shell and, especially in the region where the ultimate crack localized, exhibited

finely distributed cracks oriented perpendicularly to the shell edge. In contrast to this

(a) (b)

Figure 9.15 (a) Distributed fine crack pattern and (b) failure crack.
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Figure 9.14 Utilization ratio of the TRC shell for the load imposed in the full-sized test based

on the mean values of the strength characteristics.
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observation, the linear analysis shown in Figure 9.14 evaluates high utilization ratio

only in a small short zone near the shell edge. This comparison documents the source

of the measured structural redundancy with respect to the applied design model. Fur-

thermore, it confirms the safety of the design approach. Figure 9.15b shows the ulti-

mate crack developed at the middle section of the shell.

Besides the study of structural reserves, the full-sized test could also be indirectly

used for an in situ verification of the cross-sectional tensile characteristics that were

measured in the tensile test using small-scale strips of the composite. As mentioned

above, the tensile strains were recorded during the loading process along the longi-

tudinal edges of the barrel-vault shells in the locations where the ultimate failure crack

appeared. In this region, the shell cross-section was primarily exposed to tension

with almost no bending. The measured ultimate strain εu ¼ 8:5% corresponded well

with the value obtained in the tensile test’s value of εu ¼ 7:6%. The slightly higher

value obtained in the shell test can be explained by a smoother gradient of the tensile

stress field along the shell edge as compared to the situation in the tensile test with

inherently steep stress gradient in the clamped area of the specimen (Scholzen

et al., 2015c).

The performed full-sized tests on the TRC barrel-vault shell prototypes provide

valuable data for the verification of the dimensioning approach. The experimental data

will be further exploited for the validation of the developed anisotropic strain-

hardening damage model for TRC shells and further studies of structural effects like

interaction of inelasticity and geometrical nonlinearity.

9.5 Further aspects of structural behavior

The discussed inelastic processes within the structure do not only affect the ultimate

load. They certainly also strongly affect the deformation of TRC light-weight struc-

tures leading to larger deformations than predicted using linear-elastic analysis.

Therefore, the question arises: is it always necessary to analyze the deformation of

TRC structures using expensive nonlinear simulations? Such necessity would most

probably have a dissuasive effect on the application of TRC in general engineering

practice.

In our opinion, this is not necessarily the case for the load levels reached in the

serviceability limit state, since the linear-elastic analysis predicts the real deforma-

tions relatively well. As documented in Figure 9.7, the deflection at the corner of

the hypar-shell obtained using the nonlinear simulation remains almost linear in

the range of service loads, and does not exhibit large deformation ratios until the high

loading stages in the ULS are reached. Therefore, design models for serviceability

might take the effect of inelasticity into account in a pragmatic way using a

linear-elastic analysis in combination with a correction factor for the cracked state,

at least for common structural configurations.

Concerning the serviceability limit state, creep effects also need to be considered

for a realistic prediction of the deformations. Besides a pragmatic approach combining
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linear-elastic analysis of deformations increased by a creep-coefficient for the applied

fine-grained concrete matrix, advanced nonlinear modeling approaches including

creep effect can also be employed to provide case studies on most common structural

configurations.

Due to the slenderness of TRC shells, the effect of geometrical nonlinearity can

become significant for certain geometries. Therefore, realistic predictions of the

structural response need to account for both material and geometrical nonlinearity

(Tysmans et al., 2009). Numerical and experimental studies of the response of a

TRC dome shell charged with a uniform surface pressure were recently presented

in Verwimp et al. (2015). Here, the sensitivity of the structure with respect to the

imposed geometrical imperfections stemming, for example, from the manufactu-

ring process is investigated. For shell structures exhibiting high normal forces, buck-

ling of the thin-walled shell structure might also become decisive for the structural

behavior.

Further important aspects of the structural behavior that need to be considered in

the design of TRC structures are the required anchorage length (Lorenz et al., 2015),

effecting the boundary zones of shell structures as well as joints between the fabrics.

Here, overlapping joints or a butt joint in a multilayer cross-sectional layout (Scholzen

et al., 2015a) can be distinguished. Additional phenomena such as high inplane shear

stresses, longitudinal cracks inducing delamination and/or spalling, as well as com-

plex 3D stress states arising in transition zones between smooth thin geometry and

connections to other structural elements or to other reinforcement types, are to be

mentioned. These aspects are still topics of ongoing research.

9.6 Conclusions

The main focus of this chapter was to study the structural redundancies due to inter-

action between the strain-hardening material behavior and the overall structural

response. The intention was to provide additional insight into the effect of the inelastic

material behavior on the stress redistribution process that is crucial for formulation

and verification of design models developed for TRC structures.

The examples shown demonstrate that the degree of structural redundancy depends

on the smoothness of the stress field induced by a particular load case. When, for

example, a concentrated local load with highly localized stresses is considered, the

effect of the inplane stress redistribution might be less pronounced or even negligible.

Furthermore, no redundancy can be expected for pure uniaxial bending of the shell

without any membrane stresses and, thus, no possibility for the damage to propagate

to other zones of the shell. Nevertheless, the performed studies demonstrate that the

linear-elastic design approach used provides a lower bound estimate of the ultimate

load level. An important issue to mention is that structural reserves can be activated

only for strain-hardening materials without significant slack of the textile fabrics as a

delayed activation toward the redistribution effect in neighboring regions of the

structure.
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10Applications of textile-reinforced

concrete in the precast industry

C.G. Papanicolaou
University of Patras, Patras, Greece

10.1 Introduction

The vast majority of civil structures today use some form of prefabrication or offsite

construction practice. Prefabrication offers a window to the application of new and

innovative materials in combination with the development of nontraditional construc-

tion technologies for ready-made building components. With regard to the use of

textile-reinforced concrete (TRC), a wide spectrum of prefabricated products exists,

encompassing both architectural (nonloadbearing) and structural (loadbearing) ele-

ments. Exterior cladding panels, parapet walls and sound barriers comprise some

of the most common architectural applications for TRC, whereas structural applica-

tions include (among others) posttensioned pedestrian bridge segments, loadbearing

sandwich panels and stay-in-place formwork elements.

The increasing popularity of TRC-based prefabrication solutions is owed to the

marked reduction of: (1) concrete consumption (by about 60–85%); (2) embodied

energy of building components (entailing reduced production, transportation, erection

and application costs) and (3) end-of-life waste (by about 60%). This chapter focuses

on the most widespread precast applications of TRC technology, namely on exterior

cladding systems and façades and on sandwich elements, while also providing brief

information on various other innovative prefabricated TRC products. Future trends in

TRC-based prefabrication are discussed in the last section of the chapter.

10.2 Exterior cladding systems and façades

Exterior cladding systems and façades are probably top in the TRC applications list.

High-finished surface quality and aesthetics, good mechanical properties, freeform

design possibilities, reduced product thicknesses (typically, in the range of

20–30 mm), enhanced durability characteristics, and low environmental impact are

only a few of the advantages that TRC technology offers to the building envelopes

industry.

The first thin-walled and lightweight, ventilated façade systems sprung from the

extensive collaborative programs (e.g., the Collaborative Research Centre Project –
CRC 532) that developed and promoted the TRC technology in Germany (Hegger

et al., 2006). A ventilated façade system consists of a thin external-facing panel
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separated from the primary wall structure by a naturally ventilated cavity (air gap).

This cavity allows for drainage of moisture ingress from rain and condensation, which

helps minimize the deterioration of the adjacent inner layers of the wall assembly

(Williams Portal, 2013). Ventilated façade systems can either be used for new con-

structions as architectural concrete façades (or even as suspended ceilings) or for ren-

ovation of existing buildings as energy-saving façades. By changing the shape, texture

and colour of the TRC panels, a multitude of architectural options may be available.

Full reversibility and access to the supporting structure (if necessary) can be ensured

through cladding systems that can be dismantled.

Two-dimensional (2D) textiles made of either alkali-resistant (AR) glass or carbon

are predominantly used for the fabrication of TRC façades. Fibre rovings in textiles

can be both in a dry condition or impregnated with an appropriate binding means (e.g.,

with a styrene-butadiene or epoxy resin). Resin impregnation ensures composite

action of the fibre grid structure and, thus, better exploitation of fibres’ mechanical

characteristics; furthermore, the durability of the textile is enhanced. Matrix compo-

sition takes into account strength, durability and constructability requirements. Con-

crete grades with a compressive strength up to 90 N/mm2 and a modulus of rupture up

to 10 N/mm2 are particularly suitable for the production of façade elements that are

expected to remain crack-free under service conditions (Hegger et al., 2015). Maxi-

mum grain size has to be limited to 5 mm so the protrusion of the matrix through the

small grid size of the reinforcement is facilitated and the workability of the finely

grained concrete is improved. At the same time, the maximum grain size should be

less than one-third of the minimum mesh opening so successful mesh incorporation

can be achieved; otherwise, the mesh layer acts like a plane of discontinuity (a sep-

aration layer) for the concrete components (Hegger et al., 2010a).

Small-size TRC panels used as ventilated façade elements are of a surface area

ranging between 0.5 and 3.0 m2 with a thickness of 20–30 mm (Hegger et al.,

2008a). Application examples of such systems include the extension of the Institute

of Structural Concrete, RWTH Aachen University, Germany and the façade of the

Community College in Leiden, Netherlands. For the first application, the panels (mea-

suring 2685 mm�325 mm�25 mm) incorporated two near-surface layers of coated

AR-glass fibre mesh (with a cover of approximately 3 mm) embedded in a self-

compacting, finely grained concrete (with a maximum aggregate size 1–2 mm).

The panels were designed at the CRC 532, Aachen and produced by Hering

(Hegger et al., 2006). The fixing technique (a system of vertical and horizontal,

light-gage steel profiles supporting the panels through a concealed ‘agraffe’ fixing

device doweled into them) allowed for stress-free thermal deformations due to tem-

perature changes. For the Leiden project (a community college in the Netherlands),

the panels (each measuring 1.14 m2 at a thickness of 30 mm) covered an area of

approx. 10,000 m2 and were also reinforced by a coated AR-glass fibre mesh. Both

types of panels were designed for wind loads with no cracking under service loads.

Larger, ventilated façade elements (ranging from roughly 4–7 m2 with a thickness

of 22–25 mm) have been produced by the Fydro company from the Netherlands for a

series of projects (early projects including the ‘House Rheinlanddamm’ office build-

ing in Dortmund, Germany, a school building in Düsseldorf, Germany and an office
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building in Arnhem, the Netherlands with a coverage of 3000, 14,500 and 700 m2,

respectively). Their products comprise a combination of continuous AR-glass rovings

and fibre meshes embedded in a self-compacting, fibre-reinforced microconcrete

(Engberts, 2006). The fixing of panels is realized through concealed anchors, rivets

or structural adhesive, whereas large panels are provided in combination with metal

stud-frame systems.

The need for economy and fast assembly called for the reduction of transportation

and installation costs (the latter requiring minimization of fixing points per m2). This

effort led to the development of even larger panels in the order of 12–18 m2. For exam-

ple, elements with a surface of 14.34 m2 (developed at RWTH Aachen University

together with experts from the prefabrication, fastening and textile industry) were

used for partial cladding of the St. Leonhard secondary school in Aachen

(Figure 10.1). Panel thickness was kept at 30 mm through the monolithic integration

of concrete webs at the backside of the panel (acting as a bracing system that also

accommodates the fixing devices) and the use of epoxy resin-impregnated carbon

fibre meshes (Hegger et al., 2015). When concrete (or any other type of ) braces

are not an acceptable design choice, large TRC façade panels (in the order of

6 m2) are also furnished with epoxy resin-impregnated carbon fibre meshes and com-

prise thicker cross-sections (50 mm).

A relatively limited number of proprietary TRC-ventilated façade products have

been developed and commercialized such as the betoShell® family of TRC façades

(by Hering Bau GmbH & Co. KG), the DinamiC CCC range of systems (by Fydro

B.V.) and the panels developed by solidian GmbH. Henriksen (2012) also reports

the development (by Rieder Smart Elements GmbH in collaboration with TUDelft)

of AR-glass fibre-reinforced extruded concrete panels for cladding purposes incorpo-

rating two layers of textiles.

Design requirements for concrete façade elements stem from a variety of targeted

performances, such as structural, functional (e.g., thermal performance, moisture and

sound protection and fire resistance), aesthetical and long-term (durability-related).

Figure 10.1 Large façade

panels covering part of the

lateral envelope of the St.

Leonhard school building.
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The design solution must also take into account other aspects, such as constructability

issues (e.g., dimension tolerances, transportation fixtures and inplace anchor assem-

blages, visible or concealed), cost efficiency, environmental impact, dismantlability/

maintenance requirements and recyclability potential. Most typically, concrete façade

panels are treated as nonloadbearing elements and, hence, are designed against

lateral loads (imparted by wind and earthquake), whereas the only vertical loads con-

sidered are those corresponding to the panels’ self-weight. These loads must be trans-

fered through the panels and secondary structural elements (if applicable) to the

building’s structure. Loads exerted on the panels during handling and erection, but

also accidental loads (e.g., due to impact), must also be taken into account in the

design. Panel-to-supporting structure load transfer and panel stability are ensured

by anchorage systems that comprise an important component of the envelope system.

Again, the design of such systems takes into consideration requirements for strength,

deformation capacity, volume change accommodation, durability, fire resistance and

constructability.

Currently, there are no design standards for TRC that specifically address precast

applications. Up to present, the application of TRC façade elements in Germany

requires either an individual test-driven approval for each project or a general

approval for defined boundary conditions from the German building inspection body

(Deutsches Institut für Bautechnik). The first national technical approval for TRC

products in Germany was issued in 2014 for a system fitted for strengthening inter-

ventions of existing structures (TUDALIT®). Information regarding the design of

TRC façade elements (as well as finite element (FE) analysis and experimental testing

thereof) is given in Engberts (2006), Hegger et al. (2010a) and Pettersson and

Thorsson (2014). According to Hegger et al. (2010a), typical load cases include wind

pressure, wind suction, self-weight, thermal variations and shrinkage (the latter two

generating stresses only when restraining and structurally indeterminate anchoring

conditions are present). The bending capacity of the panels is calculated from

cross-section analysis with knowledge of the tensile strength of the textile reinforce-

ment (a fraction of the tensile strength of the individual filament) and the inner lever

arm. Maximum allowable deflections are limited to L/250 (Pettersson and Thorsson,

2014) or to L/300 and L/200 for midspan and cantilever edge, respectively (Engberts,

2006). The bond-slip relationship between the textile reinforcement and the concrete

(being an important parameter both for cracking and ultimate capacity) can be inte-

grated in the FE analysis, provided that meaningful experimental data is available for

the type of TRC in question. The lack of a homogenized or universally accepted

textile-to-concrete bond test is noted.

Latest developments in fabrication processes of TRC cladding panels (or other)

include the transition from lamination (alternate placement of concrete and textile

layers) to casting (pouring of concrete in a mould that accommodates preinstalled

textile layers). Casting aims to alleviate problems associated with the lamination

technique which is a time-consuming, labour-intensive and anti-ergonomic proce-

dure. Nevertheless, avoiding textile sagging (or misplacement) is a challenging task.

Researchers from the Technical University of Dresden have developed a customized

spacer system designed to secure individual textile layers in place without adversely
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affecting a number of the panel’s performance indicators such as strength, response

under extreme thermal variations, fire resistance and durability (see Walther et al.,

2014; Walther and Curbach, 2014). Casting processes will also allow for vertical

mould arrangements and, thus, for double-sided fair-faced elements. On the other

hand, lamination production processes create the opportunity for applying on

the outer face of TRC panels a thin layer (approx. 3 mm in thickness) of a self-

cleaning material, such as titanium dioxide. In parallel, such TRC panels (exposed

to visible light irradiation) contribute to the improvement of ambient air quality

through photocatalytic degradation of NOx pollutants (see Brameshuber and

Neunzig, 2012).

10.3 Sandwich elements

As derived from the previous section, ventilated AR-glass TRC façade elements with

a surface area larger than 6–7 m2 require some sort of bracing substructures to limit

deformations and bowing effects. The elimination of such substructures and the pro-

duction of larger, compact, yet lightweight, and stand-alone elements that retain (or

even ameliorate) the heat protection and sound insulation properties of plain TRC

façade panels result from a layer of insulating material sandwiched between two thin

TRC faces. The concept is a variation of the conventionally reinforced precast con-

crete sandwich panels (PCSPs) that have been considered as an attractive system

of prefabrication due to distinct advantages, such as structural, thermal and sound effi-

ciency, enhanced durability characteristics, versatility by integrating the requirements

of wall and roof elements into one unit and accommodation of architecturally accept-

able finishes. These panels comprise two wythes (either one or both of them

loadbearing) that typically consist of high-strength fibre-reinforced concrete (and

rather rarely ferrocement); core materials are either plastic foams or lightweight con-

crete. A fully composite, a partially composite and a noncomposite action between the

different layers of the component may be achieved depending on the type (strength

and stiffness) of transverse reinforcement used and arrangement thereof. Minimum

wythe thickness depends on its structural function, concrete cover, anchorage of con-

nectors and stripping-, transportation- and handling-induced loads. For loadbearing

wythes, minimum recommended thicknesses range between 50 and 75 mm (or

65 mm for prestressed wythes), whereas typical in-practice values range between

50 and 200 mm (PCI, 1997; CPCI, 1996). Nonloadbearing wythes (veneers) are at

least 50 or 65 mm thick, for flat or profiled finishes, respectively. Based on the above,

the savings from the replacement of conventionally reinforced concrete wythes with

TRC result in obvious material, cost and space savings.

Fundamental work on sandwich panels with thin-walled TRC facings has been

done by Hegger et al. (2008b). In this work different configurations of TRC sandwich

panels were produced, tested and analytically assessed. Panels comprised a 150-mm

thick insulating core made of polyurethane (PU) foam sandwiched between two

AR-glass TRC skin layers with a thickness of 15 mm each (concrete having a
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maximum aggregate size of 2 mm). Different core densities and methods for skin-to-

core bonding were explored (glueing and pressing a notched core into the concrete of

the TRC skin while the latter was still in a fresh state). Four-point bending tests were

carried out on beam-type specimens of varying lengths in order to determine the flex-

ural and shear capacity of the elements. As expected, the loadbearing and deformation

capacity of the specimens were primarily dependent on the core stiffness. Beams with

a high-density core exhibited partially to fully composite action and failed due to ten-

sile rupture of the textile, whereas beams with a low-density core exhibited partially to

noncomposite action failing either due to shear cracking of the core or due to skin-to-

core bond failure. ‘Wet’ bonding of notched skins proved more efficient to glueing.

Shear strengthening of the core by use of continuous textile connectors was also inves-

tigated. Moderate strength gains and a considerable residual flexural capacity follow-

ing the shear core failure was achieved but at a high time and labour cost. Additionally,

sound and heat insulation tests as well as reaction to fire (single burning item) tests

were performed proving the suitability of the panels for use as façades for office build-

ings and factory floors.

The idea of using connectors in order to provide some degree of shear transfer

between the wythes (without having to rely on weak glued skin-to-core interfaces

or labour-intensive castellated TRC cross-sections) was further explored by Hegger

and coworkers (see Hegger et al., 2010b; Shams et al., 2014a). Two different sandwich

panel designs were proposed with the same 160-mm thick cellular polymeric core: the

first design included two TRCwythes of equal thickness (30 mm); whereas the second

comprised a thicker (70 mm) inner leaf made of either TRC or conventionally

reinforced concrete. Both designs satisfied preset structural, architectural and building

physics criteria. Foams of different strength and stiffness characteristics were inves-

tigated as core materials. Skin-to-core bonding relied solely on wet concrete-to-foam

adhesion. AR-glass and carbon textiles (both epoxy-impregnated) were used for spec-

imen production; textiles featured large grid openings favouring the use of a low-

shrinkage concrete mix with a maximum aggregate size equal to 5 mm. Two types of

connectors were investigated: a glass fibre-reinforced polymer pin-type connector

(resulting from a modification of a commercial connector especially developed for

PCSPs) and a continuous lattice-type carbon fibre-reinforced polymer (CFRP) con-

nector (resulting from cutting strips from the biaxial carbon textile with an orthogonal

rovings’ arrangement at an angle of 45°). Figure 10.2 illustrates the different types of
connectors used by Shams et al. (2014a). An extensive experimental campaign was
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Figure 10.2 Connectors used by Shams et al. (2014a): pin-connector (left) and shear

grid (right).
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conducted aiming to shed light on the loadbearing behaviour and the required embed-

ment length of the connectors through: (1) pullout, punch-through, shear and com-

bined tensile/shear tests for pin-type connectors and (2) pullout tests for grid-type

connectors with different anchorage conditions. In this case, single-roving configura-

tions were tested involving either straight-end or hooked-end rovings, the latter

accounting for a roving running to a joint with part of the transverse roving acting

as a hook. Test results from this part of the program led to the design of small-scale

component testing carried out in order to assess the panels’ response under tensile

loading perpendicular to the faces and the cores’ (connectors+foam) response under

direct shear loading. Finally, full-scale four-point bending tests were performed on

beam-type specimens. Research outcomes include (but are not restricted to) the

following:

l The pullout strength of pin-type connectors embedded in thin TRC plates (facings) increases

with increasing tensile strength of the concrete and increasing embedment depth. For the spe-

cific connectors tested, embedment depths larger than 25 mm resulted in shearing of the con-

nector. Inversely, punching shear strength of thin TRC facings bearing this type of connectors

increases with decreasing embedment depth (i.e., with increasing concrete cover).
l Like in the case of pin-connectors (and as expected), the pullout strength of both straight-end

and hooked-end CFRP rovings increases with increasing embedment depth. For the specific

rovings tested, tensile failure (fibre rupture) occurred for an embedment depth of 30 and

40 mm for hooked-end and straight-end rovings, respectively. In order to accommodate

these values a local increase of the TRC facings is necessary.
l Sandwich panels with unconnected TRC wythes fail under direct (out-of-plane) tension in a

brittle manner at a load that is lower to the one corresponding to the cores’ tensile strength.

Pin-connectors (preinstalled in the core) disrupt the skin-to-core bond conditions leading to

inferior bond quality and, hence, to negligible strength contributions. Grid-type connectors,

on the other hand, increase the resistance of the panel under direct (out-of-plane) tension and

provide postfailure strength uptake (one that follows the considerable loss in loadbearing

capacity due to the complete detachment of the core from the wythe(s)) owing to further

stressing of the grid. Both connection alternatives increase the stiffness of the panel.
l The in-plane shear strength of sandwich panels with unconnected TRC wythes (as derived

from small-scale tests) is governed by the core’s shear modulus and by the weakest skin-to-

core adhesive joint. The detrimental effect of using pin-type connectors to the concrete-to-

foam bond was reconfirmed. On the contrary, the use of continuous CFRP grid connectors in

panels undergoing in-plane shear results in both stiffness and strength gains and imparts a

postpeak pseudoductile response. These gains are larger for higher fibre volume fractions of

the grid connector.
l The out-of-plane bending strength of full-scale sandwich panels with unconnected TRC

wythes is also governed by the core’s shear properties (shear modulus and shear strength);

failure in this case is in the form of brittle shear cracking of the core. The introduction of pin-

type connectors does not lead to any strength or stiffness gains but ensures the postpeak

integrity of the panel at a constant residual bending strength. Remarkable strength gains

(almost by a factor of 2) and appreciable stiffness increments are achieved when inserting

a single layer of a continuous CFRP grid connector. Although flexural capacity does not

increase with increasing grid layers, postpeak ductility is definitely improved by higher fibre

volume fractions. Finally, thicker inner leaves (and, hence, larger overall section thickness

and bending stiffness) do not entail higher flexural capacities (for reasons explained in the

aforementioned publications).
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A detailed analytical approach for the approximation of the load-deflection behaviour

of sandwich panels undergoing out-of-plane bending is presented in Shams et al.

(2014b). In this work, the idea of accounting for both axial and flexural rigidity reduc-

tion of cracked TRC facings (first introduced by Hegger et al., 2010b) was revised and

further developed. The model assumes perfect skin-to-core bonding conditions and

does not take account of the presence of any connectors. Good correlation between

experimental (deriving from tests not included in previous companion papers) and the-

oretical load-deflection curves was achieved.

The driving force behind the heavy scientific work planned and carried out within

the framework of the knowledge transfer phase of the CRC 532 ‘TRC – Development

of a new technology’ of the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft was the development

of an innovative and ecofriendly modular system for sandwich façades fit for large-

scale building projects. This was accomplished through the EU cofunded Life06

INSU-SHELL project (environmentally friendly façade elements made of thermal

insulated TRC), a collaboration between the Institut fuer Textiltechnik (ITA) and

the Institute of Structural Concrete (IMB) of RWTH Aachen University as well as

the industrial partners Durapact GmbH (manufacturing), Saint Gobain Technical Fab-

rics (consulting in textiles). Detailed information about the outcomes of this project,

the prototypes developed and the first large-scale application thereof are given by

Tomoscheit et al. (2011).

The design of the elements resulting from the INSU-SHELL project that com-

prised lightweight, insulated and self-supporting sandwich façades made of TRC

wythes lies along the general lines described in the previous sections. The panels

(with an overall thickness of 180 mm and two alternative surface areas roughly

equal to either 3000 mm�1000 mm or 3500 mm�1000 mm) consisted of a PU

foam core sandwiched between two 15 mm thick AR-glass TRC skins (mix con-

taining discrete chopped glass fibres); TRC skins were enlarged to a thickness

of 40 mm along the edges in order to accommodate two stainless steel ties used

to transfer the self-weight of the outer wythe to the inner one and they were

furnished with a combination of two textiles of different 2D structure

(Figure 10.3). Out-of-plane deformation phenomena (e.g., due to wind suction or

temperature differentials) were withstood by the introduction of ductile pin skin-

to-skin connectors.

Apart from the already mentioned conclusive points deducted from experimental

campaigns run in the framework of TRC sandwich façade development, Tomoscheit

et al. (2011) also report that:

l cyclic loading has practically no influence on the shear capacity of the foam;
l even in the case of deficient skin-to-core bond (owing to poor workmanship or other con-

struction flaws) the enlarged part of the wythes around the perimeter of the panel and the pin-

connectors allow for secondary shear transfer mechanisms to develop and
l wythes’ reinforcement (chopped fibres and textiles) ensures a crack-free response at the ser-

viceability limit state and very limited cracking at the ultimate limit state.

By comparing of the INSU-SHELL façade element to a counterpart sandwich panel

(of equal loadbearing capacity and insulation potential) made of conventionally
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reinforced concrete wythes, the following points are highlighted (based on

Tomoscheit et al., 2011):

l the weight of the TRC sandwich façade equals approximately 17% of the weight of the con-

ventional one; a reduction of primary energy consumption associated with nonrenewable

resources in the order of 45% is achieved when the façade comprises INSU-SHELL elements

instead of conventional ones;
l the respective savings in global warming potential (expressed as kg CO2-equivalent/m

2)

amount to approximately 53%; the recycling potential of the TRC-based sandwich elements

of this type remains to be explored;
l the cost breakdown of the INSU-SHELL element is as follows: insulating foam core (41%);

finely grained concrete (27%); textile reinforcement (23%) and fixing the system to the exis-

ting substructure (9%) and
l when total material, production and transport costs are considered comparisons favour tra-

ditional façade solutions over innovative TRC-based solutions. More specifically, the total

cost per unit area of the INSU-SHELL element (as previously defined) was estimated to be

more than twice (134%) the respective cost of the conventional counterpart element. This is

owed to the significantly higher production cost of the TRC-based façade, which (in the

work of Tomoscheit et al., 2011 and as the authors point out) is inflated as it reflects the

production cost of prototype elements instead of regular production lines. Scale economy

is expected to reduce this cost.

The pilot production, modelling and full-scale testing of new lightweight sandwich

elements incorporating AR-glass and carbon fibre TRC facings were the objective

of another TRC-based research effort (Tekocrete project), this time in Sweden.

Malaga et al. (2012) briefly report on selected results of this project including infor-

mation on full-scale ‘wind chamber’ tests.

Cellular materials of foamed structure are not the only insulation means fit for use

in TRC-based sandwich elements. Hülsmeier (2012) reports on the development of

vacuum-insulated TRC sandwich façade elements (used as nonloadbearing curtain

wall systems); these systems were the outcome of the research project ‘vakutex’

Figure 10.3 Different

layers of the INSU-SHELL

elements (Tomoscheit et al.,

2011).
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undertaken by the Leipzig University of Applied Sciences. The curtain wall comprises

two 55-mm thick vacuum insulation panels (VIPs) sandwiched between an inner

(30-mm thick) and an outer (15-mm thick) TRC leaf. VIPs consist of a nearly gas-tight

enclosure (in this case, a metalized high-barrier foil) surrounding an air-evacuated

rigid core (in this case, a microporous silicic acid). Connection between inner

and outer TRC leaves is achieved through a stud-frame system comprising glass

fibre-reinforced polymer I-profiles. Compared to a conventional reinforced concrete

sandwich panel (probably loadbearing, though unclear in the manuscript) the five-

times-lighter vacuum-insulated TRC outperforms the former panel in terms of eco-

performance indices (derived from a life cycle assessment (LCA)). Again, high-tech

curtain wall products prove to be substantially more cost intensive in regards to ‘tra-

ditional’ solutions when initial investment costs are considered.

Research on TRC-based sandwich panels (in this case for possible use as impact-

resistant structural members) has also been conducted by Schneider et al. (2009) and

Finzel and Häußler-Combe (2010). In the latter work, the loadbearing capacity under

three- or four-point out-of-plane bending and the associated failure modes were exper-

imentally assessed through beam-type specimens of varying lengths; specimens con-

sisted of 8 mm thick TRC facings with an 80-mm thick insulating core, comprised

different textile materials (AR-glass and carbon) and reinforcement ratios and incor-

porated different core materials (PU of varying densities or aerated concrete). The

TRC facing-to-core material bonding was achieved through an epoxy paste adhesive.

In agreement to the findings of Hegger et al. (2008b), failure initiation was due to core

shearing. Aerated concrete cores resulted in abrupt load reductions following their

shear cracking; conversely, PU cores exhibited a postshear cracking strength uptake

potential. The analytical assessment of the elements’ mechanical response was real-

ized by implementation of both ‘classical’ sandwich theory calculation models and

FE analyses software programs. Both approaches resulted in reasonable prediction

of the experimentally derived load-to-deflection ratios (up to the onset of the multiple

cracking phase of the specimens’ response).

In line with the idea of using loadbearing sandwich elements with TRC faces as

impact mitigation means Cuypers et al. (2008) report on the potential of a special

type of TRC (comprising E-glass fibre chopped strand mats embedded in an inor-

ganic phosphate cement (IPC) matrix) to dissipate energy under low-velocity

impact. Drop weight tests were carried out on filigree TRC plates. Visual crack

interpretation, digital image correlation and postimpact tensile loading were used

in order to identify damage mechanisms and determine the residual tensile strength

of the specimens. It was concluded that for this type of TRC impact energy was

dissipated without leading to considerable global loss of strength. Sandwich panels

with textile (mat) reinforced IPC faces were both analytically and experimentally

studied by Cuypers and Wastiels (2011). Testing involved beam-type specimens

with PU cores undergoing four-point bending. Different combinations of face

and core thicknesses were investigated. Face-to-core bonding was achieved by

direct casting of the sandwich skins onto the foamed core material. Satisfactory

capturing of the experimental load–displacement curves was achieved through

FE modelling.
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10.4 Other applications

The list of applications of TRC in prefabrication is extensive and limited only by the

imaginative creativity of researchers and building sector players. Successful proof-of-

concept and demonstration projects such as those for rhombic lattice structures

(Schneider et al., 2006), integrated formwork elements (Brameshuber et al., 2004;

Papantoniou and Papanicolaou, 2012; Verbruggen et al., 2013) and bridge compo-

nents (Hegger et al., 2010c) have endowed TRC technology transfer with a strong

momentum. This section provides brief information on the latest innovative applica-

tions of TRC.

Freeform structural members (or even whole structures) are one of the most note-

worthy trends in contemporary architecture. TRC double-curved elements man-

ufactured by various different novel methods serve this trend and boost further

development. The concept has been proved through the construction of a demonstra-

tion pavilion building at RWTH Aachen University. The structure comprises four

large (7 m�7 m) 60-mm thick double-curved TRC shells centrally resting (through

rigid connections) on precast reinforced concrete columns arranged in a 2 m�2 m

grid (Hegger et al., 2013; Scholzen et al., 2015a; see also Chapter 8 for more details).

The shells were reinforced with 12 layers of dry carbon fibre textile spaced at 5 mm

between alternated concrete layers. Shotcreting on conventional wooden formwork

(reached by an overhang movable working platform) was the manufacturing method

of choice. The design approach for such TRC shells is given by Scholzen et al.

(2015b). An alternative production technique was successfully investigated by

Kok (2013). In this work, reconfigurable flexible moulds (comprising an elastic layer

supported by a system of actuators) in combination with a laminating process were

used for the production of single- and double-curved laminated elements measuring

25 mm�400 mm�800 mm and comprising four layers of AR-glass textile rein-

forcement. In the same context, the potential of double-curved shell elements made

of AR-glass TRC using fabric formwork has been explored by Cauberg et al. (2012).

In this work, 36 and 16 mm thick double-curved shells with fibre volume fractions

equal to 3% and 7%, respectively were produced by shotcreting and structurally

tested. Substitution of the 2D AR-glass textile layers with a dense glass fibre mat

and the use of an IPC micromortar (with max solid materials diameter of

100 μm) instead of an ordinary Portland cement mortar (with max aggregate size

of 2 mm) result to 8 mm thick homologous shells with a fibre volume fraction equal

to 13%.

The incorporation of TRC to hybrid precast products is yet another novelty. Along

this line, hybrid pipes (Figure 10.4) have been developed comprising an inner polymer

tube enveloped by an outer ring made of TRC (Lieboldt et al., 2005, 2006). Such pipes

could potentially be used for water supply and sewage disposal (Butler et al., 2010).

The polymer tube is kept as part of the composite pipe (serving as a lining material)

due to its high chemical resistance, impermeability and smooth surface that facilitates

flow. The TRC ring (furnishing textile reinforcement equivalent to 2–6% by volume

embedded in a fibre-reinforced cement-based matrix) provides resistance against

internal pressure and external loads. For the purpose of prototype manufacturing a
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custom-designed lab-scale production facility was set up at the Technical University

of Dresden based on a technique combining pultrusion andmultiple-turn coiling appli-

cable to straight pipes. Another production technology applicable to elbow pipes was

also developed and put into practice. From a series of three edge-bearing and internal

pressure tests it is concluded that the loadbearing capacity of the hybrid pipe is greatly

enhanced. The effect of chopped fibres volume fraction in the concrete and textile vol-

ume fraction in the TRC are also explored.

TRC has also found its way in the production of noise barrier parapets. These ele-

ments consist of a loadbearing TRC panel cast on top of a sound-absorbing profiled

skin made of lightweight concrete. Prototype development and testing of such prod-

ucts was realized by Funke et al. (2015).

Other creative ways of exploiting TRC technology is the manufacture of handmade

furniture (especially suited for outdoor use), ornaments, sculptures and small boats.

TRC furniture has already been commercialized.

10.5 Summary and future trends

TRC has been characterized as a spearheading innovation. Prefabrication provides a fer-

tile ground for the implementation of the TRC technology fostering high-quality-built

outcomes in the sense of structural performance, energy efficiency and architectural/aes-

thetical value. Economic competitiveness of TRC-based solutions over conventional

ones should be derived from LCAs and not on the basis of initial production cost

estimates.

Although the knowledge curve on TRC technology is probably close to reaching a

plateau there is still a lot of space for improving a large number of performance indices

(e.g., strength-to-weight ratio or long-term behaviour and weathering resistance);

most of these indices relate to the textile-to-matrix bond quality, to the durability char-

acteristics of the composite and to their interrelation. Improvements can be achieved

(a) (b)

Figure 10.4 PVC/TRC composite pipe: (a) sample (Lieboldt et al., 2005) and (b) snapshot from

the manufacturing process (Lieboldt et al., 2006).
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through modifications of the TRC constituents on a nano, micro, meso and macro

levels. Additional interesting research lines would be: (1) the development of light-

weight finely grained concrete matrices – already suggested by Engler et al.

(2003) – that fulfils all fresh- and hardened-state requirements set for normal weight

matrices; (2) broader use of spatially arranged fibre structures (three-dimensional

(3D) textiles; see Roye and Gries, 2007; Hegger et al., 2012) in an attempt to accom-

modate 3D loadbearing requirements and facilitate production processes; (3) the use

of hybrid (bi- or multimaterial) textiles in order to optimize material usage (e.g., glass/

carbon textiles where the carbon rovings – corresponding to limited fibre volume

fractions – are solely used for their electrothermal properties (see Xu et al., 2011)

and not for structural purposes); (4) development of cementitious matrices of low

alkalinity or even cement-free mixtures that would improve the durability of fibre nets

prone to alkaline attack and (5) experimentation with textiles comprising natural

fibres (Alves Fidelis et al., 2015) in order to refrain from resource-intensive produc-

tion practices for man-made fibres.

Further to the above-stated considerations is a marked trend for enriching structural

materials with capabilities other than structural rendering them multifunctional while

in service. This trend is definitely applicable to TRC and has already been manifested

through efforts aimed at furnishing the external surfaces of TRC façades with self-

cleaning abilities. Extrapolating from this function, TRC may also be rendered with

self-healing abilities or even self-sensing ones. On the latter issue, latest developments

have led to the successful exploitation of the piezoresistive properties of carbon fibre

textiles embedded in cementitious matrices in order to correlate changes in the elec-

trical resistance (of either the composite as a whole or the textile alone) that are

detected during tension and strain/damage evolution (see Goldfeld et al., 2015a,b;

Plamantouras and Papanicolaou, 2015). Modification of the cementitious matrix by

incorporation of carbon nanotubes enhances the aforementioned correlation

(Plamantouras, 2015). Further development and full-scale implementation of this

technology will allow for real-time strain and/or damage detection for TRC-based

structural elements enabling timely rehabilitation interventions as part of structural

health monitoring schemes of smart TRC structures.

Another groundbreaking achievement that paves the way for future innovations in

the field of solar thermal energy exploitation is the development of a fluid-bearing

thermally activated and structural TRC roof element (Herman-Czezuch et al.,

2014). The element consists of a TRC sandwich panel comprising three layers: an

upper (exposed) TRC face; an insulating (PU) core; and an expanded perlite compos-

ite inner face. The TRC face integrates a capillary tube mat (a thermal energy

absorber) filled with water as a heat transfer fluid that ensures the transport of gener-

ated solar heat from the roof down to the heat supply system of the building. The ener-

getic potential of the heat-supplying TRC roof element has been adequately modelled

and successfully validated through bench tests simulating solar radiation.

Coming back to the imaginative creativity of designers and how this can be

boosted by the adoption of TRC-based solutions one should make special reference

to developments that result from out-of-the-box thinking. One such development

is the origami-inspired design and production of precast TRC folded elements
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(Koch et al., 2015) and spatial structures (Chudoba et al., 2014; van der Woerd et al.,

2015). In both approaches, a textile layer provides the articulation means between

adjacent TRC folding plates. In the work of Koch et al. (2015) a textile was devel-

oped with a special local configuration (different stitching pattern) that allowed

problem-free textile adjustment to a supporting folded 3D formwork used for

TRC casting. A different approach is followed by Chudoba and coworkers, eliminat-

ing the need for complex spatial formworks; their solution (oricrete) involves

precasting a single continuously reinforced segmental TRC plate, with segments

being separated by a crease pattern specifically designed to serve the final (targeted)

3D shape of the structure. The segmental plate is transported on site, folded into the

final 3D shape and the creases are grouted in order to consolidate the structure

(Figure 10.5). Although not an entirely new concept in architecture engineering, a

new era in ‘origamics’ (standing for origami-like applications in engineering) is

emerging with the development of deployable TRC structures. The construction pro-

cess of the latter can only be realized through computer-aided design; computer-

aided manufacturing or even robotic folding techniques could comprise prospect

directions of applied research in the field.

(a)

(b)

Figure 10.5 (a) Snapshots from the production of a prototype folded TRC vault (Chudoba et al.,

2014) and (b) vault close-up (van der Woerd et al., 2015).
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Based on the information presented in this chapter it can be postulated that the TRC

technology is expected to be a catalyst for innovation in the prefabrication sector pro-

moting its integration with automation and information technology.
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11Optimum design

of textile-reinforced concrete

as integrated formwork in slabs

C.G. Papanicolaou, I.C. Papantoniou
University of Patras, Patras, Greece

11.1 Introduction

The continuously rising demands regarding the compliance of concrete structures with

economic, environmental, and structural performance design criteria highlight the

need for the integration of innovative materials in conventional prefabrication build-

ing techniques. Prefabrication and semi-prefabrication building techniques have

proven to be a time- and cost-effective design solution, especially in large-scale con-

struction projects.

A formof semi-prefabrication involves the use of permanent, integrated, or otherwise

stay-in-place (SiP) formwork elements, which are produced in industrial plants. The SiP

elements are transferred on site and placed in their final position, where the pouring of

fresh concrete follows in order to form a composite structural element. The use of SiP

formwork elements for the production of composite concrete slabs or beams satisfies a

combination of favorable performance criteria, such as economy (e.g., reduced construc-

tion time, cut-backs on specialized technical personnel, and site ergonomy), aesthetics

(ready-to-use finished surfaces), improved mechanical performance (through rigorous

quality control), and relatively small environmental impact.

The main distinction of SiP formwork elements is between participating and non-

participating ones. The former contribute to the bearing capacity of the structural

member through composite action with the cast-in-situ parts, while the latter make

no strength contributions. A wide range of materials has been utilized for the produc-

tion of SiP formwork elements including steel, steel-reinforced or fiber-reinforced

concrete, prestressed concrete, and fiber-reinforced polymers (FRP). These SiP form-

work elements inherit drawbacks related to their production material, such as sensi-

tivity against corrosion, performance reduction against high temperatures, and high

self-weight for steel, FRP, and conventionally reinforced concrete (RC) elements,

respectively. The use of textile-reinforced concrete (TRC) for the production of such

formwork can be advantageous compared with SiP structural systems comprising

other materials, due to the use of noncorroding reinforcement embedded in a thin-

walled cementitious product of high loadbearing capacity. Also, compared to fiber-

reinforced concrete elements, a higher exploitation of the tensile reinforcement is

achieved.
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This chapter is arranged in two parts. The first part introduces a design procedure

for one-way composite slabs comprising a participating SiP textile-reinforced con-

crete formwork element monolithically connected to a concrete topping, reinforced

with conventional steel reinforcement. Both the formwork and the composite slab

are designed in fulfillment of serviceability limit state (SLS) and ultimate limit state

(ULS) design criteria. In the second part of the chapter, the proposed design procedure

is integrated into an optimum design methodology. The latter aims to determine crit-

ical design parameters that result in the minimum cost design solution for given spans

and design loads.

11.2 Conceptual design

Some of the most crucial conceptual design considerations for the TRC SiP form-

work elements and the deriving composite slabs are given schematically in

Figure 11.1.

Cross-section of  TRC SiP
formwork

Degree of  composite action
between the SiP formwork
element and the cast-in-situ
concrete topping
Textile properties (fiber material,
fiber content, grid geometry, etc.)

Mortar mix design (e.g., maximum
aggregate size in relation to grid
spacing, rheological
characteristics)

Mortar mix design (e.g.,
minimization of  cement content)

Type of  reinforcement (e.g.,
optimum compromise between
conventional steel and technical
textiles)

Weight of  the TRC SiP formwork
element which reflects to
transportation, erection and
assembly costs

Mortar mix design (e.g., type of
aggregates used)

Textile properties (e.g., fiber
material, rovings, impregnation or
coating)

Cross-section of  TRC SiP
formwork (e.g., TRC thickness)

Mortar mix design (e.g., use of
supplementary cementitious
materials)

Types of  reinforcement (e.g., number
of  layers of  textile reinforcement)

Cross-section of  TRC SiP formwork
(e.g., negative inclinations, hollow
sections, on-site ergonomy)

Mortar mix design (rheological and
workability retention characteristics)

Mortar mix design (e.g., cracking
resistance, fair-faced surfaces, sharp
edges, architectural concrete features)

Mortar mix design (e.g., consistent
materials that result in low alkalinity,
cracking resistance)

Textile properties (e.g., fiber sizing,
rovings, impregnation or coating)

Fabrication method and construction
processes (curing, stripping, handling,
transportation and erection procedures
aimed at minimizing cracking)

Fabrication method (minimization of
the number of  defective products)

Minimum textile cover (avoidance of
textile pattern “imprinting” on the
visible TRC surface)

Cross-section of  TRC SiP
formwork (e.g., incorporating
insulation)

Mechanical
performance

Cost

Fire resistance

Environmental impact

Constructability

Aesthetics

Durability

Figure 11.1 Crucial conceptual design considerations for the design of TRC SiP elements and

RC/TRC composite slabs.
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11.3 Design considerations and assumptions

This section outlines the design considerations and assumptions that are associated

with the design of one-way composite TRC/RC slabs satisfying both SLS and ULS

design criteria. The design procedure is composed of two design states: a temporary

state (TS) and a permanent state (PS). The TS corresponds to the time period following

the construction of the formwork and includes all possible loading conditions that

might be imposed on it due to handling, storing, transportation, and on-site assembly.

During this state, the formwork acts as a standalone element. The PS corresponds

to the time period following the hardening of the cast-in-situ concrete; during this

state, the formwork and the concrete topping act together as a composite member.

Although the two states are examined independently, the design states cannot be

decoupled. The shape, the geometric characteristics, and the reinforcement ratio of

the SiP formwork element reflect the design of the composite slab. Figure 11.2 illus-

trates the morphology of probable TRC SiP formwork profiles and the respective

TRC/RC composite slab cross sections.

For the TS, the critical design load is the uniform load corresponding to the sum of

the self-weights of the TRC element, the steel reinforcement (if present), and the

freshly poured concrete topping. According to Eurocode 1, Part 1-6 (CEN, 2004a),

the recommended characteristic values of actions, due to construction loads, during

the casting of concrete (e.g., working personnel with small site equipment) are given

in Figure 11.3. Design loads for the composite slab are defined in Eurocode 1, Part 1-1

(CEN, 2002). Generally, all design formulas developed and presented herein are based

on the Eurocode 2 (CEN, 2004b) norms and (where appropriate) on certain fibModel

Code (2010a,b) (MC2010) clauses.

Textile reinforcement

Temporary State (TS)
TRC Stay-in-Place formwork element

Permanent State (PS)
Composite slab

Finely grained
concrete

Steel reinforcement

Figure 11.2 Probable TRC sections and the respective RC/TRC composite slabs.
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A fully composite action is assumed for the design of the slabs, even in cases where

no transverse shear connectors are used. The validity of this assumption has been con-

firmed by Papantoniou and Papanicolaou (2012). Nevertheless, it should be noted that

experimental studies in the field of composite structural members, incorporating par-

ticipating SiP formwork elements of cementitious composition, are very scarce

(Brameshuber et al., 2008; Papanicolaou and Papantoniou, 2010). Hence, more testing

is needed in order to shed light onto areas of limited knowledge.

For large-support spacing (>3 m) of slender TRC elements, it is probable that the

design bending may exceed the cracking bending moment. In this case, the designer

has to decide if cracking formation is acceptable at this state of design (TS). If crack-

ing is not acceptable, an intermediate support (propping) must be used (increasing the

construction cost). Because of the integration of a propping system, the structural sys-

tem is also changed (from a simply supported beam to a continuous beam), and tensile

stresses in the upper part of the element are introduced. This calls for the addition

of textile reinforcement (or other reinforcement) into new regions under tension.

Regardless of the design solution adopted (i.e., allowing cracking during the TS or

not), the amount of the embedded textile reinforcement should be adequate in order

to undertake the tensile stresses, which are released from the cementitious matrix

after cracking (accidental or not). This consideration determines the minimum textile

reinforcement cross section area for the SiP formwork element and—in most cases—

for the composite element when steel reinforcement is present.

In the case of unprompted SiP midspans, the total deflection of the composite ele-

ment is given as the sum of calculated deflections at both the TS and the PS.

At this point, it has to be underlined that, although the high tensile loadbearing

capacity of the textile reinforcement can lead to steel-free design solutions for the

composite element, the authors suggest the utilization of tensile steel reinforcement

in the conventional concrete topping for the following reasons:

l In cases where a deflection-dependent design is achieved, the designer (in order to increase

the moment of inertia of the composite element) should also have steel reinforcement as a

A

3 m

3 m

1.

3.

1. Q1 = 10% of  self  weight of  concrete
with: 0.75 kN/m

2
�Q1�1.5 kN/m

2

3. Q3 = Self  weight of  formwork + self
weight of  wet concrete 27 kN/m

3

2. Q2 = 0.75 kN/m
2

Distributed on a 3 × 3 m region

2.

3 m

BI

BII

Figure 11.3 Loading schemes for the TRC SiP element.
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design option (apart from the change of the element’s dimensions). The optimum compro-

mise between steel reinforcement content, textile reinforcement content, and geometric

adjustment is detailed later in this chapter.
l For the same design loads, the absence of steel reinforcement leads to high textile reinforce-

ment cross section area demands. Consequently, demands for advanced textile structures and

cementitious matrix mixtures with high flowability are raised; this fact reflects directly on

design solutions of high costs.
l The presence of steel reinforcement ensures that a sudden failure mode is avoided. This

allows the designer to adopt as a desirable failure mode in flexure the rupture of textile rein-

forcement after the yielding of steel reinforcement. This leads to the maximum exploitation

of the loadbearing capacity of steel reinforcement and, undoubtedly, of the textile reinforce-

ment, which is the most expensive material. Also, the steel reinforcement acts as a crack

arrester in the conventional concrete layer, when the crack propagates from the TRC

bottom-up into the concrete topping.
l Steel corrosion issues are not raised, as the provided cementitious cover of the steel rein-

forcement is equal to at least 35 mm (minimum TRC thickness of 25 mm plus a 10 mm-high

spacer); also, most of this cover consists of a cementitious matrix with a minimum cement

dosage of 350 kg/m3.

11.4 Design equations

11.4.1 Material laws

In order to deploy design equations and procedures, a stress–strain relationship for

each material should be adopted. For textile reinforcement, a simple linear stress–
strain relationship is adopted. The validity of the model is investigated in

Papantoniou and Papanicolaou (2012) by the conduction of tensile and flexural tests

on a wide range of TRC systems and TRC/RC composite elements.

The maximum tensile force in the composite results from the product of the failure

stress of the textile reinforcement embedded in the composite and the textile’s cross

section area. The value of the aforementioned failure stress results from the product of

an effectiveness coefficient (Ceff) and the tensile failure stress of the bare textile rein-

forcement (σfu) (almost in line with Hegger et al., 2006). The effectiveness coefficient

(Ceff) yields from the ratio of the experimental ultimate tensile stress of the textile

reinforcement in the composite element (σTEX) to the experimental ultimate tensile

stress of the bare textile reinforcement (σfu). The experimental stress (σTEX) results
from tensile characterization tests. Experimental results (Papantoniou, 2014) indicate

that the value of Ceff is practically independent from the volumetric ratio of the textile

reinforcement in the composite, and, as a consequence, it can be considered as a

system-specific value. In some cases, such as in multilayered (e.g., four-layered) com-

posites of a thickness in the order of 10–15 mm, a limited decrease of Ceff can be

expected due to an insufficient matrix quantity between the textile layers. The Ceff

coefficient accounts for all mechanisms that contribute to the decrease in the perfor-

mance of textile reinforcement in the composite element. Design values for the coef-

ficient (Ceffd) yield from dividing the characteristic values of Ceff (Ceffk) with a safety
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factor (γTEX). A conservative value for γTEX equal to 1.50 is suggested. Characteristic

values for Ceff derive from the following well-known equation.

xk ¼ μ� k�σ (11.1)

where μ is the mean value of the experimentally derived Ceff; σ is the standard devi-

ation of the experimentally derived Ceff values; and k is 1.64, if a 5% fractile for Ceff is

considered.

Table 11.1 provides experimentally derived mean values of the effectiveness coef-

ficient Ceff for different types of TRCs comprising different textile structures embed-

ded in the same matrix material.

At this point, it has to be underlined that the performance of dry (i.e., uncoated or

not impregnated) carbon fiber textile reinforcements is improved when the TRC com-

posite element is subjected to flexure (Voss and Hegger, 2006; Bruckermann et al.,

2007). Consequently, for this particular type of textile reinforcement, the value of Ceff

is derived from either tensile tests (in which case the experimental value is multiplied

by a conservative increasing factor) or directly from bending tests.

The tensile failure strain of TRC (εcuc) is derived from relevant characterization

tests. To equate the TRC tensile failure strain with that of the bare textile reinforce-

ment is not far from reality and has been proven both analytically (Aveston et al.,

1971) and experimentally (Papantoniou, 2014).

In order to fulfill the demand for maintaining the long-term performance of the

cementitious composite at a desired level, the effect of matrix alkalinity on the

mechanical performance of the textile reinforcement (comprising glass fibers) should

be considered. Experimental data on the issue are relatively limited (see: the work of

Butler et al., 2009, 2010; Mechtcherine, 2012). Hegger and Kulas (2010) concluded

that a 30% reduction in the loadbearing capacity of uncoated alkali-resistant (AR)

glass textiles occurs after exposure to accelerating aging conditions, which simulate

a 50-year period of real-time exposure. Hence, for the design procedure, the use of a

reduction coefficient (Cenv) for the loadbearing capacity of the textile reinforcement

should be taken into account. The value of Cenv is directly dependent upon the type of

fibrous material used and the alkalinity of the cementitious matrix. In the absence of

experimental data, the values proposed by ACI Committee 440 dealing with the uti-

lization of FRP as internal reinforcement for concrete structural members, could be

adopted. According to the ACI Committee 440, the Cenv value for glass FRP bars

and aggressive exposure conditions is 0.70, while the respective value for carbon

FRP composites is 0.90. Figure 11.4 presents a simplified material law for the

Table 11.1 Experimentally derived mean values of the effectiveness
coefficient Ceff for different textile structures (Papantoniou, 2014)

Type of rovings Carbon (dry) Carbon (coated) AR glass (coated)

Grid spacing (mm) 10 10 10

Ceff 0.52 0.80 0.96
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TRC part of the composite slab, and all steps necessary for the calculation of the max-

imum attainable tensile force by the SiP element. It has to be underlined that, for

design at ULS, the slope of the stress–strain curve is calculated by making use ofCeffd,

the σfum (mean value) and εcuck (characteristic value). For design at SLS, the value of
γTEX is 1. Also, the mean value of σfu and the characteristic value of εcu are utilized.

Another consideration that is taken into account in the present design procedure is

the effect of sustained loading on the loadbearing capacity of the TRC/RC composite

element, an issue of limited knowledge up to now. The majority of relevant experi-

mental results refer to FRP. The ACI Committee 440 design recommendations tackle

the effect of sustained loading through the limitation of the working stress on the rein-

forcement. The same approach is followed herein. According to the aforementioned

recommendations, the stress limit on the reinforcement (the TRC, or the textile, in this

case) is equal to 20% and 55% for glass and carbon fiber textiles, respectively.
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Figure 11.4 Material law for textile reinforcement.
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For the cementitious materials (concrete topping and cementitious matrix of the

TRC), a parabolic stress–strain curve (Eurocode 2; CEN, 2004b) is considered; while,

for steel reinforcement, a linear, elastic, and perfectly plastic stress–strain behavior is

assumed.

11.4.2 Calculation of critical design values

l Determination of the formwork’s cracking moment (Mfcr)

The formwork’s cracking moment is one of the most critical design criteria, especially

when no cracking of the element is allowed at the TS, and no propping is previewed. If

the contribution of the textile reinforcement to the cracking moment is not taken into

account, the latter is overly underestimated. Indeed, experimental cracking moment

values obtained from formwork elements—tested under four-point loading

conditions—with identical cross sections but different textile reinforcement ratios

(Papantoniou and Papanicolaou, 2012) varied significantly. This revealed the effect of

the textile reinforcement ratio on the tensile strength of the cementitious matrix (i.e,

the tensile strength of the matrix increases with increasing fiber volume fraction). This

observation is in agreement with relevant findings from (homologous) tensile coupons

testing. Both first crack load (in tensile TRC coupons), and cracking moment (in TRC

formwork elements under bending) increase, if coated/impregnated textiles are used.

Hence, not only the quantity, but also the type of utilized textiles influences the cracking

moment of the formwork element. Very good correlation was observed between the

experimental cracking moment and the analytical cracking moment, which was calcu-

lated by use of an experimental tensile stress obtained from characterization tests.

The equation for the analytical calculation of the formwork’s cracking moment is

given here:

Mfcr ¼ σfcr
yt

� Ifgr (11.2)

where σfcr is the stress of the extreme fiber under tension. The authors suggest the use

of the experimental tensile stress corresponding to the first crack yielding from char-

acterization tests of TRC coupon specimens furnished with the same textile reinforce-

ment ratio as the formwork. This approach leads to a better exploitation of the textile

reinforcement. Ι fgr is the gross moment of inertia of the cross section of the TRC SiP

formwork element. yt is the distance of the extreme fiber under tension from the neu-

tral axis of the formwork.

l Determination of the minimum textile reinforcement ratio at the TS and PS

In case of crack development, the cross section of the textile reinforcement should be

adequate, in order to undertake the released tensile stresses which the cementitious

matrix can no longer withstand. Consequently, the analytical expression for the deter-

mination of minimum textile reinforcement cross section area at TS is given from:

Α
f,min �σfw ¼ kc� k�σfcr�Act (11.3)
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where Αf,min is the minimum cross section area of the textile reinforcement, σfw is the

desirable working stress of textile reinforcement after cracking, and Act is the cross

section area of the TRC SiP formwork element under tension.

Coefficients k and kc are calculated from Eurocode 2 (CEN, 2004b) and account the

effect of non-uniform self-equilibrating stresses, which lead to a reduction of restraint

forces and for the stress distribution within the section prior to cracking, respectively.

The demand for an adequate quantity of tensile reinforcement (textile) in order to

undertake tensile stresses after cracking is also active at the PS. In this design state the

contribution of steel reinforcement in the total tensile load capacity is taken into

account. Consequently, the relevant equation is:

Ftex +As�σs �Actc� kc� k� fctm + σfcr�b� t (11.4)

where Ftex is the desirable level of developed tensile force after cracking, As is the

cross section area of steel reinforcement, Actc is the cross section area of the part

of the TRC/RC composite slab under tension, σs is the desirable stress level for

steel after cracking, b is the width of the slab, t is the thickness of the TRC SiP form-

work element’s bottom flange, and fctm is the mean value of tensile strength of

concrete.

11.4.3 Calculation of flexural loadbearing capacity

l Determination of flexural failure moment (Mfu) for the formwork element

Due to the complexity of the formwork’s cross section, and for the sake of accuracy,

a fiber model can be set up and used for the calculation of the failure moment of the

TRC SiP formwork element. In this approach, all textile reinforcement layers located

at the formwork’s bottom flange are considered to be concentrated at the flange’s mid-

thickness. The use of a fiber model facilitates the integration of the contribution of the

web textile reinforcement to the load-carrying capacity of the formwork (or the com-

posite member at a later stage). This leads to more accurate estimations of the cross

sections’ moments of inertia. The failure bending moment is calculated through a sim-

ple cross section analysis. Based on the strain compatibility assumption, and

depending on the failure mode considered, the strain profile across the height of

the cross section is determined, and the stress of each fiber of the model is calculated

from the respective material law. The contribution of the cementitious matrix of the

TRC formwork element to the tensile load uptake is not ignored.

l Determination of yielding moment (Mcy) and failure moment (Mcu) for the composite

element

It is advisable to also use a fiber model for the determination of the bending moment at

steel yielding and at failure of the composite slab. Figure 11.5 depicts the respective

fiber model and the nomenclature for a typical TRC/RC composite section. A full

composite action between the formwork element and the cast-in-situ concrete topping

is considered.
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l Closed-form equations for the determination of yielding moment Mcy and failure moment

Mcu for the composite element

This part presents the closed-form equations for the calculation of the yielding

moment and the ultimate failure moment of a composite TRC/RC composite slab.

The equations presented are applicable to both solid- and hollow-core cross sections.

The nomenclature is compatible with that given in Figure 11.5. The formulation of the

equations is based on the one proposed in Fardis (2009). In order to obtain design

values, design strengths are used. The following terms appear in the closed-form

equations.

ρ1 ¼
As1

b�df
, ρ2 ¼

As2

b�df
, ρf ¼

Af

b�df
(11.5)

ω1 ¼ As1

b�df
� fyd1

fcd
, ω2 ¼ As2

b�df
� fyd2

fcd
, ωf ¼ Af

b�df
� ftu
fcd

(11.6)
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Figure 11.5 Fiber model and nomenclature for the composite slab.
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as ¼ Es

Ec

, at ¼ Et

Ec

, ats ¼ Et

Es

(11.7)

δ1 ¼ d1
df
, δs ¼ ds

df
(11.8)

where Ec is the modulus of elasticity of in-situ concrete; Et is the slope of the design

tensile stress–strain curve of the textile reinforcement (design value); Es is the mod-

ulus of elasticity of steel reinforcement; fyd1 is the design yield stress of tensile steel

reinforcement; fyd2 is the design yield stress of compression steel reinforcement; εfmax

is the design tensile strain of textile reinforcement at failure (equal to design tensile

stress at failure stress divided by the design slope of stress–strain diagram); ftu is the
tensile failure stress of bare textile reinforcement; εcu is the ultimate compressive

strain of in-situ concrete; εc2 is the compressive strain at reaching the maximum stress

in the parabola-rectangle stress–strain curve for in-situ concrete in compression and

εy2 is the strain of compressive steel at yielding.

For the calculation of the yielding moment, the depth of the neutral axis has to be

calculated. A rational design goal at tensile steel yielding would be the restriction of

the compressive strain of the in-situ concrete topping layer, so that it is kept less than

or equal to the maximum strain corresponding to the end of the linear branch of the

idealized stress–strain curve for concrete. The curvature of the composite TRC/RC

cross section due to steel yielding is given by the equation:

φy ¼
fyd1

Es�df � 1� ξy
� � (11.9)

From force equilibrium, the normalized over df depth of the neutral axis at steel yield-
ing is given from the following equation.

ξy ¼ a2sA
2 + 2�as�B

� �1=2�as�A (11.10)

where

A¼ b

bw
� ρ1 + ρ2 + ats�ρfð Þ + s

df
� b

bw
�1

� �
� 1

as
(11.11)

B¼ b

bw
� ρ1� δs + ρ2�δ1 + ats�ρfð Þ+ 1

2as
� b

bw
�1

� �
� s

df

� �2

(11.12)

From moment equilibrium at the level of the textile reinforcement, the normalized

yielding moment is given by:
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From equilibrium of moments at the level of the TRC reinforcement, the normal-

ized value of ultimate failure moment is given as the sum of three terms that represent

the contribution of concrete Mc, top steel reinforcement MFs2, and tensile steel rein-

forcement MFs1. Yielding of the tensile steel reinforcement is considered for all pos-

sible failure modes.

Μ cu

b�d2
f
� fcd

¼ Μ c

b�d2
f
� fcd

+
ΜFs2

b�d2
f
� fcd

+
ΜFs1

b�d2
f
� fcd

(11.14)

The expression of each term differentiates depending on the failure mode considered

and the yielding (or not) of the compression steel reinforcement. These expressions

are the following:

a. Expressions for the concrete term:

In the case of concrete crushing (prior to textile rupture), the expression is:

Μ c

b�d2
f
� fcd

¼ ξu� 1� ξu
2
�1

3
� εco
εcu

� 1� ξu +
1

4
� εco
εcu

� ξu
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(11.15)

In the case of textile rupture (prior to concrete crushing), the expression is:

Μ c

b�d2
f
� fcd

¼ 1� ξuð Þ� ξu� 2� ξuð Þ
2� 1� ξuð Þ �

1

3
� εco
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� 1� ξu +
1

4
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(11.16)

b. Expression for the top steel reinforcement term:

In the case of yielding of the top steel reinforcement, the expression is:

ΜFs2

b�d2
f
� fcd

¼ 1�δ1ð Þ�ω2 (11.17)

Else,

ΜFs2

b�d2
f
� fcd

¼ 1�δ1ð Þ� ξu�δ1
ξu

� �
� εcu
εy2

�ω2 (11.18)
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c. Expression for the tensile steel reinforcement term:

Yielding of the tensile steel reinforcement is considered for all possible failure modes.

Hence:

ΜFs1

b�d2
f
� fcd

¼� 1�δsð Þ�ω1 (11.19)

The depth of the neutral axis is calculated from force equilibrium at the cross section.

The position of the neutral axis is determined by the following equations, depending

on the failure mode considered and the strain of the top steel reinforcement. Different

formulations are valid for the different failure modes achieved (hence, a relevant

check is necessary):

i. For the case of concrete crushing (prior to textile rupture), the following two equations

are valid.

For yielding of the top steel reinforcement:

ξ2u� 1� εc2
3εcu

� �
+ ξu� ω2�ω1 +ωf � εcu

εfmax

� �
� εcu

εfmax

�ωf

� �
¼ 0 (11.20)

For linear elastic behavior of the top steel reinforcement:

ξ2u� 1� εc2
3εcu

� �
+ ξu�

εcu
εy2

�ω2 +
εcu
εfmax

�ωf �ω1

� �
� δ1� εcu

εy2
�ω2 +

εcu
εfmax

�ωf

� �

¼ 0 (11.21)

ii. For the case of textile rupture (prior to concrete crushing), the following two equations

apply:

For yielding of the top steel reinforcement:

ξu� 1 +
εc2

3εfmax

� �
+ω2�ω1�ωf �1

3
� εc2
εfmax

¼ 0 (11.22)

For linear elastic behavior of the top steel reinforcement:

ξ2u� 1 +
εc2

3εfmax

� �
� ξu� 1 +

2

3
� εc2
εfmax

+ω1 +ωf +
εfmax

εy2
�ω2

� �
+⋯

+
1

3
� εc2
εfmax

+ωf + δ1�ω2� εfmax

εy2
+ω1

� �
¼ 0

(11.23)

11.4.4 Calculation of deflections

For uniform loading conditions of an uncracked, simply supported element (i.e., of

either a standalone TRC formwork or a TRC/RC composite one-way slab), maximum

deflection is calculated from the following equation:
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δ¼ 5

48
�φΙ� l2 (11.24)

where φΙ is the element’s curvature in the uncracked state (Stage I) at midspan and l is
the span between supports.

The curvature φΙ is calculated from Equations (11.25) and (11.26) for the TS and

the PS, respectively. At this point, it has to be noted that if formwork cracking (during

the TS) occurs, then the contribution of the finely gained concrete matrix to the gross

moment of inertia of the TRC/RC composite cross section (Icgr) should be neglected,

and only textile reinforcement should be taken into account.

φΙ ¼
Mfcr

EmIfgr
(11.25)

φΙ ¼
Mccr

EcomIcgr
(11.26)

where Mccr is the cracking moment of the TRC/RC composite section. For the calcu-

lation of this moment, a cracking stress has to be determined. The mean tensile

strength of the cast-in-situ concrete (fctm) would pose a conservative option. Icgr is
the gross moment of inertia of the TRC/RC composite section. Ecom is the modulus

of elasticity of the TRC/RC composite element, which can be calculated according

to the rule of mixtures, namely the sum: Ec�Vc +Em�Vm, where Vc and Vm are

the volumetric ratios of the cast-in-situ concrete and cementitious matrix, respec-

tively. The steel reinforcement and textile reinforcement can be neglected.

In most cases, the calculations for deflections at the PS are performed in the

cracked state (Stage II). Similar calculations in the uncracked state are also performed

at the TS, if development of cracking occurs.

As MC2010 proposes, instantaneous deflections should be calculated through dou-

ble integration of curvatures along the member length. The member is divided into

segments, and at each integration point (i) with an acting moment (Mi), the respective

curvature (φi) is calculated for both an uncracked
Mi

E� Igr

� �
and a fully cracked

Mi

E� Iu

� �
stage. For the calculation of the moment of inertia at a fully cracked stage,

the neutral axis position has to be determined. For the TS (i.e., for the TRC SiP form-

work element), the depth of the neutral axis corresponds to the textile rupture. For the

PS (i.e., for the TRC/RC composite element), the depth of the neutral axis corresponds

to the tensile steel yielding, even though the element exhibits significant post-yield

load-carrying capacity. Finally, Equation (11.27) provides the values of φi, taking into

account tension stiffening.
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φi ¼ 1�β� Mcr

Misd

� �2
 !

�φΙΙi + β�
Mcr

Misd

� �2

�φΙi (11.27)

where φΙi is the curvature at integration point i, calculated assuming an uncracked

stage (linear elastic response). φΙΙi is the curvature at integration point i, calculated
assuming a fully cracked stage. β is the coefficient accounting for the influence of

the duration of loading or repeated loading. Mcr is the cracking moment. Misd is the

design moment at integration point i.
It should be noted that, generally, curvatures resulting from the differential shrink-

age of the TRC and cast-in-situ components of the composite slab should be taken into

consideration. Nevertheless, the issue is not dealt with herein.

11.4.5 Calculations for crack widths

The crack width calculations, as proposed by the MC2010, for conventionally

reinforced concrete members can also be implemented in the case of TRC/RC hybrid

members. If cracking at the TS is (from a design point of view) acceptable, then cal-

culations for crack widths should also be carried out for this state. Neglecting

shrinkage-induced strains, the design crack width is given from the following

equation.

wd ¼ 2� ‘fmax � εfm� εmmð Þ (11.28)

Where

εfm� εmm ¼
σf � kt� fmt

ρρ, eff
� 1 + atm�ρρ, eff
� �
Et

(11.29)

ρρ, eff ¼
Αf

Αm, eff
(11.30)

where εfm is the mean tensile strain of the textile reinforcement over ‘fmax. εmm is the

mean tensile strain of the cementitious matrix over ‘fmax. ‘fmax is the length along

which slippage between the textile reinforcement and the surrounding the cementi-

tious matrix occurs. Αm,eff is the effective area of the cementitious matrix in tension

(details given in MC2010). fmt is the mean tensile strength of the cementitious matrix.

kt is the coefficient dependent on the duration of the loading. σf is the stress in the

textile reinforcement for the given magnitude of the load. αtm is the modular ratio

Et/Εm.
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From force equilibrium, it yields that:

‘fmax ¼ σfcr�Am, eff

τf �UΤΕΧ
(11.31)

where τf is the mean bond stress of the textile reinforcement, and UTEX is the contact

area between the cementitious matrix and the textile reinforcement.

The product τf �UΤΕΧ is a characteristic value for a given textile/matrix combina-

tion (i.e., for a specific TRC composite) and can be derived from characterization tests

on tensile coupon tests with equivalent textile reinforcement ratios. Assuming that the

measured experimental crack spacing X is equal to 1:337� ‘fmax (Cuypers and

Wastiels, 2006), force equilibrium yields:

τf �UΤΕΧ ¼ 1:337�σfcr�Aspe

X
(11.32)

where Αspe is the cross section area of the tensile test coupon.

Regarding crack width calculations at the PS, the designer has to bear in mind

that the stress is carried by both the fibrous and the steel reinforcement. Literature

related to the textile/steel interaction is limited (Weiland et al., 2010). Nevertheless,

this issue can be dealt with following the MC2010 approach, referring to mixed,

prestressed, and conventionally reinforced concrete members. The basic assumption

for the adoption of the formulations to follow is that both the textile and the steel

reinforcement share the same crack width. From force equilibrium, the stress of the

textile reinforcement can be expressed in terms of the steel reinforcement ratio.

σf ¼ ‘s,max

‘f,max

�Et

Es

�σs (11.33)

With

‘f,max

‘s,max

¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Et�Af

Es�As

� τs
τf
� Us

UTEX

r
(11.34)

Resulting to

σf ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Et�As

Es�Af

� τf
τs
�UTEX

Us

r
�σs ) σf ¼

ffiffiffiffiffi
ξ1

p
�σs (11.35)

where ‘s,max is the length along which slippage between steel reinforcement and sur-

rounding cast-in-situ concrete occurs. τs and τf are the mean bond stress of steel and

textile reinforcement, respectively. Us is the perimeter of steel rebar.
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and

ξ1 ¼
Et�As

Es�Af

� τf
τs
�UTEX

Us

(11.36)

The crack width can be determined by the equation:

wd ¼ 2� ‘smax � εsm� εsmð Þ (11.37)

where

εsm� εcm ¼
σs� kt� fctm

ρρ, eff
� 1 + as�ρρ, eff
� �

Es

(11.38)

ρρ, eff ¼
As + ξ

2
1�Af

Ac, eff
(11.39)

where fctm is the tensile strength of cast-in-situ concrete.

11.4.6 Calculations for sustained loading

Considering that the position of the neutral axis of the composite section remains

unchanged at Stage II, a cross section analysis is performed for ξ¼ ξy and σf equal
to the limiting sustained stress in order to calculate the sustainedmoment in the section

for the given strain distribution. The derived limiting moment is compared with the

respective acting design moment.

11.4.7 Calculations for shear

Calculations for shear should be conducted at both design states. Regarding the cal-

culations at the TS, the equations proposed by Voss and Hegger (2006) could be

adopted. Regarding the PS, checks for vertical and longitudinal shear should be con-

ducted at the interfaces of the critical sections, as those presented in MC2010. Also,

checks in the uncracked areas from bending near the supports of the composite should

be conducted.

11.5 Formulation of optimum (minimum cost) design

A structural optimization process aims to determine the values of critical design

parameters that fulfill the objective of extremizing an overall target property (e.g.,

minimizing cost), while satisfying a set of performance requirements under given

constraints.
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11.5.1 Mathematical expression

The mathematical expression of a typical optimization problem is given below.

Let X be the set of design variables within S.

X¼ x1, x2,…, xn½ � 2 S (11.40)

where xi 2 Si and S¼ S1�S2�⋯�Sn, S�R, i¼ 1,2,…,n.
Xminimizes (or maximizes) the function f(X), while simultaneously satisfying the

constraints:

gj Xð Þ� 0, j¼ 0,1,2,…,m (11.41)

Ik Xð Þ¼ 0, k¼ 0,1,2,…,p (11.42)

11.5.2 Design variables and objective function

The majority of structural optimization problems aim to minimize the structural ele-

ment’s weight. In many cases, the element’s weight also reflects the minimization of

the total productioncost (this is especially true forFRPand/or structural steel elements).

The optimum design formulation presented herein aims to minimize the production

cost of TRC/RC composite one-way slabs, excluding cost factors such as the SiP form-

work element’s transportation and erection expenditures, costs associated to the pro-

duction facilities (which are perceived as fixed production plant investment costs),

or any other labor-related costs. Hence, only material costs are taken into account.

In order to achieve realistic optimum design solutions—and to save in computa-

tional time—a careful selection of the design variables is imperative, as they must

have a direct impact on the target property under optimization (in this case, on the

cost). Under this scope, the main criterion for the selection of a design variable is

the degree of participation in the total cost of the composite element. As will be dis-

cussed in the following paragraphs in more detail, the production cost of the TRC SiP

formwork element amounts to approximately 70% of the TRC/RC composite produc-

tion cost. Consequently, the design variables of the formwork element (e.g., the textile

reinforcement ratio and the shape-forming geometric parameters) are of major impor-

tance to the procedure.

The global design variables of the problem presented herein can be classified into

two categories. The first one includes the parameters that define the cross section

geometry for both elements (i.e., for both the TRC SiP formwork element and the

resulting composite one). Different formwork cross sections may be considered, such

as hollow tapered (or else “capped” or “delta”) or “channel” shaped ones (see

Figures 11.6 and 11.7, respectively). Although different production set-up costs

may be (and in reality are) associated with different cross sections (depending on

the degree of manufacturing difficulty of each cross section), no such considerations

are taken into account in the procedure. Geometric parameters include the ratio of the
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effective depth of the textile reinforcement in the composite member (measuring from

the reinforcement middle layer level to the full height of the composite member) to the

thickness of the TRC element (df/t). The ratio of the effective depth of the textile rein-
forcement in the TRC element (measuring from the reinforcement middle layer level

to the height of the TRC element) to the thickness of the TRC element (dff/t) is also
included. Cross section-specific (local geometric) design parameters are also assigned

for each type of cross section considered. For example, coefficients α and c in

Figure 11.6 control the formwork’s “cap” shape and correspond to the ratios of dimen-

sions A and C, respectively, to the width of the formwork’s basic module, B. The sec-
ond category of design variables includes the textile and steel reinforcement ratios

(Af/b� t and As/b� t, respectively). For the sake of generality, it should be noted that,
as in the case of structural performances, the design variables are introduced to the

problem in a normalized form. Here, they are normalized over the SiP formwork

A

A = a�B

C = c�B
B

b = nmo�B

b

t
Hf

Htot

dff

df ds = df  − t

As

Af

C

Xopt 
=

df dff As Afa
b�t b�t

opt
t t

, , , ,

Figure 11.6 Cap-shaped section and the respective design variables for optimization.
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=
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As b
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Figure 11.7 Channel shaped section and the respective design variables for optimization.
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element’s thickness and, where appropriate, the composite element’s width. The

design variables’ vector is also presented in Figures 11.6 and 11.7. Another design

variable that is probably quite decisive for the overall cost of the TRC/RC composite

element is the tensile strength of the cementitious matrix that comprises the TRC

formwork. Taking into account that the cost of a high-performance cementitious mix-

ture is generally a nonlinear function of its compressive strength, and expressing the

tensile strength of such a material in terms of its compressive strength, one could

expand the design variables vector to include the compressive strength of the cemen-

titious matrix in the TRC formwork. Nevertheless, what is even more important is to

identify those design parameters that maximize the matrix-to-textile bond capacity.

This is a complex task involving many difficult-to-quantify parameters, such as the

type of rovings’ coatings (if any), the degree of mortar penetrability through the grid’s

openings, the effect of multiple textile layers, etc. Hence, in the procedure described in

this chapter, the characteristic compressive strength of the mortar and the associate

cost per unit volume are considered as input. Other individual material costs are given

in the worked example section. The total cost objective function of the problem is

given by the following equation.

C¼Cc� Ac

bds
+Cm� Am

bdf
+Cs� γs�ρs +Ctex� γfρf (11.43)

whereC is the total cost of the composite slab per unit of reference volume (€/m3). (As

reference volume is taken, the product is ‘bdf, where ‘ and b are the length and the

width of the element respectively, and df is the effective depth of the slab.) Cm is

the cost of cementitious matrix of TRC (€/m3). Cs is the cost of steel reinforcement

per weight unit (€/g). Ctex is the cost of textile reinforcement per weight unit (€/g). Cc

is the cost of normal concrete per volume unit (€/m3). Ac and Am are the cross section

area of normal and fine concrete, respectively. γs and γf are the density of steel and

fibrous material, respectively. ρs and ρf are the steel and textile volumetric reinforce-

ment ratio, respectively. The volumetric reinforcement ratio is defined as the ratio of

the cross section area of the reinforcing material to the product bdf.

11.5.3 Constraints

Themathematical constraints are posed by the demand that all calculated performance

(i.e., structural response) values derived from the serviceability and ultimate limit

states are less than or equal to the ones that cause failure, or are unacceptable in terms

of user’ comfort. Geometric-specific constraints are also imposed on individual cross

sections, dictated by both geometric compatibility conditions between the TRC form-

work elements, and the resulting composite elements. Anthropometric restrictions that

take into account the on-site constructability and site safety are also considered. Addi-

tionally, the design variables vector is set to vary between a lower and an upper bound;

these bounds are selected based, mainly, on practical considerations, as code-imposed
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values are nonexistent. All inequality and equality constraints applicable to the prob-

lem at hand are given in Tables 11.2–11.4.

11.5.4 Optimization procedure using genetic algorithms

The optimum design procedure presented in this chapter can be programmed and

solved using a multitude of different algorithms. Among these, genetic algorithms

pose an interesting alternative, especially for highly nonlinear problems. A genetic

algorithm (GA) is a method for solving both constrained and unconstrained optimi-

zation problems based on a natural selection process that mimics biological evolution.

Table 11.2 Inequality constraints for the TRC SiP formwork element

TRC SiP in TS

Limit state Expression Description Comment

Serviceability μsd�μcr�0 No cracking Midspan–bottom
flange

Serviceability μsdrev�μcrrev�0 No cracking Upper flange-on

support

Ultimate μsd�μrd�0 Failure moment –
Ultimate vvsd�vvrd�0 Vertical shear –
Serviceability δf�δflim�0 Deflection after casting δflim¼ l/400
Serviceability wf�wflim�0 Crack width –
Serviceability ρffmin�ρff

1�0 Minimum textile

reinforcement ratio

See Equation (11.3)

Table 11.3 Inequality constraints for the composite element

Composite slab in PS

Limit state Expression Description Comment

Ultimate μsd�μrd�0 Failure moment –
Ultimate vEd�vRd,c�0 Vertical shear Cracked areas

Ultimate vEd�vRd,unc�0 Vertical shear Uncracked areas

Ultimate vEd,i�vRd,i�0 Longitudinal shear –
Serviceability δtot�δlim�0 Deflection δlim¼ l/250,

δtot¼δTS+δPS
Serviceability wtot�wlim�0 Crack width –
Serviceability σf�kf�σfukmax�0 Stress limitation kf¼0.20 for glass

textiles

Serviceability Ftex +As�σs �Act� kc� k� fctm + σcr�b� t See Equation (11.4)
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The algorithm repeatedly modifies a population of individual solutions. At each step,

the GA selects (either randomly or according to user-specified rules) individuals from

the current population and uses them as parents to produce the children for the next

generation. Over successive generations, the population “evolves” toward an optimal

solution (Matlab®). The results shown in the worked example section of this chapter

are derived from solving the optimum design problem using the GA functions pro-

vided in the Global Optimization Toolbox of the Matlab® platform.

The specifics of the solving procedure are briefly presented next. Algorithm con-

vergence is facilitated by the use of a population of at least 180 individuals. The struc-

ture of the next generation is advised not to be entirely random, but to consist of the

two best performing individuals (i.e., those with the lower cost) from the previous gen-

eration, as well as 107 and 71 individuals resulting from crossover and mutation,

respectively, of randomly selected individuals from the previous generation. The tol-

erance criterion for the constraints was 1�10�5, and the convergence-stop criterion

for the objective function was 0.10€.

11.5.5 Worked example

The following example illustrates the design solutions attained for a TRC/RC com-

posite slab that yield the minimum production cost of the finished product. More spe-

cifically, the design basis is a TRC SiP formwork element of a “cap shaped” cross

section comprising three modules (three “caps” per unitary width). In order to mini-

mize the computational time and to simplify the presentation of the results, coefficient

c was 0.25. This assumption is not far from reality, as preliminary runs (which

included coefficient c as a design variable) revealed that this coefficient remains fairly

unaffected by other variables’ fluctuations. It has a mean value of 0.25. Additionally,

this value satisfies the anthropometric constraint related to the available step area for

workers.

Table 11.4 Geometric and special constraints

Composite slab in PS

Limit state Expression Description

Ultimate εf�εfu¼0 Desirable failure mode

Ultimate εsy�εsuls �0 Failure after steel yielding (tensile steel strain level

at the fracture of textile reinforcement should be

higher from yield stress)

Serviceability εcsy�εc2�0 Linear behavior of concrete at steel yielding

– 50�Htot +Hf�0 Minimum concrete depth between the top surface

of the concrete slab and the upper flange of the SiP

element

– df¼ds+ t Geometric constraints
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Analyses were carried out for propped formwork elements, with propping placed at

midspan; the resulting composite members were simply supported, one-way slabs

with a width equal to 1.0 m. The investigated span lengths ranged between 2.0 and

6.0 m, with an incremental step equal to 250 mm. The permanent load (G) was taken
equal to 3.0 kN/m2, whereas three levels of live load (Q) were explored, namely 3.0,

5.0, and 7.5 kN/m2. Runs were performed in a batch mode, and the available design

resources (lower and upper bounds for each design variable) were the same for all

spans and design loads. Flexural loadbearing capacities and cross-sectional character-

istics were calculated using a fiber model.

A polymer-coated 2D E-glass textile was selected as reinforcement for the cemen-

titious composite. Steel reinforcement of class B500C was used as conventional rein-

forcement for the cast-in-situ concrete topping (placed adjacent to the TRC/RC

interface); a welded wire mesh (Ø4.2/150, not subjected to optimization) was also

included close to the composite element’s top surface in order to minimize

shrinkage- and/or handling-induced cracking. A cementitious mortar with a maximum

grain size equal to 4 mm and a conventional C20/25 concrete mix were assumed for

constructing the TRC formwork element and the cast-in-situ topping, respectively.

Finally, a full composite behavior between concrete topping and SiP element was con-

sidered. Consequently the constraint for longitudinal shear was inactive.

Tables 11.5–11.7 list key mechanical properties (characteristic values), safety factors,

and costs. For the cost derivation of the cementitious matrix, the mix design depicted

in Table 11.8 was considered.

For the specific worked example, a conservative σfcr value equal to 2.75 MPa was

taken into account, regardless of the sensitivity of the value to textile reinforcement

volumetric ratio. This value yields from experimental investigation on tensile coupon

tests carrying the textile reinforcement, which is utilized in this example.

Table 11.5 Key mechanical properties for the analyses

Steel

reinforcement

Coated E-glass textile

reinforcement

Cementitious

mortar

Conventional

concrete

fyk Ceffk σfum εcuk Cenv fmk fck

500 MPa 0.45 1111 MPa 9.35% 0.70 45 MPa 20 MPa

Table 11.6 Adopted safety factors for the materials

Steel

Coated E-glass textile

reinforcement

Cementitious

mortar

Conventional

concrete

Safety factor 1.15 1.50 1.50 1.50
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The lower and upper bounds for each design variable are given in Table 11.9. For

the textile reinforcement, the minimum and maximum cross section area reflects three

layers of textile reinforcement with a nominal thickness of 0.054 mm each. Four

layers of textile reinforcement have a nominal thickness of 0.125 mm.

Figures 11.8–11.13 depict the results for the optimum (minimum cost) design prob-

lem. More specifically, Figure 11.8 depicts the optimum effective depth of the textile

reinforcement in the composite slab and in the formwork element. Also, the bottom

Table 11.7 Cost of materials

Steel

Coated E-glass textile

reinforcement

Cementitious

matrix

Conventional

concrete

Cs Ctex Cm Cc

€/kg €/g €/m3 €/m3

Cost 0.80 0.02 147.3 77.0

Table 11.9 Upper and lower bound for design variables

x1 x2 x3 x4 x5

df dff α Αs Af

mm mm – mm2 mm2

Χimin 100 65 0.25 200 162.5

Χimax 400 325 0.60 550 500

Table 11.8 Mix design for the derivation of cost of cementitious
matrix

Material Density (kg/m3) Unit Mass per m3

Cement CEM ΙΙ 42.5Ν (C) 2900 kg 450

Polymers (3% per weight of cement) 500 kg 13.5

Antifoam powder (0.3% per weight of

total mix weight)

350 kg 0.255

Calcium carbonate powder 2700 kg 260

Sand 0/2 2620 kg –
Sand 0/4 2420 kg 1185

Super-plasticizer 1010 lt 5.8

Water (W) 1000 kg 224

Water to cement ratio (w¼W/C) – – 0.43

Total weight kg 2138.9
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subgraphs of the same figure present the optimum cross section areas for both textile

and steel reinforcements. Figure 11.9 presents the results in a normalized form. More

specifically, the composite’s and SiP formwork element’s slenderness ratios

l

df or dff

� �
are given. Also, the volumetric ratio of the textile

Af

b�df

� �
and steel rein-

forcement
As

b�df

� �
in the composite slab are presented. Figure 11.14 depicts the

ratios (r) of certain design values of performance requirements (i.e., certain “Sd”

values) to the respective maximum allowable ones at failure (i.e., the respective

“Rd” values). Specifically, the figure depicts values corresponding to: (1) the cracking

moment for the TRC SiP formwork element rMcr@SiP, (2) the bending moment for the

composite element rMcu
, (3) the deflection for the composite element at the SLS

rδc@SLS, and (4) the sustained tensile stress in the textile reinforcement to avoid creep

rupture, rσfum sustained. Values of ratio r close to unity denote the activation of the respec-
tive design constraint. For each feasible combination of span length and live load

level, more than one constraint may be active.

The fifth parameter for optimization is presented indirectly through the shape factor

coefficient in Figure 11.10. Also, for each design solution, the neutral axis (normalized

by effective depth of textile reinforcement df) at steel yielding is given in Figure 11.11.
Finally, the achievedminimized production cost per runningmeter and the total weight

of each formwork are presented in Figures 11.12 and 11.13, respectively. As can be

inferred by the aforementioned figures, the convergence of the algorithm to a feasible

solution was not possible in three cases: for (span length, live load)¼ (6.0 m, 5.0 kN/

m2), (7.5 m, 5.75 kN/m2), and (7.5 m, 7.5 kN/m2). The available design sources were

not adequate for these design combinations. The spikes-free minimum cost curve is

indicative of the effectiveness of the optimum design procedure that was followed

and of the algorithm that was implemented.

As depicted in Figure 11.8, the algorithm results in optimum design solutions that

favor the gradual increase of the effective depth (both that of the TRC SiP formwork

element and of the composite slab), while keeping the textile reinforcement area at
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minimum for as long as possible. It also adjusts the amount of steel reinforcement

accordingly. This trend applies roughly until the span reaches 5 m in length. For lon-

ger spans, the textile reinforcement must increase; this need arises at shorter spans as

the live load increases. Comparing the shape of the resulting curve of Figure 11.12

with that of the optimum cross section area for the textile reinforcement, a direct rela-

tion is observed. Cost increases abruptly with an increase of the textile content for

spans longer than approximately 5 m.

From the above, it becomes clear that the algorithm yields theminimum cost solution

by giving priority to low-cost design alternatives (an increase of steel reinforcement ratio

and a decrease of the member’s slenderness). Textile reinforcement is only increased in

cases where all the other resources are fully exploited under the given constraints.

Another interesting observation is that the increase in the composite slab’s effec-

tive depth is always linked to a respective increase in the effective depth of the form-

work itself; the latter leads to the increase of the formwork’s moment of inertia and to

the minimization of the cast-in-situ concrete volume. The need for achieving the max-

imummoment of inertia for the formwork is also indicated by the increase of the shape

factor value; values close or equal to unity indicate a perpendicular arrangement of

TRC webs in regards to the TRC bottom flange.

Regarding the activation of design constraints, refer to Figure 11.14. From here, it

can be argued that for nearly all feasible span and live load combinations, at least one

constraint is activated (none of which is the one corresponding to the crackingmoment
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of the TRC SiP formwork element, as propping has been previewed). The simulta-

neous activation of different design constraints denotes the efficiency of the algorithm

in terms of solving for global minimum costs.

11.6 Summary and future trends

In the first part of this chapter, a design procedure was introduced for one-way com-

posite slabs comprising a participating SiP textile-reinforced concrete formwork ele-

ment monolithically connected to a concrete topping reinforced with conventional

steel reinforcement. Closed-form equations for the determination of critical design

performances were also presented. In the second part of the chapter, the proposed

design procedure was integrated into an optimum design methodology. The aim

was to determine key design parameters that result in the minimum cost design solu-

tion for given spans and design loads. A worked example was used to demonstrate the

effectiveness of the methodology. Input data for the example was limited to a single

type of TRC, whereas propping had been previewed for the on-site production phase.

From the results, the authors deduced that the dominating design criteria, which are

pointed out from the value of design constraints, are the deflection of the composite

slab in SLS, the stress limitation in textile reinforcement for permanent loading, and

the design failure moment in ULS for the composite. For moderate span lengths rang-

ing from 3 to 4 m, the defection constraint is the dominating design constraint, where

the most slender solutions are achieved. Depending on the live load level, a shift in this

area, just as in all the design curves, is observed. For spans greater than 5 m, the crit-

ical design constraint is the stress limitation criterion accompanied by the loadbearing

capacity criterion. Also, the presence of support under the midspan of the formwork

element deteriorated the severity of the SiP’s cracking moment constraint.

The analytical results highlight the directions for future research. Specifically, the

flexural behavior of RC/TRC composite slabs under permanent loading should be

investigated. Regarding the exhibited deformation of these elements, experimental

results should be obtained in order to verify and improve the adopted material law

(e.g., a bilinear model could be adopted).

Regarding the optimum design procedure, the possible improvements involve the

integration of the weight of the SiP element into the optimum design procedure. Also,

it would be of great interest to integrate to the group of objective functions that con-

cern the carbon footprints of the respective elements.
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12Textile-reinforced concrete:

Selected case studies

M. Raupach, C. Morales Cruz
RWTH Aachen University, Aachen, Germany

12.1 Loadbearing and self-supporting new building
structures with prefabricated textile-reinforced
concrete

One area for the application of new constructions with textile-reinforced concrete

(TRC) is the building of new prefabricated pedestrian bridges. Old bridges often

do not have a sufficient concrete cover thickness to protect their steel reinforcement,

leading to corrosion and spalling. The use of salt for de-icing also acerbates the

process. This does not only leave visual defects but can also reduce the loadbearing

capacity and thereby the safety of the bridges. If a repair or strengthening is too

expensive or not worth it, then these existing bridges will be replaced by new ones.

One advantage of TRC is its high adaptability to its surroundings, due to the slim

cross-sections compared to concrete, reinforced concrete with steel or even fiber-

reinforced polymers. This enhances the freedom of design of the architect and

engineer. In addition, transportation costs of the unit-segments are lower compared

to steel–concrete, as a result of the lower weight.

The very first TRC bridge was built and opened to the public in Oschatz, Germany

(see Figure 12.1a). For the state horticultural show in 2006, a bridge was needed for

pedestrians and cyclists to cross a stream. To minimize the required material and

weight, the concrete was reinforced with technical textiles and steel tendons, allowing

for a mere thickness of 30 mm and a weight of 6 t (Ehlig et al., 2012).

The bridge spans 8.60 m and consists of U-shaped segments. These segments are

haunched at the frame corners and reinforced segment edges. Additionally, all other

edges are rounded in order to minimize the stress-concentrations. Both the railing and

the superstructure cross-section area, which has a width of 3.1 m and a total walking

width of 2.5 m, are loadbearing. To accommodate this, the 1.31 m-high segments

were prestressed with six steel-tendons, and the superstructure cross-section area

was strengthened with ribs on the lower surface (see Figure 12.1b) (Ehlig et al.,

2012; Fußgängerbrücke Oschatz, 2006).

The fine concrete was reinforced with alkali-resistant (AR) glass rovings, which

were woven into mats and then inserted in four layers on the segments. The textile

reinforcement served as minimum reinforcement and also reduced the crack widths

and spacing in the serviceability state (Ehlig et al., 2012).
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Before construction, the segments and a prototype of this bridge were tested for

safety and loadbearing capacity in a laboratory. Due to the novelty of this composite

material at this time, a partial safety factor (γ¼2.5) compared to the service load was

required. This, however, was easily proven (Ehlig et al., 2012).

Adapted from this U-shaped structural system, a 17-m long TRC bridge was built in

Kempten, Germany. While the height of the segments was maintained, the total

walking width was reduced to 2.0 m. This bridge is innovative, in so far that clearance

vehicles with a weight of up to 3.5 t are allowed to briefly pass through it. Due to the

axle loads, additional crossbeams were added to the superstructure cross-section. As a

result of the greater spans, higher pretension loads had to be safely introduced into the

structure via cross-sectional reinforcements (Ehlig et al., 2012).

A more recent construction is the pedestrian bridge in Albstadt, Germany (see

Figure 12.2a). In 2010, the original pedestrian bridge across a motorway in Albstadt

had to be replaced because of serious damage by steel-corrosion. To avoid high costs

of restoration, and to enable a slender and durable bridge, TRCwas chosen as building

material. Compared to conventional construction material, a reduced weight and a

longer service life were achieved (Ehlig et al., 2012; Hegger et al., 2010).

With a length of 97 m, the resulting slim TRC bridge is the longest in the world

(Kulas and Goralski, 2014).

AR glass was also used as reinforcement in this case. However, the mesh (laid

scrim) with a maximal intercept of 15 mm was coated with a warm hardening epoxy,

namely a PrePreg System (Pre impregnated) (Raupach et al., 2006). Thus nearly the

full tensile strength of the AR glass was activated and the shapes needed for the

crosslines and caps of the bridge could be formed freely (see Figure 12.2b).

Additionally, the strength loss during the accelerated aging laboratory tests was com-

pared to the non-impregnated AR-glass significantly reduced (Hegger et al., 2010).

The fine concrete used here, strength class C55/65, was chosen for its frost resis-

tance, surface quality and high workability. The maximum grain diameter was set at

4 mm to allow for adequate adhesion of the fine concrete to the textile and cohesion

through the mesh (Hegger et al., 2010).

(a) (b)

Figure 12.1 First segmental TRC Bridge in Oschatz, Germany. (a) Overview

(Fußgängerbrücke Oschatz, 2006) and (b) U-shaped cross-section of the TRC (Ehlig et al.,

2012).
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The bridge is 97-m long and consists of six elements with lengths between 11.8 m

and 17.2 m (border fields) with a maximum span of 15.1 m. The superstructure con-

sists of 435-mm high and 3.21-m wide concrete T-beams with seven webs each. They

were prestressed by four single-strand cables and reinforced with three glass fibre

reinforced plastic (GFRP)-bars, in addition to the textile reinforcement. With a slen-

derness ratio of only H:L¼1:35, a slender bridge construction was achieved. Using

TRC, the minimum concrete cover was 15 mm, enabling the application of the textile

(warp-knit frayed structure) with a width of 120 mm. Near the ends of the bridge, the

height of the plate is reduced to only 90 mm. These elements were prefabricated to be

assembled at the construction site (Kulas and Goralski, 2014).

Before the bridge was built, a large-scale test was carried out on a 17.2 m�3.21 m

element. The bridge cross-section remained intact throughout the entire test. At 80%

of the maximum load, cracks of 0.3 mmwere observed; at the maximum load of 100 t,

cracks of 0.7 mm appeared, and the element showed a deflection of 500 mm. This low

crack diameter can be attributed to the finely woven textile reinforcement with its fine

rovings (Kulas and Goralski, 2014).

Besides bridges, there are other architecturally sophisticated building structures,

which reflect the slimming and the elegance of face concrete, that can be achieved

with prefabricated TRC. Due to its minimal concrete cover, very thin plates, which

can be used for façades, can be fabricated. The use of fine concrete with a maximum

grain size of 8 mm allows for thin, sharp-edged components and high-quality surfaces.

To improve the appearance of buildings, reduce carbon dioxide emissions, and the

costs of material and transport, façade elements made of TRC can be used. To add an

element of insulation to these façades, sandwich elements are built. These offer not

only ecological, but also economic advantages. Therefore, many sandwich façades

and elements can be found in recent constructions. They consist of two textile

(a) (b)

Figure 12.2 Pedestrian Bridge in Albstadt, Germany. (a) Overview (Kulas and Goralski, 2014)

and (b) cross-section of the T-beam superstructure (solidian GmbH).
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elements embedded in concrete enclosing light material such as foam. Sandwich

elements are very light, thus they can support their own weight.

In the context of façades, the concept of “betoShell©” is relevant. The company

Hering Bau developed betoShell© in collaboration with RWTH Aachen University

and TU Dresden. betoShell© is a TRC plate that can be used to clad a façade. They

are available in various sizes, colors, and surface structures. Furthermore, they excel in

their low thickness and fine edge shaping.

The betoShell© CLASSIC of 1200 mm�600 mm�20 mm was the first general

construction approval for such components. The betoShell© BIG is also widespread,

with dimensions of 2400 mm�1200 mm�30 mm (see Figure 12.3). Both

systems can be used to build rear-ventilated façades and suspended ceilings up to a

characteristic wind load of 2.2 kN/m2 (Ehlig et al., 2012).

One example of the application of betoShell© is the façade of an auditorium of the

Faculty of civil engineering at RWTH Aachen University (see Figure 12.4). The

existing façade had to be renewed because of its age and lack of sufficient anchorage.

Due to the lower weight and the overall climate and environmental balance,

betoShell©was preferred over conventional materials. It was then furnished with ther-

mal insulation and clad in betoShell© XXL plates with dimensions of 3 m�3 m. The

plates are fixed and anchored through two vertical back-mounted reinforcing ribs

(Grebe, 2011).

Another example for the application of TRC façade elements is the expansion of a

testing hall of the Institute of Structural Concrete of RWTH Aachen University. The

façade of the laboratory hall was clad in small-format textile-reinforced façade panels.

A total of 226 plates with the size of 2.685 m�0.325 m and a thickness of 25 mm

were used to cover a surface of 200 m2. Also in this case, the lower weight, the

associated cost savings for transport and mounting as well as the architectural design

options played a decisive role in the choice of construction materials. A fine concrete

betoShell© Big

old façade

Figure 12.3 Technical drawing of the betoShell© BIG with dimensions of

2400 mm�1200 mm�30 mm as part of a rear-ventilated façade (Hering Bau).
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with a maximum grain size of 2 mm was applied using the lamination method. The

textile reinforcement consists of 2200/320 tex (warp/fill direction) AR glass fibers

and has a distance of 8 mm between the rovings (Kulas et al., 2011). Further

projects include the façade panels of the community college in Leiden, Netherlands,

the TRC façade of the Alfred-Hütter Laboratory Hall in Dresden, the façade of the city

library of Almere, Netherlands and the façade of the educational department of the

Hogeschool van Arnhem and Nijmegen (HAN) in Nimwegen (Rempel et al., 2015).

In order to reduce the quantity of anchorage per square meter, thus reducing the

mounting costs, large façade panels with dimensions of 2.51 m�4.88 m and thick-

nesses of only 30 mmwere developed by Hering Bau and institutes of RWTHAachen

University. Additionally, the number of gaps between the elements was reduced,

resulting in the enhancement of the appearance (Rempel and Hegger, 2015). Further

projects include the pilot application on the large façade panel of the laboratory hall of

the Institute of Structural Concrete of the RWTH Aachen University (Rempel and

Hegger, 2015), the large façade with TRC elements on the cafeteria of the St. Leonard

School in Aachen (Rempel and Hegger, 2015) and the façade of “SchieferErlebnis” in
Dormettingen (Rempel et al., 2015).

Currently, top layers of sandwich panels are made of steel-reinforced concrete or

metal. However, the transportation, the mounting, and coupling agent costs can

be reduced by using TRC top layers. An example of a sandwich element construction

is the institute building INNOTEX of RWTH Aachen University (see Figure 12.5a).

590 m2 of its façade are clad in sandwich elements with dimensions of

3.45 m�1.0 m�0.18 m (see Figure 12.5b). The glass fiber concrete panels were

reinforced with AR glass textiles. They enclose 150 mm of rigid polyurethane foam

Figure 12.4 View of the auditorium of the Civil Engineering Faculty, RWTH Aachen

University (Grebe, 2011).
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and are kept in place by eight nails and two transverse anchors of stainless steel.

This ensures stability under strain through wind, temperature, and shrinkage

(Rempel et al., 2015).

A further demonstration of the novel composite material, TRC, is the T3-Pavilion

in Aachen, Germany (see Figure 12.6a). The cost-intensive production of the shell

structures and later occurring corrosion of the steel reinforcement are arguments

against a construction with steel-reinforced concrete, which, at the same time, speak

in favor for TRC.

Four large-format TRC shells with dimensions of 7 m�7 m form the roof of the

glassed pavilion. The dimensions of the building exterior are 14 m�14 m�4 m

(Scholzen et al., 2012). The textile concrete shells were produced by the company

GQ Quadflieg Bau GmbH from Aachen in cooperation with engineers of RWTH

Aachen University. A total of twelve layers of carbon textile were used within the only

60-mm thick shells. Each shell rests in the midst of the filigree arches on a single

steel-reinforced concrete column (Rempel et al., 2015).

(a) (b)

Figure 12.5 Façade of the INNOTEX building, RWTH Aachen University. (a) Overview

(Rempel et al., 2015) and (b) cross-section (Horstmann et al., 2009).

(a) (b)

Figure 12.6 T3-Pavilion of RWTH Aachen University. (a) Overview and (b) spraying of the

mortar on the carbon textiles from the moveable working platform (GQ Quadflieg Bau GmbH).
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In order to secure the positional accuracy of the textile reinforcement, to reach

every point of the shell and to prevent damage caused during the construction, a pre-

cast concept was developed. Part of the concept was a temporary manufacturing tent in

which a formwork was built for the textile concrete shells (see Figure 12.6b). Another

part of the concept is a moveable working platform, from which any point of the shell

could be reached without entering and damaging the shell during its manufacture

(Scholzen et al., 2012).

Another useful application for new TRC structures are precast garages. Nowadays,

many garages are built using prefabricated parts. These heavy elements need to be

transported to the construction site. Usually, two garages are transported on a single

trailer truck. For this purpose, there is currently a special permission which is being

reevaluated, possibly limiting the allowed weight to 40 t. To avoid high transport

costs, the much lighter TRC can be used to create prefabricated garages weighing only

15 t. An example are the prefabricated garages made by the company solidian GmbH

(see Figure 12.7) (Kulas, 2014).

The dimensions of these garages are 6000–8000 mm�2980 mm�2590 mm and

are composed of a base plate of steel-reinforced concrete, four wall panels and a ceil-

ing of TRC. The concrete used has amaximum grain size of 8 mm and is in accordance

with class C40/50, while the concrete cover of the textile reinforcement is merely

10 mm (Kulas, 2014).

The textile reinforcement consists of AR glass fibers that are impregnated with a

warm hardening epoxy resin. This allows for a light, sturdy and dimensionally

stable construction. Additionally, the beams of the garage openings are reinforced

with GFRP-bars with vinyl-ester-resin-coated AR glass filaments and a diameter of

10 mm (Kulas, 2014).

With a thickness of just 60 mm for the ceiling and 40–50 mm for the walls, the

weight can be reduced to such an extent that two garages can be transported by the

same truck even under the impending new restrictions (Kulas, 2014).

In 2014, TRC was used by Hering Bau to restore a run-down platform in

Walleshausen, Germany (see Figure 12.8a). This had to be done with a minimal

Figure 12.7 Precast garage from the company solidian GmbH (solidian GmbH).
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impact on rail traffic, as several tracks had to be closed for the maintenance. In this

context, the platform level had to be raised to a new level of 0.38 m above the tracks

(Grebe, 2014).

A composite material to compensate for different platform levels was found in the

thin and flexible TRC. To minimize work on the construction site and the impact on

rail traffic, prefabricated plates were used. These already included the textured

platform edge, a slip-resistant surface coating and a guide strip for people with visual

disabilities (Grebe, 2014).

Because of the high flexural strength required by the platform, two layers of carbon

fiber textiles were imbedded into the concrete. The concrete panels with a dimension

of 2.5 m�1.35 m were put on a frost-proof concrete layer and fixed there with two

stainless steel mandrels. During the process, the components did not need to be

grounded because of the absence of steel reinforcement (Grebe, 2014).

The company Hering Bau was awarded the “Qualitätspreis Gleisbau 2014” (“Prize
for Quality in Track Construction”) for their work restoring the platform of

Walleshausen with TRC (see Figure 12.8b).

12.2 Strengthening of steel-reinforced concrete
structures

TRC can be used to strengthen existing steel-reinforced concrete, masonry or evenwood

structures. So far, TRC is mostly used for the strengthening of steel-reinforced concrete.

Bycombining the advantagesof sprayed concrete, suchasproductivity andhighconcrete

compaction, with the advantages of light, non-corrosive reinforcement,

a high-performance composite material can be achieved through TRC. Since 2014,

a general type approval for the strengthening of steel-reinforced concrete

(TUDALIT®) has been given. Various construction structures such as columns, roofs,

floor slabs, a monument, a sugar silo and balconies have already been strengthen with

TUDALIT® (Scheerer et al., 2015).However, this approval onlycovers the strengthening

(a) (b)

Figure 12.8 (a) Platform under construction (Hering Bau) and (b) the completed platform

(Hering Bau).
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of interior structureswithmainly stationary loads. Before that, an approval for each indi-

vidual case had to be gained, as for all of the following sprayed fine concrete construc-

tions. Some applications are presented next, whereas others are given in Chapter 17.

In 2006, the existing steel-reinforced hypar-shell structure of the FH Schweinfurt

had to be strengthened to prevent further damage through wind and snow loads

because of an unacceptable amount of stress and deformation (see Figure 12.9a).

Due to its form, a hyperbolic parabolic, and the need for as little additional

weight as possible, a TRC was chosen as the reinforcement (see Figure 12.9b)

(Ehlig et al., 2012; Curbach et al., 2007).

The hypar-shell has a span width of 38 m�39 m and consists of steel-reinforced

concrete. The thickness of the structure varies: it is 80 mm in the middle, 367 mm at

the edges and up to 772 mmwhere it rests on the massive pylons. In the area over these

pylons, defects in the structure were discovered. 800 tex carbon rovings, combined to

structural elements, were used for the textile reinforcement. These had a spacing of

10.8 mm in warp and 18 mm in fill direction and were not impregnated. The fine con-

crete had to have a good adhesion even on vertical surfaces, combine well with the

textile reinforcement, be compatible to the existing structure and be optimized for

shrinking. As no manufacturer for such a concrete could be found, it was mixed

at the construction site. Further information on the concrete mixture is given in

Ehlig et al. (2012) and Curbach et al. (2007).

Prior to the application of TRC, the old concrete was roughened through sand

blasting and moistened to ensure good adhesion. The concrete was sprayed on in

layers of approximately 3–5 mm, alternating with the textile reinforcement. Thus a

strengthening layer of only 15 mm in thickness was created and, using TRC in contrast

to steel-reinforced concrete, the additional weight could be reduced by over 80%.

Before construction started, the adhesive bonding and the anchoring of the textile rein-

forcement were tested using samples of the components described above. This

resulted in an average bonding of 3.71 N/mm2, which is far above the bonding of

the existing structure, and is therefore sufficient. Furthermore, the transverse

(a) (b)

Figure 12.9 The hypar-shell structure in Schweinfurt. (a) Overview (TORKRET GmbH) and

(b) application of TRC through spraying with final laminating process (TORKRET GmbH).
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reinforcement and the breaking load of the strengthening layer were examined through

tensile tests. They also proved to be sufficient (Curbach et al., 2007).

From 2007 to 2009, the former building of the School of Engineering, Zwickau,

was reconstructed into a tax office. During a reevaluation of structural properties,

the loadbearing capacity of the barrel vaulting (see Figure 12.10a) could no longer

be guaranteed. Because the building is protected as a historical monument, the original

filigree structure had to be preserved. Different solutions for strengthening were pro-

posed but only TRC could meet the requirements of a flexible, thin and stable rein-

forcement for a fire-safe building (see Figure 12.10b) (Ehlig et al., 2012; Erhard et al.,

2015; Schladitz et al., 2009).

The barrel vaulting covers a room of approximately 16 m�7 m without supports,

rising to a height of 2.2 m. Eleven beams of 200 mm�250 mm are connected to the

steel-reinforced concrete plate, enclosing the ten roof panels, nine of which have a

skylight of 1 m�3 m (Erhard et al., 2015).

For the reinforcement, an orthogonal structure of 800 tex uncoated carbon rovings

with a spacing of 7.2 mm in warp and 14.4 mm in fill directions was created. Three

layers were applied both on the outside and inside of the building. Additionally, seven

layers were applied on the arch ribs, five of which were applied in the longitudinal

direction and two embracing the arch (Schladitz et al., 2009).

The fine, wet-sprayed concrete was mixed on-site. Before the concrete was

added in sprayed layers of 3 mm, the surface was moistened to ensure good adhesion.

Alternating between concrete and textile components, while still wet, the textile

reinforcement was incorporated through light impressing and the renovation was

completed with a final layer of concrete. To reduce shrinking, the finished TRC layer

of 20-mm thickness, on average, was instantly covered by wet fleece and foils.

Thereby, the filigree structure of the original building could be conserved; the applied

layer of TRC was only about the size of the plaster removed beforehand. Also, the

(a) (b)

Figure 12.10 The tax office in Zwickau, Germany. (a) The completed reinforced barrel

vaulting (Erhard et al., 2015) and (b) the sprayed TRC layer (TORKRET GmbH).
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nature of the textile structure enabled a flexible application to the rounded barrel

vaulting (Ehlig et al., 2012; Erhard et al., 2015; Schladitz et al., 2009).

In the context of a strengthening application in 2009 on a residential and business

building in Prague, Czech Republic, the company TORKRET carried out work with

TRC (see Figure 12.11a). For the ceilings, only TRC could be used because other mea-

sures would have limited the room heights and increased the load considerably.

The six-story building is 30 m�70 m in size and its ceilings are point-supported

flat slabs with non-prestressed steel reinforcement. The supports had a diameter of

0.8 m and were arranged in a grid of 12.8 m�13.1 m. Carbon fiber textiles and

3 mm of sprayed concrete were applied in up to four alternating layers (see

Figure 12.11b). Because of the extensive size of this ceiling, these layers could be

attached simultaneously for each cycle. One person sprayed the concrete, a second

rolled out the textile mats and another embedded the reinforcement into the concrete.

This reduced the costs and necessary time, even though the personnel expenditure

was higher. The resulting TRC layer was 20 mm in thickness at maximum

(Erhard et al., 2015).

In a similar application, the ceiling of a production hall in Koblenz, Germany, was

reinforced (see Figure 12.12). It showed severe deflection of up to 90 mm, leading to

damage of the walls and the floors above due to mechanical stress (Erhard et al.,

2015). The reason for this was two flange straps of 1.5 m�10.2 m, which were

insufficiently reinforced with steel (Erhard et al., 2015).

To fulfill these conditions TRC was chosen, in part because of its own low weight.

To ensure the stability and loadbearing capacity, the flange straps were reinforced

with carbon. Before renovations began, the effectiveness and quality were tested using

samples and verified through the material parameters. Three layers of fine concrete

and carbon reinforcement were applied through spraying; the last layer of concrete

(a) (b)

Figure 12.11 Strengthening of the ceilings of a business building in Prague, Czech Republic.

(a) Overview (TORKRET GmbH) and (b) spraying of the mortar (TORKRET GmbH).
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was rubbed down. Finally, the last layer was painted using acrylate-based paint. The

resulting TRC layer was only 15 mm in thickness, and reinforced the ceiling to the full

satisfaction of all involved partners (Scheerer et al., 2015).

12.3 Repair and restoration with TRC

TRC is especially suited for the surface repair of cracked building structures and it

additionally works well for the reinforcement of round structures. The flexible

styrene–butadiene–rubber (SBR)-impregnated textiles show excellent draping prop-

erties and can be shaped to fit exactly to the individual structure. One such example

is the sugar silo in Uelzen, Germany (see Figure 12.13). The silo, built in 1962, had to

undergo crack repair in 2012. Although it still proved to be sufficiently stable, cracks

of up to 1.6 mm could be observed. These were due to the thick concrete cover and the

resulting sensitivity to flexural stress. The dual compartment silo consists of pres-

tressed steel-reinforced concrete, has a diameter of 30 m and a height of 45 m. The

outer wall has a thickness of 200 mm, and the inner wall has a thickness of

180 mm. It can hold up to 20,000 t of sugar. The crack repair on the inside of the silo

was necessary to ensure the purity of the sugar and maintain the use of the silo (Erhard

et al., 2015; Weiland et al., 2013).

The textile mats can have diameters of a few millimeters and are thus ideal for a

fine crack distribution and bridging. This also leads to a very thin layer of necessary

reinforcement and reduces the capacity of the silo by a minimum. Using concrete, the

approved special coating suitable for food can still be applied, as it is only suitable for

mineral surfaces. Another factor was the difficult transport of the building materials

into the silo. Less TRCwas needed than any other suitable materials and was therefore

favored (Weiland et al., 2013).

(a) (b)

Figure 12.12 Strengthening of the ceilings of a production hall in Koblenz, Germany.

(a) Overview (TORKRET GmbH) and (b) application of the textile reinforcement on the

sprayed mortal (Erhard et al., 2015).
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The fine concrete used for this project was developed from the company Pagel. The

textile reinforcement consisted of 600 tex carbon textiles. TRC was then applied in

four layers by alternately spraying on the concrete and applying the textile reinforce-

ment. The layers of the latter were overlapped gradually to ensure a homogenous TRC

layer. The textile reinforcement had been cut to size beforehand, enabling a faster

working speed. To reduce shrinking, the new layer underwent post-treatment for a

week (Weiland et al., 2013).

The draping properties of TRC were also important while renovating an oval-

shaped sewer in Dresden, Germany (see Figure 12.14).

According to a survey from 2009, 17% of the 541,000 km sewage system in

Germany required restoration (Walther and Curbach, 2015). The quality and stability

of the existing concrete was not only too poor from the start, but also further weakened

by the corrosive fluids passing through.

(a) (b)

Figure 12.13 Sugar Silo in Uelzen. (a) Application of the carbon textile (TORKRET GmbH)

and (b) application of the spayed “fine” concrete (TORKRET GmbH).

Figure 12.14 Sewer restoration with TRC in Dresden (Walther and Curbach, 2015).
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Of the many possible methods for restoration, few are applicable to the given con-

ditions. TRC can be applied in layers flexible in shape and low in thickness. Resulting

in a finer crack distribution, its application lowers the permeability for liquids, for

example, water. The high compressive strength of the dense concrete matrix also

limits the penetration of pollutants. One approach is the external preparation of con-

crete and materials and the subsequent transport into the sewer. The limited space and

accessibility, however, only allowed for the hand-laminating process (Walther and

Curbach, 2015).

This solution has already been applied to a sewage system in Dresden, Germany,

where a 68 m segment of the public sewer system was restored using TRC. This pilot

project covered a section of an oval-shaped canal with a straight horizontal crown,

which had a length of 70 m and a clearance height of 1.7 m. The canal is used for

rain- and wastewater and its steel reinforcement showed signs of corrosion

(Walther and Curbach, 2015).

A conventional mortar for the restoration of sewers was used. The textile reinforce-

ment consists of 800 tex biaxial SBR-impregnated carbon rovings with a mesh size of

7.2 mm. The advantage to a comparable 3300 tex roving is a finer crack distribution

and better processing in points of detail, like corners. Two layers of TRC were applied

using the hand-lamination process. The resulting layer has a thickness of 9 mm and

forms a good surface (Walther and Curbach, 2015).

Before installation, uniaxial tension tests and pullout tests of the material were

carried out to determine bonding behavior and loadbearing capacity under dif-

ferent storage conditions; they gave favorable results. The TRC was also tested for

endurance under sulfate solution, comparable in corrosiveness to the fluids

passing through sewers, except for biogene sulfuric acid corrosion (Walther and

Curbach, 2015).

TRC has also proven to be a very efficient solution for the restoration of historical

buildings, such as the Aachen Cathedral and the Aachen Town Hall. The protection of

the Aachen Cathedral is an example of the application of TRC on masonry made of

natural stone.

The Aachen Cathedral was built around the year 800, and has since been a land-

mark of the city. The Aachen Cathedral is not only the most striking building in

Aachen, but also the first Germanmonument that was added to the list of the UNESCO

World Heritage Sites (see Figure 12.15a). During the repair of historically important

mosaics, a crack through the major structure of the “octagon vault” was discovered
(see Figure 12.15b). The crack movement damages the mosaics; therefore it has to

be constrained (Raupach et al., 2010).

The crack was under a lead roof, so the restoration was not needed for waterproof-

ing, but as a fail-safe protection in case the roof above should leak. The existing crack

had to be bridged and the crack displacements reduced, so the mosaics on the other

side of the wall would be protected from damage. Because of the importance of

Aachen Cathedral, all retrofitting work had to be done in accordance to the guidelines

of preserving such an important structure, as well as allowing for a very limited inva-

sion of the structure. Also, the added thickness could not exceed 30 mm and intrusions

into the existing structure had to be minimal (Raupach et al., 2010).
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Themortar used there is based on the groutingmortar developed specifically for the

cathedral taking the requirements of the preservation of the historic materials into

account. The reinforcement consists of two layers of a 2D carbon textile and has a

mesh size of 7 mm and 1600 tex rovings in both warp and fill directions. The surface

of the cathedral is irregular. To ensure the necessary high system rigidity, the textile

structure was impregnated with a warm curing epoxy, which hardened at 120 °C for

2 h (Raupach et al., 2010).

Before application, the surface was prepared by cleaning and smoothing. It was

then roughened with a toothed trowel in order to improve the adherence and bonding

behavior. The leveling grout was post-treated with water for 18 days before applica-

tion. Then it was applied manually with a trowel in layers of 5–10 mm while still wet,

along with the textile reinforcement (see Figure 12.16a). The entire protection layer

has a maximum thickness of 30 mm (see Figure 12.16b) (Raupach et al., 2010).

(a) (b)

Figure 12.15 Aachen Cathedral. (a) Overview (Büttner and Raupach, 2012) and (b) crack

through the mosaics on the “octagon vault” (Büttner, 2012).

(a) (b)

Figure 12.16 TRC layer structure. (a) Overview during application (Büttner and Raupach,

2012) and (b) schematic drawing of the protective layer (Büttner and Raupach, 2012).
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As one of the most important medieval buildings in Germany, the Aachen Town

Hall was erected on the foundation of the King’s Hall that was used for the coronation

of Charlemagne in the eighth century. Since then, it has undergone many restorations

and changes. One of its towers, the Marien Tower, was destroyed inWorldWar II. For

the reconstruction, 19 concrete glass windows were installed, designed to remind the

viewer of quarry stone walls (Rempel and Geßner, 2015).

After 60 years, these historic concrete–glass windows suffered from corrosion and

spalling of the thin layer of steel-reinforced concrete (see Figure 12.17a). The thick-

ness of the layer could not be changed, nor could the size and position of the glass

stones. To repair the windows, the steel-reinforced concrete was exchanged for

non-corrosive TRC (see Figure 12.17b). This has the advantage of fulfilling the guide-

lines of preserving historic structures and eliminating the risk of further corrosion

(Rempel and Geßner, 2015).

The windows are 2-m high and consist of different-sized glass stones embedded in

a 35-mm layer of concrete. The glass stones are arranged in rows with a distance of

25 mm and separated by reinforcing horizontal steel bars with a diameter of 5 mm.

They are anchored in a steel frame, through which the load of the windows is trans-

ferred uniaxial into the masonry with the help of a perforated plate. Originally, the

frame was used as lost formwork. This original frame was replaced by one made

of stainless steel, onto which the restored windows were attached with welded screws.

These are screwed halfway into the sleeves and halfway into modified bearing rails

anchored in the masonry, so the original mechanism for the force transmission is

maintained (Rempel and Geßner, 2015).

A concrete mixture developed by the company Hering Bau, commonly used for

TRC, was applied. It is a concrete composition with a maximum grain size of

5 mm, which has a compressive strength of 87 N/mm2 and a flexural strength of

10.6 N/mm2. The textile reinforcement consists of carbon filaments arranged in a

(a) (b)

Figure 12.17 Restauration of the glass windows of theMarien Tower. (a) Production process of

the concrete–glass window (Rempel and Geßner, 2015) and (b) finished construction before

installation (S. Rempel, Institute of Structural Concrete of RWTH Aachen University).
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mesh with a cross-sectional area of 110 mm2/m. Additionally, the textile was coated

with epoxy, resulting in a high tensile strength of over 3000 N/mm2. Comparable to

the original reinforcement, the textile reinforcement was only added horizontally

between the rows of glass stones; the warp direction was not reinforced (Rempel

and Geßner, 2015).

After their documentation in great detail, the original windows were disassembled.

Because TRC allows for the creation for sharp-edged components, the frame was not

needed for stability, so the large windows could be restored in more manageable parts.

Firstly, the glass stones were fixed to a formwork of custom-fit anchoring rails with

acrylic in the exact positions they had held in the original window. Then, the carbon

reinforcement was installed and fixed to the perforated plates. In a casting process, the

concrete was added, first compacted on site with a table shaker. After removing the

formwork, the remaining traces of acrylic were wiped off, and the surfaces of the con-

crete were acidified. The windows were then reinstalled in the town hall with the use

of bearing rails, which were afterwards plastered with a similar colored mortar

(Rempel and Geßner, 2015).

Not only historic buildings, but also many existing concrete or steel–concrete
structures are currently in need of surface maintenance and repair. At the Institute

of Building Materials Research (ibac) of RWTH Aachen, “DURTEX” was developed
for the repair of concrete and steel–concrete structures (see Figure 12.18). DURTEX is

a textile-reinforced protective layer. It distinguishes itself by its durable, water-

impermeable and crack-bridging characteristics. “DURTEX” is an acronym for

German words meaning “durable,” “water-impermeable,” “crack-bridging,” and

“TRC.” It consists of several components: the (sprayed on) concrete, textile reinforce-

ment, a delamination area and, if necessary, an anchorage (Morales Cruz and

Raupach, 2014a).

The debonding area is necessary to ensure a fine crack distribution, while still

maintaining the sealing effect. In comparison to the total area, the debonding area

is relatively small. There, the protective layer does not adhere, or only slightly

adheres, to the surface, and so it can elongate freely. The effect has been confirmed

through crack-bridging tests (Morales Cruz and Raupach, 2014a).

Figure 12.18 Scheme of the DURTEX protective layer (Morales Cruz and Raupach, 2014a).
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Depending on the type of structures, different compositions of concrete or mortar

and different textile reinforcements can be used. Generally, concrete with a maximum

grain size of up to 6 mm is used for layers of 30–35 mm. The reinforcement consists of

polymer-coated or noncoated carbon or AR glass fibers. DURTEX is then applied in

its layers directly to the part of the structure in need of repair (Büttner and Morales

Cruz, 2013).

To test the composite system, its loadbearing and crack-bridging abilities, uniaxial

tension tests were carried out. The temporal evolution of the cracks and their widths

were observed with the optical 3D deformation measurement system ARAMIS®,

because cracks with widths of <0.1 mm are not clearly visible with the naked eye

(Morales Cruz and Raupach, 2014b).

Many existing waterway structures are currently in need of maintenance and repair.

The choices of material and application method are limited to anchored, steel-

reinforced or sprayed concrete systems over 90 mm thick. For the old concrete classes,

A2–A4 (with low concrete strengths between 10 and 40 N/mm2), thinner (20–60 mm),

nonreinforced and nonanchored layers can also be utilized. These do not eliminate

the risk of snap-through of cracks, or increase the diameter of the structures signifi-

cantly. DURTEX was first applied at a weir in Horkheim, Germany in 2010

(see Figure 12.19a) (Rempel and Geßner, 2015).

The work at the weir was a pilot project to test the application of TRC for the repair

and maintenance of hydraulic structures. The weir was completed in 1929 and has

since been in use. It was built with steel-reinforced concrete which has low strength

and many cracks ranging from 0.1 to 3.0 mm in width, in addition to the open con-

struction joints. The weir pier is directly exposed to natural weather, has wet and

(a) (b)

Figure 12.19 Weir structure at Horkheim, Germany. (a) Overview of the sample areas 1–7
(Büttner and Morales Cruz, 2013) and (b) close-up of sample area Nr. 1 (Büttner and Morales

Cruz, 2013).
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dry cycles and, depending on low or high the water levels are, is affected by bed-load

material and ice. Unreinforced mortars for restoration cannot be relied on to prevent

the propagation of cracks and, considering the risk of water ingress, this could lead to

detachment or failures in adhesion. Therefore, the DURTEX-Concept was suggested.

The testing of the DURTEX-Concept was carried out in September 2010 on two

pillars of the Horkheim weir. A total of eight sample areas with textile-reinforced

sprayed concrete were created. The aim of the project was to both seal the cracks

and to protect the surface of the weir pier, on which the sample restoration was carried

out (Büttner and Morales Cruz, 2013).

The commercial mortar used for the restoration is StoCrete TS 118 from the

company StoCretec. After the surface had been prepared with a pressure washer,

the mortar was applied using the dry shotcreting procedure. Different 2D textiles

of both AR glass and carbon fibers were used in two layers. They were partly

impregnated with epoxy and partly in SBR. The delamination area was realized

using a self-adhesive plastic film applied to both sides of the cracks (Büttner and

Morales Cruz, 2013).

In order to observe the deformation arising while in use, internal strain gages and

temperature sensors were installed in the DURTEX layer (see Figure 12.19b). A max-

imal movement of 0.28 mm was observed in the underlying concrete. The application

can distribute the cracks in a manner so fine that they cannot be detected with the

naked eye. This demonstrates the desired reversible deformation of the protection

layer (Morales Cruz et al., 2014).

Two years after the installation, there were no significant cracks in the protection

layer and no defects, even in the cycle areas. The results of the examination after

almost 4 years of production present no significant cracks in the textile-reinforced

protective layers, whereas a snap-through of the cracks in the unreinforced area

was identified. The findings also show that sufficient adhesion between the textile-

reinforced protective layer and the concrete is provided. Even the underwater sample

area presented no damage whatsoever (Morales Cruz et al., 2014).

12.4 Future applications of TRC

The list of TRC applications introduced previously in this chapter is in no way exhaus-

tive. The new, innovative building material can and will be used for more structures,

renovations and projects in the future. In the context of investigations of the research

project C3—carbon, concrete, composite, various applications will be either newly

developed or further researched (Scheerer et al., 2015). A few of these future

applications and new methods of textile reinforcement are presented in this chapter.

The loadbearing capacity potential of TRC can be used to great effect, where 3D

dissolved cross-sections are realized. However, it is very difficult to create such 3D

TRC components, and different methods are currently being investigated. Because of

the high costs of molds for extruded TRC, the presently used methods are mostly

practical for single applications. One of the most economic and efficient methods
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to continuously create TRC is an extrusion of the material, which is currently being

tested at the Institute of Building Materials Research (see Figure 12.20a and b).

First, concretes with and without addition of short fibers were developed. They had

to be extrudable, have a good green strength and form a good bonding behavior with

the textile reinforcement (see Figure 12.20c). All concretes had a maximum grain

diameter of 5 mm, a high content of binding agents and a very low water content.

To ensure the workability of such a mixture, extruding improvers, based on

methyl-cellulosis, have to be added (Brameshuber, 2015).

Both impregnated and nonimpregnated textiles were tested in pilot projects. The

flexibility of the uncoated textiles proved to be disadvantageous, because they were

stretched and corrugated when inserted into the concrete. Their exact placing and good

bonding behavior with the concrete must be guaranteed to form an applicable com-

ponent. This was the main difficulty and focus of the tests. While extruding, the mix-

ture is constantly stirred and then, following a funnel, extruded with a constant volume

flow through a mouthpiece. To combine concrete and textile reinforcement, the textile

is guided with a rail from outside through the mouthpiece to the outlet. There, it must

be embedded into the concrete, which is pressed onto the textile from all sides with the

same velocity. The resulting TRC has a high loadbearing capacity and a compressive

concrete strength of actually up to 70 N/mm2 (Brameshuber, 2015).

(a)

(b)

Pre-press

Screw

Press

Funnel of  the
Pre-press

Mouthpiece

Brawn

Figure 12.20 TRC

extruder. (a) Opened

(Brameshuber, 2015),

(b) fully mounted

(Brameshuber, 2015), and

(c) extruded specimen (Mott

and Brameshuber, 2012).
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The method of extruding for the production of TRC components is very promising.

However, to apply this method in future projects, further studies to optimize extrusion

have to be conducted.

Another future application for TRC is the construction of multilayer composite

pipes (see Figure 12.21). These pipes can either be pressure pipes or pressure-free

pipes, tunneling pipes or used for corrosion protection of steel pipes. As seen in

the previous section, the flexibility of TRC allows for rounded structures like sewer

channels, silos, or pipes.

Pressure pipes used in sewage disposal and water supply have to withstand high

internal and external pressures. To better distribute the load and increase the pipe’s

strength, a layer of textile-reinforced, fine-grained concrete was added to the outer

side of the conventional plastic pipe. Also, the material of the plastic pipes is more

expensive than cement-based mortar, and, by using concrete, the plastic pipe thickness

can be reduced (Lieboldt et al., 2006).

The concrete is designed in order to ensure stability and to avoid deformations, due

to the loads during and after application. The fine concrete used to cover the pipes

consisted of three mass parts of sand with a maximum grain size of 2 mm, three mass

parts of binding agent and one mass part of water. The binding agent consisted of two

mass parts of cement (CEM III/B 32.5N-NWH/HS/NA) and one mass part of pozzo-

lanic additive (90% fly ash and 10% microsilica). To increase stability, short glass

fibers (9 mm, >1% by volume) were added. Thus, the spreading and crack behavior

was improved. The concrete was reinforced with warp-knitted AR glass yarns. Exper-

iments showed that biaxial-reinforced structures consisting of 2400 tex yarns in the

circumferential direction and 1280 tex in longitudinal direction were the most suit-

able, so these structures were applied here (Lieboldt et al., 2006).

The TRC is added to the plastic pipe through a winding technology to achieve a

minimum layer thickness. For that, the bare textile structure is first conducted through

a funnel filled with the concrete and is then wound around the plastic pipe. The plastic

pipe is spun, and a predetermined tension is applied to the fabric. The layer thickness is

(a) (b)

Figure 12.21 Multilayer composite pipes composed of Polyethylene (interior tube) and TRC

(exterior tube). (a) Layer structure (V. Mechtcherine, Institut of Construction Materials, TU

Dresden) and (b) tube after stress test (Lieboldt et al., 2006).
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controlled through the funnel opening and the compacting device, taking into account

both the thickness of the textile structure and the maximum size of the concrete mix-

ture (Lieboldt et al., 2006).

As of today, the applications have only been in the laboratory, and further studies

will be necessary to determine the applicability in public sewer systems.

Earlier in the chapter, the issues regarding the durability of steel-reinforced con-

crete were introduced. Protective measures can be carried out to prevent the corrosion

of this material. One such method, namely cathodic protection (CP), is currently being

researched in order to increase the service life of road bridges and parking structures

using TRC (see Figure 12.22).

The durability and use of road bridges is often limited significantly by both leakage

of a sealing layer above the concrete structure as well as by an insufficient shear resis-

tance for existing buildings. In particular, corrosion damage due to chloride-induced

corrosion cannot be detected accurately or early enough with the currently used

locally limited measuring sensors (Driessen and Raupach, 2015).

As part of the currently running project SMART DECK, an innovative, multi-

functional bridge deck will be developed for new constructions, as well as for the

repair and strengthening of road bridges to increase their service life significantly.

At the same time, SMARTDECK aims to reduce economic losses due to traffic delays

because of the extensive repair work (Driessen and Raupach, 2015).

To avoid these costly and time-intensive works, SMART DECK will fully observe

the condition of the sealing during operation and offer preventive protection of rein-

forcement. This is performed without any disruption of the traffic flow, even if leaks

develop. Additionally, the system offers the possibility to increase the flexural and shear

force resistance. This high-tech system thus combines durability and construction-

relevant functions in an approximately 30-mm thick interlayer, without making a

significant contribution to the weight of the structure (Driessen and Raupach, 2015).

This new future application is based on preliminary research on CP with TRC. Cur-

rently, the impressed current anode system is state-of-the-art technology. In this

Figure 12.22 Operation method of the multifunctional layer “SMARTDECK” for road bridges
(C. Driessen, Institute of Building Materials Research, RWTH Aachen University).
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system, the CP anodes are embedded in mortar, applied as coating or as a distinct

anode on the repair structure surface. They are then exposed to an external current,

which causes an excess of electrons and shifts the potential of the carbon steel rein-

forcement in the cathodic direction. The corrosion process is composed of two elec-

trochemical partial reactions and this change of potential inhibits one of the two. Thus

(e.g., chloride-induced) corrosion can no longer take place and the reinforcement will

not be dissoluted anodically (Asgharzadeh et al., 2015).

The CP anodes normally consist of mixedmetal oxide (MMO)-coated titanium, but

the conductive carbon fibers used in carbon textile reinforcement also show promise.

They are therefore currently being studied for their suitability for CP (see Figure 12.23)

(Asgharzadeh et al., 2015).

In preliminary tests, several different carbon textiles were investigated (see

Figure 12.23a). The tests were carried out on specimens simulating corrosion-damaged

steel-reinforced concrete. These specimens consisted of a layer of steel-reinforced con-

crete (MMO for its chemical inertness and reticular structure, leading to a homoge-

nous electric field). This was topped by a concrete cover without reinforcement.

Finally, carbon textiles were attached using three types of specially developed mortar

in a 15-mm thick layer. The textiles varied in their mesh-width and coating. The four

different textiles were: single mesh carbon-coated in SBR (14 mm in warp/8 mm

in fill direction), single mesh carbon-coated in epoxy (20/20), double mesh carbon-

coated in SBR (15/15) and single mesh carbon-coated also in SBR (14/13)

(Asgharzadeh et al., 2015).

On those, galvanostatic tests with stepwise-increased applied electrical currents

and instant-off potential measurements were carried out, and the depolarization

was determined (see Figure 12.23b). After that, it can be stated that carbon textiles,

and therefore TRC, are a suitable material for CP. The best results were found with the

single mesh SBR-coated textiles. More research is needed to apply this method under

different conditions for longer periods (Asgharzadeh et al., 2015).

(a) (b)

Figure 12.23 (a) One of the investigated carbon textiles—SBR impregnated (A. Asghar Zadeh,

Institute of Building Materials Research, RWTH Aachen University). (b) Laboratory specimen

to simulate the polarization of carbon textiles in order to determine their suitability for Cathodic

Protection (A. Asghar Zadeh, Institute of Building Materials Research, RWTH Aachen

University).
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12.5 Conclusion

The goal of this chapterwas to give an overviewof selected case studies and future appli-

cations of TRC. A complete overview cannot be given, as the number of applications is

continuously increasing.

In this chapter, it has been shown that TRC is a suitable composite material for the

repair and strengthening of existing structures, as well as for the design of new

constructions due to the lower layer thicknesses, the associated weight reduction

and the high filigree quality and flexibility. Additionally, TRC has a good cracking

behavior, with which smaller crack widths and crack spacings are visible on the build-

ing surface. DURTEX uses this property and increases the crack-bridging ability of

TRC, resulting in production of durable protective layers. Due to these and many other

advantages that TRC has to offer compared to conventional materials, a further

increase in the areas of application is conceivably possible.
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13Strengthening of existing

concrete structures: Concepts

and structural behavior

T. Triantafillou
University of Patras, Patras, Greece

13.1 Introduction

A number of techniques have been developed that aim at increasing the strength and/

or deformation capacity of existing reinforced concrete (RC) structures. These include

the use of shotcrete overlays, steel jacketing, externally bonded fiber-reinforced

polymers (FRP, such as epoxy-bonded strips or in situ impregnated fabrics) and

near-surface mounted FRP reinforcement. FRP-based strengthening and/or seismic

retrofitting techniques have been well-established in the civil engineering community

due to favorable properties offered by these materials. These include high strength and

stiffness to weight ratio, corrosion resistance, ease and speed of application and min-

imal change in the geometry. Despite these advantages over other methods, the FRP

strengthening technique entails a few drawbacks, which are mainly attributed to the

organic resins used to bind and impregnate the fibers.

The replacement of organic binders with inorganic ones, cement-based polymer-

modified mortars, for example, would seem to be the logical course of action. This

would target the alleviation of all resin-related problems. Nevertheless, the substi-

tution of FRP with fiber-reinforced mortars would be inhibited by the relatively poor

bond conditions in the resulting cementitious composite; due to the granularity of

the mortar, penetration and impregnation of fiber sheets is very difficult to achieve.

Enhanced fiber–matrix interactions could be achieved when continuous fiber sheets

are replaced by textiles. This results in a new generation of materials, which may be

thought of as an alternative to FRP in the field of strengthening and seismic retrofitting.

These materials have been given the name “textile-reinforced mortar” (TRM) by

Triantafillou et al. (2006), “textile-reinforced concrete” (TRC) by German researchers

(e.g. Curbach and Jesse, 1999; Brameshuber et al., 2001) and “fabric-reinforced

cementitious matrix systems” by ACI (2013). Strictly speaking, the inorganic matrix

of textile-based composites is not classified as “concrete,” due to the very small

size of the aggregates, and does not necessarily contain cement. Hence, the term

TRM might be more appropriate.

Textiles comprise fabric meshes made of long-woven, knitted or even unwoven

fiber rovings in at least two (typically orthogonal) directions (Figure 13.1). The quan-

tity and spacing of rovings in each direction can be independently controlled, thus

affecting the mechanical characteristics of the textile and the degree of penetration
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of the mortar matrix through the mesh openings. The latter is a measure of the com-

posite action achieved for the mortar-grid structure through mechanical interlock.

For the inorganic (typically cementitious) matrix (mortar) of externally applied

TRM overlays used for strengthening purposes, the following requirements should

be met: no shrinkage; high workability (application should be possible using a trowel);

high viscosity (application should not be problematic on vertical or overhead sur-

faces); low rate of workability loss (application of each mortar layer should be pos-

sible while the previous one is still in a fresh state) and sufficient shear (hence, tensile)

strength in order to avoid premature debonding. Moreover, in cases where E-glass

fiber textiles are used, the cement-based matrix should be of low alkalinity.

The TRM system is applied in a way similar to FRP. The concrete is first ground or

brushed clean. Then dust and any loose particles are removed (e.g. with air pressure).

Finally, a standard wet lay-up procedure is followed to bond the textile layers on the

surface of the concrete members. The procedure involves application of the mortar

on the (dampened) concrete surface and subsequent application of the textile by hand

(Figure 13.1b) and roller pressure. The mortar is also applied in between layers and on

top of the last fabric layer. Application of the mortar is made in a few-millimeter (e.g.

3–4 mm) thick layers using a smoothmetal trowel. The textile is pressed slightly into the

mortar, which protrudes through the perforations between fiber rovings.

This chapter covers basic principles and aspects of the mechanical behavior of RC

strengthening with TRM. A number of relevant studies which have provided basic

knowledge on the use of TRM as strengthening and seismic retrofitting materials

of RC structures are reviewed. In a number of cases, the effectiveness of TRM systems

is compared with the one of equivalent FRP systems. The following topics are

covered:

l flexural strengthening,
l shear strengthening,
l confinement of axially loaded concrete,
l seismic retrofitting by improving plastic hinge behavior and
l seismic retrofitting of masonry infilled reinforced concrete frames.

(b)(a)

Figure 13.1 (a) Bidirectional textile and (b) application on concrete column.
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13.2 Flexural strengthening

Reinforced concrete elements, such as beams or slabs, may be strengthened in flexure

through the use of TRM applied to their tension zones (Figure 13.2). Such reinforce-

ment is not fully effective in the case of beams, as only fibers parallel to the member

axis will be activated. Typical load–deflection curves for unstrengthened and strength-
ened RC beams are compared in Figure 13.3. An increase in the stiffness of the cracked

beam can be noted, depending on the amount of axial stiffness added to the beam

through the TRM. The increased stiffness limits deflections at the service load level.

In terms of cracking, typically more, yet smaller cracks will be observed for the

strengthened beam. The yield moment is slightly increased. A considerable increase

in the loadbearing capacity is obtained through the additional TRM reinforcement at

the expense of a reduction of the ultimate deflection at which the strengthened beam

fails. The failuremode often tends to be of a brittle nature, andmay typically correspond

to debonding between the TRM and the concrete.

A concrete beam strengthened in flexure with externally applied TRM may fail

according to the following failure modes: steel yielding followed by concrete

(b)(a)

Figure 13.2 Flexural strengthening of (a) beam and (b) two-way slab with TRM.

Load

Deflection

Light TRM reinforcement

Moderate TRM reinforcement

Heavy TRM reinforcement

Figure 13.3 Load–deflection curves for different degrees of flexural strengthening.
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crushing; steel yielding followed by TRM rupture; concrete crushing (this brittle fail-

ure mode is not permitted) and loss of composite action due to debonding, typically

after steel yielding (this is the most prevalent failure mode).

In cases where the TRM will reach its design tensile strain before the concrete

crushes, failure normally occurs due to debonding rather than rupture. If the mortar

in the TRM has shear strength higher than that of concrete, debonding occurs through

the concrete, which is the “weak link” in terms of bond capacity. This happens

according to one of the following three failure modes: intermediate crack debonding,

that is, debonding starting at intermediate cracks; end debonding, that is, failure of end

anchorage or concrete cover separation (rip-off ). However, if the mortar has relatively

low shear strength, debonding will develop due to cracking through the mortar, either

between layers of the textile (interlaminar shear failure) or between the first layer of

textile and the concrete.

The effectiveness of TRM versus FRP as externally applied flexural strengthening

reinforcement of RC beams was examined in Triantafillou (2007). The results

reported in this study refer to the testing of three under-reinforced beams in four-point

bending at a span length of 2.0 m and a shear span of 0.75 m. The beams had a cross

section of 150�250 mm and were reinforced with 2Ø12 longitudinal rebars on each

side (top and bottom) at a cover of 25 mm. The shear reinforcement comprisedØ8 stir-
rups at a small spacing of 100 mm to ensure that failure would be controlled by flex-

ural yielding. Self-compacting concrete was used for the casting of the beams with a

mean 28-day compressive strength of 34.5 MPa. The steel reinforcement had an aver-

age yield stress equal to 530 MPa. The textile comprised equal quantities of carbon

fiber rovings in two orthogonal directions with a mass of 168 g/m2 and a nominal

thickness of each layer (corresponding to the equivalent smeared distribution of

fibers) equal to 0.047 mm. The mortar had a 28-day compressive and flexural strength

of 30.6 and 4.2 MPa, respectively.

One of the three beams was tested without strengthening, as a control specimen

(C_fl); a second one was strengthened with four layers of textile bonded with

cement-based mortar (M4_fl); and the third beam was identical to the second but with

an epoxy resin-based matrix material for the textile reinforcement (R4_fl). The exter-

nally bonded reinforcement had a width and a length of 120 mm and 1.90 m, respec-

tively, so that its distance from each support was 50 mm.

The load versus midspan displacement curves for all beams are given in

Figure 13.4, which shows that the TRM-strengthened beam (M4-fl) displayed similar

characteristics to its FRP counterpart, with some distinct differences: its response was

a little more ductile, yielding initiated at a lower load, and the ultimate load was lower.

It is believed that these differences are attributed to the lower stiffness of the bond

between the external reinforcement and the concrete, which may result in reduced

composite action.

The effectiveness of TRM as a measure of increasing the strength and deformation

capacity of centrally loaded two-way slabs was investigated in Papanicolaou et al.

(2009a). To examine this, four slabs cast with perimeter beams (Figure 13.5) were

tested under monotonic flexure.
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All slabs were fabricated with identical structural steel reinforcement simulating

lightly reinforcedor, alternatively,moderately corroded slabs.Twoweldedwire fabrics

(WWF) were used: the first comprised a T139 WWF (i.e. 100�100-W13.8�W13.8

[mm�mm-mm2�mm2]) and was placed at the bottom (tension) surface of the slabs.

(The resulting reinforcement ratio was equal to 0.14%.)Whereas the second one was a

T92 WWF (i.e. 150�150-W13.8�W13.8 [mm�mm-mm2�mm2]) and was placed

at their top (compression) surface. The slabs were cast using concrete of mean 28-day

compressive strength of 25.6 MPa (31.2 MPa at the day of testing). The steel had a con-

ventional yield stress of 645 MPa (at plastic strain 0.2%).

For the specimens receiving TRM overlays, commercial textiles with either carbon

or E-glass fiber rovings arranged in two orthogonal directions were used. Both types of

textiles shared the same geometry and comprised equal (but different between tex-

tiles) quantities of fibers in each direction. The weight of fibers in the textiles was

350 and 500 g/m2 for the carbon fiber and the E-glass fiber textile, respectively.

The nominal thickness of each layer (based on the equivalent smeared distribution
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Figure 13.4 Load–displacement response of three simply supported beams strengthened in

flexure (Triantafillou, 2007).
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Figure 13.5 Geometry of centrally loaded two-way slabs.
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of fibers) was 0.18 mm for both types of textile. The inorganic binder had a 28-day

flexural and compressive strength of 6.5 and 24.6 MPa, respectively.

Three specimens were strengthened in total, whereas one served as the control

specimen (designated as CON). One specimen received one layer of carbon fiber tex-

tile (specimen 1C), another one received two (specimen 2C), whereas the third spec-

imen was strengthened with three layers of E-glass fiber textile (specimen 3G) that

had the same axial rigidity (i.e. equal product of fibers’ modulus of elasticity and tex-

tile thickness) as the single-layered carbon fiber textile (in both directions). These

strengthening schemes were selected in this study, so that they would provide useful

insight into the effects of the fiber reinforcement ratio and the number of TRM layers

(of equivalent axial rigidity).

All specimens were simply supported at their corners on ball-bearing hinges (thus,

they were free to rotate at these points) and were subjected to monotonic compressive

loading at midspan in a displacement-control mode. The load versus center-point

deflection for all specimens is shown in Figure 13.6. All specimens responded in a

similar manner in terms of crack development and failure mode. In the uncracked

stage, the initial stiffness of all strengthened specimens was higher than that of the

control specimen. For all slabs, first cracking due to flexure occurred—as

expected—directly below the load application area and at approximately the same

load value. With increasing imposed displacement, more flexural cracks formed in

both directions along the bars of the tensile steel reinforcement grid (this being more

visible in the control specimen). Diagonal cracks were generated propagating from the

centers of the specimens to the corners. As recorded by strain gauges, yielding of ten-

sile reinforcement in both directions was delayed in all strengthened specimens.

The failure mechanism involved the sudden punching out of a pyramoid concrete

plug at the center of the slabs, accompanied by an immediate and significant drop in
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Figure 13.6 Load–center-point deflection curves.
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load. Failure was characterized as “flexural punching,” as punching occurred shortly

after the yielding of the flexural reinforcement (in both directions) near the load

application point.

It was concluded in this study that TRM overlays are successful in increasing the

load-carrying capacity of flexure-critical RC two-way slabs. Load-carrying capacity

increases with increasing fiber reinforcement ratio. Overlays of equal axial rigidity per

direction result in a comparable increase of ultimate strength, and interlayer-relative

slippage in multilayered systems seems to enhance the deformation capacity of the

slabs. Although all strengthened specimens in this study failed due to flexural punc-

hing, the failure mode is likely to change to a brittle shear punching should TRM over-

lays of higher axial rigidity be used. Further details on these test results as well as a

comparison with analytical predictions, in good agreement with test results, are given

in Papanicolaou et al. (2009b).

13.3 Shear strengthening

The shear capacity of RC members can be enhanced by using TRM jackets, which are

activated by bridging shear cracks. Such enhancement is maximized if the TRM forms

a closed-force system, for example, by fully wrapping the cross section (Figure 13.7a).

Open TRM systems (Figure 13.7b) may also be used for shear strengthening, as long

as the reduced effectiveness of the TRM due to debonding is taken into account. Open

systems are much more effective when combined with anchorages, as illustrated in

Figure 13.7c.

The shear strengthening of beams with rectangular cross sections and closed
jackets has been investigated by Triantafillou and Papanicolaou (2006). The investi-

gation was carried out on six beams deficient in shear (i.e. with a large spacing of stir-

rups in the shear span) in four-point bending. The beams measured 2.60 m in length

and had a cross section of 150�300 mm. The geometry of the beams, the reinforce-

ment details and the general set-up of the test are shown in Figure 13.8a and b.

The beams were cast using a concrete of mean 28-day compressive strength equal

to 30.5 MPa. The steel used for transverse and longitudinal reinforcement had an aver-

age yield stress of 275 and 575 MPa, respectively. Textile, mortar, and resin matrices

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 13.7 Shear strengthening with (a) closed jacket, (b) three-sided jacket, and (c) anchored

three-sided jacket.
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were the same materials as those in the experimental study on flexural strengthening

presented in Section 13.2. The influence of three parameters was considered in the

experimental investigation: the use of inorganic mortar versus resin-based matrix

material for the textile reinforcement, the number of layers (one versus two) and

the use of conventional wrapping versus “spirally applied” textiles. Here,

“conventional wrapping” corresponds to a single textile sheet being wrapped around

the shear span until the desired number of layers is achieved. “Spirally applied”

jacketing (Figure 13.8c) was also implemented in one beam and involved the forma-

tion of each layer through the use of a single strip, approximately 150-mm wide. The

first strip was wrapped around the member in a spiral configuration, starting from one

end of the shear span and stopping at the other; the next strip was wrapped in the same

configuration but in a direction opposite to that of the first strip. Both strips formed a

10o angle with respect to the transverse to the member axis.

Four of the beams were tested monotonically, and two of them were subjected to

cyclic loading. One of the four monotonically tested beams served as a control spec-

imen (C); a second one was wrapped with two layers of mortar-based jacket in the

shear span (M2); a third beam was identical to the second, but with a resin-based

matrix material for the textile reinforcement (R2); and a fourth beamwas strengthened

with jackets formed by spirally applied strips (M2-s). The next two specimens were

identical to the second and third, but with one layer (instead of two) of textile in a

mortar-based (M1) and a resin-based (R1) matrix, respectively. Specimens C, M2,

R2, and M2-s were tested monotonically, whereas the remaining two were subjected

to quasistatic cyclic loading, all in displacement control. The load versus midspan dis-

placement curves for all specimens are given in Figure 13.9.

The control beam (C) failed in shear, as expected, through the formation of diag-

onal cracks in the shear spans; the ultimate load was 116.5 kN. No sudden drop in the

(a) (b)

(c)
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Figure 13.8 (a, b) Geometry of beams and (c) spiral application of strips at the shear spans.
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load was recorded after diagonal cracking, as considerable contribution to shear resis-

tance was provided by both the stirrups crossing the crack and the strong dowel action

(activated by the three Ø16 mm longitudinal rebars).

The behavior of beams R2, M2, M2-s, and R1 indicated that shear failure was

suppressed, and that failure was controlled by flexure. Cracks in the constant moment

region became wide, and yielding of the tension reinforcement resulted in a nearly

horizontal branch of the force versus displacement curve. The maximum loads in

specimens R2, M2, and M2-s were 233.4, 243.8, and 237.7 kN, respectively, in other

words, nearly the same. This confirms the fact that the shear strengthening scheme

selected in this study did not affect the flexural resistance. But the increase in shear

resistance was dramatic (more than 100%), regardless of the strengthening scheme.

Two layers of textile reinforcement (either in the form of continuous sheets or spirally

applied strips) with the cementitious binder performed equally well to the epoxy-

bonded (FRP) jacket (with two layers of textile reinforcement). Specimen R1 expe-

rienced a flexural yielding failure mode with unequal capacities in the push and pull

directions (261.9 and 201.4 kN, respectively). This was possibly due to the

unintentionally larger concrete cover at the top of each beam compared to the bottom.

SpecimenM1 failed in shear (at a peak load of 200.1 kN); this was evident by diagonal

cracking in the shear span as well as by the rather sudden strength and stiffness deg-

radation. In this case, the application of a single-layer TRM jacket resulted in a sub-

stantial increase in the specimen’s shear capacity, with respect to the control

specimen, in the order of 70%. It should be noted that for specimen M1: (1) the frac-

ture of the fibers in the cement-based jacket was gradual, starting from a few fiber

bundles and propagating slowly in the neighboring fibers and (2) contrary to conven-

tional FRP jackets, beam cracking was clearly visible on the TRM jacket, a feature that

facilitates damage assessment.
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Figure 13.9 Force–midspan displacement curves for all beams tested (for beams M1 and R1

subjected to cyclic loading, the envelope curves in the push direction are given).
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Overall, it may be concluded that the closed-type TRM jackets employed in this

study were quite effective in increasing the shear resistance of RC members. Two

layers of textile reinforcement (with a nominal thickness per layer of only

0.047 mm in each of the principal fiber directions) were sufficient to prevent sudden

shear failure. Whereas one layer proved less effective compared to its resin-bonded

(FRP) counterpart, but still sufficient to provide a substantially increased shear resis-

tance. More details, including modeling aspects, are given in Triantafillou and

Papanicolaou (2006).

Shear strengthening of T-beams with three-sided TRM jackets has been studied by
Brueckner et al. (2006, 2008). Amore comprehensive study was carried out by Tzoura

and Triantafillou (2014), who investigated experimentally the following parameters

not studied before: cyclic loading; fixed support conditions; different types of textiles;

different numbers of layers; anchors; the relative performance of TRM versus equiv-

alent FRP systems and different displacement amplitudes of the loading cycles.

Tzoura and Triantafillou (2014) tested 13 T-beams as cantilevers (Figure 13.10a)

in order to simulate realistic boundary conditions of continuous beams near their sup-

ports (columns). All beams were intentionally designed so that their flexural resis-

tance exceeded the shear resistance not only before strengthening but also after,

hence only shear failure could develop. Details of beam geometry and reinforcement

are given in Figure 13.10b.

For the specimens receiving jacketing (Figure 13.11a), two different textiles

(“light” and “heavy”) with equal quantities of carbon rovings in two orthogonal direc-

tions were used. Each roving was approximately 3-mmwide, and the spacing between

rovings (axis-to-axis) was 10 mm. The mass per unit area was 174 g/m2 for the light

textile and 348 g/m2 for the heavy textile, resulting in a nominal thickness of each

layer (based on the equivalent smeared distribution of fibers) of 0.048 and

0.096 mm for the light and the heavy textile, respectively. For the specimens receiving

mortar as a binding material, a cementitious dry binder mixed with redispersible poly-

mers was used. The mean compressive and flexural strength of the mortar on the day

of testing were 21.8 and 5 MPa, respectively.
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Figure 13.10 (a) Test set-up and (b) beam geometry and reinforcement (dimensions in mm).
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The anchorage system comprised 3-mm thick curved steel sections fixed at the slab

with steel anchors (Figure 13.11b). The steel sections were placed at the corners

between the slab and the web, on top of the ends of the jacket, at a radius of

20 mm, while the mortar was still wet. The anchors were made of threaded rods that

were 6 mm in diameter; the rods were placed inside 45o holes drilled at a fixed spacing

(150 or 100 mm). Holes were drilled into the slab with dimensions of 80 mm in depth

and 9 mm in diameter. The holes were filled with a two-part epoxy adhesive to half of

their depths, and the anchors were inserted into the holes. Excessive resin was

removed, and the steel sections were fixed by tightening the bolts through the use

of nuts after hardening of the epoxy adhesive. This method of anchoring was selected

on the basis of transferring the tension forces from the jacket into the slab.

All beams were subjected to lateral cyclic loading with a shear span of 0.8 m. Load-

ing comprised successive cycles that progressively increased by fixed amplitudes. The

main conclusions from this study are summarized as follows: (a) The effectiveness of

TRM jackets without anchorage increases nonproportionally to the number of textile

layers. Moreover, for the same total volume fraction of fibers in the jacket, one layer is

more effective than two. (b) The anchorage system developed and tested dramatically

increases the effectiveness of TRM (and FRP) jackets. (c) Nonanchored FRP jackets

are nearly twice as effective as their TRM counterparts. However, if the jackets are

anchored, the TRM system is marginally inferior to the FRP system. (d) Modeling

of the TRM jacket contribution to the shear resistance of T-beams may be based

on the well-known truss analogy, with the stress in the jacket (effective strength)

in the range 0.002–0.008, depending on the presence of anchors and their spacing.

13.4 Confinement of axially loaded concrete

In applications where the loading is predominantly static, TRMwrapping may be used

in columns to activate a multiaxial state of stress so as to benefit from the commen-

surate increase in confined concrete strength and deformation capacity. Hence, the

axial load capacity will be increased through confinement. The fibers in the hoop

direction resist lateral expansion due to compressive stresses in the concrete. This
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Figure 13.11 Strengthening configuration of the beams tested: (a) U-jackets without anchors

and (b) use of anchors.
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results in a confining stress to the core, delaying fracture of the concrete and thereby

enhancing the compressive strength and the ultimate compressive strain of concrete.

This process is significantly more efficient with circular columns than with square or

rectangular columns. This is because, with the latter, the confining action is mostly

concentrated at the corners, whereas the local strain demand of the TRM jackets

increases the risk of localized premature rupture at the corners. Furthermore, similar

to FRP, TRM deforms elastically up to very high stresses, and therefore exerts an

increasing confining action on concrete until the fibers rupture in the hoop direction.

The effectiveness of TRM versus FRP as a measure of confining axially loaded

plain concrete cylinders (150�300 mm, Series A) and short column-type reinforced

concrete prisms with a rectangular cross section (200�200 mm, Series B) was

reported in Triantafillou et al. (2006) and Bournas et al. (2007), respectively. Each

specimen series was cast using the same ready-mix concrete batch (but slightly dif-

ferent from series to series, in terms of water to cement ratio). The steel used for both

longitudinal and transverse reinforcement in Series B specimens (Figure 13.12) had an

average yield stress of 560 MPa. The four corners of all rectangular prisms were

rounded at a radius of 25 mm.

All specimens received textiles as externally bonded reinforcement, except for

some of the Series B specimens, in which the epoxy resin-impregnated jackets con-

sisted of fabrics (unidirectional fiber sheets). Specimens are given the notation Y_XN,

where Y denotes the series designation (A, B); X denotes the type of jacket—C for the

unjacketed/control specimens, MA for Series A cylinders with mortar jackets, MB for

Series B prisms with mortar jackets (mortar quality in this case being different from

mortar MA) and R for resin-based jackets (FRP); and N denotes the number of layers.

Two different commercial unwoven textiles with equal quantities of high-strength car-

bon fiber rovings in two orthogonal directions were used in these tests. The mass of
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fibers in the textile used for all specimens of Series A was 168 g/m2, and the nominal

thickness of each layer (corresponding to the equivalent smeared distribution of

fibers) was 0.047 mm. The corresponding values in the textile used in Series

B receiving mortar were double (in this case, the rovings were also impregnated with

a low-strength polymer). The fabric used for specimens of Series B that were receiving

epoxy resin had a unit mass of 300 g/m2 and a nominal thickness of 0.17 mm. Mortars

MA and MB were commercial dry polymer-modified, cement-based binders with a

28-day compressive and flexural strength of 30.6 and 4.2 MPa, respectively, for

MA and 22.1 and 6.8 MPa, respectively, for MB.

Based on the response of all specimens (selected plots are given in Figure 13.13), it

is concluded that: (a) TRM confining jackets provide substantial gain in compressive

strength and deformation capacity. This gain is higher as the number of confining

layers increases. It also depends on the shear strength of the mortar, which determines

whether failure of the jacket will occur due to fiber fracture or debonding.

(b) Compared with their resin-impregnated counterparts (FRP), TRM jackets may

result in a slightly reduced effectiveness, depending on the type of mortar.

(c) TRM jackets experienced gradual fracture and a post-peak behavior that was dis-

tinctively more compliant than their FRP counterparts, due to the slowly progressing

fracture of individual fiber bundles. A more detailed analysis of the results, as well as

some modeling aspects of TRM-confined concrete, may be found in Triantafillou

et al. (2006) and Bournas et al. (2007).

13.5 Seismic retrofitting by improving plastic hinge
behavior

TRM jackets may also be used in plastic hinge confinement (Figure 13.14) of old-type

RC columns designed with poorly detailed reinforcement. What matters for earth-

quake resistance in columns is the compression zone at the ends and, notably, the

flexure-controlled ultimate deformation of the member. This ultimate deformation
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Figure 13.13 Typical stress–strain curves for (a) plain concrete cylinders and (b) RC prisms

with stirrups every 100 mm.
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is conveniently expressed by the ultimate curvature (φu) of the cross section, which

depends heavily on the ultimate strain of the confined concrete εccu.
Selected results from the study of Bournas et al. (2007) are presented next. They

illustrate a comparison between the increase in ductility provided by TRM jackets and

equivalent (i.e. with the same amount of fibers in the circumferential direction) FRP

jackets. In this study, three full-scale, identical RC columns were cast using ready-mix

concrete with a mean 28-day compressive strength of 25 MPa. The columns measured

1.80 m in height and had a cross section of 250�250 mm. Testing was done in a can-

tilever configuration, with a shear span of 1.60 m. The geometry of the columns, the

reinforcement details and the general set-up of the test are shown in Figure 13.15.

Details are provided in Bournas et al. (2007). An in-depth experimental investigation

for columns with lap-splices is given in Bournas et al. (2011), and the problem of bar

buckling is analyzed in Bournas and Triantafillou (2011).

One column was unstrengthened (control specimen); another one received a four-

layer TRM jacket in the plastic hinge region (jacket height was equal to 430 mm,

accounting for the calculated height of the plastic hinge, Figure 13.14); and a third

column was jacketed with two layers of resin-impregnated carbon fiber fabric

(FRP). The materials used for jacketing were identical to the ones used for strength-

ening specimens of Series B in the previously described experimental investigation on

confinement of RC prisms. The columns were subjected to lateral cyclic loading under

a constant axial load of 460 kN corresponding to 30% of the member’s compressive

strength. The load versus piston displacement curves for all specimens are given in

Figure 13.16.

Figure 13.14 Application of TRM to confine plastic hinge in RC column.
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The performance and failure mode of all tested columns was controlled by flexure.

The concrete cover and part of the core over the lower 200 mm of the unretrofitted

column (Figure 13.16a) disintegrated, and bar buckling initiated after the concrete

cover spalled off. The behavior of the two retrofitted columns was very similar

(Figure 13.16b and c for columns R2 and M4, respectively), but quite different from

and far better than their unretrofitted counterpart. Member deformation capacity

increased by a factor of more than two; peak resistance was practically the same as

in the unretrofitted column; and the post-peak response was quite stable, displaying

gradual strength degradation. Although the FRP jacket in column R2 exhibited limited

rupture over the lower 50 mm, the TRM jacket remained intact until the test was
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Figure 13.15 Geometry of columns (tested as vertical cantilever) and details of cross section

(dimensions in mm).
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Figure 13.16 Load–displacement curves for (a) the control specimen, (b) the FRP-confined

specimen (R2), and (c) the TRM-confined specimen (M4).
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terminated. When the jackets were removed in both retrofitted columns after the end

of the tests, a completely disintegrated concrete core was exposed. It had been kept in

place by the heavy confinement provided by the jackets (both FRP and TRM). These

tests show that TRM jackets are very effective as a means of increasing the cyclic

deformation capacity and the energy dissipation of old-type RC columns with poor

detailing, by delaying bar buckling. Compared with equal stiffness and strength FRPs,

TRM jacketing has practically the same effectiveness. The high effectiveness of TRM

jacketing as a measure of improving plastic hinge behavior was also demonstrated

through nearly full-scale testing of a two-story RC building (Figure 13.17), as reported

in Bousias et al. (2007).

13.6 Seismic retrofitting of infilled reinforced concrete
frames

The contribution of masonry infills to the seismic resistance of existing RC structures

is significant, both before separation of the infill from the surrounding frame occurs

and during large cycles of imposed deformations near collapse. Strengthening of this

type of structure usually aims at increasing the resistance and deformation capacity of

the frame itself, setting aside the contribution of infills as a source of strength reserve.

An alternative route at improving the performance of existing building structures,

Figure 13.17 Pseudodynamic testing of two-story RC building retrofitted at column ends with

TRM jacketing.
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while avoiding the drawbacks of the approach above, is to convert masonry infilling to

a more reliable source of resistance by guaranteeing its contribution over the whole

spectrum of structural response. This has been examined experimentally and analyt-

ically by Koutas et al. (2014a,b). They employed the very promising technique of

TRMs on nearly full-scale, as-built and retrofitted three-story masonry infilled frames

(Figure 13.18). The frames were subjected to cyclic loading.

Their test results, presented in detail in Koutas et al. (2014a), concluded that:

(a) The TRM retrofitting scheme resulted in an enhanced global response of the

infilled frame, both in terms of lateral strength and deformation capacity

(Figure 13.19). More than a 50% increase in the lateral strength was observed,

(a) (b)

Figure 13.18 Seismic retrofitting of masonry infilled RC frame with TRM: (a) the concept and

(b) in-plane testing of three-story frame.
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Figure 13.19 Comparative response curves for the two specimens (Sp.#1—unretrofittited and

Sp.#2—retrofitted with TRM) in terms of base shear versus (a) top drift ratio and (b) first story

drift ratio.
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accompanied with more than a 50% higher deformation capacity at the top of the

structure at the ultimate strength state. (b) The retrofitted specimen dissipated

about 25% more energy than the unretrofitted control for the same loading history.

The effect of retrofitting on the lateral stiffness of the first story was an almost

twofold increase for low drift levels (up to 0.5%); this became less pronounced

at higher drift levels. (c) The height-wise distribution of the lateral story displace-

ments was drastically modified in the retrofitted specimen. Column shear capacity

enhancement by TRM wrapping suppressed preemptive column shear failure. This

was caused in the control specimen by the lack of adequate transverse reinforce-

ment and the concentration of high shear demands at column end regions, induced

by the so-called “diagonal strut.” (d) The application of TRM over the entire sur-

face of infills should be supplemented with an adequate infill-frame connection, if

a reliable resisting system is to be obtained. For example, this can be done through

the use of custom-fabricated, textile-based anchors, which were proved to be par-

ticularly effective in delaying or even precluding the debonding of TRM. (e) TRM

jacketing proved to be effective in withstanding large shear deformations through

the development of a multi-crack pattern and by introducing an efficient load trans-

ferring mechanism at the local level. This mechanism is enabled by the capability

of the textile itself to distort in shear, while retaining, at the same time, its struc-

tural integrity.

An analytical model for describing the behavior of TRM-strengthened masonry-

infilled RC frames is introduced in Koutas et al. (2014b), based on the use of a pair

of elements per infill diagonal. This simple “macro-modeling” approach was

implemented in the OpenSees (McKenna et al., 2000) open-source software. It was

employed to simulate the response of the three-story masonry infilled RC frame

strengthened with TRM and tested under cyclic loading by Koutas et al. (2014a).

Model predictions are shown to compare satisfactorily with the experimentally

observed response results in terms of the lateral force–displacement response and

other response characteristics, such as stiffness and energy dissipation.

13.7 Summary

Fundamental aspects of RC strengthening and seismic retrofitting were presented in

this chapter, with a view, in most cases, of comparing the effectiveness of TRM sys-

tems with equivalent—in terms of strength and stiffness—FRP ones. The chapter

covered: flexural strengthening of RC beams and two-way slabs; shear strengthening

of RC beams with rectangular or T-sections, using closed or three-sided jackets,

respectively; confinement of axially loaded concrete subjected to concentric compres-

sion; seismic retrofitting of columns by improving plastic hinge behavior and seismic

retrofitting of masonry infilled reinforced concrete frames. The author demonstrated

that, in all cases, TRM jacketing was quite effective—and nearly as effective as

FRPs—in improving mechanical performance. This was quantified through strength

and/or ductility calculations.
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14Strengthening of existing

concrete structures:

Design models

E. Müller, S. Scheerer, M. Curbach
Technische Universität Dresden, Dresden, Germany

14.1 Preliminary note

The models presented in this chapter were developed primarily in different

subprojects of the Collaborative Research Center SFB 528 (SFB 528; Curbach and

Ortlepp, 2012). The SFB 528 was funded from 1999 to 2011 by the German Research

Foundation DFG. Some of the models were refined later on. Thus, the authors would

like to point out that the results are a product of an intensive, collaborative research of

many participants. Significant developments in the various aspects related to this

technology are as follows:

l Fundamental material investigations ( e.g., Jesse, 2004; Ortlepp, 2007; Lorenz, 2014).
l Flexural strengthening. First, basic models were developed by B€osche (2007) and Weiland

(2009). Schladitz et al. (2012) extended the approaches to the newly available textile rein-

forcement. An engineering-based treatment, including design charts and diagrams, was

developed by Frenzel and Curbach (2011) and Frenzel (2015).
l Shear strengthening. The research was conducted by Brückner (2011). A confirmation

of the results and an extension for beams with dynamic loading was carried out by

Brückner et al. (2013).
l Torsional strengthening. The scientific findings are taken from Schladitz (2011).
l Axial strengthening. The fundamental research was done by Ortlepp and Curbach (2009) and

Ortlepp et al. (2011a).

The models are based on extensive experimental and theoretical studies (Curbach and

Scheerer, 2011). Nevertheless, in some cases, the textile materials presented differ

from those that have been intensively investigated, especially if they show a peculiar

failure or bond behavior. Therefore, in every part of the chapter, there is a short

characterization of the textile reinforcement used. The issue of end-anchoring and

overlapping is not considered, because research on this field is still underway. The

constitutive laws and partial safety factors for concrete and steel are taken from the

standards as indicated.

The determination of the material properties for a TRC-strengthening layer is usu-

ally carried out by using the following specimens:

l Prism (40�40�160 mm) for the compressive strength of the fine-grained concrete.
l Uniaxial tension specimens for the tensile strength of the textile.
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More information about the recommended test procedures are given in (RILEM TC

232-TDT, 2015) and in Schütze et al. (2015). The design value of the compressive

strength of fine-grained concrete can be calculated according to DIN EN 1992-1-1

(2011). The concrete is treated like a normal-weight concrete of the appropriate

strength class.

To determine the design value of the tensile strength of the composite material, sta-

tistical analysis of results obtained from previous research is required; see Section 14.2

or DIBt (2014). Among them, Just (2015) calculated the partial safety factor for a carbon

textile, considering the following values:

l Partial safety factor: β¼3.8 according to DIN EN 1990 (2010).
l Average value of a sample of the tensile strength: μ¼1872 N/mm2.
l Standard deviation: σ¼148.5 N/mm2.
l Characteristic value¼1.5% value: ftk,tex¼1550 N/mm2.
l Partial factor of the textile reinforcement: γt,tex¼1.20.
l Additional reduction factor due to:

� temperature influence: αT,tex¼0.85,

� creep resistance (static): αt1,tex¼0.7,

� durability: αD,tex¼0.7 (in general); αD,tex¼1 (indoor, dry site conditions).

An overall safety γtex factor is often specified, which has already taken into account all
reduction factors α:

γtex ¼
γt, tex

αT,t � αt1, t � αD,t ¼
2:02 indoor, dry site conditions

2:88 in general

�
(14.1)

The design value ftd,tex for textile reinforcements is calculated according to the

approval (DIBt, 2014) as follows:

ftd, tex ¼ αT,tex � αt1, tex � αD,tex � ftk, tex
γt, tex

¼ 0:85 � 0:7 � αD,tex � 1550
1:2

¼ αD,tex � 769 N=mm2 (14.2)

The safety factor for other textile reinforcements can be determined in an analogous

manner.

14.2 Bending strengthening

14.2.1 General

Floor and ceiling slabs under flexural bending represent the majority of the compo-

nents to be strengthened. Therefore, the application of TRC for members under bend-

ing was intensively investigated under a comparative study conducted within the

Collaborative Research Center SFB 528. On the basis of small-scale slab tests, B€osche
conducted an iterative calculation model for the strengthening of RC-members in
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bending (B€osche, 2007). The developed model is based on the standard design model

proposed by DIN 1045-1 (2001). This model has been further modified by the addition

of a tensile force representing the textile-reinforced concrete (TRC) layer. Weiland’s

research was of significant importance, as he expanded the experimental basis signif-

icantly, while verifying the design model (Weiland, 2009; Weiland et al., 2010).

Towards the end of the SFB 528, in 2011, full-scale slab tests were carried out with

spans up to 7 m. At this time, improved carbon textiles, with heavy tow yarns, and a

density of yarns of 3300 tex were used. Later on, a simplified model version was used

by Schladitz et al. (2012). The researchers showed, on the basis of the full-scale tests,

that the developed analytical formulae allow a very good prediction of the ultimate

load for the flexural loadbearing capacity of TRC-strengthened members. Frenzel

and Curbach (2011) validated the model by B€osche by recalculating slab tests with

numerous different geometric and material parameters. Additionally, Frenzel and

Curbach (2011) and Frenzel (2015) included into the calculation procedure stresses

and strains of the reinforced concrete member prior to strengthening, and they devel-

oped design tables and charts for a practice-oriented application.

14.2.2 Material constitutive laws

The constitutive laws, in terms of a stress–strain relationship, as defined in EN 1992-

1-1 (EC2) for concrete and steel reinforcement, are used for the calculation (DIN EN

1992-1-1, 2011; DIN EN 1992-1-1/NA, 2013). The constitutive law for the textile

reinforcement is determined by uniaxial tension tests. In general, the stress–strain rela-
tion for TRC can be characterized in condition I (non-cracked concrete), condition IIa

(cracking) and condition IIb (cracked concrete); see, for example, Jesse (2004) and

Schütze et al. (2015). At this time, uniaxial tensile test results, used for the approved

textile reinforcements, showed a deviant stress–strain behavior of two conditions

instead of three. Condition I and condition IIa could not clearly be identified

(DIBt, 2014), because the cracked condition was reached rather fast under loading.

Figure 14.1 shows the idealized stress–strain relation for a textile reinforcement, neg-

lecting the tension-stiffening effect caused by the concrete (Frenzel and Curbach,

2011; Curbach et al., 2014). The bilinear curve in Figure 14.1 represents the consti-

tutive law of the textile reinforcement in general, and it is used for the design model.

Currently, there are no standard material specifications for textile reinforcements.

Therefore, the stress–strain relationship must be determined separately for each textile

fabric. Figure 14.2 shows the main material properties for the carbon reinforcement,

which is currently approved in Germany (DIBt, 2014), and is applicable for indoor

strengthening measures. The characteristic value of the ultimate tensile strength corre-

sponds to the 1.5%, fromwhich the general design valuewas determined, see Chapter 1.

14.2.3 Derivation of the analysis method

The following assumptions for the design model were made in compliance with (DIN

EN1992-1-1, 2011):
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– Plane sections remain plane.

– The strain in bonded reinforcement, whether in tension or in compression, is the same as that

in the surrounding concrete.

– The tensile strength of the concrete is ignored.

– The concrete stresses in compression are derived from the design stress–strain relationship.
– The steel stresses are derived from the given bilinear design curve.

– Failure is not governed by debonding.

The required parameters for the calculation of a strengthened, reinforced rectangular

cross section are summarized in Figure 14.3.

Mean value curve

Characteristic
stress–strain curve

stex

sundm,tex

sundk,tex

e texe um,texe u,tex

ftm,tex

ftk,tex

ftd,tex

e und,tex

sundd,tex
Design stress–
strain curve

Figure 14.1 Bilinear stress–strain-relationship of the textile reinforcement for the limit state

design, according to Curbach et al. (2014).
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Figure 14.2 Approved textile reinforcement (DIBt, 2014) and material properties that belong

to it in the warp direction for indoor applications (Curbach et al., 2014).
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The parameters are:

As1; As2 Area of reinforcement for reinforcement under tension and compression

b; h; htex Width, depth of cross-section; depth of the TRC layer

zs1, zs2; d1, d2 Inner lever arm and edge distances

ds; dtex Effective depth of the steel and textile reinforcements

x0 Depth of neutral axis

Fc, Ftex, Fs2, Fs1 Resulting inner forces of the concrete, the textile and steel reinforcement

NE, ME; NEs1,

MEs1

Outer forces in the center of gravity of the uncracked section and As1

z Inner lever arm of steel reinforcement As1

σc2, σs2, σs1, σtex Compressive and tensile stresses in the concrete, steel and textile

reinforcement

εc2, εs2, εs1, εtex Compressive and tensile strains in the concrete, steel and textile

reinforcement

εc20, εs20, εs10 Strains at initial time t¼0, before the strengthening measure

εtex0 Fictitious strain (explanation follows)

ztexs1 Inner lever arm between steel and textile reinforcement

In order to exclude a component failure, equilibrium between internal and external

forces must exist (see Equations 14.3 and 14.4). When designing for bending, the

moment equilibrium is formed around the center of the reinforcing steel (outer forces

MEs1 and NEs1 marked with index s1).

NEs1 ¼Ftex +Fs1�Fc�Fs2 (14.3)

MEs1 ¼Ftex � ztex1 +Fc � zs +Fs2 � zs1s2 (14.4)

The two Equations (14.3) and (14.4), show five unknown values Ftex, Fs1, Fs2, Fc, and

zs. In order to solve the system of equations simultaneously, three other equations must

be introduced. Based on the assumption of a linear strain distribution in the cross

section, the strains εs1 and εs2 can be determined as follows:

Cross section Longitudinal section Strains Stresses Inner forces External forces

As1

As2

h

Atex

htex

dtex

ztex

zs= z

zs1s2

ztexs1

b

ds

d2

zs2

zs1

d1 etex

ec2

es2 ss2

ec20
e s20

sc2

es1

etex0

es10

x

ss1

stex

k a
•x

Ft,tex

Fs1

zcs2

Fc

Fs2

ME

NE

MEs1

NEs1

x0

Figure 14.3 Strains, stresses, internal and external forces of a strengthened section, according

to Frenzel (2015).
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εs1 ¼ εc2 + εtex + εtex0� εc2ð Þ � ds
dtex

(14.5)

εs2 ¼ εc2 + εs1� εc2ð Þ � d2
ds

(14.6)

Furthermore, in the ultimate limit state, it can be assumed that either the ultimate

compressive strain εc2u of the concrete in the compression zone, or the ultimate strain

of the steel εsu or textile reinforcement or εu,tex is achieved. Based on this assumption,

the system of equations has a unique solution.

The term εtex0, in Equation (14.5) describes a fictitious strain of the textile

reinforcement to be applied in the imaginary location of the tensile force Ftex of

the unstrengthened cross section (see Figure 14.3). Thus, the known strain distribu-

tion, which is defined by the concrete and steel strains εc20 and εs10, can be taken into
account for the strain distribution of the strengthened cross-section. εtex0 is calculated
with Equation (14.7):

εtex0 ¼ εs10 + εs10� εc20ð Þ � ztexs1
ds

(14.7)

Based on the presented formula, it is now possible to determine the textile reinforce-

ment area by iteration. At first, an initial strain distribution is assumed. The next step

includes the calculation of the resisting inner forces and moments followed by a

comparison of the initial values (acting forces/moment). The stresses and strains

are varied, as long as the inner and outer forces are in equilibrium. The general

procedure is given in B€osche (2007); examples are shown in Frenzel (2015).

14.2.4 Design tables

14.2.4.1 Initial value

In order to provide a practical solution for the bending design and an easy determi-

nation of the required area of textile reinforcement, design tables have been

established. In general, a safety concept, as described in current standards, is inte-

grated (e.g., the EC2: verification by the partial factor method). Based on economic

considerations, the efficiency of a cross section in the ultimate limited state is given, if

at least one of the materials (concrete, steel, or textile) reaches its ultimate strain.

While the safety factors for concrete and steel reinforcement are given by EC2, Just

(2015) determined the required safety factor for the textile reinforcement approved by

the DIBt (2014). Table 14.1 gives the design values that are needed for the design

calculation and form the basis for design tables.

14.2.4.2 Derivation of the initial equation

In addition to the already presented equations in Section 14.2.3 and the design

values of Figure 14.3 and Table 14.1, all other required parameters are referenced

with a more detailed description in the relevant literature, for example, for the
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German-speaking countries (L€oser et al., 1986; Zilch and Zehetmaier, 2009). Besides,

the following parameters according to Equations (14.8) and (14.9) are needed:

μtex, ωtex Normalized moment, mechanical reinforcement ratio

ξtex, ζtex Normalized depth of the neutral axis and normalized inner lever arm

Such terms can be expressed as follows:

ξtex ¼
x

dtex
(14.8)

ζtex ¼
zs
dtex

(14.9)

Equations (14.3) and (14.4) (equilibrium of horizontal forces and moments) can be

further manipulated and equated to the textile tensile force Ftex:

MEd1 +Fs1d � ztexs1�Fs2d � zs1s2 ¼Fcd � ztexs1 +Fcd � zs + NEs1 +Fs2ð Þ � ztexs1
(14.10)

Table 14.1 Parameters (Frenzel, 2015)

Material (standard,

publications, etc.) Specification Value Unit

Concrete Characteristic strength fck 12–50 N/mm2

DIN EN 1992-1-1 (2011) Reduction factor αcc 0.85

DIN EN 1992-1-1/NA (2013) Partial safety factor γc 1.5a

Design strength fcd 7–28 N/mm2

Steel reinforcement B500 Modulus of elasticity Es 200,000 N/mm2

DIN EN 1992-1-1 (2011) Partial safety factor γs 1.15

DIN EN 1992-1-1/NA (2013) Yield strength fykjfyd 500j435 N/mm2

Yield strain εykjεyd 2.50j2.18 %
Tensile strength ftk,caljftd,cal 525j457 N/mm2

Ultimate strain εsu,cal 25 %
Textileb Tensile strength ftk,texjftd,tex 1550j769 N/mm2

Just (2015) Partial safety factor γtex 2.02c

Lorenz et al. (2015) Ultimate strain εu,tex 7.5 %
DIBt (2014) Strength σundk,texjσundd,tex 620j307 N/mm2

Strain εund,tex 3.0 %

aDepending on the combination of the loading condition; for example: unfavorable.
bIn warp direction.
cSee (1.1) and (1.2) in Chapter 1 (indoor application) and DIBt (2014).
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Considering Equations (14.8) and (14.9), the term Fcd � zs from Equation (14.10) is

composed by the respective values:

Fcd � zs ¼ αR � dtex2 � b � fcd � ξtex � ζtex (14.11)

If Equation (14.11) is substituted into Equation (14.10), and the term Fcd � ztexs1 is

modified by the ratio zs
zs
, the design depth of the section ζtex can be determined from

Equation (14.9); it results in:

MEd1 +Fs1d � ztexs1�Fs2d � zs1s2 ¼αR � dtex2 � b � fc � ξtex �
ztexs1
dtex

+ αR � dtex2 � b � fc � ξtex � ζtex + NEs1 +Fs2ð Þ � ztexs1
(14.12)

At this stage, the design bending moment μtex can be calculated. Equation (14.12) can
be expressed as follows:

μtex ¼
MEd1�Fs2d � zs1s2 +Fs1d � ztexs1

b � dtex2 � fcd
¼ αR � ξtex � ζtex + αR � ξtex �

ztexs1
dtex

+
NEd1 +Fs2dð Þ � ztexs1

b � dtex2 � fcd

(14.13)

Equation (14.4) can be formulated by recalling that Ftd,tex¼Atex �σtd,tex, as follows:

Atex ¼ 1

σtd,tex
� MEd1�Fs2d � zs1s2�Fcd � zs

ztexs1
(14.14)

By rearranging the expression and substituting relevant terms, for example, the nor-

malized moment μtex and the reinforcement ratio ωtex, Equations (14.15) and (14.16)

can be formulated as follows:

ωtex ¼ αR � ξtex (14.15)

Atex ¼ 1

σtd,tex
ωtex � dtex � fcd � b +NEd +Fs2d�Fs1dð Þ (14.16)

With this formula, it is now possible to calculate the required amount of textile rein-

forcement and to prepare easy-to-use design tables for the different strain states as a

function of the parameters μtex and ωtex. However, it should be taken into account that

μtex and ωtex depend on the ratios of ztex1/dtex, d2/dtex (under the assumptions of steel

reinforcement requirements in the compressive zone) and the strain εtex0 in the non-

strengthened cross section (Frenzel and Curbach, 2011). However, the necessary

values can be clearly identified from the existing cross section and the estimated

geometry of the strengthening layer.
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14.2.5 Application of a design table

In addition to the equations presented in Sections 14.2.3 and 14.2.4, at this point, an

illustrative example of a design table for a strengthened rectangular cross section with-

out acting axial force, without compression steel reinforcement and without

predeformation (εtex,0¼0) is presented. In the first step, the normalized moment μtex
is determined as a function of the momentME, the known cross section values, and the

concrete compressive strength fcd:

μtex ¼
MEd + σs1d �As1 � dtex�dsð Þ

b � dtex2 � fcd
(14.17)

For each μtex ratio, a strain state and a mechanical reinforcement ratio ωtex are

assigned. All possible combinations are prepared in a tabular form, provided that

the ratio ztexs/dtex, the preloading εtex0 and the concrete, steel and textile design

strengths and ultimate strains are known. The amount of the required textile reinforce-

ment Atex can be calculated, using the equation:

Atex ¼ ωtex � b � dtex � fcd�σs1d �As1ð Þ
σtd,tex

(14.18)

The design table has been created for a ratio of ztexs1 to dtex of 0.15, a normal concrete

�C50/60 with a parabolic-rectangular-diagram, according to EC2 and typical steel

bar B500 (DIN EN 1992-1-1, 2011) (Chart 14.1).

Based on the previous discussion, a design chart was developed, see Figure 14.4.

Here the value of εtex0 is not fixed. The concrete, steel and textile strains εc2, εs1, εtex in
the strengthened state, the mode of failure and the depending mechanical reinforce-

ment ratio ωtex can be determined as a function of μtex. Figure 14.4 shows the relations
for a ratio ztexs1/dtex of 0.15, reinforcing steel bars B500 and for normal concrete

�C50/60. In addition, the following information is relevant, as indicated in the design

diagram:

l The green area represents a failure range of the textile reinforcement (εtex¼7.5%). The con-

crete stress εc2, the steel strain εs1 and the mechanical reinforcement ratio ωtex can be deter-

mined subjected to a pre-strain εtex and the design bending moment μtex.
l The red area describes the range due to failure of the compressive zone of the existing con-

crete εc2¼�3.5% (uneconomical application for textile reinforcement). The strain of the

textile reinforcement varies in a range between 2.5% and 7.5%, and the reinforcing steel

varies from 2% to 25%.
l In the brown area, a failure of the steel reinforcement occurs (εsu � 25%). In such case, the

limiting values of the concrete stress and the textile reinforcement strain are not reached.
l The green dashed lines, indicating the mechanical reinforcement ratio ωtex, show that the

strain state in the un-strengthened cross section does not have a major impact on the required

amount of the textile reinforcement Atex.

Intermediate values, not directly specified, can be interpolated from the table.
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Chart 14.1 Design table with dimensionless values for rectangular cross sections, without

compressive reinforcement and without preloading (εtex0¼0) for bending without axial forces;

normal concrete�C50/60, (dtex�ds)/dtex¼0.15 and B500, according to Frenzel (2015).
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The following example illustrates the procedure. Before strengthening, the calcu-

lation of the strain state provides a fictitious strain εtex0 of 7.5% and a related moment

μtex of 0.13. From this, the reinforcement ratioωtex is determined to be 0.145. Based on

these parameters, the required reinforcement area can be determined. Furthermore, the

steel strain εs1 is determined to be 12% and the concrete stress εc2 is determined to be

�3.3%. The textile strain εtex is 7.5%. Accordingly, the full load capacity of the tex-

tile reinforcement is used and an economical application of the cross section can be

guaranteed by a failure of the textile layer.

14.3 Shear strengthening

14.3.1 General

Today, the general shear design procedure for reinforced concrete structures is still

based on empirically derived formulas. The design criteria basis was provided by

M€orsch (1950). M€orsch analyzed the crack pattern of a beam in flexural tests and
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Figure 14.4 Design chart, the concrete strains εc2, the steel and the textile strains εs1, εtex
and the mechanical reinforcement ratio ωtex, depending on the related moment μtex and the

fictitious strain εtex0 due to preloading for (dtex�ds)/dtex¼0.15 and B500 (Frenzel, 2015).
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validated the truss model developed by Hennesbique and Ritter (M€orsch, 1950). Pro-
ceeding from this, M€orsch developed a truss model for state II (cracked state), where

the forces in the tension and compression chord require the equilibrium of moments of

the bending design. Based on new findings, the design models have been further

developed and refined. Nevertheless, the accurate prediction of shear resistance is still

an unsolved problem today.

In order to predict the shear resistance of strengthened components, there are dif-

ferent approaches. For example, the ACI (2008) and Fib (2001) proposed design

models that have also been empirically derived from known reinforced concrete

models. One possibility is to design a shear strengthening with TRC, as presented

in the following sections.

14.3.2 Design model for shear strengthening according
to Brückner (2011)

14.3.2.1 Basic research

As part of the Collaborative Research Center SFB 528 (SFB, 2015), experimental and

theoretical investigations of plates and T-shaped beams that were strengthened with

TRC were carried out (Weiland et al., 2007; Brückner et al., 2008; Brückner, 2011). In

the experiments, AR glass textile reinforcements were used, in which the warp and

weft were inclined at 45° (see Figure 14.5).

Based on these experiments, Brückner (2011) concluded that the previous

approach by Khalifa et al. (1998) and Triantafillou (1998), developed for FRP-

strengthened concrete, does not describe the material behavior accurately. These

researchers assumed that the increase of the load-carrying capacity is only

subjected to the TRC strengthening. In the opinion of Brückner, the ultimate load dif-

ference between a component with and without strengthening is not equal to load-

carrying capacity of the TRC strengthening. Strengthening with textile reinforcement

limits the strain of the steel reinforcement at the ultimate limit state and affects the

inclination of the strut. Thus, the load transfer of the steel stirrups is reduced.

10.8

45°
45°

10
.8

(mm)

18

Figure 14.5 AR glass fabric for shear strengthening, from Ortlepp et al. (2010).
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This should be taken into account in the design model. That means that the strength-

ened TRC layer increases the stiffness of the tension strut and results in a steeper strut

inclination. This effect is independent of the predamage state of the component.

Based on the tests conducted as part of the SFB 528, static and dynamic load tests were

carried out on T-beams that had been strengthened with a 45° carbon textile reinforce-

ment (Brückner et al., 2013). Based on these tests, the model of Brückner was verified.

14.3.2.2 Truss model for shear (Brückner, 2011)

Based on the existing analysis models (ACI, 2008; Fib, 2001), Brückner introduced a

new analysis model for the ultimate load, which included the steel stirrups and the

textile reinforcement. Figure 14.6a–c shows the underlying truss model of a strength-

ened T-beam with a centrally placed point load VR,t.

The parameters are:

aR Vertical distance between the change of the inclination of the strut and the

edge of the plate of the T-shaped beam

a1 Width of the support

a2 Width of the load distribution

bw Web width of the T-shaped beam (without TRC layer)

d1 Distance between the resultant force of the steel reinforcement and the

lower edge of the T-shaped beam

d2 Distance between the resultant force of the bending compression zone and

the upper edge of the T-beam

Dat Compressive force due to adhesive tensile force

DA,t, Dbi, Dw,t,

DLE

Strut

Fat Adhesive tensile force

γ Inclination of the upper strut

Ψ Inclination of the concrete arch

tm Average thickness of the strengthened layer

VR,t Concentrated point load

z Lever arm of force

z1 Vertical distance between the resultant force of the steel reinforcement and

the point of the change of the inclination of the strut; height of the lower

strut

z2 Vertical distance between the resultant force of the bending compression

zone and the point of the change of the inclination of the strut; height of the

upper strut

Zw,t Ultimate load of the tie

ϑ Inclination of the lower strut

Based on the assumption that the TRC reinforcement can be anchored only in the

bending zone, Brückner has added the upper strut Db1 diagonal to the concentrated

load VRt (see Figure 14.6). As a result, the newly developed truss model depends

on the geometry. This condition has also an impact on the strain at the tie. Due to
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the inclination of the upper strut Db1, the load carried by the tie will be reduced. In the

event that the distance between the concentrated point load and the support area is

increased, the inclination γb1 decreases, and the effect it produces in the tie is reduced.
Therefore, the effect of the strut can be ignored and the truss model can be simplified

(see Figure 14.7). For more information on the simplified truss model, refer to the

work of Brückner (2011).

14.3.3 Analysis of the ultimate shear load of a strengthened
component (Brückner, 2011)

14.3.3.1 Inclination ϑ of the strut

In truss models for the shear design, an inclination ϑ of the strut is implemented.

According to DIN EN 1992-1-1 (2011) and DIN EN 1992-1-1/NA (2013), the incli-

nation of reinforced concrete components under bending without axial force can be

determined as follows:
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Figure 14.6 Truss model for strengthening with TRC of T-shaped beams, from

Brückner (2011).
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with:

ϑ Inclination of the strut

VRd,cc Load component of the strut with VRd,cc ¼ 0:24 � fck1=3 � bw � z
fck Characteristic compressive strength of concrete

bw Web width of the T-shaped beam (without TRC layer)

z Lever arm of internal forces, primarily of bending design, simplified with z� 0:9 � d
VEd Design value of the applied shear force

14.3.3.2 Load component of the steel stirrups and
the TRC layer (tie)

According to DIN EN 1992-1-1 (2011), the load component of a vertical steel stirrup

with only bending load and without axial forces subjected to the inclination of the strut

(see Equation 14.19) can be calculated as follows:

VRd,s ¼Aw,s

sw,s
� fywd � z � cot ϑ (14.20)

VRd,s Design value of the shear force reinforcement

Aw,s/sw,s The cross-sectional area of the shear reinforcement per meter

fywd Design value of yield strength of the shear reinforcement (for the calculation, the

stress value at the strain limit of 0.2% is used to reflect the limited extensibility

of the textile reinforcement)

DA,t

z1 • cosJA,t z1 • cosJ LE,tz1 • cosJ

d1 • cosJ ≥ aR
(d2 + z2) • cosJ - z1

a R
VR,t

Db,nDb1

45° 45°JA,t JLE,tJ JJ

Zwt,1

bw,T bw,T

Zwt,2Dw,t,1 DLE,t

z1

d 1
z 1

d 2
z 2

z

z1

0.5 • a1

0.5 • a2

0.25 • a2

 ≥ 0

Figure 14.7 Simplified truss model for strengthening with TRC of T-shaped beams, from

Brückner (2011).
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The tensile force of the textile reinforcement can be determined in a similar way:

VRd,tex ¼Aw,s

sw,s
� ft � bw,t � sin α (14.21)

with

VRd,tex Design value of the shear force component in the textile reinforcement

Aw,t/sw,t Cross-sectional area of the textile reinforcement per meter component length

ft Tensile strength of TRC (determined on an uniaxial strain specimen)

bw,T Width of the tie

α Angle between textile reinforcement and the T-beam axis

Based on the angle of inclination between the textile reinforcement and the T-beam

axis, the width of the tie of the TRC layer bw,T (see Figure 14.6) depends of the fol-

lowing two conditions, according to Brückner (2011):

1. The tensile forces in the TRC layer have to be anchored nearby the support area, as well as in

the crossing section between the web and plate section. Furthermore, these loads must be

introduced in the struts. This only happens when the resultant force of the steel reinforcement

layer crosses the compression field at the support area with a distance of at least VR.

2. The line of action of the force VR,t in a directly loaded area may not be crossed from the tie

(see Figure 14.7).

After considering these two conditions the width of the strengthened web of the tie

bw,T as well as the inclination of ϑA,t and ϑE,t, for textile reinforcements with warp

and weft inclined by 45°, can be determined according to the following process

(see Figure 14.8 and Table 14.2).

Based on the formulas presented, it is now possible to calculate the additional shear

load capacity of a tie in a strengthened cross section (with the implementation of a

truss model).

14.3.3.3 Load capacity of the strut in the TRC layer

An additional TRC layer not only increases the resistance to diagonal tensile stresses,

but it also has an effect in regards to the inclined compressive stresses, which are usu-

ally shown by struts in the models. This additional load capacity has not been the

row 1

yes

yes

d1 • cotJ ≥ aR

(d2 + z2) • cotJ - z1 + 0.5a2 ≥ 0

bw,T (row 2) < bw,T (row 3)

d1 • cotJ ≥ aR

no

row 2 row 3

yes no

no

no
row 2

yes
row 3

Figure 14.8 Process for the

equations of calculation in

Table 14.2 (Brückner, 2011).
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subject of any research yet. However, a failure of the strut has not been observed in any

of the experiments. Looking at standard components, in which the shear resistance is

not sufficient, the loadbearing resistance of the steel reinforcement cannot be proven.

This means that the strut is not crucial for the design.

If this is the case, the compressive strength of the TRC layer must be realistically

evaluated. Indications can be found in Molter (2005) and Voss (2008). Both

researchers studied compressive stresses parallel to the TRC layer and discovered

some significant losses in the compressive strength. The reason for this is that the

TRC layer can act divisive, and therefore, they decrease the compressive strength

compared to that of unreinforced fine concrete samples. The size of the strength reduc-

tion depends onmany factors, for example, the thickness of yarn, mesh size or coating.

Probably, it also depends on the application: whether the application consists on an

existing section strengthened with a TRC layer, or whether a new cross section is built

with TRC. A recent research project at TUDresden contributes to close the knowledge

gap by related studies (Jesse, 2012).

14.3.3.4 Load capacity interface

Basically, in the anchored area of a TRC layer, which is marked in Figure 14.9a, there

are a various failure scenarios in the interface (Ortlepp, 2007):

1. Failure in the layer of the old concrete (Figure 14.9b).

2. Failure of the interface between old concrete and TRC layer (Figure 14.9c).

3. Delamination in the TRC layer (Figure 14.9d).

In the experimental tests, Brückner observed a delamination of the TRC layer from the

old concrete surface. She concluded that the adhesive tensile stress of the textile rein-

forcement in the anchorage area was too high, according to the basic research on the

bond behavior of the TRC layer by Ortlepp (2007). In the opinion of Brückner, the

shear stresses in the interface were too small to be the only responsible cause for a

failure of the bond.

The adhesive tensile force Fat, which is drawn in Figure 14.6b, can be converted in

an adhesive tensile stress fat. The adhesive tensile stress fat can be calculated as:

Table 14.2 Equations of calculation for the TRC truss model
(Brückner, 2011)

bw,T cot ϑA cot ϑLE

1 z1 � cot ϑ + 1ð Þ 2d1 cot ϑ + z1 cot ϑ� 1ð Þ + α1
2z1

2dcot ϑ� z1 cot ϑ + 1ð Þ + 0:5α1
z

2 z1 � cot ϑ + 1ð Þ
+ d1 � cot ϑ � αR

d1 cot ϑ + z1 cot ϑ� 1ð Þ + α1 + αR
2z1

2d � d1ð Þcot ϑ� z1 cot ϑ + 1ð Þ + 0:5α2 + αR
2z

3 d � cot ϑ + 0:5 � α2 2d1 + dð Þcot ϑ� 2z1 + α1 + 0:5α2
2z1

dcot ϑ
2z
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fat ¼ Aw,t

sw,t � lV � sin 45° � ft � cot Ψ � fc,at (14.22)

with:

lV � sin 45° Vertical projection of the anchorage length

fc,at Adhesive tensile strength of the old concrete

A selected inclination Ψ of the concrete arch of 45° showed a good correlation to the

tested adhesive tensile strength of the old concrete during the analysis of the test

results. If the existing adhesive tensile stress would be greater than the adhesive tensile

strength, additional anchorage material would have to be used (e.g., Brückner et al.,

2008). Further information to various parameters of the shear strengthening can be

found in the literature (Brückner, 2011). Ortlepp discussedmore extensive and general

considerations on the different failures (Ortlepp, 2007).

14.3.3.5 Limitations of the presented model

The design model that has been presented was developed on the basis of experimental

results on beams with rectangular or T-sections. This fact has to be considered for

components with a different geometry. Brückner compared the test results with those

results obtained from the design model, and she determined that the load capacity of

the tie in the experiments was consistently greater than the calculated values. This was

independent of components with or without a TRC layer. Therefore, the shear design

model of the EC2 (DIN EN 1992-1-1, 2011) does not take into account a percentage of

the load capacity. Conversely, this means that Brückner can predict the additional load

capacity of the tie very well (Brückner, 2011). Hence, the calculated loads of the

strengthened cross section should be regarded as conservative and on the safe side.

These observations were also confirmed in experiments with dynamic loads on

T-beams that have been strengthened (Brückner et al., 2013).

(a) (b)

FatFat FatFat FatFat

(c) (d)

Figure 14.9 Failure modes of strengthened components with TRC, according to Brückner

(2011). (a) Strengthened T-beam, (b) interface old concrete, (c) interface joint, and (d) interface

first layer.
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An explicit model to calculate the load capacity of the strut has not been created

yet. A reliable estimation of the load capacity in a strengthened cross section is not

possible, because this problem is still not solved for the shear design model in general.

Also there are no results available to determine the compressive strength reduction for

TRC under uniaxial pressure in the parallel direction. More research is needed in

this area.

A practical approach to determine the anchorage of the TRC layer at the web of a

T-beam is proved in Brückner (2011), including an increase in load capacity of the

cross-section. However, there is also still room for improvement (Brückner

et al., 2008).

14.4 Torsional strengthening

14.4.1 Experimental analysis

14.4.1.1 Preliminary consideration

The following formulas for the material behavior of strengthened cross-sections are

based on experiments and the analysis of their results presented in Chapter 3

(Schladitz, 2011; Schladitz and Curbach, 2012). Accordingly, Table 14.3 shows

the material properties of textile reinforcement used in such studies. For other types

of material, the models presented in this section should be modified. Of particular

interest are the reduction factors, especially if the TRC layer exhibits a different fail-

ure behavior.

14.4.1.2 Verification procedure

Basically, with more TRC layers the cracking moment, the load capacity and the stiff-

ness of torsional rotation resistance increase. In addition, the textile reinforcement

causes spreading of the cracks, while simultaneously reducing the crack spacing

and, consequently, the crack width. Schladitz also noticed that only one layer of

fine-grained concrete increases the cracking moment, and sometimes, this load capac-

ity was greater than the limit of the ultimate load of the old concrete cross-section.

Thus, a minimum textile reinforcement in the strengthened layer is necessary to ensure

a ductile material behavior.

Based on the torsional strut-and-tie model with an inclination of 45° (e.g.,

Leonhardt and M€onnig, 1984; Zilch and Zehetmaier, 2009) and on the observation

during the experiments, the following checks should be done (Schladitz, 2011):

l Verification procedure of ductile material behavior (Section 14.4.2.2),
l Ultimate limited load (strut and tie; Section 14.4.3),
l Verification procedure of the steel reinforcement (Section 14.4.4).

The following models are presented in detail in Schladitz (2011).
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14.4.2 Minimum reinforcement

In order to prevent that the cracking moment exceeds the ultimate load limit of the old

concrete cross-section, minimum textile reinforcement is necessary.

14.4.2.1 Theoretical analysis of the calculation of the shear
strength and the cracking moment in the first state
(uncracked)

The shear stress distribution in reinforced concrete cross-sections in the first state

(uncracked) is presented in Figure 14.10. Applying the elastic theory, a homogeneous,

isotropic and linear elastic material behavior is assumed.

The torsional resistance Τ I,max of the reinforced concrete cross section can be deter-

mined as follows:

Τ I,max ¼ τc,max �WT,c (14.23)

Table 14.3 Material properties of textile reinforcement, from
Schladitz (2011)

Geometry

0 1 2 3 cm 0 1 2 3 cm 0 1 2 3 cm

Material Carbon AR glass Carbon

Finenessa

(tex)

803 2356 3300

Cross

section

(mm2/m)

41.5 120.0 84.9

Tensile

strength

(N/mm2)

2125 615b/810c 1300b/1670c

Tensile

strain (%)

10.5 11b/12.5c 10b/9c

aIn yarn’s direction.
bIn warp direction.
cIn weft direction.
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(a) round cross-section:

Τ I,max ¼ τc,max � π
2
� rc3 (14.24)

(b) for approximately rectangular-shaped reinforced cross-sections (for more information see

Schladitz (2011)):

Τ I,max ¼ τc,max � β � bc2 � hc (14.25)

The parameters are:

Τ I,max Maximum torsional resistance/torsional moment

τc,max Maximum shear stress in concrete, corresponding to the tensile strength as first

approximate value

WT,c Moment of torsional resistance of the unstrengthened, reinforced concrete cross-

section

rc Outer radius of the reinforced concrete cross-section

β Coefficient for a simplified calculation of the moment of the torsional resistance

WT,c for a square-shaped cross section (Table 14.4)

bc, hc Geometry parameter of the cross-section; hc�bc

Several models of the shear stress distribution in a twisted, TRC-strengthened and

reinforced concrete cross section exist. Based on the model shown in Figure 14.11,

Schladitz was able to estimate the cracking moment that corresponds to the test

results. Just before reaching the second state (cracked), the plastic stage of the rein-

forcement in the strengthened concrete cross section is almost achieved. At this stage,

the crack width of the reinforced concrete cross section is expected to be very small.

In the basic model, the partly plasticized areas are neglected. The design torsional

resistance moment Τ I,max is determined as follows:

(a) strengthened, circular cross-sections:

Τ I,max ¼ 2 � π �
ðrv
0

τ rð Þ � r2dr (14.26)

(a) (b)

hc   bc

bcdc

rc

t c,max
tt

tc,max

hc

Figure 14.10 Shear stress distribution of the reinforced concrete cross section (uncracked),

from Schladitz (2011). (a) Circular cross section and (b) rectangular-shaped cross section.
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with:

τ rð Þ¼ τfc,max

rv
� r (14.27)

τc,max Maximum shear stress of the (old) concrete; corresponding approximately

to the tensile strength

τfc,max Maximum shear stress in the TRC layer

τfc,max ¼ ffct, flm Application of the flexural tensile strength of the fine-grained concrete

provides realistic results (Schladitz, 2011)

(b) for rectangular, reinforced concrete cross-sections:

Τ I,max ¼
ð
A

τxz y, zð Þ � y� τxy y, zð Þ � z� �
dA (14.28)

with:

τxy y, zð Þ¼ �8 �G � ϑ � bv �X1
n¼0

�1ð Þn

2n + 1ð Þ2π2 cosh 2n + 1ð Þπhv
2bv

cos
2n+ 1ð Þπy

bv
sinh

2n+ 1ð Þπz
bv

(14.29)

hv≥ bv

bv

bcdc

dv

rc
rv

t fc,max

t c,max
tc,max

t fc,max
hchv

(a) (b)

Figure 14.11 Shear stress distribution of the strengthened, reinforced concrete cross section

(uncracked), from Schladitz (2011). (a) Circular cross section and (b) rectangular-shaped

cross-section.

Table 14.4 Coefficient β for determination of WT (Albert, 2014)

h/b 1 1.24 1.5 2 3 4 6 10 1
β 0.208 0.211 0.231 0.246 0.267 0.282 0.299 0.313 0.333
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τxz y, zð Þ¼ 8 �G � ϑ � bv �

y

4
�
X1
n¼0

bv �1ð Þn

2n + 1ð Þ2π2 cosh 2n + 1ð Þπhv
2bv

cos
2n+ 1ð Þπy

bv
sinh

2n+ 1ð Þπz
bv

2
664

3
775

(14.30)

G � ϑ¼ τfc,max

�8 � bv 1

8
�
X1

n¼0

1

2n+ 1ð Þ2π2 cosh 2n + 1ð Þπhv
2bv

2
664

3
775

(14.31)

with:

G Shear modulus

ϑ Twisting axis of the cross-section

A Cross section area

n Running index

After that the shear stress τ(y,z) of the rectangular, reinforced concrete cross section can
be determined:

τ y, zð Þ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
τxy y, zð Þ2 + τxz y, zð Þ2

q
(14.32)

Then, the shear stresses τ(r) or τ(y,z) of the old concrete cross section are limited to the

maximum flexural strength τc,max of the old concrete to show the plastificated areas:

τc,max � τ rð Þ
τ y, zð Þ

�
for

r� rc
yj j< bc=2 and zj j < hc=2

�
(14.33)

The calculation of the presented model requires a computer aid. Therefore, a simplified

model is introduced in the next chapter.

14.4.2.2 Engineering model for the determination of the load
for the first crack

In the simplified engineering model, it is assumed that the strengthened cross section

consists of a material that has a homogeneous, isotropic and linear elastic behavior.

The maximum design shear stress τfc,max of the TRC layer is defined as the flexural

tensile strength of the fine-grained concrete (see Figure 14.12).

Considering this, the crackingmoment can be estimatedwith a good approximation.

Analysis of the test results by Schladitz show that the average torsional moment Τ I,max

for rectangular cross-sections was overestimated by 10%. For circular cross-sections,
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the cracking moment was overestimated by 30–50%. This could cause that the mini-

mum textile reinforcement to be larger than necessary. The actual flexural tensile

strength of the fine-grained concrete in the TRC layer is known; therefore, Schladitz

suggests to reduce the torsional moment Τ I,max for circular cross-sections by a factor

of 0.7. Based on this, the minimum textile reinforcement for the cracking moment to

ensure a ductile material behavior is estimated as follows:

(a) for circular cross-sections:

Τ I,max ¼ 0:7 � τfc,max � π
2
� rv3 (14.34)

(b) for rectangular cross-sections:

Τ I,max ¼ τfc,max � β � bv2 � hv (14.35)

To ensure a ductile material behavior, the design value is to be checked:

Design crucial¼max
Τ I,max

Τ II,max

�
(14.36)

with:

TII,max Torsional moment in the ultimate limited load

14.4.3 Ultimate limited load of the torsional moment

14.4.3.1 Strut-and-tie model for a strengthened cross section

The derivation of the strut-and-tie model for a strengthened, reinforced concrete cross

section with TRC layers is based on the standard strut-and-tie-model of reinforced

concrete. The following parameters are used for the calculation:

hv ≥ bv

bvdv

rv

tfc,max

tfc,max

hv

(a) (b)

Figure 14.12 Shear stress distribution of the engineering model, according to Schladitz (2011).

(a) Circular cross section and (b) rectangular-shaped cross section.
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bc, hc, dc Geometrical dimensions of old concrete (see Figure 14.10)

nt Number of TRC layers used

st Distance of textile reinforcement to one another

cnom,t Concrete cover of textile reinforcement

Index w Transverse reinforcement

Index f Longitudinal reinforcement

Af,w, Af,l Cross section area of the roving

sf,w, sf,l Distance of the rovings in the textile reinforcement

αf,w, αf,l Textile reinforcement cross-sectional area per roving per meter

ff,α,l, ff,α,w Tensile strength of the textile reinforcement, depending on the inclination

of the rovings

kΔlf Factor to reduce the excess quantity of the textile reinforcement overlap

Schladitz (2011) suggested the following strut-and-tie models be used to chara-

cterize the effect of a strengthening with TRC (see Figures 14.13 and 14.14). The

parameters are:

Ak,tcl Core cross-section of the TRC layer

θ Angle of compression struts

Textile reinforcements with a different geometry of the roving arrangement can be

used for strengthening. As a general rule, textile reinforcements with 0°/90° rovings
are common. Both the strut-and-tie models in Figures 14.13a and14.14a show textile

reinforcement with an angle of 0°/90° in the longitudinal axis. This is a typical way to
integrate the steel reinforcement in reinforced concrete cross-sections. Rovings in

both directions transfer some parts of the tensile strength. The textile reinforcement

of the models shown in Figures 14.13b and 14.14b work like a spiral reinforcement.

Hence, only the rovings located along the tensile forces can be taken into consider-

ation during calculations (Schladitz, 2011).

Angle of  tie af,w

s f,w,a

(a) (b)

Angle of  strut q

Tie
Strut 

Angle of  strut q

Angle of  tie af,w

Tie
s f,w

Strut 

Ak,tc

d
k,tc

s f,w

Ak,tc

d
k,tc

Figure 14.13 Strut-and-tie model for circular cross sections, from Schladitz (2011). (a) Angle

0°/90° of the rovings and (b) angle 	45° of the rovings.
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14.4.3.2 Maximum design torsional moment

The equations to determine the load capacity of the TRC layers are based on the stan-

dard torsional design, according to DIN EN 1992-1-1 (2011). With the following for-

mulas, the ultimate limited load of the torsional moment, in the transverse direction

Τ II,max,f,w, the longitudinal direction Τ II,max,f,l and the capacity of the concrete strut

Τ II,max,f,tc, can be determined (Schladitz, 2011), see Section 14.4.3.3.

Τ II,max, f,w ¼ ff,α,w � 2 �Ak,tc � af,w � cot θ + cot αf,w
� � � sin2αf,w (14.37)

Τ II,max, f, l ¼ ff,α, l � 2 �Ak,tc � af, l
cot θ� cos αf,w

(14.38)

Τ II,max, f, tc ¼
fc � 2 �Ak,tc � teff, tc � cot θ + cot αf,w

� �
1 + cot2 θð Þ (14.39)

width:

ff,α Textile tensile strength (see Section 14.4.3.3)

uk,tc Perimeter of the core cross section (see Section 14.4.3.3)

teff,tc Effective thickness of the TRC layer (see Section 14.4.3.3)

Because the angle of the strut θ depends on the steel and textile reinforcement, both

parts have to be considered in the analysis models.

0°/90° textile reinforcement
Both parts of the textile reinforcement transfer some loads in a similar manner as the

longitudinal steel and stirrup reinforcement do. This means that the equations of the

ultimate load limits for transverse and longitudinal torsional moments of the old con-

crete and the TRC layer can be solved to determine the angle of the strut θ. The der-
ivation is shown in Schladitz (2011). The angle of the strut can be calculated as

follows:

(a) (b)

Angle of  strut af,w

s
f,w,a

Angle of  strut q

Tie

Ak,tc

s f,w Strut 

Angle of  strut q
Angle of  strut af,w

Tie

bk,tcbk,tc

Ak,tc

h k,
tc

h k,
tc

s f,w Strut 

Figure 14.14 Strut-and-tie model for rectangular cross sections, from Schladitz (2011).

(a) Angle 0°/90° of the rovings and (b) angle 	45° of the rovings.
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cot θ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
fs, l �Ak,c � as, l + ff,α, l �Ak,tc � af, l

fs,w �Ak,c � as,w + ff,α,w �Ak,tc � af,w

s
(14.40)

with:

fs,l, fs,w Permitted stress in steel reinforcement, generally yield strength

Ak,c, Ak,tc Core cross section (see Section 14.4.3.3)

The torsional resistance Τ II,max is the minimum of:

l Load capacity in longitudinal reinforcement Τ II,max,l

l Load capacity in transverse reinforcement Τ II,max,w

l Load capacity of the strut Τ II,max,c,tc:

TII,max ¼ min

TII,max,l
TII,max,w
TII,max,c,tc

8<
: (14.41)

TII,max,l ¼ TII,max,s, l + TII,max, f, l

¼ fs, l � 2 �Ak,c � as, l
cot θ

+
ff,α, l � 2 �Ak,tc � af, l

cot θ
(14.42)

TII,max,w ¼TII,max,s,w + TII,max, f,w

¼ fs,w � 2 �Ak,c � as,w � cot θ + ff,α,w � 2 �Ak,tc � af,w � cot θ (14.43)

TII,max,c,tc ¼ TII,max,c + TII,max,tc ¼ fc � 2 �Ak,c � teff
cot θ + tan θð Þ +

ffc � 2 �Ak,tc � teff, tc
cot θ + tan θð Þ (14.44)

	45° textile reinforcement
If the textile reinforcement is made of diagonal rovings only one part of the roving can

carry some tensile stresses. By solving the equations of transverse and longitudinal

torsional moments, the angle of the strut θ can be calculated, but the angle of the textile
reinforcement has to be considered (see Figure 14.13b).The angle of the strut can be

calculated as follows:

cot θ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
fs, l � 2 �Ak,c � as, l + ff,α,w �Ak,tc � af,w
fs,w � 2 �Ak,c � as,w + ff,α,w �Ak,tc � af,w

s
(14.45)

Again, the torsional resistance can be calculated with Equation (14.41), as follows:

TII,max,l ¼TII,max,s, l + TII,max, f, l

¼ fs, l � 2 �Ak,c � as, l
cot θ

+
ff,α,w � 2 �Ak,tc � af, l � cot θ + 1ð Þ � 0:5

cot θ

(14.46)
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TII,max,w ¼ TII,max,s,w + TII,max, f,w
¼ fs,w � 2 �Ak,c � as,w � cot θ + ff,α,w � 2 �Ak,tc � af,w � cot θ + 1ð Þ � 0:5

(14.47)

TII,max,c,tc ¼ TII,max,c + TII,max,tc

¼ fc � 2 �Ak,c � teff
cot θ + tan θð Þ +

ffc � 2 �Ak,tc � teff, tc � cot θ + 1ð Þ
1 + cot2 θð Þ (14.48)

14.4.3.3 Determination of the required parameters

Core cross section Ak,tc and effective thickness teff,tc of the TRC layer
The torsional load case can be idealized with a strut-and-tie model (see Figures 14.8

and 14.9). The struts and ties create a box girder around the core cross section Ak. For

reinforced concrete structures, the standard (DIN EN 1992-1-1, 2011) is valid. For

strengthened cross-sections, both the cross section area Ak,tc and the thickness of

the TRC layer teff,tc values are defined. In Figures 14.15 and 14.16, two possibilities

are shown (Schladitz, 2011). The core cross section is defined by the inner line of the

TRC layer (on the left) or the centerline of the TRC layer (on the right).

Considering the observation during the experiments and the analysis of the test

results, Schladitz suggested to use the centerline as the boundary of the core section

Ak,tc. This means that the strain distribution in each TRC layer is equal. If a much

larger number of TRC layers is used in the strengthening, the inner line should be con-

sidered as the boundary to ensure the ultimate limited load.

The core cross section Ak,tc or the perimeter uk,tc can be determined as follows:

(a) for a rectangular cross-section:

Ak,tc ¼ bk,tc � hk,tc (14.49)

(a) (b)

Boundary
of the core
cross section

dk

dk,t

st1

Ak,tc

Textile
reinforcement
layers

Reinforced
concrete

TRC layer

Boundary
of the core
cross section

dk

dk,t

st1
st

cnom,t

nt × st

Ak,tc

Textile
reinforcement
layers

Reinforced
concrete

TRC layer

Figure 14.15 Circular core cross sections Ak,tc of TRC layer (Schladitz, 2011). (a) Inner line as

boundary and (b) centerline as boundary.
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uk,tc ¼ 2 � bk,tc + hk,tc
� �

(14.50)

bk,tc ¼ bc + teff, tc and hk,tc ¼ hc + teff, tc (14.51)

(b) for a circular cross section:

Ak,tc ¼
d2k,tc � π

4
(14.52)

uk,tc ¼ dk,tc � π (14.53)

dk,tc ¼ dc + teff, tc (14.54)

The effective thickness teff,tc can be calculated as follows (Figures 14.15 and 14.16):

bk,tc ¼ bc + 2 � min st,1 j cnom,t
� �

+ nt�1ð Þ � st (14.55)

hk,tc ¼ hc + 2 � min st,1 j cnom,t
� �

+ nt�1ð Þ � st (14.56)

with:

st,1 Distance between the surface of an old concrete and the first textile reinforcement

st Distance to the next textile reinforcement

nt Number of the TRC layers

cnom,t Concrete cover between the last layer of the textile reinforcement and the surface

of the strengthening

(a) (b)

Boundary of  the
core cross section

bk,t

bk

Ak,tc

st st

Textile
reinforcement

RC RCTRC

Boundary of  the
core cross section

bk,t

bk

Ak,tc

st1 cnom,tnt × st

Textile
reinforcement

TRC

Figure 14.16 Rectangular core cross sections Ak,tc of TRC layer (Schladitz, 2011). (a) Inner

line as boundary and (b) centerline as boundary.
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For simplification purposes, all geometric values refer to the centroid of the textile

reinforcement. Because the textile reinforcement is embedded in the fine-grained con-

crete, this assumption is acceptable. By using theminimum values of st,1 and cnom,t, the

core cross section is calculated in a conservative manner.

Design textile tensile strength ff,α
The tensile strength of the TRC is usually determined by uniaxial tensile tests. In case

of a noncentric load to the rovings, the tensile strength ff,α has to be reduced ( Jesse,

2011; Schladitz, 2011):

ff,α ¼ k0,α � ff (14.57)

Schladitz found a correlation between the reduction factor and the angle of the rovings

in the textile reinforcement (see Figure 14.17). For circular and rectangular cross sec-

tions, the following is recommended:

(a) 	45°-textile reinforcement with the same reinforcement area in bars and stirrups for trans-

verse and longitudinal direction as,w�as,l: k0,α¼1 (α¼0°)
(b) 	45°-textile reinforcement with a different reinforcement area in bars and stirrups for

transverse and longitudinal direction as,w 6¼as,l: k0,α is subjected to the angle of the strut

θ (see Figure 14.17).

(c) 0°/90°-textile reinforcement: k0,α¼k0,α(α¼45°) according to Figure 14.17.

It is important to notice that the reduction factors are valid only for the textile rein-

forcements used by Schladitz. For the other textile reinforcements, the reduction fac-

tors should be determined again.

Cross-sectional area of the textile reinforcement af per unit of length
The cross-sectional area of the textile reinforcement per unit of length for both lon-

gitudinal and transverse directions can be calculated as follows:

Angle a of  the reinforcement in �

R
ed

uc
e 

fa
ct

or
 k

0,
a

0 22.5 45
0.00

0.25

0.50

0.75

1.00

AR-glass

Carbon

Figure 14.17 Reduction coefficient

of the tensile strength subjected to the

angle of the strut (Schladitz, 2011).
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af,w ¼ nt � Af,w

sf,w
and af, l ¼ nt � Af, l

sf, l
(14.58)

with:

Af,w, Af,l Cross-sectional area of the rovings in transverse and longitudinal direction

According to Schladitz (2011) the increase in the amount of the textile reinforcement

provided in the overlapping areas has a positive effect for the ultimate limited load of

the torsional resistance. However, no detailed research considering this effect was

conducted. Therefore this effect should be neglected to ensure the ultimate

limited load.

Material resistance for the calculation of the load capacity of the strut
As already mentioned in Sections 14.3.3.3 and 14.3.3.5, the behavior of the TRC

material under the pure compression has not been investigated in detail. Schladitz

did not determine any failure of the compressive strut in the experiments

(Schladitz, 2011). Upcoming research will investigate whether the implementation

of the reduction factor is necessary.

14.4.4 Utilization of the bars and stirrups

According to Schladitz (2011), the torsional resistance of strengthened structures with

a rare textile reinforcement might be smaller than the torsional resistance of the old

concrete structure. In this case, it was not absolutely clear if the bars and stirrups

reached their yield strength, although this was assumed in the calculations, as shown

in Section 14.4.3.2. Therefore, the minimum textile reinforcement requirement is nec-

essary. Based on the experiments, Schladitz suggests the following delimitations:

l Tensile force in the strengthening shall be greater than the tensile strength of concrete (in old

concrete and fine-grained concrete),
l Maximum crack spacing in TRC layers shall be smaller than the anchorage length of textile

reinforcement.

14.5 Column strengthening

14.5.1 General

Columns are an important part of the static systems in buildings. Due to the ever-

changing use requirements and load demands for existing buildings, as well as the

expected damage due to aging or randomly occurring fires, columns need to be

strengthened. In addition to the classic reinforced shotcrete or CFRP sheet strength-

ening measures, TRC is a feasible alternative. The confinement provided by an addi-

tional layer of TRC results in an increased axial loadbearing capacity in the column.
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Compared to a shotcrete reinforced layer, the increase in the structural member geom-

etry is minimal, and the usage of space in the building is not affected.

14.5.2 Design model

The design model for strengthening columns with TRC is based on studies by Ortlepp

et al. (Ortlepp and Curbach, 2009; Ortlepp et al., 2011a). Two mechanisms must be

taken into account: the load increase due to the confinement provided by both the tex-

tile reinforcement and the additional fine-grained concrete layer. For further informa-

tion, reference is made to previous research (Triantafillou et al., 2006; Ortlepp and

Curbach, 2009). The applicability of the model on large columns is described as well,

and it has been validated for circular columns (Ortlepp et al., 2011a).

14.5.2.1 Basic model

Based on small, unreinforced test specimens, (Ortlepp et al., 2011a) developed a basic

model for describing the axial capacity Nu of a TRC element under normal force, where

Nu is determined as the larger of two axial capacity values, Nu1 or Nu2, as follows:

Nu ¼max Nu1, Nu2ð Þ (14.59)

The parameter Nu1 (axial force resistance) is calculated as follows:

Nu1 ¼Nc +Nfc ¼ fcm �Ac + 0:27 � ffcm �Afc, eff (14.60)

with:

Nc Axial load capacity of the old concrete

Nfc Axial load capacity of the fine-grained concrete layer

fcm Mean value of concrete cylinder compressive strength

ffcm Mean value of fine-grained concrete cylinder compressive strength

Ac Core cross section of old concrete

Afc,eff effective cross-sectional area of fine-grained concrete according to Equation (14.61)

Afc, eff ¼Afc�At (14.61)

with:

Afc Cross-sectional area of TRC layer

At Textile reinforcement cross-sectional area
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The factor 0.27, used as a strength reduction factor for fine-grained concrete, was

determined empirically based on small-scale experiments (Ortlepp et al., 2011a). Only

60% of fine-grained concrete matrix strength was utilized. This is because, at that

stress level, failure in the cross section of the old concrete started. Spalling of the rein-

forcement layer at the concrete, which occurred as the load was increased, was

detected in the vicinity around the area, where the load was applied. This was due

to load transfer and distribution mechanisms, which further justifies the use of a reduc-

tion factor of 0.6. Furthermore, a 0.75 factor to account for the use of carbon reinforce-

ment has been recommended. The second term Nu2 of Equation (14.59) is determined

as follows:

Nu2 ¼ Ac � fcm � 1 + 0:27 � σlu
fcm

+ 5:55 � σlu
fcm

� 	2

� σlu
fcm

� 	2
" #

,

valid for σlu=fcc < 0:8

(14.62)

The stress σlu resulting from the confinement of the reinforcing layer can be calculated

with the help of Equation (14.63):

σlu ¼ ke � b+ d
b � d � af � nt, eff � ff (14.63)

with:

fcc Triaxial compressive strength of the old concrete, in Hampel et al. (2009)

af Cross-sectional area of the textile reinforcement per meter of the column height

nt,eff Effective number of textile layers (without anchorage areas)

ff Tensile strength of the textile reinforcement

b, d Length of the edge (square) or diameter (circular) of cross-sectional area of the old

concrete

ke Coefficient for consideration of the cross section geometry used in Equation (14.64)

ke ¼ 1�bn
2 � dn2
3 �Ac

(14.64)

with:

bn, dn Free length of the edge between the fillet radius (square columns);

b¼d¼0 for round columns

For circular columns, ke¼1 can be taken as a maximum value.
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14.5.2.2 Extension of the basic model

Based on the small-sized specimen tests and the basic model assumptions discussed in

Section 14.5.2.1, a refined model to account for a large-scale effect was subsequently

developed. The concrete strength used was determined from 150 mm cube specimen

tests. In reality, considering real column geometries, the size effect must be taken into

account in the formulas. For further information on the size effect in reinforced concrete,

see L€oser et al. (1986). Therefore, for the design of the strengthening, at the column

head, Equations (14.60) and (14.62) are modified by a factor km to account for the size

effect in the unreinforced old concrete cross section at the top of the column.

Nu1 ¼Nc +Nfc ¼ km � fcm �Ac + 0:27 � ffcm �Afc, eff (14.65)

Nu2 ¼ km � fcm �Ac � fcm � 1 + 0:27 � σlu
km � fcm + 5:55 � σlu

km � fcm

� 	2

� σlu
km � fcm

� 	2
" #

(14.66)

Similarly, for design at the middle of the column, Equation (14.65) can be further

manipulated into Equation (14.67):

Nu1 ¼Nc +Nfc ¼ km � fcm �Ac + 0:45 � ffcm �Afc, eff (14.67)

The load capacity is greater, as the previous reduction by the factor 0.6, which was

taken into account due to spalling of the textile reinforcement layer, may be omitted.

If the cross section of the old concrete is reinforced, the contribution of the longitu-

dinal steel reinforcement to the axial capacity Nu1 is added to Equation (14.67); this

considers the ultimate strain level of the cross section of the old concrete εcu:

Nu1 ¼Nc +Nfc +Ns ¼ km � fcm �Ac,netto + 0:45 � ffcm �Afc, eff + σs εcuð Þ �As (14.68)

Therefore, the equation for the design of the column head is as follows:

Nu1 ¼Nc +Nfc +Ns ¼ km � fcm �Ac,netto + 0:27 � ffcm �Afc, eff + σs εcuð Þ �As (14.69)

By comparison, the contribution to the axial capacity of the column, resulting from the

confinement due to the steel stirrups, is lower than that provided by the confining

effect due to the outer TRC layer. Therefore, it is not taken into consideration in

the equations (Ortlepp et al., 2011b). However, the contribution of longitudinal steel

reinforcement of reinforced cross-sections must not be underestimated; accordingly,

such a contribution is added to Equations (14.66) and (14.70):

Nu2 ¼ km � fcm �Ac � fcm � 1 + 0:27 � σlu
km � fcm + 5:55 � σlu

km � fcm

� 	2

� σlu
km � fcm

� 	3
" #

+ σs εcuð Þ �As

(14.70)
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In large-scale tests, the model presented here was validated (Ortlepp et al., 2011b). It

should be noted that the model, so far, has only been verified on circular columns with

satisfactory results. Validation of the model for columns with square cross-sections is

still pending.

14.6 Conclusion

In this section, four analysis models (bending, shear on T-beams, torsional and axial

force) to increase the load capacity were introduced. These analysis models were

developed and verified on experimental research. With the analysis models, it was

possible to predict the results of the experiments successfully. In today’s research,

even more structural components are tested to develop analysis models for their addi-

tional load capacity, when they are strengthened with TRC.

It is important to note that the analysis models introduced in this chapter were

developed with the existing textile reinforcement and fine-grained concrete at this

time. Both components will be refined with time, and maybe material properties will

change. One result could be that the developed analysis models have to be modified.
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15Strengthening of existing

masonry structures: Concepts

and structural behavior

T. Triantafillou
University of Patras, Patras, Greece

15.1 Introduction

Unreinforced masonry bearing wall construction, commonly termed URM, is one of

the oldest construction types found worldwide. URM walls have been proven to be

prone to failure during high or even moderate intensity earthquakes or high wind pres-

sure; therefore, they represent a significant safety hazard. A causal breakdown of

earthquake fatalities for the second half of the last century revealed that almost

60% of the lives lost were attributed to URM failures (Coburn and Spence, 2002).

Moreover, structural decay due to aging or cumulative seismic-induced damage poses

a direct threat to the preservation and safeguarding of historical structures that

comprise an important part of many countries’ cultural heritage. Thereby, there is

a tremendous and urgent need for upgrading existing URM structures. In seismic

areas, structures designed according to old seismic codes must meet upgraded perfor-

mance levels demanded by current seismic design standards. In non-seismic areas,

URM structures must be updated due to change of usage and/or the introduction of

more stringent design requirements.

Numerous techniques have been developed aiming at increasing the strength and/

or ductility of URM walls. These include the use of metallic or polymeric grid-

reinforced surface coatings, shotcrete overlays, internal or external prestressing with

steel ties, externally bonded fiber-reinforced polymers (FRP, such as epoxy-bonded

strips or in situ impregnated fabrics) and near-surface mounted FRP reinforcement.

FRP-based strengthening and/or seismic retrofitting techniques have been well-

established in the civil engineering community due to the favorable properties offered

by these materials. These include high strength and stiffness to weight ratio, corrosion

resistance, ease and speed of application and minimal change in the geometry. Despite

the many advantages associated with the use of FRP, the relevant strengthening tech-

niques are not entirely problem-free. There are some drawbacks associated with the

organic resins used to bind or impregnate the fibers. In addition, certain restrictions

related to intervention strategies for historic masonry buildings (e.g., requirements

for reversibility) may possibly inhibit FRP application.

One interesting solution to the above problems would be the replacement of

organic binders with inorganic ones, for example, cement-based or hydraulic lime
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mortars. Bond conditions in mortar-based composites could be improved, and fiber–
matrix interactions could be made tighter through the use of open-weaved fabrics

instead of continuous fiber sheets. The resulting textile-based system, termed herein

as textile-reinforced mortar (TRM) system, may be thought of as an alternative to the

FRP-based system (Papanicolaou et al., 2007, 2008).

In this chapter, we aim to present (a) concepts for the strengthening of masonry

structures with TRM and (b) key aspects of structural behavior. The following topics,

also presented in Fyfe Europe SA and Triantafillou (2012), are covered:

l Brief description of materials and their properties.
l Intervention requirements and strengthening rationale.
l Aspects of structural modeling and retrofitting for seismic applications.
l Strengthening of masonry walls for out-of-plane or in-plane loads.
l Strengthening of curved masonry elements.
l Confinement of masonry columns.

15.2 Textile-reinforced mortar system

The TRM system may be considered as an alternative to FRP, which have already

found their way into the field of strengthening and seismic retrofitting. With the

aim of alleviating specific problems associated with the use of organic resins in

FRP systems, the TRM system comprises an open weaved fabric made of long woven,

knitted or even unwoven fiber rovings (e.g., glass, basalt, or carbon) in at least two

(typically orthogonal) directions (Figure 15.1a), alongwith an inorganic mortar matrix

(Triantafillou et al., 2006). The density, that is, the quantity of the spacing of rovings in

Figure 15.1 (a) Bidirectional textile and (b) application on masonry specimen.
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each direction can be controlled independently. Thus, this affects the mechanical char-

acteristics of the open weaved fabric and the degree of penetration of the mortar matrix

through the woven mesh.

The TRM system is applied similarly to FRP. The walls are first ground at locations

where materials are protruding (e.g., irregular blocks or mortar at joints) and brushed

clean. Then, dust and any loose particles are removed (e.g., with air pressure). Finally,

a standard wet lay-up procedure follows to bond the textile layers on the surface of the

masonry wall. The procedure involves application of the mortar on the (dampened)

wall surface, subsequent application of the textile by hand (Figure 15.1b) and roller

pressure. The mortar is also applied in between layers and on top of the last textile

layer. Application of the mortar is made in a few millimeter (e.g., 3–4 mm) thick

layers using a smooth metal trowel. The textile is pressed slightly into the mortar,

which protrudes through the perforations between fiber rovings.

15.3 Mechanical properties

In the TRM system, fibers provide tensile load capacity and stiffness, while the matrix

ensures sharing of the load among fibers and protects the fibers from the environment.

The composite action between the open weaved fabrics and mortars is achieved

through a mechanical interlock of mortar at fabric perforations. This is also achieved

through some impregnation of fibers near the surface of the rovings, in case the fabrics

are not coated (dry fibers). As a consequence, bond conditions between fibers and

matrix are not perfect and the development of relative slip is possible.

The result of debonding at the fiber–matrix interface is that TRM, unlike FRP, does

not behave as a linear elastic material. Its response in uniaxial tension parallel to a

principal fiber direction (illustrated in Figure 15.2) is characterized by an initial linear

elastic part (uncracked matrix), followed by a branch associated with extensive crack-

ing in the mortar (stage IIa). When this cracking is stabilized, the fibers are tensioned

and carry the load until they debond, pullout and eventually rupture.

Stress

Strain

Ecr

smax

scr,1

emax

Fiber
rupture

I : uncracked
IIa : multiple cracking
IIb : stable cracks, tensioning of  fibers
III : fiber debonding and pull-out

I IIa IIb III

Figure 15.2 Idealized stress–
strain curve in uniaxial tension

parallel to a principal fiber

direction.
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It can be assumed that the “multiple cracking” branch (IIa) can be represented by a

horizontal line, because of its small slope (even zero in some cases). Thereby, the

stress–strain behavior can be further simplified, as shown in Figure 15.3.

Values of practical interest on the simplified stress–strain curve are the ultimate

tensile strength ( fu), the maximum elongation at ultimate (εu), the transition zone ten-
sile stress (σtr) and the tensile modulus (E). Such values are obtained on the basis of

experimental investigations.

15.4 Intervention requirements and strengthening
rationale

The primary objective of strengthening with TRM is to increase the strength of

masonry elements, as well as the overall capacity of a masonry structure. TRM in

the form of externally applied jackets should be located primarily in areas where ten-

sile stresses are to be carried and should not be relied upon to carry compressive

stresses, due to possible local instability.

If TRM strengthening concerns historical structures, a critical evaluation and

proper selection of the system should be made with respect to standards for preserva-

tion and evaluation. The adopted solution, then, shall guarantee compatibility, dura-

bility, and reversibility.

For the appropriateness of the TRM system for a specific application, the engineer

should evaluate the existing structure to establish its existing capacity, identify defi-

ciencies and their causes, and determine the condition of the masonry substrate. The

evaluation should include a field inspection, review of relevant documents, and a struc-

tural analysis. TheTRMsystem application can be employed for the following reasons:

flexural and shear strengthening to resist tensile stresses within a structural member or

between adjoiningmembers; connection betweenmembers (e.g., connections between

orthogonal walls or vault and wall ties); floor stiffening; crack width limitation;

Stress

Strain

E

fu

str

eu

I IIa IIb

I : uncracked specimen
IIa : multiple cracking
IIb : stable cracks, tensioning of  fibers

Figure 15.3 Simplified stress–
strain curve.
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confinement; and axial capacity enhancement of columns. Hence, the TRM system

application may be aimed at increasing the capacity of walls, arches, or vaults; wrap-

ping of columns to increase compressive strength and ductility; reducing thrust forces

in thrusting structures; transforming non-structural members into structural members

by increasing their stiffness and strength; strengthening and stiffening horizontal non-

thrusting structures; and wrapping buildings at floor and roof locations.

TRM can be applied to structural members that have suitable mechanical proper-

ties. If the masonry is damaged, cracked, etc., it should first be repaired with appro-

priate techniques (e.g., grout injection) to ensure a proper sharing of loads between

TRM and masonry.

For masonry structures subjected to cyclic loads (e.g., seismic or thermal varia-

tions), the bond between masonry and TRM may degrade during the structure’s life-

time. In such cases, it is advisable to properly anchor the TRM to the masonry using

anchors.

15.5 Structural modeling

The performance of a TRM system can be assessed on the basis of a structural ideal-

ization representing the behavior of the structure for the expected future use. Internal

forces in the masonry can be determined using methods of structural analysis

(e.g., frame models and finite element analysis). In particular, the structure can be

modeled as either linear elastic, or through proven nonlinear models capable of sim-

ulating the inelastic behavior and the negligible tensile strength of masonry.

Simplified methods can also be used to describe the behavior of the structure. For

instance, assuming that tensile stresses are directly carried by the TRM, stresses may

be determined by adopting a simplified stress field that satisfies the equilibrium con-

ditions, but not necessarily strain compatibility. This method may be realized for

in-plane loaded masonry structures through the well-known strut-and-tie modeling

(e.g., Krevaikas and Triantafillou, 2005). According to this procedure, the engineer

calls upon experience and intuition to draw load paths through the structure in the form

of a truss. The truss is analyzed for the design loads and proportioned according to the

applicable code and/or to other rules of practice. Truss elements in tension (ties) indi-

cate regions where TRM strips should be placed; masonry itself constitutes the struts.

The dimensioning of the TRM is achieved based on the calculated tensile force in each

tie and the design value of the force in the strengthening system. In this exercise, the

engineer may be aided by knowledge of the magnitude and directions of principal

stresses, obtained by a linear elastic plane stress finite element analysis of the struc-

tural element under the design loads. The struts and ties of the model may then be

drawn collinear to the principal stress resultants.

The use of simplified stress fields should be carefully chosen, because a statically

admissible stress field could have already caused structural collapse due to the brittle

nature of the masonry system. In the case of structures with regular or repetitive parts,

substructures may be identified that allow for a rapid evaluation of the global behavior
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of the strengthened structure. Similarly, simplified models may be adopted for veri-

fications of local failure mechanisms, provided that their use is properly justified.

As described in Chapter 16 safety verifications at the ultimate limit state are done

easily at the member level, implying that internal forces and moments are compared to

the respective resistances. Such forces and moments may be obtained directly through

proper analysis methods, or indirectly by integrating stresses obtained by finite ele-

ment analysis.

15.6 Design of retrofitting for seismic applications

Seismic retrofitting with the TRM system is typically aimed at total or partial strength-

ening, replacing or rebuilding of structural members and modifying the overall struc-

tural behavior by connecting different structural members. The type and size of

selected TRM systems shall take into account the following:

l Poor connections between floors/roof and vertical walls shall be improved.
l Connections in walls ending on masonry T-junctions or masonry edges may need

improvement.
l Floors effectively connected to vertical walls may have to be properly stiffened in their plane

to be able to transfer horizontal forces to the vertical walls parallel to the earthquake direc-

tion. They also shall provide restraint to the movement of vertical walls perpendicular to the

earthquake direction.
l TRM strengthened members where local ductility is enhanced are always recommended.

Moreover, local TRM strengthening shall not reduce the overall ductility of the structure.
l Weak members, for which strengthening is not appropriate or possible, shall be eliminated.
l In the case of strongly irregular buildings, it may not be possible to improve structural behav-

ior substantially by TRM strengthening. In such cases, TRM may be used for few structural

members, to ensure a minimum regularity to the structure.

The TRM-based retrofitting strategy follows the principle of increasing the capacity of

under-designed members. It does this with the aim of achieving, at the same time, a

greater structural regularity and the elimination of possible local collapse of masonry

walls or structural components. To avoid seismic vulnerability, care should be taken to

ensure that the TRM will not decrease the overall ductility of the structure. Particular

care should be taken to interventions aiming at joining vertical columns to avoid the

formation of hinges in arches and vaults. The increase of hinge ductility of both col-

umns and vaults is of crucial importance.

15.7 Strengthening of masonry walls
for out-of-plane loads

Out-of-plane collapse of masonry walls is one of the most frequent failure mecha-

nisms. Such a mechanism is primarily the result of seismic actions (inertia forces)

and secondarily of horizontal forces originated by the presence of arches and vaults.
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Out-of-plane collapse can develop as overturning, vertical flexural failure or

horizontal flexural failure.
Collapse by overturning (Figure 15.4a) may occur by the formation of a hinge at the

bottom of walls neither connected to the orthogonal walls, nor restrained at their top.

This mechanism depends on several factors, including the boundary conditions and

the slenderness of the wall.

A possible retrofitting solution may involve the use of TRM applied to the top part

of the masonry and properly anchored into the orthogonal walls, e.g., in the form of an

embracing “belt” (Figure 15.4b). In this case, resistance to overturning is provided by

the horizontal fibers of the TRM System. Particular care should be taken in the round-

ing of masonry corners to avoid stress concentrations in the fibers.

Masonry walls restrained at both top and bottom regions and subjected to horizon-

tal loading may fail due to flexure with formation of three hinges at the top, bottom and

in between (Figure 15.5a). Vertical flexural failure may occur in high masonry walls

and/or walls restrained far apart from orthogonal walls. In the case of seismic loads,

masonry walls loaded from opposite sides by floors located at different heights are

(a) (b)

Figure 15.4 (a) Collapse by overturning and (b) application of embracing belt.

(a) (b)

Figure 15.5 (a) Vertical flexural failure and (b) strengthening by TRM.
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particularly sensitive to vertical flexural collapse mechanisms. Such walls may be

strengthened with TRM on the tension side, with effective fibers being those running

in the vertical direction (Figure 15.5b).

Masonry walls restrained at the bottom, as well as firmly connected with (vertical)

transverse walls, behave in a way analogous to three-side supported “slabs.” They

resist horizontal forces by an arching effect of the top strip (Figure 15.6a). Masonry

walls restrained at the bottom, but not firmly connected with transverse walls, may

collapse as illustrated in Figure 15.6b. Such walls may be strengthened with TRM

on the tension side. The effective fibers are those running in the horizontal direction

(Figure 15.6c).

TRM-based strengthening of masonry walls subjected to out-of-plane cyclic loads

has been studied experimentally by Papanicolaou et al. (2008). In this study, it was

shown that TRM overlays provide an extremely high gain in strength and deformation

capacity, comparable—if not higher—to that provided by equivalent FRP systems.

15.8 Strengthening of masonry walls for in-plane loads

In-plane failure of masonry walls is also a frequent failure mechanism, as a result of

seismic actions parallel to the walls. Typical actions include combined bending and
axial load and shear force. Special attention in this regard should be given to lintels
and tie areas.

Masonry walls subjected to combined bending and axial load are column-type

members, which can be strengthened with TRM containing vertical fibers as close

as practically possible to the most highly stressed areas (see Figure 15.7a for cyclic

in-plane bending). Quite often, strengthening for in-plane bending may be combined

with that for other cases, hence full coverage of the wall may be selected

(Figure 15.7b). The strengthening system should be adequately anchored to the end

parts (top and bottom) of the masonry wall.

(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 15.6 (a) Arching effect, (b) collapse due to horizontal flexure, and (c) strengthening

by TRM.
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In-plane shear failure in masonry is typical in shear wall—type elements. Strength-

ening can be provided by applying TRM jackets on the wall sides (as shown in

Figure 15.7b) so that a “truss” mechanism may be activated (analogous to the way

a shear is carried by reinforced concrete members). Jacketing may be two-sided (pref-

erably), or even one-sided, if interventions on both sides are not permitted, or if they

are not practically possible.

The areas connecting different wall bays within a masonry panel are named tie

areas (Figure 15.8). Their role is (a) to restrain the adjoining (vertical) walls to assume

deformed shapes compatible with the applied horizontal load and (b) to support the

masonry wall above openings. The former generates shear and flexural stresses and

is significant in the case of seismic loading; whereas the latter is played by lintels

located above openings (Figure 15.8).

As a result of vertical loads, the following effects in the areas above openings are

displayed: (a) the part of the masonry wall above the opening cannot carry its own

(a) (b)

Figure 15.7 TRM strengthening of masonry walls subjected to in-plane combined bending

and axial load: (a) placement of fibers in the highly stressed areas and (b) full coverage of

the wall.

Tie area

Lintel

Figure 15.8 Lintels and tie areas.
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weight and is supported by a lintel functioning as a beam; (b) when the wall bays sur-

rounding the openings are slender, so as not to withstand horizontal loads due to the

presence of the opening itself, the lintel provides adequate strength to carry the tensile

stresses and ensure the overall equilibrium of the wall.

Lintels may be realized using structural elements having both axial and flexural

capacity; alternatively, they may have only axial capacity. In the former case lintels

function as beams and carry tension to ensure the overall equilibrium of the wall.

In the latter, support to the wall above the opening is ensured by formation of a

reinforced masonry member located just above the opening. Tensile stresses in this

member are carried by the TRM strengthening system, which is applied preferably

on the bottom face of the lintel. In this case, equilibrium conditions are probably

reached after the masonry wall above the strengthened member has developed sub-

stantial deformations. To ensure proper functioning of lintels formed through

strengthening, the TRM should be properly anchored into the adjacent masonry walls

(as in Figure 15.9a).

Tie areas strengthened with TRM should be verified for bending moment, shear

force and axial force (if any) acting at the connection with vertical masonry walls.

Strengthening may be carried out by installing externally or internally (ideally both)

horizontal TRM tapes. Flexural strengthening requires horizontal fibers and is better

achieved by placing TRM at upper and lower regions of the ties. Shear strengthen-

ing, on the other hand, requires mainly vertical fibers covering the full height of the

ties. Hence, a TRM jacket with full coverage of the tie (Figure 15.9b) would serve all

functions. Moreover, if the jacket is external and continuous, it also may function as

external wrapping of the masonry structure.

TRM-based strengthening of masonry walls subjected to in-plane cyclic loads

has been studied experimentally by Papanicolaou et al. (2007). In this study, it was

shown that TRM overlays provide an extremely high gain in strength and defor-

mation capacity, comparable—if not higher—to that provided by equivalent FRP

systems.

TRM

(a) (b)

Anchors in
adjacent
wall

Figure 15.9 Strengthening of (a) lintel above an opening and (b) tie area.
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15.9 Strengthening of curved masonry elements

Masonry elements with single curvature (arches, barrel vaults) or double curvature

(domes) may fail due to the formation of “hinges” that correspond to a mechanism

of collapse. Hinges form as a result of practically zero tensile strength and are located

in the intrados or extrados, with eccentricity to the mid-plane of the structure

(Figure 15.10a). As a result, the hinged section can only carry an axial force, which

acts at an eccentricity equal to half the thickness of the masonry element.

TRM reinforcement delays the opening of cracks and formation of hinges on the

opposite side with respect to the one where the TRM system is installed

(Figure 15.10b). However, it should be remembered that this reinforcement is not

effective in controlling crushing of the masonry or shear failure.

15.9.1 Arches

Arches may be of two types: (a) arch schemes, that is, arches resting on fixed or hinged

supports; or (b) arch-pier schemes, which are frame-type structures, comprising

arches resting on piers. Both schemes generally tend to collapse due to the formation

of at least four hinges.

The collapse mechanism associated with the formation of four hinges may be

prevented by bonding TRM to the extrados (Figure 15.10b) or the intrados

(Figure 15.10c) of the masonry arch. If practically possible (this is rare), TRM should

be applied to both the extrados and the intrados. However, access to the intrados is

typically not possible, hence TRM should be applied to the extrados. This configura-

tion also has the advantage that compressive stresses developing at the TRM-masonry

interface (Figure 15.10b) improve bond conditions.

For arch–pier structures, the application of TRM to the extrados or intrados may not

be sufficient to prevent relative displacement of the pier-arch connections. In such a

case, it is preferable to act on the piers or set a tie rod between the pier–arch connections.

15.9.2 Barrel vaults

Barrel vaults have a single curvature; hence, their behavior is similar to that of arches.

Strengthening with TRM may be applied to the extrados and/or the intrados. An

advantage of the TRM system here is that fibers may also be activated in the

(a) (b)

Top reinforcement

(c)

Bottom reinforcement

Figure 15.10 (a) Collapse mechanism in curved masonry element. Activation of fibers in

(b) the extrados and (c) the intrados prevents the formation of hinges.
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longitudinal direction (perpendicular to the plane of curvature), bridging the ideal

arches forming the barrel vault. Such a mechanism is of particular importance in cases

of horizontal loading. It is recommended to use bidirectional TRM with fibers in the

longitudinal direction amounting to approximately 25% of those installed in the trans-

verse direction.

15.9.3 Domes

Domes are double curvature vaults and exhibit both membrane-type and flexural-type

stresses. In a dome subjected to vertical loads, membrane-type tension stresses

develop along the dome parallels and may cause cracking along the meridians, espe-

cially near the connection with the supporting structure. In this case, application of

TRM in a circular configuration around the lower part of the dome’s perimeter

(Figure 15.11) may help prevent the opening of cracks, as well as reduce the magni-

tude of the horizontal force acting on the supporting structure.

Flexural-type stresses are typically localized where the dome meets the supporting

structure or at the edge of a skylight, if present. Such stresses may cause collapse of

parts of the dome between meridian cracks. If the load carrying capacity of such parts

is controlled by failure of the region connecting the dome to the supporting structure,

then the domemay be strengthened by applying the TRM system in a circle around the

lower part of the dome perimeter, as shown in Figure 15.11. This is done so that hor-

izontal fibers may be activated. However, if the dome supporting structure does not

develop any displacement, then the horizontal fibers are inactive; TRM should be

applied along the dome meridians, implying that the vertical fibers of TRM will

become effective. Special attention in TRM strengthening for flexural-type stresses

should be given to debonding near the supporting structure, which may be controlled

through the application of anchors.

15.10 Confinement of masonry columns

TRM confinement of masonry columns subjected to compression increases both ulti-

mate load capacity and failure strain. It also may improve the column performance

under the serviceability limit state. Confinement with TRM jacketing is typically

achieved by wrapping the member along the perimeter (Figure 15.12).

Figure 15.11 Strengthening at the lower part of a dome.
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Finally, a possible configuration is the confined enlargement of the section by

application of a thick mortar layer on the masonry. This should be done prior to

the application of the TRM (Figure 15.13a and b).

15.11 Summary

In this chapter, the author presented concepts for strengthening of masonry structures

with TRM, as well as key aspects of structural behavior. The following topics were

covered: brief description of TRMs and their properties, with an emphasis on tensile

behavior; intervention requirements and strengthening rationale; aspects of structural

modeling and retrofitting for seismic applications; strengthening of masonry walls for

out-of-plane or in-plane loads; strengthening of curved masonry elements, such as

arches, barrel domes and vaults and confinement. It was shown that TRM is an effec-

tive and convenient solution in a variety of applications involving the retrofitting of

unreinforced masonry walls.

Figure 15.12 Masonry column wrapping.

URM

TRM

Thick mortar layer

Thick mortar layer

URM

(a) (b)

TRM

Figure 15.13 Confinement of (a) a rectangular masonry column and (b) a circular masonry

column.
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16Strengthening of existing

masonry structures:

Design models

T. Triantafillou
University of Patras, Patras, Greece

16.1 Introduction

Building on the concepts presented in Chapter 15, this chapter aims to present sim-

plified design procedures and models for unreinforced masonry structures (URM)

strengthened with fiber composites comprising textiles in inorganic matrices. This

strengthening system is given the term textile-reinforced mortar (TRM). The follow-

ing topics, also presented in Fyfe Europe SA and Triantafillou (2012), are covered

herein:

l General safety principles and safety verifications
l Strengthening of masonry walls for out-of-plane or in-plane loads
l Strengthening of curved masonry elements
l Confinement of masonry columns

16.2 General safety principles

Masonry elements and structures strengthened with TRM should have design strength

(Rd) at all sections that is at least equal to the required strength (Ed) calculated for the

factored loads and forces in combinations as stipulated by the relevant building code:

Ed �Rd: (16.1)

The design values are obtained from the characteristic values through appropriate

partial factors for each limit state. For instance, in Eurocode format (EN 1996-1-1,

2005), for the generic property X of a TRM material, the design value (Xd) is

expressed as:

Xd ¼ Xk

γm
, (16.2)

where Xk is the characteristic value of the property being considered, and γm is the

partial factor of the material. Values for Xk should be provided by the material sup-

plier, and, until more experimental data become available, γm¼1.5 (¼γt).
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According to the aforementioned format, the design strength (Rd) is expressed as

follows:

Rd ¼ 1

γRd
R Xd,i; ad,i
� �

: (16.3)

In Equation (16.3), R() is a suitable function for the specific mechanical model being

considered, and γRd is a partial factor covering model uncertainties (1.0 for bending or

combined bending and axial load, 1.2 for shear, and 1.1 for confinement). The argu-

ments of the function R() are typically the design values (Xd,i) of the materials used for

strengthening or the existing materials, and the nominal values (αd,i), of the geomet-

rical parameters involved in the model.

16.3 Safety verifications

Failure modes of masonry structures strengthened with TRM may involve excessive

cracking due to tensile stresses, shear slip of masonry, crushing of masonry, TRM rup-

ture, and TRM debonding.

Masonry exhibits a brittle behavior when subjected to tensile loading; the

corresponding tensile strength is quite low and, for design purposes, can be neglected.

The shear strength of masonry depends on the level of applied axial load, as it relies

upon cohesion and friction of the material. The design stress–strain relationship of

masonry in compression may be idealized as parabolic-rectangular (Figure 16.1),

linear-rectangular, or even just rectangular for the sake of cross section analysis.

Unless experimental data are available, the masonry ultimate strain (εmu) may be

assumed to be 0.35% and εm1¼0.2%.

The characteristic values for masonry strength are fmk for vertical compression, fmk
h

for horizontal compression, and fvk for shear. In the absence of specific information or

experimental data, fmk
h may be taken as 50% of fmk.

TRMmaterials stressed parallel to a principal fiber direction may be approximately

idealized through the adoption of a trilinear stress–strain curve. In this curve, the slope

Stress 

Strain 

mu

fmd

m1

Figure 16.1 Idealized stress–strain
curve for masonry in uniaxial

compression.
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of the second branch corresponding to multiple cracking may be taken as zero (hor-

izontal branch). The elastic modulus of the cracked material is Et¼ ftk/εtuk
(Figure 16.2), where ftk¼characteristic strength and εtuk¼characteristic strain at fail-

ure. σt,tr,k, in Figure 16.2, is the characteristic stress at the transition zone.

The maximum design stress allowed to the TRM is expressed as follows:

ftd ¼ min
ftk
γt
, ftbd

� �
(16.4)

where ftbd is the TRM (design) stress once debonding takes place. Reliable models for

the evaluation of the debonding stress of TRM are not available yet. Unless reliable

experimental data are provided for a specific TRM system (with possible anchorage),

it is suggested to assume that debonding initiates with the TRM at a strain εtb¼0.003

(which usually is in the transition zone, stage IIa in Figure 15.3). The deboning stress

(ftbd) is equal to 0.003E, where E is the tensile modulus of the TRM that, depending on

whether it corresponds to stage IIa or IIb, is defined by the following equation:

E¼ max
σt, tr,d
εt

, Et

� �
(16.5)

For ultimate limit state analysis, two possible approaches may be followed, depending

on the type of structural analysis performed. If nonlinear models are used, the mem-

ber’s carrying capacity shall be larger than the factored applied load. Care shall be

taken to ensure that the proposed solution is not affected by the particular dis-

cretization adopted in the analysis. If linear elastic models or simplified methods

adopting an admissible distribution of stresses (that satisfy equilibrium but not nec-

essarily strain compatibility) are used, the resulting stresses on each structural member

shall be verified. In particular, for bi-dimensional members (slabs, shells), the unit

stress shall be considered (i.e., the per unit length of the member shall be evaluated).

Assuming that a plane section, before loading, remains a plane after loading, the safety

Stress 

Strain 

tuk / t 

ftk / t 

Et 

t,tr,k t /

Figure 16.2 Idealized stress–strain curve for TRM system in uniaxial tension.
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is verified when factored shear forces and bending moments (calculated as a function

of the applied axial force), due to the applied loads, are smaller than the corresponding

design factored shear and flexural capacities. Note that forces and moments may be

calculated through the integration of stresses.

16.4 Strengthening of masonry walls for
out-of-plane loads

As discussed in Chapter 15, out-of-plane collapse can develop as overturning, vertical
flexural failure, or horizontal flexural failure. Design equations for each case are

presented next.

16.4.1 Overturning

Consider the masonry wall shown in Figure 16.3, subjected to the following forces

(design values): Pd¼wall self-weight; Nd¼axial force acting on top of the wall;

Qd¼horizontal force due to seismic effects; and Td¼ force exerted on the top part

of the wall by the TRM system. The wall has a height (h) and a thickness (t).
Assuming that floors and walls perpendicular to the wall provide negligible

restraint, Td can be calculated via moment equilibrium as follows:

Td ¼ 1

2d
Qdh�Ndt�Pdtð Þ, (16.6)

where d¼distance from center of TRM to the bottom of the wall.

To design against overturning, it shall be verified that

Td � 2TRd ¼ 2At ftd, (16.7)

Nd 

Td 

Qd 

Pd 
h d 

t 

Figure 16.3 Overturning: forces acting on wall.
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where At is the TRM cross section area and ftd is the maximum design stress. Note that

in the case of a fully wrapped structure, TRM will fail by tensile rupture. Hence, ftd is
the design tensile strength, possibly reduced, for example, due to stress concentra-

tions. But in case of open TRM systems involving anchorage on the orthogonal walls,

failure may be governed by TRM debonding, hence ftd¼ ftbd.

16.4.2 Vertical flexural failure

Consider a unit width masonry wall (Figure 16.4), subjected to the following external

forces (design values): Pu,d¼weight of the wall upper part; Pl,d¼weight of the wall

lower part;Nd¼axial force acting on the wall;Qu,d¼ seismic force related to the upper

part of the wall; Ql,d¼ seismic force related to the lower part of the wall; and

Qd¼ force related to additional horizontal loading.

The masonry wall at cross section B, where the TRM is applied to prevent forma-

tion of the hinge, is subjected to axial force (NEd) and bending moment (MEd) equal to:

NEd ¼Nd +Pu,d, (16.8a)

MEd ¼HC,dhu�Qu,d
hu
2
, (16.8b)

where HC,d is the horizontal reaction at C, equal to:

HC,d ¼
2Qd +Ql,d
� �

hl +Qu,d 2h�huð Þ� Nd +Pu,d +Pl,d
� �

t

2h
: (16.9)

The masonry wall flexural capacity is verified when the following condition is met:

MEd �MRd: (16.10)

 

Nd 

HC,d 

Qu,d 

Pu,d 

h 

t 

Ql,d 

Pl,d 

Qd 

A 

hu 

hl 

B 

C 

Figure 16.4 Vertical flexural failure: forces acting on wall.
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The flexural capacityMRd of the strengthened masonry wall may be calculated on the

basis of cross section analysis (Figure 16.5). The calculation may be done as a function

of the mechanical properties of the masonry and TRM, the thickness (t), the width (l)
and the value of the applied axial force (NEd). Failure is defined when either the

masonry fails in compression (εmu is reached) or the TRM fails in tension

[εt,lim¼min(εtu, εtb) is reached, where εtu¼εtuk/γt], whichever comes first.

For the case of the parabolic-rectangular stress–strain relationship shown

in Figure 16.1 (with εm1¼0.2% and εmu¼0.35%), the resulting expressions for

MRd are obtained as follows (assuming that the TRM is cracked, i.e., in stage IIa

or IIb):

Force equilibrium: k1fmdlx�Atσtd ¼NEd (16.11)

with

σtd ¼Εεt:

Strain compatibility: εt ¼ εm
t� x

x
� ε

t, lim ¼ min εtu, εtbð Þ: (16.12)

1. Compression failure of masonry (εm¼εmu, εt<εt,lim):

MRd

lt2fmd

¼ 1

γRd

1

2

1� x

t

� �
x

t

ωt +
1

2
k1
x

t
1�2k2

x

t

� �2
64

3
75, (16.13)

where x/t, the normalized neutral axis depth, is

k1fmd

k2x

At td 

m mu£

<

x 

t t,lim = min( tu, tb) 

l

t 

At 

Figure 16.5 Cross-section analysis at the ultimate limit state.
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x

t
¼ 1

2k1
�ωt +

NEd

ltfmd

+

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ωt� NEd

ltfmd

� �2

+ 4k1ωt

s2
4

3
5 (16.14)

and ωt is defined as

ωt ¼At

lt

εmuΕ
fmd

: (16.15)

Finally, k1¼0.8, k2¼0.4, and γRd¼partial factor for flexure (¼1.0).

2. Failure of TRM by rupture or debonding (εm<εmu, εt¼εt,lim):

MRd

lt2fmd

¼ 1

γRd

1

2

ε
t, lim

εmu

ωt +
1

2
k1
x

t
1�2k2

x

t

� �	 

, (16.16)

where

x

t
¼ 1

k1
ωt

ε
t, lim

εmu

+
NEd

ltfmd

� �
(16.17)

and

k1 ¼
1000εm 0:5�1000

12
εm

� �
if εm � 0:002

1� 2

3000εm
if 0:002� εm � 0:0035

8>>><
>>>:

(16.18)

k2 ¼

8�1000εm
4 6�1000εmð Þ if εm � 0:002

1000εm 3000εm�4ð Þ+ 2
2000εm 3000εm�2ð Þ if 0:002� εm � 0:0035

8>>><
>>>:

(16.19)

εm ¼ ε
t, lim

x

t

1� x

t

� 0:0035: (16.20)

16.4.3 Horizontal flexural failure

In the case of horizontal flexural failure, the applied bending moment MEd is due to

earthquake loads, wind pressure and other possible horizontal loads that are due to the

presence of other structural members. The masonry wall flexural capacity is verified

when the condition (16.10) is met. The flexural capacity (MRd) of the strengthened

masonry wall corresponding to a strip of unit width may be calculated on the basis

of cross section analysis (Figure 16.5) as a function of the mechanical properties of

masonry and TRM, the thickness (t) and the width (l) of the wall. Note that unless

a more detailed analysis is available, the horizontal force due to the presence of
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transverse walls (axial force in the horizontal direction) may be assumed to be zero.

Failure is defined when either the masonry fails in compression (εmu is reached) or the

TRM fails in tension (εt,lim is reached), whichever comes first.

For the case of the parabolic-rectangular stress–strain relationship shown in

Figure 16.1 (with εm1¼0.2% and εmu¼0.35%), the resulting expressions for MRd

are as given in Section 16.4.2. NEd¼0, fmd is replaced by the design value of the

masonry strength in the horizontal direction (fmd
h) and length of the wall (l) replaced

by the height of the wall (h).

16.5 Strengthening of masonry walls for in-plane loads

The following verifications shall be carried out for masonry walls subjected to
in-plane loads: combined bending and axial load or shear force. Furthermore, lintels
and tie areas should be given special attention.

16.5.1 Combined bending and axial load

The flexural capacity (MRd) of a strengthened masonry wall may be calculated on the

basis of cross section analysis (Figure 16.6). The calculation may be performed as a

function of the mechanical properties of the masonry and TRM, the wall dimensions

(length l, thickness t) and the value of the applied axial force (NEd). Again, failure is

defined when either the masonry fails in compression (εmu is reached) or the TRM

fails in tension (εt,lim is reached), whichever comes first.

For the case of two-sided full coverage by TRM (Figure 16.6), and considering

the parabolic-rectangular stress–strain relationship shown in Figure 16.1 (with

εm1¼0.2% and εmu¼0.35%), the resulting expressions forMRd are as follows (assum-

ing that the TRM is cracked, i.e., in stage IIa or IIb):

t t,lim=min( tu, tb) 

m mu

x 

l

t 

At 

td

k1fmd

k2x

£

<

Figure 16.6 Cross-section analysis at the ultimate limit state.
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Force equilibrium: k1fmdtx�1

2
Atσtd

l� x

l
¼NEd (16.21)

with

σtd ¼Εεt:

Strain compatibility: εt ¼ εm
l� x

x
� ε

t, lim ¼ min εtu, εtbð Þ (16.22)

1. Compression failure of masonry (εm¼εmu, εt<εt,lim):

MRd

tl2fmd

¼ 1

γRd

1

12

1� x

l

� �2

1 + 2
x

l

� �
x

l

ωt +
1

2
k1
x

l
1�2k2

x

l

� �2
64

3
75 (16.23)

where x/l, the normalized neutral axis depth, is

x

l
¼ 1

2 k1�ωt

2

� � �ωt +
NEd

ltfmd

+

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ωt� NEd

ltfmd

� �2

+ 2 k1�ωt

2

� �
ωt

s2
4

3
5 (16.24)

ωt is defined as before,

ωt ¼At

lt

εmuΕ
fmd

(16.15)

and k1¼0.8, k2¼0.4.

2. Failure of TRM by rupture or debonding (εm<εmu, εt¼εt,lim):

MRd

tl2fmd

¼ 1

γRd

1

2

ε
t, lim

εmu

ωt

1� x

l

� �
1 + 2

x

l

� �
6

+
1

2
k1
x

l
1�2k2

x

l

� �2
4

3
5, (16.25)

where

x

l
¼
1

2
ωt

ε
t, lim

εmu

+
NEd

ltfmd

k1 +
1

2
ωt

ε
t, lim

εmu

(16.26)

k1 and k2 are as given by Equations (16.18) and (16.19) and

εm ¼ ε
t, lim

x

l

1� x

l

� 0:0035: (16.27)
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16.5.2 Shear force

The shear resistance (VRd) of masonry walls strengthened with TRM (e.g.,

Figure 15.7b) is computed as the sum of the masonry contribution (VRd,m) and

TRM contribution (VRd,t) up to the maximum value (VRd,max) corresponding to com-

pression failure of the struts in the truss:

VRd ¼min
VRd,m +VRd,t

γRd
,
VRd,max

γRd

� �
(16.28)

The above contributions may be evaluated as follows:

VRd,m ¼ fvdtl (16.29)

VRd,t ¼ 0:9l ntfð Þ ftd (16.30)

VRd,max

tl
¼ 2 MPað Þ (16.31)

where γRd¼partial factor for shear (¼1.2), t¼ thickness of masonry wall, l¼ length of

wall, fvd¼design shear strength of masonry, ftd¼design strength of TRM, defined in

Equation (16.4), and n¼number of sides strengthened with a jacket of thickness tf
each (n¼2 for two-sided jacketing, n¼1 for one-sided jacketing).

16.5.3 Lintels and tie areas

As an approximation, a TRM-strengthened lintel may be idealized as a beam fixed at

both ends, under the action of factored dead loads. The flexural capacity MRd of this

beam, calculated on the basis of cross section analysis as described above, shall

exceed the applied moment MEd:

MEd ¼ γG
1

24
gtL3 (16.32)

where g¼masonry weight/m3, t¼ thickness of masonry wall, L¼clear span of the

opening, and γG¼partial factor for self-weight at the ultimate limit state.

Moreover, by considering the TRM-strengthened lintel as an axially loaded ele-

ment, the TRM shall be designed to resist the following axial force (Figure 16.7):

NEd ¼ qdL
2

8h0
(16.33)

where qd is the design vertical load acting on the lintel (the sum of factored dead and

live loads) and h0 is the internal lever arm. This is not to be taken larger than the span

(L) of the opening, nor the height (h) of the tie area.
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Tie areas strengthened with TRM shall be verified for the bending moment,

shear force and axial force (if any) acting at the connection with vertical masonry

walls. The flexural and shear capacity shall be calculated on the basis of the proce-

dures described in previous sections (Sections 16.5.1 and 16.5.2), with proper

modifications.

16.6 Strengthening of curved masonry
elements: Arches, barrel vaults, domes

When computing internal forces in an arch strengthened with TRM, the formation

of hinges at supports shall always be considered (unless such formation is prevented).

Moreover, the formation of hinges located on the opposite side of the TRM installation

shall be taken into account. Arches strengthened with TRM can be designed by

checking their overall stability and by applying the procedures described above for

masonry subjected to combined out-of-plane bending and axial force. Special atten-

tion should be given to debonding, which may be controlled through the application

of anchors.

Barrel vaults have a single curvature; hence, the design of their strengthening is

similar to that of arches.

Domes are double curvature vaults and exhibit both membrane-type and flexural-

type stresses. In a dome subjected to vertical loads, membrane-type tension stresses

develop along the dome parallels and may cause cracking along the meridians. This is

especially true near the connection with the supporting structure. In this case, the

required cross section of TRM in a circular configuration around the lower part of

the dome’s perimeter shall be calculated for the full magnitude of tensile stresses.

TRM strengthening for flexural-type stresses can be designed by applying the proce-

dures described above for masonry that has been subjected to combined bending and

axial force to unit dome elements.

h
h¢

NEd

L 

qd

Figure 16.7 Tensile force in lintel.
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16.7 Confinement of masonry columns

The axial capacity (NRd) of a strengthened column shall exceed the design axial force

due to applied loads (NEd):

NRd �NEd (16.34)

NRd ¼ 1

γRd
Am fmcd � 1

γRd
Am fmd (16.35)

where Am¼cross sectional area of confined column, fmd¼design compressive

strength of unconfined masonry, fmcd¼design compressive strength of confined

masonry and γRd, the partial factor, is 1.1.
The design compressive strength (fmcd) for confined masonry may be related to fmd

through the use of an appropriate confinement model that has the following general

form:

fmcd

fmd

¼ 1 + k
σlud
fmd

� �m

(16.36)

where σlud is the design effective confining pressure and k, m are nondimensional

empirical constants obtained from calibration with test results for the masonry mate-

rial under consideration. Because of the lack of adequate test data, these parameters

are not calibrated yet. Nevertheless, an estimate for the values could equatem to 1 and

k to 1.5. However, those values should be used with circumspection until verification

by experimental data becomes available.

To restrict axial deformation and prevent damage at the serviceability limit state,

the increased axial capacity due to TRM shall be limited to 50% of fmd.

In columns with circular cross section, the confining stress σl is given in terms of

the TRM jacket tensile stress σt as follows (Figure 16.8):

σl ¼ 2tt
D
σt (16.37)

whereD¼cross section diameter and tt thickness of TRM jacket. σlud is obtained from
Equation (16.37), with σt equals the design value of the stress in the jacket at failure

tf l
 

 D
f  f

 

Figure 16.8 Confining stress.
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fted¼ηeftk/γt. ηe is a strength reduction factor to account for the multi-axial state of

stress in the jacket, stress concentrations etc. Unless experimental support is available,

ηe is 0.8.
In columns with a rectangular cross section, the confining stress is not uniform,

especially near the corners. As an average for σlud, one may write (Krevaikas and

Triantafillou, 2005; Bournas et al., 2007; Figure 16.9):

σlud ¼ σlud,h + σlud,b
2

¼ 1

2
ke
2tt
h
fted + ke

2tt
b
fted

� �
¼ 1

2
ke

b+ hð Þ
bh

tt fted, (16.38)

where ke is the effectiveness coefficient, which, for continuous jackets with fibers in

the direction perpendicular to the column axis (in addition to those parallel to the col-

umn), is defined as the ratio of the effectively confined area (Ae in Figure 16.10) to the

total cross sectional area Ag:

ke ¼ 1�b02 + h02

3Ag

: (16.39)

In columns with section enlargement (Figure 15.13), by application of a thick mortar

layer on the masonry prior to the application of the TRM, the total axial load capacity

of the composite section is calculated as follows:

NRd ¼ 1

γRd
Amfmcd +Al fldð Þ, (16.40)

where Am¼cross sectional area of confined masonry, Al¼cross sectional area of thick

mortar layer, fmcd¼design compressive strength of confinedmasonry, and fld¼design

compressive strength of thick mortar layer.

lud,b

b

lud,h h

Figure 16.9 Approximate

confining stresses in a

rectangular cross-section.

rc

h'=h–2rc

h

b'=b–2rc
b

Confined
masonry

e

Figure 16.10 Effectively confined

area in columns with a rectangular

cross-section.
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16.8 Summary

Building on the concepts presented in the previous chapter, this chapter aimed to pre-

sent simplified design procedures and models for URMs strengthened with TRM. The

following topics were covered: general safety principles and safety verifications;

strengthening of masonry walls for out-of-plane loading (overturning, vertical flexural

failure and horizontal flexural failure) or in-plane loading (combined bending and

axial loading, shear forces, lintels and tie areas); strengthening of curved masonry ele-

ments and confinement of masonry columns with circular or rectangular cross sec-

tions. Design equations were given for most of the cases listed above, within the

framework of Eurocode format.
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17Strengthening of existing

structures: Selected case studies

D. Bournas
University of Nottingham, Nottingham, UK1

17.1 Introduction

This chapter presents selected case studies of existing structures strengthened with

externally bonded textile-reinforced mortar (TRM). During the last decade or so, a

number of commercial projects in Europe (Italy, Greece, The Netherlands, France,

Germany, Spain, and Turkey), Russia, the United States, and Latin America have

demonstrated the great potential of TRM as a strengthening material for both concrete

and masonry structures. The following case studies involve composites made from

carbon and polyparaphenylene benzobisoxazole (PBO) textile fibers applied in com-

bination with inorganic cement-based matrices.

17.2 Concrete strengthening case studies

17.2.1 Strengthening of the Stadium San Siro (Italy 2003)

The Stadium “San Siro” or “Meazza” in Milan was constructed in 1925 and renovated

in 2002. The bearing structure of the lower ring of the Stadium is a reinforced concrete

(RC) frame, as illustrated in Figure 17.1a (Trimboli and Mantegazza, 2004). The ren-

ovation included new steel structures that remained disconnected from the existing RC

structures; a new foundation system transferred the new loads to the ground. However,

on the occasion of these works, the structural state of the RC frame was inspected and

significant deterioration in the beams was revealed. The deterioration was mainly due

to the corrosion of the steel reinforcement (Figure 17.1b). Subsequently, the client

requested the contractors to strengthen the existing RC beams.

To increase the flexural and shear capacity of the beams, a number of conventional

strengthening techniques were initially considered. These included (a) bonding of steel

plates to the faces of the beams and (b) insertion of new steel stirrups followed by

shotcreting. These interventions were rejected for different reasons. To ensure the trans-

fer of forces at the contact interfaces, the steel plates are required to be smooth, but the

epoxy resins that are typically used for this purpose cannot be applied directly on the

deteriorated concrete surface (Figure 17.1b). The insertion of stirrups would have

required drilling the beams; this was avoided, because the concrete was of low strength.

1 Current address: European Laboratory for Structural Assessment, Institute for the Protection and Security

of the Citizen, Joint Research Centre, European Commission, T.P. 480, I-21020 Ispra (VA), Italy
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The strengthening system that was finally selected involved the use of a carbon

fiber textile in an inorganic cementitious matrix. TRM turned out to be the ideal solu-

tion, as it required operating directly by applying the bonding agent, namely without

preparation of the damaged concrete surface. Moreover, the pozzolanic cementitious

matrix used was fully compatible with the substrate (concrete). The actual time avail-

able to execute the works was limited. The special bonding matrix enabled the appli-

cation of the reinforcement on the surfaces of the beams and the reshaping of them

with a thixotropic fiber-reinforced cementitious mortar, without waiting for the cure

of the thixotropic mortar. If the bonding matrix was polymeric, which must be laid

exclusively on completely dry surfaces, this advantage would had been lost. Photo-

graphs of the application method of textiles combined with mortar binder are illus-

trated in Figure 17.1c and d.

A commercial textile with an equal quantity of high-strength carbon fibers in two

orthogonal directions was used. The nominal thickness (based on the equivalent

smeared distribution of fibers) was 0.017 mm. According to the manufacturer

datasheets, the tensile strength and the modulus of elasticity of the carbon fibers were

3400 and 227,000 N/mm2, respectively.

(a)

(c) (d)

(b)

Figure 17.1 (a) Existing RC frame supporting the tier of seats; (b) typical damage found in RC

beams; (c) application of a U-shaped TRM jacket for shear strengthening of the beam; and

(d) strengthened beam at the end.

Kind permission of Ruredil SPA.
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It should be noted that this is the first case study ever reported where TRMwas used

as a strengthening material for an existing structure. The total area of carbon fibers

used was around 700 m2.

17.2.2 Strengthening of a barrel-shaped roof (Germany 2007)

The school of engineering in Dresden, which was built in 1903, was reconstructed

from 2007 to 2009 and now houses the IRS office of Zwickau. The monument con-

servation authority required the barrel-shaped roof construction, which is located on

the west wing of the building, to be preserved as part of the terms for reconstruction.

This RC barrel-shaped roof spans a column-free hall measuring approximately

16 m�7 m. In total, 11 beams are aligned by an 80-mm thick monolithic RC slab.

Nine out of ten roof zones have a light opening in their mid-section measuring about

1 m�3 m (Figure 17.2). The roof construction itself lies partially on brickwork and

partially on steel beams. It is a curved and textured shell structure.

A re-evaluation of the roof’s static bearing capacity indicated that the structure did

not meet the code requirements currently enforced by DIN 1045-1:2008. Monument

preservation concerns precluded the construction of a new structure, truss-support of

the existing roof structure, as well as the use of traditional strengthening methods. All

were deemed to be inappropriate. Strengthening using concrete jacketing would lead

to a large deadweight increase. The required concrete cover of about 60–80 mmwould

result in additional loading to the structure and its subordinated support links. Further-

more, the now filigree T-beam-construction would become a rough, irreconcilable

structure, with regard to the demands of the monument preservation. Externally

bonded fiber-reinforced polymers (FRP) strips were considered as a retrofitting solu-

tion as well; however, the load distribution within the slab would require a high mate-

rial effort due to the necessarily small spacing of the strips. In addition, measures for

securing the compound of the negative curvature on the underside of the beam would

also be significant. The application of TRM to the substructure enabled the preserva-

tion of the original geometry, and thus the original filigree character of the historical

roof construction. TRM strengthening was selected as the method of rehabilitation to
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Figure 17.2 (a) Plan view of the barrel-shaped roof and (b) section of the barrel-shaped roof

(Schladitz et al., 2008).
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be used, as it takes monument preservation, fire protection and static-constructive

deliberations into consideration.

A bidirectional textile reinforcement was manufactured at the TU Dresden. The

carbon rovings possess a fineness of 800 tex (tex expresses linear density and is

the weight in grams of 1 km of textile yarn) and a cross-sectional area of

0.45 mm2. The modular dimension is 7.2 mm in the warp and 14.4 mm in the weft

direction. The modulus of elasticity, ultimate compression and tensile strength of

the inorganic matrix were measured to be 28,500, 76.3, and 7.11 N/mm2, respectively.

Based on uniaxial strain specimen tests, the tensile strength of TRM was assumed to

be ftu¼1600 N/mm2 and the ultimate strain εu¼8%. The global safety factor was

conservatively established at γ¼3.2.

To improve the bond between of TRM and concrete surface, the existing concrete

was uncovered by sandblasting after first removing the existent plaster layers to

expose the granular structure of the concrete. After prewetting the subsurface, the first

layer of fine-grained concrete was applied using a wet-spray coating method, as

shown in Figure 17.3a. Amortar pump delivered the concrete mixture to the work area

about 8-m high. There, it was eventually sprayed onto the subsurface one layer at a

time until a thickness of 3 mm was achieved. The textile reinforcement was worked

into the existing concrete by slightly pressing and smoothing it with a trowel

(Figure 17.3b). This procedure was repeated until reaching the required number of

layers to obtain the predetermined strength levels. The final result was the provision

of a strong TRM strengthening cover layer with a thickness of approximately 3 mm.

All reinforcing layers were applied fresh-in-fresh in order to ensure the presence of a

good bond between each individual fine-grained concrete layer. This process was

assured through accurate construction work and supervision.

17.2.3 Strengthening of a school building (Greece 2007)

TRM was selected to strengthen a school building in Karystos, Greece (Triantafillou,

2007). This involved both flexural strengthening of RC slabs (Figure 17.4a) with

heavily corroded reinforcement and shear strengthening of unreinforced stone

(a) (b)

Figure 17.3 (a) Application of mortar by shotcreting and (b) insertion of the textile

reinforcement (Schladitz et al., 2008).
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masonry walls (Figure 17.4b). Strengthening was carried out using carbon fiber

meshes combined with cementitious mortar. A commercial textile was used with

equal quantities of high-strength carbon fibers in two orthogonal directions. The

weight of the textile was 348 g/m2; whereas its nominal thickness (based on the equiv-

alent smeared distribution of fibers) was 0.095 mm. According to the manufacturer

datasheets, the tensile strength and the modulus of elasticity of the carbon fibers were

3800 and 225,000 N/mm2, respectively.

Application of the mortar was made in approximately 2-mm thick layers with a

smooth metal trowel. After application of the first mortar layer on the (dampened)

concrete surface, the textile was applied and pressed slightly into the mortar, which

protruded through all the perforations between fiber rovings. The next mortar layer

covered the textile completely, and the operation was repeated until all textile layers

were covered by the mortar. Of crucial importance in this method, as in the case of

epoxy resins, was the application of each mortar layer while the previous one was still

in a fresh state. Photographs of the application method of textiles combined with mor-

tar binder in this case study are shown in Figure 17.4.

17.2.4 Strengthening of RC bridge piers (Russia 2007)

In this case study, TRM was chosen for the strengthening of RC bridge piers in Novo-

sibirsk, Russia. The bridge had been reconstructed in 1958, and since then significant

temperature and shrinkage stresses had caused the formation of cracks on construction

joints. Those cracks were epoxy-injected in 1991; however, inspections in 1997 indi-

cated that the cracks had reopened, with widths ranging from 2 to 5 mm, as shown in

Figure 17.5a.

Then in 2007, a decision was made to repair and strengthen the bridge using TRM.

The strengthening procedure comprised the following steps: (1) preparation of the

concrete surface by sandblasting; (2) pointing out the cracks and filling them with

Figure 17.4 Strengthening of (a) concrete slabs and (b) stone masonry walls in a mixed

concrete–masonry school building.

Kind permission of Triantafillou (2007).
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Figure 17.5 (a) Reopened cracks were repaired using epoxy injection; (b) application of the inorganic matrix and the PBO textile reinforcement;

(c) overall view of the heating tent constructed to allow curing of the cementitious mortar; and (d) strengthening reinforcement configuration and cross

section of the bridge pier.

Kind permission of Ruredil SPA.
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a repair mortar; (3) rounding of the corners to a radius of 30 mm; (4) application of the

PBO reinforcement of the TRM jacket on the bridge pier (Figure 17.5b); and (5) cov-

ering the external surface with waterproof mortar. As shown in Figure 17.5c, heating

tents were used to maintain an air temperature of around 16 °C for 7 days after com-

pletion of the strengthening application to allow for the curing of the cementitious

mortar. The strengthening configuration and the bridge pier’s cross section and

dimensions are illustrated in Figure 17.5d. The total area of PBO fibers used was

600 m2.

17.2.5 Strengthening of a highway RC tunnel lining (Greece 2008)

Egnatia Odos A2 is the Greek part of the European route E90. It is a motorway in

Greece that extends from the western port of Igoumenitsa to the eastern Greek–
Turkish border. It runs a total of 670 km. In 2008, the RC lining of a vehicular tunnel

along the Egnatia Odos was strengthened with TRM to correct a structural deficiency

(Nanni, 2012). The original lining was 650 mm thick with a clear cover of 50 mm and

was reinforced with top and bottom steel bar mats. During inspections, some flexural

cracks on the concrete lining were observed. Also, finite element analyses confirmed

that there was a need to increase the RC lining moment of resistance in both the cir-

cumferential and longitudinal directions.

A PBO fiber-unbalanced textile with rovings spaced at 10 and 20 mm, respectively,

was used (Fyfe, 2009). The equivalent nominal fiber thickness of the textile in two direc-

tions was equal to 0.046 and 0.011 mm, respectively, whereas the weight of the PBO

fibers in the textile was 88 g/m2. The ultimate strength, ultimate strain, and elastic mod-

ulus of the PBO fibers provided by the composite manufacturer were 5800, 0.025, and

270,000 N/mm2, respectively. Thematrix comprised high-fineness cement, an adhesion

promoter, inorganic nanoparticles, microaggregates and a polycarboxylate water-

reducing admixture. This matrix was designed to achieve a chemical bond with the

PBO fibers. The ultimate compressive and tensile strength of the inorganic matrix were,

according to the manufacture, greater than 30 and 4 N/mm2, respectively.

Calculations indicated that the addition of a single layer of PBO fiber textile

increased the circumferential flexural strength of the lining by 14% and 4% at the

top and side portions of the tunnel, respectively. The addition of two PBO–TRM
layers increased the flexural strength by 100% in the longitudinal direction on the

top portion of the tunnel lining. The concrete surface was prepared using hydrojetting

prior to the installation of the PBO fibers and the application of a finishing coat of the

matrix as summarized in Figure 17.6.

The cost of the project (in 2008) was around €800,000, which was less than any

other retrofit measure considered. The total area of PBO fibers used was 12,000 m2.

17.2.6 Strengthening of unreinforced concrete vaults (Italy 2010)

The Rome–Formia–Naples railway is part of the main north–south trunk line of the

Italian railway network. It was opened in 1927 as an alternative link to the existing

Rome–Naples route (via the Cassino line), and reduced journey times significantly.
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A railway bridge along the Rome–Formia–Naples was strengthened using TRM. The

10.5-m wide bridge deck is supported by six semicircular, plain concrete vaults

supported by masonry abutments made of blocks of tuff. The thickness of each vault

varies from 0.7 m at the crown to 1.0 m at the skewback (Berardi et al., 2011). An

overview of the bridge is shown in Figure 17.7a.

A field inspection to capture the bridge geometry and to assess the mechanical

properties of the materials was initially conducted. This was followed by limit state

Figure 17.6 (a) Surface preparation by hydrojetting; (b) application of the inorganic matrix;

and (c) application of the PBO textile reinforcement.

Kind permission of Ruredil SPA.

Figure 17.7 Strengthening of a bridge on the Rome–Formia–Naples railway: (a) overview
of the bridge; (b) application of the first PBO–TRM layer on the soffit of a concrete arch;

(c) the second layer of PBO fiber is installed over the first layer; and (d) strengthened vault.

Kind permission of Ruredil SPA.
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analyses of the bridge, which identified possible collapse mechanisms with formation

of hinges under factored loads. Therefore the strengthening design was aimed at

increasing the safety against collapse. To this end, TRM was bonded to the soffit

of each vault to prevent the formation of hinges at the exterior surface.

The design of the intervention required the strengthening of the soffit of each vault.

This was achieved by an application of two layers of PBO–TRM to the intrados.

Strengthening the intrados did not interrupt the use of the bridge, which would have

been necessary if strengthening of the extrados had been done.

Prior to the application of the TRM the concrete surface was prepared by removing

and reconstructing the deteriorated concrete. Then an approximately 5-mm thick mor-

tar layer was applied on the concrete surface. The first layer was applied by pressing

the textile slightly into the mortar, which protruded through all the perforations

between fiber rovings to ensure good impregnation (Figure 17.7b and c). Then addi-

tional mortar was placed and the second layer of textile was pressed into the second

matrix layer. The final step of the strengthening procedure comprised the application

of a final top mortar layer as illustrated in Figure 17.7d. It is worth noting that the

project was completed very fast, without interruption of the train traffic.

17.2.7 Strengthening of cooling towers (Germany 2012)

The Niederaussem Power Station is a lignite-fired power station in the Bergheim

Niederaussem. It consists of nine units, which were built between 1963 and 2003.

It has a total output capacity of 3864 MW and a net capacity of 3627 MW.

From the moment of their construction, the cooling towers were exposed to weather

conditions and multiple loading, and therefore have been constantly deteriorating.

A natural draft cooling tower built in 1968 (cooling tower E) was damaged as a result

of the operation of a subsequently built flue gas discharge unit, high wind pressures

and temperatures stresses. The cooling tower shell E has a height of about 96 m, a

diameter of 70 m at the bottom and a minimumwall thickness of 0.14 m, as illustrated

in Figure 17.8a. A detailed view of damaged cross section of the tower is given in

Figure 17.8b. More details about the damage mechanisms of the cooling tower are

presented by Altmeyer et al. (2012).

Following the inspections that detected the damage, a detailed assessment of the

tower’s ultimate capacity was conducted. The new and more rational methods of cal-

culation employed and the better understanding of the exact loading conditions rev-

ealed that the tower that was designed based on old codes did not fulfill all actual

demands. This was applied in particular to the serviceability limit state of the DIN

1045-1:2008. Therefore, a rehabilitation measure to guarantee safe operation during

the remaining lifetime of the tower was deemed necessary.

The TRM system was selected to strengthen the cooling tower for a number of rea-

sons. First, application of TRM allowed operation with mobile platforms, without

interrupting the operation of the cooling tower. In addition, given the exposure of

the strengthening system to the weather conditions and the high temperatures

of the fumes at the concrete surface, the use of textiles in inorganic matrices

guaranteed the long-term durability of the retrofitting system.
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The PBO–TRM composite material (described in Section 17.2.6) was selected for

this intervention as well. Figure 17.9 summarizes the procedure of the strengthening

application.

17.2.8 Trestle bridge base confinement (United States 2012)

The Metro North Railroad, a suburban commuter rail service, is the busiest commuter

railroad in the United States in terms of monthly ridership. In theMetro North Railway

trestle, located in northern New York, the concrete pedestals supporting the structural

steel trestle were heavily deteriorated (as illustrated in Figure 17.10a). Therefore, in

this case study, it was necessary to provide confinement and protection to the concrete

pedestals. The solution of using FRP was rejected due to the lack of vapor permeabil-

ity of epoxy-bonded systems. TRM composites were eventually selected, because a

breathable strengthening material was required.

The pedestals have a truncated pyramid shape and vary in size depending on the

configuration of the ground. The pedestal measured about 2.4 m�2.4 m at the base

and was 2.4 m in height (Nanni, 2012). As shown in Figure 17.10a, over the years,

the environment-induced degradation had led to severe cracking and concrete

spalling. Despite this structural deterioration, it was assessed that the pedestals were

still adequate to carry the loads for which they were designed. Nevertheless, to

recover the initial strength and, most importantly, to ensure reliable long-term per-

formance, it was decided to repair and strengthen the pedestals. Confinement

and protection of the concrete called for encapsulation of the entire pedestal.

A PBO–TRM system was chosen, because its cementitious matrix ensures vapor

permeability.

Figure 17.8 Cooling Tower E: (a) main dimensions and (b) detail view of a damaged section

(Altmeyer et al., 2012).
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The repair was conducted according to the International Concrete Repair Institute

(ICRI) guideline ICRI 310.1R (ICRI 310, 2008), starting with the removal and

replacement of deteriorated concrete (Nanni, 2012). After all deteriorated concrete

was removed, the cavities were filled with an engineered mortar compatible with

the TRM system (Figure 17.10b). The substrate surface was then prepared by grinding

(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 17.9 (a) Screeding of the inorganic matrix on the tower shells; (b) application of two

layers of PBO textile reinforcement; and (c) overview of the strengthening application.

Kind permission of Ruredil SPA.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 17.10 Metro North Railway trestle in northern New York: (a) removal of deteriorated

concrete from pedestal; (b) filling of cavities with mortar; and (c) application of the PBO

grid over a layer of cementitious mortar.

Kind permission of Ruredil SPA.
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and rounding the corners to a desirable radius. Then, a layer of the cementitious

matrix was troweled onto the substrate, and sheets of cut-to-size textile were pressed

into the matrix, such that the mortar pushed out through the grid openings to encap-

sulate the fibers (Figure 17.10c). A second layer of the cementitious matrix completed

the repair.

17.2.9 Maracanã Stadium (Brazil 2012)

The TRM material was successfully applied for the strengthening of the Maracanã

Stadium in Rio de Janeiro. With the challenge of delivering the stadium on time

for the 2013 FIFA Confederations championship test for the 2014 World Cup in

Brazil, the concern about the delivery schedule dominated the decisions on the inter-

vention project.

With the insertion of a new roof on the stadium, the axial load of the existing col-

umns increased considerably. Therefore, it was deemed necessary to increase the axial

capacity in 60 RC columns. Although technically feasible, the use of steel jacketing

was rejected due to the increase of column sections. In addition, steel jacketing

required more time to be realized and a high consumption of material for coverings.

Therefore the application of TRM jacketing was chosen. The choice of using a carbon

fiber grid allowed the column strengthening to be completed in about 30 days—four

columns per day on average. Two layers of the S&P Clever Reinforcement “ARMO-

system” were used.

This retrofitting system comprises a grid of carbon fiber reinforcement, two layers

of which were initially wrapped around the columns and fastened with a few headed

clasps (Figure 17.11a). The effectiveness of confinement with composite jackets in

wall-like columns is improved by the use of FRP anchors (Triantafillou et al.,

2015; Bournas et al., 2015); this concept was adopted for the stadium columns, as

shown in Figure 17.11b. Then the strengthening procedure involved applying a

10 mm layer of shotcrete, as shown in Figure 17.11c. Finally the mortar was leveled

using a metal trowel (Figure 17.11d). Such a system did not require additional protec-

tion, so there was no need for coverings.

In addition to the columns, 14,000 m2 of the old stadium tiers also had to be

reinforced. It was estimated that, by using steel mesh reinforcement, the work would

have required 32 people working for around 75 days. Following several consultations

with the engineers, the contractor once again decided to use carbon fiber TRM, and the

strengthening intervention was completed in 22 days by only two employees

(Figure 17.12).

17.2.10 Strengthening of supermarket slabs
(The Netherlands 2013)

During a renovation project of a busy supermarket in Hilversum, the load-carrying

capacity of the ground floor appeared to be less than the standard load requirements

(minimum 4 KN/m2). Because the space beneath the floor was used as an underground
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 17.11 (a) Fastening of the carbon textile reinforcement; (b) FRP anchors in wall-like

columns; (c) a building worker is spraying shotcrete on the fastened carbon reinforcement;

and (d) strengthened column at the end.

Kind permission of S&P Clever Reinforcement.

Figure 17.12 Strengthening the stadium tiers using carbon fiber TRM.

Kind permission of S&P Clever Reinforcement.
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parking lot, the fire resistance of the floor also had to be considered. The solution was

found using the TRM system, which was implemented in the Netherlands for the first

time in this case study.

The first proposal for reinforcing the ground floor was the fairly common carbon

fiber strips (carbon-fiber-reinforced polymer), glued to the bottom of the floor.

Because of the fire resistance requirements, it was necessary to protect the carbon fiber

strips with flame retardant coating or plating. This could significantly increase the pro-

ject’s cost, and therefore a new technique was introduced by S&P Clever Reinforce-

ment, the “ARMO-system.” This retrofitting system comprises a grid of carbon fiber

reinforcement that is applied to wet shotcrete without adding epoxy or organic adhe-

sive. The total layer thickness is approximately 25 mm. Such a system did not require

additional protection or heat shielding, and the extra shotcrete layer on top of the orig-

inal reinforcement made the entire construction even more fire resistant.

The strengthening procedure involved applying a 10-mm thick layer of shotcrete

beneath the concrete floor after the surface was pretreated (Figure 17.13a). The first

carbon textile layer was embedded in this layer (Figure 17.13b), which was then cov-

ered by a second layer of shotcrete. The second layer of reinforcement was applied to

the second layer of shotcrete, which was finally covered up by shotcreting.

17.3 Masonry strengthening case studies

17.3.1 Repair and seismic retrofitting of Tuna Plant (Italy 2005)

The project for the restoration of the former Florio tuna processing plant was funded

by the region of Sicily. The tuna processing plant was restored to be used as a museum,

providing in this way an opportunity to preserve the island’s tradition and anthropo-

logical heritage. The work involved the adaptation of various buildings standing in the

area (which measures about 45,000 m2) and reorganization of the outdoor areas for

(a) (b)

Figure 17.13 Strengthening of RC slab: (a) shotcreting and (b) application of the

reinforcement.

Kind permission of S&P Clever Reinforcement.
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public use. The restoration and reuse of the industrial complex involved three stages:

structural repair, restoration of the architecture and finishes on the buildings and

recovery of the local anthropological heritage. The degree of decay and collapse

necessitated substantial structural work. Workers employed traditional techniques

and local materials side by side with specialized, innovative forms of intervention.

The innovative aspect of the project was its ability to combine the methods and tech-

niques of modern scientific restoration with recovery and reuse of traditional

techniques.

The vaulted structures on the intermediate levels in various buildings (measuring

about 3000 m2, i.e., Figure 17.14) were strengthened with application of TRM con-

sisting of a carbon fiber grid and a cement matrix (Ruredil X Mesh C10).

The structure of the two-level buildings of the former Florio tuna processing plant

consists of pillars of tuff masonry with 0.75 m square sections laid out to form a square

grid measuring about 4.5 m per side. At the level of the intermediate floors, the pillars

are linked in both directions by full arches consisting of blocks of tuff stone measuring

0.35 m�0.35 m�0.50 m. The vaults making up the first floor of these buildings are

characterized by a very low rise and a structure made of white, tuff, hollow, and flat

blocks with an average thickness of 0.15 m. Having identified the sections of maxi-

mum stresses in the structures and vaults, the application of a structural reinforcement

was planned. The tuff vaults were connected with the application of TRM mesh by

means of the following operations:

1. The supporting filler from the extrados was emptied out. The crushed material from joints

was removed, and the vault extrados were successively wedged and dampened.

2. A clinging rough coat made with premixed mortar that contained hydraulic binders with a

low-soluble mineral content was applied. This was followed by the application of 3-mm

thick mortar, over which a carbon mesh was applied (Figure 17.15a). This exerted a certain

amount of pressure to allow the mortar below to penetrate through the mesh. Joints were

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 17.14 The tuna factory.

Kind permission of Ruredil SPA.
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Figure 17.15 Strengthening of the vaults.

Kind permission of Ruredil SPA.
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overlapped by at least 0.10 m, and a second layer of pozzolanic hydraulic mortar that was

identical to the first (at least 3 mm thick) was applied over this.

3. The same procedure was used to apply two overlapping 1-meter-long strips of carbon mesh

in the two diagonal directions over the fresh mortar layer (Figure 17.15b). They were applied

in two stages, following the same initial procedure. These diagonal pieces were linked to the

pillars supporting the vault by a piece of carbon mesh that was 0.50 m wide and 2 m long

(1 m was in a 36 mm hole made in the pillars and sealed with injections of special hydraulic

binder with compensation for shrinkage, and 1 m overlapped and sealed on the diagonals—

Figure 17.15c).

4. An additional 0.25-mwide carbon mesh strip was applied, by means of the method described

above, to the outer perimeter of the vault extrados (Figure 17.15d).

Photographs of the application method of textiles combined with mortar binder are

shown in Figure 17.15e and f.

Further information on this project can be obtained in Biondo et al. (2007).

17.3.2 Strengthening of the Romanesque Church of San Roque
(Spain 2008)

The historic San Roque church is located in Renedo de la Inera, which belongs to the

ancient medieval area known as Campoo. It is made of masonry, stonework and timber

elements. Due to earthquakes, the church was experiencing problems concerning the

outer walls out-of-plane separation (Figure 17.16a). This caused serious cracks on the

main vault (Figure 17.16b), and therefore strengthening was deemed necessary.

This case study, the EU project OPERHA, focused on the sacristy of the church. At

that time, the church was stable; however, previous movement had left some cracks,

which had increased the damage in localized areas of the church. The vault of the sac-

risty presented a map of cracks; the most important crack was the longitudinal one

(Figure 17.16b). The TRM system was applied on the extrados of the vault. This

was done firstly to prevent further development of the existing cracks, and secondly

to prevent the opening of new cracks. The intervention consisted of the following steps:

(a) (b)

Figure 17.16 San Roque church earthquake damage: (a) wall out-of-plane separation and

(b) critical cracks on the main vault.

Kind permission of Fyfe Europe SA.
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1. shoring up the vault during restoration;

2. protecting the thirteenth century windows, which were discovered during this intervention,

by plastic canvas;

3. cleaning dirt and debris from the roof and convex surfaces;

4. filling the seam and reinforcing the wall cornice;

5. drilling the ashlars for repositioning the Tyfo® Basalt Fiber Anchors;

6. installing the Tyfo® Basalt Fiber Anchors in the holes filled with mortar (Figure 17.17);

7. applying mortar at all surfaces;

8. installing the Tyfo® EP-B Basalt fabric with appropriate overlapping; and

9. covering the fabric with mortar.

17.3.3 Strengthening of unreinforced masonry chimney (France)

TRM was used to strengthen an unreinforced masonry chimney of a historic sawmill

in the municipality of Gerardmer, France (ACI, 2013). This chimney, which is now

closed, comprises a symbol of industrial heritage and had to be preserved and restored

using a strengthening system that was not only compatible with the existing materials

but also reversible. The height of the chimney is about 38 m, and its diameter ranges

from 3.60 to 1.70 m from the base to the top (Figure 17.18a). Today, the structure is

used to support several telephone antennas and their cabling.

The high capillary absorption of the clay bricks, sand and lime joints

(Figure 17.18b) was addressed by using a cementitious repair mortar to rectify the

existing surface without any surface pretreatment, such as sandblasting.

The chimney was modeled as a cantilever beam, and wind was found to be the

most critical loading case. The structural analysis results indicated that strengthening

of the structure was required in both the hoop and vertical directions. Therefore, a

commercial textile (Ruredil X Mesh C10) with equal quantity of high-strength carbon

rovings in two orthogonal directions was used (Figure 17.18c). The weight of

Basalt fiber anchors

Figure 17.17 Installation of basalt fiber anchors and basalt fabric on the extrados of the vault.

Kind permission of Fyfe Europe SA.
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the textile was 168 g/m2, whereas its nominal thickness (based on the equivalent

smeared distribution of fibers) was 0.047 mm. According to the manufacturer data

sheets, the tensile strength and the modulus of elasticity of the carbon fibers were

3800 and 240,000 N/mm2, respectively.

The analysis indicated that it was necessary to strengthen the structure with 10-mm

thick TRM reinforced by a single layer of carbon fiber textile. According to Nanni

(2012), this composite thickness scheme provided strength equivalent to an applica-

tion of welded wire reinforcement with steel bars with a 6-mm diameter and spacing of

0.50 m in both the hoop and vertical directions.

17.3.4 Strengthening the masonry dome of Molla Çelebi
Mosque (Turkey 2013)

The Molla Çelebi Mosque (Figure 17.19a) was built by architect Mimar Sinan in the

Fındıklı neighborhood of the Beyoğlu district in Istanbul. Although the exact con-

struction date is unknown, it is believed that the mosque was completed around

1584. The Turkish state directorate that is responsible for the mosque decided to ren-

ovate the historical monument. During the renovation, due to the presence of minor

cracking, it was clear that the main dome needed strengthening at the support level.

Because of the historic character of the mosque, the strengthening system had to be

compatible with the existing materials of the dome, as well as reversible. Therefore,

the use of epoxy-based systems was rejected, and the TRM strengthening technique

was selected (Fyfe Europe SA, 2013).

“Horasan” mortar (pink colored, weak mortar with lime and brick pieces) was

applied on the outside of the dome (Figure 17.19b). Afterwards, four layers of

open-weaved basalt fabric, in combination with the cementitious mortar matrix of

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 17.18 The unreinforced masonry chimney: (a) with scaffolding during repair; (b) before

strengthening; and (c) during strengthening with carbon fiber textile bonded in a

cementitious matrix.

Kind permission of Ruredil SPA.
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the system (Tyfo® EP-B RM System), were applied around the drum of the dome in

the hoop direction to confine the dome externally and maintain the structural integrity

(Figure 17.19c). The principal tensile stresses, as well as the displacements that are

going to be developed along the hoop direction of the dome due to future loading,

are expected to be reduced significantly.

The Tyfo® EP-B RM System was developed by Fyfe Europe to cover the needs of

the heritage and monument structures, where the strengthening system should be com-

patible with the existing materials of the structure. The mortar matrix used was totally

compatible with the substrate and the materials of the structure. The texture and the

color of the system were consistent with the original masonry. Moreover, this is a fully

reversible technique, and thus compliant with international historic monument pres-

ervation directives. It also has excellent resistance to fire.

17.3.5 Strengthening of a masonry wall in historical building
(Turkey 2014)

Constructed in 1884, the building was designed by French-Ottoman architect

Alexander Vallaury, and is one of İstiklal Avenue’s unique structures in Istanbul.

Recently, the building was lent to a private firm for the duration of 25 years. The firm

performed an assessment of the existing structure and found out that the in-plane shear

capacity of some of the masonry walls was insufficient to carry the required action due

to earthquake loading. Thus, they decided to increase the in-plane shear capacity of the

masonry walls by an appropriate strengthening technique. As the building is a histor-

ical structure, traditional strengthening techniques, such as adding RC shear walls,

could not be implemented. TEKSTAR—a certified applicator trained by FYFE

Europe SA—proposed a solution combining the TRM Basalt System and steel

anchors (Fyfe Europe, 2014).

The strengthening procedure (Figure 17.20) included the following steps: (1) the

wall surfaces were prepared, and loose mortar and unsound material was removed;

(2) the basalt fabric-reinforced hydraulic mortar system was applied on the wall to

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 17.19 Strengthening the masonry dome of Molla Çelebi Mosque: (a) the mosque;

(b) application of “Horasan” mortar on the outside of the dome; and (c) application of the textile

basalt grid over a layer of cementitious mortar.

Kind permission of Fyfe Europe SA.
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be strengthened; (3) masonry anchors were installed at an angle of around 30o to the

horizontal side, and at a distance of 0.35 m vertically and 0.50 m horizontally; (4) gal-

vanized steel plates were fastened onto the wall using nuts, so that a uniform pressure

was applied across the Tyfo® RMBasalt System to delay debonding during a possible

seismic event; and (5) finally, the wall was covered with “Horasan” mortar (pink col-

ored, weak mortar with lime and brick pieces).

The total area of basal fibers used was around 1500 m2.

17.4 Future trends

As soon as more experimental results and design guidelines on TRM systems are

available and designers become aware of this technology, the number of strengthening

projects using textile reinforcement in inorganic matrices will increase considerably.

This will be particularly true in the case of projects where special design requirements

need to be met (i.e., high temperatures, reversibility of the intervention, etc.). Follow-

ing the trend of the FRP, TRM is expected to become a very popular composite mate-

rial for the strengthening of existing concrete and masonry structures within the next

decade.

17.5 Source of further information and advice:
Design codes

Recently, design guidelines and specifications have been published by technical orga-

nizations that provide guidance for design with TRM materials in strengthening and

seismic retrofitting applications. The key publications are listed below.

ACI, 2013. Guide to Design and Construction of Externally Bonded Fabric-Reinforced

Cementitious Matrix (FRCM) Systems for Repair and Strengthening Concrete and Masonry

Structures, 549.4R-13, American Concrete Institute, Farmington Hills, MI, USA.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 17.20 (a–c) Strengthening of a masonry wall in the historical building.

Kind permission of Fyfe Europe SA.
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Brameshuber, W. (Ed.), 2006. Textile Reinforced Concrete, State-of-the-Art Report of

RILEM Technical Committee 201-TRC. RILEMReport 36. RILEM Publications, Bagneux,

France.

Federation International du Beton—fib, 2001. Externally Βonded FRP Reinforcement for

RC Structures, Bulletin 14, Lausanne.

Valluzzi. M. (Ed.), 2015. Masonry Strengthening with Composite Materials, State-of-the-

Art Report of RILEM Technical Committee 223-MSC. RILEM Report XX. RILEM

Publications, Bagneux, France.
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18Thin TRC products: Status,

outlook, and future directions

A.E. Naaman
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI, USA

18.1 Introduction: Summary

While textile-reinforced concrete (TRC) encompasses, in principle, all structural con-

crete applications using nonmetallic textile reinforcements, this chapter focuses on

thin TRC products and suggests that their success is more likely to be achieved in

the near future than thicker products. Thin TRC products are compared to conven-

tional ferrocement and other laminate cement composites, and a possible working

definition is suggested for their characterization and identification. In order to achieve

a functioning composite, some practical guidelines for mechanical compatibility

between textile reinforcements and cement matrices are proposed in this chapter.

A simplified heuristic rule for textile selection is proposed. A framework for evalu-

ating any product for mechanical performance, comparative cost effectiveness, and

willingness-to-pay price is described and applied to real examples. A strong case is

made for the development and use of pre-engineered 3D textiles in thin products par-

ticularly in order to minimize labor cost and improve composite reliability; the use of

ultra high performance concrete matrices is discussed. The author further suggests that

composite performance and cost can be improved by using discontinuous fibers in the

matrix and possibly introducing self-stressing. Numerous areas of research for the

near future are listed to ensure the success of thin TRC products.

18.2 Status report

During the 2003 symposium on fiber-reinforced polymer (FRP) reinforcement in

concrete structures in Singapore, an assessment survey of the state of progress and

future outlook for FRP reinforcementswas carried out (Naaman, 2003a). It was pointed

out then that some key drawbacks of FRP reinforcements in conventional reinforced

concrete (RC) structures include poor resistance to shear and lack of ductility. It was

also pointed out that,while solutions to such drawbacks are available (such as by adding

proper fiber reinforcement to the matrix or confining the concrete compression zone),

the additional costmade their use cost-ineffective inmost applications at the time.How-

ever, the drawbacks mentioned above diminish significantly when thin products

(cement boards, sheets, shells, etc.) are used. This is true either in standalone appli-

cations or in repair and rehabilitation projects where the cost of labor is high in

proportion to the cost of materials. Indeed, extensive experimental testing on thin
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reinforced sheets using FRP meshes indicated sufficient ductility and a good shear

resistance (Balaguru, 1994; Daniel and Shah, 1990; Dubey, 2004; Guerrero and

Naaman, 1998; Lopez and Naaman, 1998; Mobasher et al., 2000; Naaman and

Al-Shannag, 1994; Naaman and Guerrero, 1996; Naaman and Chandrangsu, 2000;

Naaman, 2000, 2002, 2012; Parra-Montesinos and Naaman, 2001; Peled et al.,

1999). The improved ductility issue was explained by the slow progressive failures

of themany fibers, threads, or yarn of themesh or fabric or textile used, which provided

sufficient deflection and warning. Additionally, the shear resistance, while always

less critical in thin structural elements than in thick ones (ferrocement vs. reinforced

concrete) is helped by the high reinforcement content, and its layered configuration

in the loading direction. Experimental tests have shown that the addition of dis-

continuous fibers to thin elements reinforced with steel or FRP textiles can improve

both vertical and interlaminar shear resistance when needed (Guerrero and

Naaman, 1998; Naaman and Guerrero, 1996; Naaman and Chandrangsu, 2000;

Naaman, 2000, 2003a,b).

It is thus necessary to first distinguish between thick structural elements (such as

RC reinforced with steel reinforcing bars or FRP reinforcements) and thin reinforced

cement products, such as ferrocement (ACI Committee 549, 1988, 1997; ACI

Committee, 2004; Balaguru, 1994; Daniel and Shah, 1990; Dubey, 2004). In 2003

the terminology used for such products included ferrocement, thin cement product,

or laminate cementitious composite reinforced with FRP meshes or fabrics or textiles.

The term TRC was first used in the late 1990s and was not yet universally known

(Curbach, 2003; Hegger, 2001; Scheerer et al., 2015).

Today, TRC encompasses thin cement products reinforced with FRP meshes or

textiles or fabrics. The focus of this discussion will be on such thin products only.

For such applications, the term textile implies a properly designed fabric or mesh

for use as reinforcement. Here the term “properly” implies compatible material char-

acteristics and textile architecture or topography.

Typical textile reinforcing materials used in cement composites include Kevlar

(aramid fibers), Spectra (high molecular weight polyethylene fibers), carbon, PVA

(poly-vinyl-alcohol), glass (alkali-resistant or resin-coated), and PP (polypropylene).

Sometimes a particular textile may contain two different materials, such as carbon as

the primary fiber in the warp direction and glass in the weft direction. Hybrid com-

binations of reinforcement imply a combination of continuous textiles, such as glass

and PP textiles, or a combination including a continuous textile with discontinuous

fibers, such as a carbon textile with PVA fibers added. The discontinuous fibers

are generally premixed with the mortar matrix or could be assembled in a fiber

mat. 2D and 3D textile configurations are thus considered.

18.2.1 Definition of thin textile reinforced concrete—TRC

In a 2010 paper, the author discussed a possible definition for TRC (Naaman, 2010);

it is repeated below to help narrow the scope of this discussion.
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Assume, hypothetically, that a new structural composite called TRC is to be

defined, in which “true concrete” is implied, such as in conventional, large-scale struc-

tural concrete applications. The definition, then, of TRC would be the same as that of

conventional RC, except that the reinforcement is made out of nonmetallic or

polymer-based bars or textiles instead of reinforcing steel bars or welded wire fabrics.

This is same as what is considered today as RC with FRP reinforcements.

However, for thin TRC products, the author suggested the following definition,

using the definition of ferrocement by the ACI Committee 549 (1997) as a basis, with

some relevant modifications:

Textile reinforced concrete is a type of reinforced concrete commonly constructed of
hydraulic-cement matrix reinforced with several layers of closely spaced continuous
2D textiles, or one or several layers of 3D textiles. At least one textile layer should be
placed near each of the two extreme surfaces of the resulting structure. The textiles
may be made of polymer, synthetic, metallic, organic or other suitable materials. The
fineness of the cementitious matrix and its composition should be compatible with the
textile armature system it is meant to encapsulate. The matrix may contain discontin-
uous fibers or microfibers of appropriate dimensions.

Figure 18.1 illustrates typical sections of thin TRC products satisfying the

suggested definition. Depending on the application, typical thickness ranges from 5

to 50 mm. A 3D textile could be made of two layers of 2D textiles connected along

the third dimension. In all cases, the cover of cement matrix to the reinforcement is

small and can be as little as zero. Codes, such as the Ferrocement Model Code

(Ferrocement Model Code, 2001), but specifically dedicated to TRC, will eventually

provide guidance for the recommended cover.

To support the above definition, it is first essential to define a textile in general

terms, such as a 2D textile or a 3D textile, without reference to any process of fabri-

cation or material. The compatibility of a particular textile (plain, tricot, jersey, leno,

braided, etc.) for use in concrete products will need to be assessed for physical, chem-

ical, and mechanical properties.

By stating that the textile could be “metallic,” TRC would allow the use of conven-

tional steel wire meshes (woven or welded), and thus TRC could also cover conven-

tional ferrocement. In a similar manner, because the ACI definition of ferrocement

allows the use of nonmetallic meshes, it can be argued that ferrocement encompasses

TRC. The only issue we would have to explain is whether a TRC with a single layer of

2D reinforcement, such as in conventional stucco applications, is acceptable. Con-

versely, we could insist on at least two layers, such as in a sandwich construction,

where each layer is placed close to one extreme surface of the composite to optimize

bending resistance. On the other hand, a TRC could use a single layer of 3D textile,

fulfilling the same function of a reinforcing system as several 2D textiles. In such a

case, one layer of a 3D textile would be acceptable, as stated in the proposed definition

and shown in Figure 18.1d and e.
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18.2.2 Relevant differences between ferrocement and thin TRC

Clearly ferrocement and thin TRC are part of the same family when viewed at the

structural level; that is, they could be classified as part of thin RC products, thin

cement composite products, or cementitious composite laminates. Both ferrocement

and TRC allow the use of a variety of reinforcing materials, including hybrid combi-

nations, such as steel and aramid or PP. Both allow the use of fibers or microfibers in

the matrix, leading to hybrid combinations of continuous and discontinuous reinforce-

ments (ACI Committee 549, 1997; ACI Committee, 2004; Balaguru, 1994; Daniel and

Shah, 1990; Dubey, 2004; Naaman, 2005, 2006, 2008; Naaman et al., 2005).

What fundamental differences can then exist between ferrocement and TRC? It can

be certainly argued that the primary reinforcement in ferrocement, as used so far in

practice and for which design guidelines have been developed, is made out of steel;

“primary” implies resisting a significant portion of the load-carrying capacity. Not

only is the primary reinforcement in TRC not steel, but it generally exhibits properties

significantly different from the properties of steel, particularly in terms of ductility,

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Typical thin section with 2D textile reinforcement

2D mesh or textile or fabric (typical)

Matrix with and without microfibers (typical)

Matrix with and without microfibers (typical)

2D mesh, textile, or fabric (typical) 3D textile

3D textile3D textile

3D textile

2D mesh, textile, or fabric (typical)

12
 m

m
(e

xa
m

pl
e)

Fiber-reinforced matrix

Fiber mat

Fiber mat

Figure 18.1 Typical sections of thin TRC products satisfying the suggested definition.

(a) Several layers of 2D textile: minimum of two layers, one near each face, (b) most efficient

for bending: two extreme layers of 2D textile with fiber reinforced matrix, (c) two layers of

2D textile sandwiching a fiber mat, (d) one layer of 3D textile covering entire depth, (e) one

layer of 3D textile covering entire depth, and (f ) two layers of 3D textile sandwiching a

fiber mat.
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post-elastic response, and thermal properties. Ferrocement is a mature technology

with documented characteristics, verified long-term properties, and a proven service

life spanning several decades. TRC is a relatively young technology, still in the

making, still in need of time. It can be therefore argued that, although there are

many similarities between ferrocement and TRC, there are also sufficiently important

differences between them; thus, it is beneficial to consider them separately for pur-

poses of research and applications. For instance, the bond characteristics at the

reinforcement–matrix interface in TRC are totally different from those encountered

in ferrocement with steel wire meshes. Durability issues, when related to the corrosion

of steel, are nonexistent in TRC; while durability issues related to the alkalinity of the

matrix could be significant in some TRC applications. The coefficient of thermal

expansion of steel is of the same order as that of a typical cement matrix, while that

of most polymeric fibers is significantly different. This difference warrants particular

considerations for design under long-term conditions and where significant cyclic dif-

ferences in temperature occur. Textiles can be made easily drapable to allow forms

with particular curvature in one or two directions, while steel wire meshes would

require significantly more labor to achieve the same effect.

In summary, in order to allow TRC to develop its greatest potential and its own

personality, it is best to consider it, for the time being, as a new cementitious

composite—a sort of sibling of ferrocement. From here, we can proceed accordingly

in developing it to its full potential in applications where it can be most competitive.

This is what technical committees can address best. Figure 18.2 offers a perspective on

where TRC falls within the general family of structural concrete composites that have

developed since the mid-nineteenth century. These include the most widely used

structural materials, namely reinforced and prestressed concrete. While Figure 18.2

seems to confine TRC to passive reinforcement, such as in RC, active reinforcement,

such as in prestressing or self-stressing, also applies to TRC. So far, however, the latter

has been very limited.

18.2.3 Main focus of this chapter

As is clear from the above discussion, the author believes that the outlook for TRC is

much brighter in the near future when confined to thin products. Figure 18.3 illustrates

the classification of thin RC products that are the main focus of this chapter. In the

figure, the term “hybrid” is used very generally and implies the combined use of con-

tinuous and discontinuous reinforcements, as well as reinforcements made from dif-

ferent materials. Applications include not only standalone products (such as wall

panels, pipes, and unit shell shelters) but also support for new or existing structures

(such as permanent molds for RC beams, and column confinement) and repair and

rehabilitation of all structural concrete, including masonry (such as seismic retro-

fitting of masonry walls) (ACI Committee, 2004; Balaguru, 1994; Daniel and

Shah, 1990; Dubey, 2004; Koustas et al., 2014; Si Larbi et al., 2010; Triantafilou

and Papanicolaou, 2006).
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Figure 18.3 Classification of thin RC products.
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Figure 18.2 Classification of common cement-based composites and possible hybrid
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18.3 Matrix and reinforcement: Compatibility
for a successful composite

18.3.1 Intrinsic and effective properties

It is important to distinguish first between the fiber material used to produce a textile

and the textile itself. Some properties may change considerably. Consider, for

instance, a carbon fiber with a tensile strength exceeding 4000 MPa and an elastic

modulus of 230 GPa. When such a fiber is used to produce a yarn for a textile, the

effective tensile strength of the yarn can be about 3000 MPa, if it is impregnated with

an epoxy resin; 2000 MPa, if the yarn is coated with, for instance, styrol-butadiene;

and 1500 MPa, if the yarn left without coating (Hegger et al., 2015). The effective

tensile strength of a textile comprising many yarns will be even smaller than that

of a single yarn. Similarly starting with a glass fiber that has a tensile strength of

3000 MPa and an elastic modulus of 70 GPa, one can get an epoxy impregnated yarn

(about 200 filaments) with an effective tensile strength of 1300–1400 MPa, a virgin

uncoated yarn with an effective tensile strength of 700 MPa, and a coated yarn with an

effective tensile strength somewhere in between. Moreover, the effective elastic mod-

ulus of the yarn will be generally smaller than that of the fiber material, but close. If the

yarn is used to produce a textile for reinforcing a cement matrix, the tensile strength of

the textile itself may be close to that of the yarn. However, the effective elastic mod-

ulus of the textile (whether taken by itself or embedded in the matrix) could be sig-

nificantly smaller based on the textile architecture. For steel meshes used in

ferrocement, the term “apparent modulus” or “equivalent modulus” was used in the

past, and there is a test to help determine its value (ACI Committee 549, 1988;

Ferrocement Model Code, 2001; Naaman, 2000). Thus, “leno” or “tricot” weaves

are likely to produce a textile with a smaller effective elastic modulus than a

“plain woven” textile.

18.3.2 Mechanical compatibility guidelines for textile selection

Assuming effective tensile strength and effective modulus are based on the textile

itself, not the fiber or the yarn, a number of key measures can be taken to increase

the likelihood of developing a successful composite. Based on a similar study

related to fiber-reinforced cement and concrete composites, a number of qualitative

measures are recommended by the author, as shown in Figure 18.4. In the figure,

both the tensile strength and elastic modulus should be interpreted as the effective

values.

By its very definition, a reinforcement (i.e., the textile or fiber) is supposed to

induce an increase in the tensile strength of the material to be reinforced (i.e., the

matrix). Both analysis and experimental test results suggest that, in order to be effec-

tive in concrete matrices, reinforcements or textiles must preferably have the follow-

ing qualitative properties (Figure 18.4): (1) an effective tensile strength significantly

higher than that of concrete (two to three orders of magnitude); (2) a bond strength
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with the concrete matrix preferably of the same order as, or higher than, the tensile

strength of matrix; and (3) unless self-stressing is used through fiber reinforcement,

an effective elastic modulus in tension significantly higher than that of the concrete

matrix.

Moreover, everything else being equal, a ductile fiber under tension is preferred to

a brittle fiber; a ductile or slip-hardening bond-stress versus slip response is preferred

to a brittle or slip-softening one. The Poisson’s ratio of the fiber material or yarn and

its coefficient of thermal expansion should preferably be of the same order for both the

fiber and the matrix. Indeed, if the Poisson’s ratio of the fiber is significantly larger

than that of the matrix, detrimental debonding will occur under tensile load. However,

these drawbacks can be overcome by various methods, such as inducing surface

deformation to create mechanical anchorage.

In all non-prestressed applications, the bond between the reinforcement and the

matrix is paramount for the success of the composite (see the top of Figure 18.2).

The bond is a very complex property and includes adhesion, friction, and mechanical

anchorage to the matrix, as well as fiber-to-fiber interaction. It is generally assumed

that the textile material and the cement matrix are chemically compatible, and that

good bond exists at the interface between the reinforcement and the matrix. More spe-

cifically, it is desirable to have a bond stress versus slip relationship with a high initial

stiffness that undergoes little or no deterioration during cyclic service loads, and for

normal fluctuations in service temperature. The bond is so complex that it would

require a extensive treatment on its own (Brameshuber, 2006, 2010, 2015;

Curbach, 2003; Curbach and Jesse, 2009; Hegger, 2001; Hegger et al., 2006; Jesse

and Curbach, 2003; Parra-Montesinos et al., 2012; Reinhardt and Naaman, 2007).

It suffices here to say that a good bond is necessary.

Reinforcement versus Matrix
(key mechanical properties for a

successful cementitious composite)

Tensile strength:
sfu >> smu

Elastic modulus:
Ef > Em

Bond t :
high, ductile

(adhesive, frictional,
mechanical)

Ductility:
preferably ductile

(reinforcement
for a brittle

cement matrix)

Two to four orders
of  magnitude

At least
three times

t at least of  the
same order as

smu

High fracture
toughness

Slip-hardening bond stress versus slip
response highly desirable

Subscripts:
f   for fiber or textile
m for matrix
u  for ultimate tensile strength

Figure 18.4 Desirable fiber (textile) versus matrix properties for a successful cementitious

composite.
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A normal-weight concrete matrix has an elastic modulus in the range of

15–50 GPa, depending on its compressive strength and numerous other parameters.

Given this fact, it is clear from Figure 18.4 that fiber materials used in textiles that

are intended to act as reinforcement for concrete should have not only a high strength

(effective), but also a relatively high elastic modulus (effective). As many fibers can

satisfy the strength requirement, nonmetallic mineral and polymer fibers can then be

classified according to their elastic modulus. This is shown qualitatively in

Figure 18.5. It is clear from Figure 18.5 that high-end fibers are more suitable for

use in normal-weight cement and concrete matrices. However, low-end fibers, with

a relatively low elastic modulus, are likely to be effective in lightweight and very

lightweight cement matrices. which are characterized by very low values of elastic

modulus. Note that PVA fibers have an elastic modulus somewhat at the limit between

the low-end and high-end fibers, essentially suggesting that the scale between the two

extreme cases is really continuous.

18.3.3 Simplified heuristic rule for textile selection

Assuming that a good bond (adhesive, frictional, mechanical, or a combination of

them) can be achieved for a particular reinforcement or textile, the author suggests

the following simple two-part rule. The rule is based on mechanics for the initial

design of TRC composites with improved performance:

Increase both the ratio of effective tensile strength of the textile reinforcement to the
compressive strength of the matrix, and the ratio of effective tensile elastic modulus of
the textile to that of the matrix.

The above rule assumes that cementitious composites will crack under tension

(or bending tension), leaving the reinforcement in the cracked zone to contribute to

both stiffness and strength, while the matrix is cracked and thus contributes little in

tension. The requirement related to the moduli ratio may explain why low-end

polymer meshes or textiles made of PP, for instance, were not widely or successfully

used in normal-weight cementitious matrices, although their tensile strength was

FRP
reinforcements

(including 2D and
3D textiles)

Low-end
(low modulus,
good strength)

PP, PE.
Nylon,

polyester, etc.

PVA

Glass, Basalt
Kevlar,

Spectra,
Carbon, etc.

High-end
(high modulus,
high strength)

Ductile

Brittle
Low failure strain

Mostly Elastic

High failure strain

Figure 18.5 Useful classification of nonmetallic polymer and mineral fibers.
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comparable to that of conventional steel-wire meshes. However, based on the above

simple rule, it can also be predicted that PP-based textiles may be compatible mechan-

ically with very lightweight cementitious matrices, which show both low compressive

strengths and low elastic moduli. For example, aerated concrete with a dry density in

the range of 0.4–0.88 shows elastic modulus values ranging from about 0.250 to

1.8 GPa. PP- and particularly PVA-based textiles may prove suitable for such

matrices.

On the other hand, for ultra-high strength concrete (UHPC), which has very small

particles sizes (generally less than 1 mm), the matrix modulus is in the range of

45–55 GPa (Fehling et al., 2004, 2008; Richard and Cheyrezy, 1995; Rossi, 2008;

Russell and Graybeal, 2013; Schmidt et al., 2004, 2012; Ulm and Acker, 2008). Thus

only high-end fiber materials are likely to succeed, with carbon and steel being most

suitable at this time.

18.4 Cost considerations: Fiber volume fraction versus
weight fraction

18.4.1 Background

Conventional steel RC structures use volume fractions of reinforcement commonly

ranging from about 0.8% to 3%. In ferrocement composites, the range is mostly

between 2% and 7%. When short discontinuous fibers are added to the matrix, fiber

content can add up to an additional 3%, and significantly more for SIFCON (Slurry

Infiltrated Fiber Concrete) and similar products. The volume fraction of the reinforce-

ment is defined as the volume of the reinforcement per unit volume of the composite.

Due to the fact that in a given composite, every 1% of textile reinforcement generally

costs more than the entire concrete matrix, cost efficiency is of paramount importance

for the widespread success of TRC products.

18.4.2 Examples: Volume fraction versus weight fraction

The cost of a given reinforcement is based on unit weight (i.e., dollar per kg), while

its mechanical efficiency is based on its volume fraction in the composite. Because

the unit weight of steel ranges from 3 to 8 times that of most synthetic fiber materials,

and because the composite properties are based on a volume fraction (or volume) of

reinforcement, cost comparison should be based on equal performance. Cost com-

parison may favor, in some instances, synthetic textile reinforcement over steel rein-

forcement. It is likely that future developments and applications will make textile

reinforcement increasingly cost competitive, especially when life-cycle cost analysis

is considered.

Table 18.1 provides some information on the density of some common reinforcing

materials. Kevlar is an aramid-based fiber, while Spectra is a high-density or high-

molecular-weight polyethylene fiber. The last column shows the density ratio of steel
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to other fiber materials. In view of the above observation on weight and volume frac-

tion, the following conclusion could be made in looking at the last column of

Table 18.1:

Assuming the same level of performance can be obtained in a composite with the same
volume fraction of either steel reinforcement or carbon-fiber textile, one should be
willing to pay for the carbon textile 4.36 times the price of steel per unit weight. It
would be 8.09 times if Spectra fibers are used for the textile reinforcement.

Clearly in some cases, synthetic fibers may offer advantages in spite of their initial

high cost, particularly when steel wires are used as in wire meshes for ferrocement.

This is because, unlike steel wires, synthetic fibers can be tailored to finer diameters

(or denier) at little extra cost, and they are lightweight. Because the unit price ($/kilo)
of synthetic fibers is significantly higher than the unit price of steel wires, there is need

to provide a rational cost comparison of these reinforcement systems based on equal

performance of composite.

18.4.3 Examples of comparative willingness-to-pay price

An example of a cost versus performance study using continuous reinforcement in thin

cement products can be found in Naaman (2005). An extensive number of bending

tests were carried out on thin cement-based composite plates that were reinforced with

either steel wire meshes (ferrocement) or synthetic textiles or fabrics. The perfor-

mance measure for comparison was the modulus of rupture (MOR) observed, that

is, the maximum equivalent elastic flexural stress.

Column 5 of Table 18.2 shows the calculated willingness-to-pay price for a typical

mesh reinforcement, based on its performance compared to that of conventional steel

wire mesh. Note that the willingness-to-pay price of a given mesh reinforcement rep-

resents the maximum price one should be willing to pay for using such a mesh, assum-

ing equal performance is achieved. Details of the study are given in Naaman (2005),

where prices are given in US dollars reflecting prices in 2004. The willingness-to-pay

price takes into consideration the fact that composite performance is based on the

Table 18.1 Typical fiber characteristics and density ratios

Mesh, textile, or

fiber material

Density (51

for water)

Ratio density of fiber

material to steel

Ratio density of steel

to fiber material

Steel 7.85 1 1

Glass 2.60 0.3265 3.02

Carbon 1.8 0.2286 4.36

Kevlar 1.44 0.1835 5.45

PVA 1.3 0.1602 6.03

Spectra (HDPE) 0.97 0.1236 8.09

PP 0.91 0.1159 8.63
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volume fraction of the reinforcement, while the reinforcement cost is based on the per

unit weight, not volume. To make the table more useful with time and geographic

location, a unit price of 1 unit is taken here for 1 kg of conventional steel-galvanized

wire mesh of the type used in typical ferrocement applications; it is considered as a

reference base. Such a value may correspond, for instance, to 3 Euros per kilo in

Germany or 4 US dollars per kilo in the United States. Other prices are relative to

the 1 unit price of conventional galvanized steel wire mesh.

Table 18.2 illustrates relative values of willingness-to-pay price for various rein-

forcements based on equal MOR (or bending resistance). In Columns 2 and 5 of

Table 18.2, when a range is shown, the lower value reflects the use of 1% PVA short

microfibers in the cement matrix. Microfibers improve the vertical and interlaminar

shear resistance of the composite. The total reinforcement considered in the analysis

includes the amount of microfibers when used. In that case, the corresponding

willingness-to-pay price may be slightly biased, because it assumes that the cost of

fiber and mesh are equal. Because the cost per unit weight of PVA fibers is, at the

time of this writing, smaller than that of carbon, Kevlar, or Spectra meshes, the

Table 18.2 Comparative performance of thin cement composites
reinforced with various polymeric meshes based on MOR and
willingness to pay price compared to conventional steel wire
meshes

Reinforcement

type (1)

MOR per

1% total

reinf., Vr,

(MPa) (2)

Assumed

density (3)

Reinforcement

density ratio

used (steel to

fiber material)

(4)

Willingness-to-pay

price per unit weight

assuming steel unit

price is 1 unit/kg (5)

Conventional

steel wire mesh

7 7.9 1 1

Very high

strength steel

mat (with

microfibers)

21–24 7.9 1 3–3.4

PP 3.6 0.93 8.5 4.37

PVA 6.2 1.3 6.03 5.38

Carbon 1

(manual

construction)

13–18.3 1.8 4.36 8.1–11.4

Carbon 1

(machine

pultruded)

26.7 1.8 4.36 16.6

Carbon 2 11–17.9 1.8 4.36 6.9–11.1
Kevlar 16.7–18.1 1.44 5.45 13–14.1
Spectra 13.9–15.6 0.97 8.2 17.1–19.2
3D glass 5.28–10.4 2.6 3.02 2.28–4.48
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corresponding willingness-to-pay price calculated is slightly on the low side. Should

there be need for a more precise evaluation, it is possible to separate the price of the

fiber and mesh materials and provide an adjusted willingness-to-pay price for the

mesh. Nevertheless, the values given in Table 18.2 are very useful in providing a

rough initial estimate.

Thus, the last column of Table 18.2 suggests that one should be willing to pay 3–3.4
times more for a steel mesh or mat made with very high strength steel wires than for a

conventional galvanized steel wire mesh, such as the ones typically used in

ferrocement. Similarly, one should be willing to pay up to 14.1 times more for a

Kevlar (aramid) mesh.

Table 18.3, also adapted from Naaman (2005), provides a comparison between

actual price ratios (Column 2) in Germany in 2004 for some FRP meshes (or textiles

or fabrics), compared to conventional steel wire meshes. The corresponding

willingness-to-pay price ratio calculated from Column 5 of Table 18.2, assuming

equal performance, is also presented. The unit prices taken for the glass, carbon,

and aramid fabrics were initially taken from Kruger (Kruger, 2004) and were for

the year 2004 in Germany. Table 18.3 is meant for illustration purposes, using only

bending resistance and prices at a given time and location. It can be observed, for

instance, that while carbon and glass are cost competitive, aramid is not. However,

Table 18.3 Price ratios for 2004 compared to willingness-to-pay
prices (assuming the price of conventional galvanized steel wire
mesh is 1 unit/kg)b

Material (1)

Unit price ratio,

2004, unit/kg (2)

Willingness-to-

pay price ratio (3) Remark (4)

Conventional

galvanized steel wire

mesh

1 1 Reference base

for comparison

Very high strength

steel mats

2.25 3–3.4 Competitive

AR-Glass, 2500 tex,

500 g/m2
2.25 2.25–4.5 Competitive

Carbon, 1700 tex,

320 g/m2
7.8 6.75–11.5 Competitive

Aramid, 1288 tex,

260 g/m2
17.25 13–14 Not competitive

AR-Glass, 2500 tex,

500 g/m2, Epoxya
5 2.25–4.5 Almost

competitive

Carbon, 1700 tex,

333/m2, Epoxya
11.6 6.75–11.5 Almost

competitive

Aramid, 1288 tex,

260 g/m2, Epoxya
22.5 13–14 Not competitive

aEpoxy: means yarns impregnated with epoxy.
bThe base unit prices for glass, carbon and aramid textiles in Euro/kilo were taken from Kruger (2004) before being
normalized to the price of steel.
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note that the performance characteristics, other than bending resistance, should be

eventually included and weighed in the willingness-to-pay price in order to provide

a fair overall comparison.

Beyond the results of this preliminary analysis, FRP reinforcement in the form of

meshes, textiles, or fabrics may offer advantages in spite of their initial high cost. This

is because, unlike steel reinforcements, they can be tailored to exact requirements (i.e.,

fiber denier or diameter, mesh opening, etc.) at little extra cost. They can also be deliv-

ered in virtually any length; they are lightweight; and they can be easily shaped to

requirements. The resulting textile can be relatively stiff or highly drapable. More-

over, they offer a corrosion-free service, which is particularly important in thin

products where the cover to the reinforcement can be almost zero. Their nonmagnetic

property could be critical in some applications. It is thus likely that future develop-

ments and applications will make FRP-based textiles increasingly cost competitive,

especially when labor cost and life-cycle cost analysis are considered.

18.5 The case for 3D textiles

18.5.1 Why 3D reinforcements?

The above performance comparison and willingness-to-pay price (Tables 18.2 and

18.3) was based on comparing only the different reinforcing materials. Other factors

may have a sufficiently high influence to change the rankings observed for a final

product. One of them is labor or manufacturing cost, and that brings the subject of

3D reinforcements into the discussion.

Three-dimensional reinforcement systems for ferrocement applications have been

thought of by many users of ferrocement wishing to simplify the construction process

and reduce the construction labor cost (Naaman, 2000, 2006, 2008, 2010). The proper

placement of several layers of mesh reinforcement requires significant labor commit-

ment. For instance, in ferrocement where steel meshes are used, the cost of labor can

be as high as 50% of the total cost of the composite (Naaman, 2000). Using a

pre-engineered 3D reinforcing system can thus have enormous impact on final cost.

2D textiles or fabrics using high-performance fibers (carbon, Kevlar, Spectra, etc.)

have been evaluated for ferrocement applications since the early 1990s (Balaguru,

1994; Daniel and Shah, 1990; Dubey, 2004; Naaman and Al-Shannag, 1994;

Naaman and Guerrero, 1996). However, it was only in the late 1990s and early

2000s that 3D meshes (or textiles or fabrics), derived from the technology of textiles

and fabrics, became available for research studies in thin cement composite products.

In particular, the Institute of Textiles in Aachen (ITA), Germany, in collaboration with

the Technical University in Dresden, Germany, has pioneered a number of 3D textiles

for applications in thin cement and concrete composites. The term TRC was used in

Germany and most of Europe for such applications (Brameshuber, 2006, 2010, 2015;

Curbach, 2003; Curbach and Jesse, 2009; Hegger, 2001; Hegger et al., 2006, 2015;

Scheerer et al., 2015). Textile technology offers the advantage of placing as much

reinforcement as needed by design (generally less than 4% by volume of composite)
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exactly where it is needed, and tailoring the fabric properties and shell volume for

particular applications. They also offer a tremendous advantage in simplifying the

construction process and saving on labor cost. Essentially, the 3D textile (now acting

as an armature system) is placed into a mold and infiltrated or encapsulated by a

cement-based matrix. Thus, with an open box-shaped mold, a thin, flat reinforced-

cement sheet can be easily produced. 3D textiles can be readily manufactured in

thicknesses from about 5 to 50 mm, a range perfectly suitable for thin RC products,

including ferrocement. Today’s research and technology also allow for a 3D textile

with variable thickness and with curvatures in two directions; textiles can be made

more or less drapable, and could incorporated in special sections to allow sharp

changes in direction, such as at a joint (Brameshuber, 2015).

Three-dimensional textiles can be designed to fulfill more than one function. They

can be used as primary reinforcement, secondary reinforcement (such as for shear

strength), or simply as a supporting structure for the main reinforcement, which could

be made from high-performance materials, such as carbon yarns or steel strands. For

this last function, that is, a supporting structure for the primary reinforcement, the

textile material may use low-end and cost-effective materials, such as PP.

Examples of 3D textiles produced at the ITA in Aachen for thin TRC products are

shown in Figure 18.6. Their thickness is about 15–18 mm. The textile shown in

Figure 18.6b incorporates steel strands, which significantly enhance the bending

resistance of the composite.

Figure 18.7 shows an example of a 3D textile with double curvature developed by a

research group at ETH in Zurich (Hack et al., 2015). Some other 3D textiles that are

(a)

(b) (c)

Figure 18.6 Examples of 3D textile reinforcements produced at the ITA in Aachen Germany:

(a) spacer textile; (b) hybrid spacer textile acting as a support structure for incorporated

steel strands; and (c) grid textile.
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being developed by the same group with different geometric topography are shown in

Figure 18.8. They suggest that the possibilities for the future are enormous.

18.5.2 Status of applicability to 2D and 3D textiles to thin
reinforced cementitious products

Ferrocement, laminate cementitious composites, and TRC comply with the same

principles of mechanics as RC. However, the cement matrix is made out of much finer

components (such as those containing fine sand vs. coarse aggregates) and the

reinforcement has much smaller diameter or denier (such as that of a steel wire vs.

a reinforcing bar). These composites offer all the inherent benefits of using a concrete

matrix, namely high compressive strength, stiffness, durability, fire resistance, abra-

sion resistance, unlimited availability, and safety (when properly designed).

Thin TRC, ferrocement, and laminate cementitious composites can fulfill the dual

role of light-manufactured structural elements (wall panels for housing, corrugated

roofing panels, etc.), and protective skin (cladding) for other structures. They can also

be used for entire structures, such as a house or a shell-type roof, and for retrofitting

existing structures, such as in seismic retrofitting of masonry walls. Both analytical

Figure 18.7 3D textile with double

curvature half filled with concrete

developed at ETH in Zurich (Chair

of Architecture and Digital

Fabrication) (Hack et al., 2015).

Figure 18.8 Examples of 3D robotically fabricated meshes under developments at ETH in

Zurich (Chair of Architecture and Digital Fabrication) (Hack et al., 2015).
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and experimental research has indicated that they can achieve a high level of perfor-

mance (strength and ductility) at a competitive cost (Section 18.5 and Table 18.3). In

particular, it was observed that a hybrid combination using textiles or meshes in sand-

wich construction, combined with short discontinuous fibers, reduces the need for

multiple layers of reinforcement. It does this while providing competitive bending

and sufficient shear resistance (vertical shear and interlaminar or horizontal shear),

and significantly reducing material and labor costs (Figure 18.1b and c). Note that

fibers or microfibers added to the matrix also serve other functions, such as improving

first cracking strength, impact resistance, ductility, the bond of the main reinforce-

ment, energy absorption, and, in many cases, contribute to bending resistance, as well.

18.5.3 Steel versus fiber reinforced polymer reinforcements
and textiles

Looking ahead, when comparing high-performance textile reinforcements (made with

high-performance fibers) with steel reinforcements, it is likely that the advantage of

one over the other will depend on criteria other than strength or MOR. These criteria

may include weight, ease of handling, and life-cycle cost. Moreover, the ease of pro-

ducing 3D textile architectures (or topographies) and the possibility of using hybrid

compositions of reinforcement (steel and FRP, with or without fibers or microfibers in

the matrix) may provide the best solution (Naaman, 2008). Clearly the ability to man-

ufacture a particular 3D textile at a reasonable cost will provide a key advantage.

Note that pre-engineered 3D textile reinforcement (say in the form of flat panels,

corrugated sheets, or shells) can serve as light reinforcement for several applications.

For instance, the weight of a 3D carbon or Kevlar reinforcement in a cement compos-

ite panel can be as little as 2% of the weight of the composite. The matrix, essentially

made of cement, sand, and water, can be cast in place where the structure or element is

needed or in a nearby facility. Special cementitious matrices can harden sufficiently in

less than 24 h. This approach will offer enormous cost savings, for instance, for emer-

gency shelters following natural disasters, in comparison to airlifting entire shelter

systems. The final product can be eventually turned into permanent, durable, and

reliable housing.

18.5.4 The case for prestressing, including self-stressing

Cement and ceramic matrices are brittle in nature. They generally have a compressive

strength much higher than their tensile strength, and thus tend to crack under tensile

stresses induced by service loads. Prestressing these matrices, such as in the case of

prestressed concrete, leads to a better composite, in which higher tensile stresses can

be applied to the structure and cracking can be avoided or delayed under service load

conditions. The structure becomes more impervious to penetration by liquids and

gases, thus providing significantly higher durability.

Prestressing cementitious composite products such as thin sheets, boards, cladding,

pipes, and the like should bring an enormous impetus to their use and development.
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However, prestressing using conventional methods such as pre-tensioning or post-

tensioning (by mechanical stretching and releasing of the reinforcement) requires rel-

atively high technical skill, is labor intensive, and necessitates very special care when

thin polymer fibers are used (Reinhardt et al., 2002). Thus, conventional prestressing

methods are not cost-effective at this time for thin cementitious products. Neverthe-

less, prestressing can be accomplished using the principles of internal prestressing or

self-stressing.

In the self-stressing technique, the reinforcement is first placed in the mold and then

encapsulated by a cementmatrix similarly to conventional RC. Self-stressing of cement

composites can be achieved (after the matrix has hardened) by one of three possible

methods: expansion of the matrix, contraction of the reinforcement, and a combination

of both.

Prestressing (by contraction of the reinforcement) is self-induced when needed by

simpleheating or radiationor another treatment of special reinforcingmaterials, such as

shape memory alloys (SMA). Self-stressing by expansion of the cement matrix occurs

automatically with time. No labor is involved in stressing the reinforcement. Self-

stressing incurs significant savings in labor cost and reduces the need for a highly tech-

nical labor force.Moreover, themethod of self-stressing allows the reinforcement to be

formed in any shape in a two- or three-dimensional space without special devices.

For self-stressing by the reinforcement, there are today “smart” materials that allow

us to envision self-stressing, which produces sufficient prestress levels. SMA

(Krstulovic-Opara and Naaman, 2000; Naaman, 2000) and some special polymeric

fibers, such as liquid crystal polymers, possess the unique property of being able to

be frozen temporarily in a particular state (imagine a stretched state). Then, with

proper heat or radiation treatment, they can go back to their previous equilibrium state

(thus shortening elastically). This deformation-controlled recovery property of a

material is a property that produces a shortening of the material when it passes from

one state to the other. In attempting to shrink back to its previous state, the reinforce-

ment provides, through bond and/or anchorage, the necessary prestressing. The treat-

ment (heat or radiation or other exposure) to trigger shortening of the reinforcement

can be applied any time after hardening of the cement matrix. The special reinforce-

ment needed, a 2D or, better, a 3D textile or fabric or armature system, can be machine

manufactured, stored, shelved, placed in the composite, and triggered to recover its

deformation (inducing prestressing) at any appropriate time. Prestressing could help

make textiles with low-end fibers more competitive for thin TRC products.

18.6 Ultra-high performance cement matrices in thin
cement composites

Cementitious materials with compressive strengths over 150 MPa can be qualified as

UHPC or ultra-high performance concrete. In order to achieve the high strength in

UHPC, particle packing is optimized within the matrix. Dense particle packing

implies high durability, improved freeze–thaw resistance, increased resistance against

various chemicals, and higher penetration resistance. Thus the potential of UHPC in
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various applications, including blast- and impact-resistant structures, has attracted

high interest by both the research and professional communities (ACI Committee

239, 2015; Fehling et al., 2004, 2008; Graybeal and Davis, 2008; Naaman and

Wille, 2012; Richard and Cheyrezy, 1995; Rossi, 2008; Russell and Graybeal,

2013; Schmidt et al., 2004, 2012; Ulm and Acker, 2008).

The most common UHPCmixtures developed so far should be called “mortar,” and

not “concrete,” because they do not use large aggregates. Instead they utilize very fine

particles including cement, glass powder (or silica powder), silica fume, fly ash, and

sand, with a maximum particle size generally less than 1 mm. The finest particles in

the mixture come from silica fume, and are, on average, about 0.5 μm in diameter;

generally, they are less than 1 μm in diameter (1 μm¼10�3 mm). Moreover, even

with a low water-to-binder ratio, given the help of superplasticizers (HWRA) and vis-

cous agents, these mixtures are commonly self-consolidating or self-compacting. This

means that they can easily flow on their own inside a mold and entirely encapsulate

existing reinforcement without any vibration. Such self-consolidating UHPCmixtures

are particularly compatible with and suitable for thin TRC products and ferrocement

constructed using molds, because the armature systems (multiple layers of mesh, 3D

textile, etc.) in these composites have very small openings. Thus, they require a matrix

with very fine particles to pass through such openings.

Referring to the simple mechanical compatibility between the reinforcement and

the matrix (Figure 18.4), note that the modulus of UHPC matrices is of the order

of 50 GPa. Thus, compatible reinforcements should preferably have as high an elastic

modulus as possible, unless prestressing is considered. Besides steel, a potential rein-

forcement among high-end FRP meshes or textiles or fabrics, is carbon.

Looking ahead, it is conceivable today to envision the combination of ultra-high

performance, fiber-reinforced cement matrices with self-stressing to produce truly

outstanding TRC composites that could resist cracking under service loads and have

a service life that could be measured in decades and centuries.

18.7 Summing up: Mechanical performance

1. Compressive performance. The compressive strength of cement composites including

ferrocement, fiber RC, and TRC is predominantly dictated by the strength of the cementi-

tious matrix. Thus any advances in the matrix can be translated to the composite, such as the

use of high performance or ultra-high performance matrices of strength exceeding

150–200 MPa, and where durability is expected to be significantly improved.

2. Bending resistance. According to several investigations of ferrocement and thin cement

composite plates reinforced with either conventional steel wire meshes or high performance

FRP meshes (or textiles or fabrics of Carbon, Kevlar, Spectra), a limit of about 50 MPa for

the MOR or equivalent elastic bending strength was observed (Naaman and Al-Shannag,

1994; Naaman and Guerrero, 1996; Naaman and Chandrangsu, 2000; Naaman, 2000,

2003b, 2005; Naaman et al., 2005). With FRP or textile reinforcements, this limit was

obtained when microfibers were used in the matrix to improve both vertical and interlaminar

shear resistance. Analytical studies suggest optimum values would reach 60–70 MPa in mul-

tilayered bending elements (Parra-Montesinos and Naaman, 2001). In prior studies
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involving low-end polymeric meshes (or textiles or fabrics), such as PP and nylon, a MOR

limit of 25 MPa was obtained, even when the volume fraction of the reinforcement was

as high as practicable (Naaman, 2000). Moreover, with low-end polymeric textiles

and normal-weight cement matrices, large crack width and large permanent (not recover-

able) creep deformations were observed (Naaman, 2000). This represents a significant

drawback.

3. Potential bending resistance. Using a UHPC matrix and hybrid steel reinforcements com-

prised of continuous strands and discontinuous fibers in about 10% of the total volume frac-

tion of the reinforcement, Wille and Naaman reported aMOR value close to 230 MPa (Wille

and Naaman, 2012). Such a value will remain a target to be achieved by TRC, althoughmuch

lower values are sufficient for numerous applications.

4. Tensile resistance. The tensile resistance of most cement composites with continuous rein-

forcement can be predicted directly by using the following simple relation (Naaman, 2000):

σtu�composite ¼ ηo�Vr�σru, where ηo is the efficiency factor of reinforcement in the direction

considered, Vr is the total volume fraction of reinforcement, and σru is the ultimate tensile

resistance of the reinforcement. It is assumed that the matrix is cracked and does not con-

tribute any resistance. Note, however, that a high tensile resistance does not always imply

good performance, as deformations and crack widths could be too large for a given

application.

5. Cost. The cost of the matrix in typical thin reinforced cement composites is very small (5%)

compared to that of the reinforcement and labor, which, in most developing countries, are of

the same order (Naaman, 2000, 2005). Thus, cost reduction should focus not only onmaterial

cost, but on labor cost. The use of 3D textiles will have a significant impact on reducing

labor cost.

6. Lightweight matrices. As suggested in the simple mechanical rule stated in Section 18.3,

textiles or fabrics made with low-end polymeric fibers may be compatible with lightweight

cement matrices. Lightweight implies, here, a density ranging between 0.5 and 1. The author

is not aware of any systematic study involving such matrices. One can simply predict that

their MORwill be less than 25 MPa (as observed with polymeric meshes and normal-weight

cement matrices).

7. Self-stressing composites. Very little has been done so far in that field. Prestress levels close
to 7 MPa were reported in (Krstulovic-Opara and Naaman, 2000; Naaman, 2000) for thin

cement specimens.

18.8 Summing up: Functions and applications

For their use in thin cementitious composites, textiles can play several roles or func-

tions that extend the scope of their applicability: (1) as primary reinforcement

throughout (bending, shear, torsion, etc.); (2) as secondary reinforcement (shear,

crack control, transverse reinforcement, etc.); and/or (3) as supporting structure

for the primary reinforcement, including conventional steel wires, bars, and strands.

Figure 18.9 illustrates these functions. Note also that textiles can be used in combi-

nation with steel wire meshes and with the possible addition of discontinuous fibers

to the matrix.

Applications of thin TRC composites include: (1) standalone structures or struc-

tural elements (wall panel, housing unit, pipe, water tank, etc.); (2) applications in
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combination with conventional reinforced or prestressed concrete structures (such as

the shell roof of an RC building, the wall or dome of PC water tank and permanent

mold for an RC slab); and (3) use in repair, strengthening or seismic retrofit of existing

structures (such as confinement of an RC column, seismic retrofit of a masonry wall,

replacement of the damaged cover of an RC beam, and lining of a water tank).

18.9 Suggested research needs and directions for
successful thin TRC products

As expected, researchers will keep exploring new grounds, breaking existing barriers,

and exceeding existing limits. Looking ahead, some areas of potential research to

improve composite performance and guarantee the success of thin TRC products

are listed in the following:

1. Identify high-strength high-modulus reinforcements to produce textiles or fabrics for TRC

applications; most promising at this time are carbon-based fibers or yarns based on carbon

fibers. The general rule is to find a material with combined high-strength, high-elastic mod-

ulus, and, preferably, good bond with the cement matrix.

Functions
of  textiles

in thin TRC
composites

Examples

Panels, cement boards,
shells, cladding, pipes,
roofing, housing units,

permanent molds

Shear resistance,
crack control, lateral

reinforcement,
spacer mat

Provides backing to the
main reinforcement, acts
as spacer, provides exact

positioning, provides
exact depth

Primary and
secondary

reinforcement
(2D or 3D)

Secondary
reinforcement
(1D, 2D, or 3D)

Support structure
for the primary
reinforcement

(2D and preferably 
3D)

With or
without addition
of  discontinuous

fibers

Figure 18.9 Typical functions of textiles in thin TRC products.
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2. While carbon fibers are extremely attractive for use in TRC structures, it is necessary to

ascertain that high electric charges, such as from lightning, do not reach such structures.

Indeed, carbon can burn, decompose, and disintegrate under a high electrical charge. On

the other hand, such a characteristic can be advantageous for demolition purposes.

3. Develop textile architecture(s) or topographies that favor achieving an equivalent elastic

modulus as close as possible to the elastic modulus of the fiber material.

4. Develop 3D textiles tailored for optimum performance in specific applications, such as for

thin plates or corrugated sheets or pipes or columns. This is an area that is potentially cost-

competitive today, and thus should be given some priority.

5. Develop 3D textiles using low-end polymer fibers to act as the supporting structure for

high-end carbon yarns or steel wires or strands or wire meshes; these can function similarly

to a fiber mat in a sandwich-type construction.

6. Develop 2D or 3D textiles with hybrid reinforcement, such as carbon and PP (carbon for

strength and modulus, and PP as armature support).

7. Develop 3D textiles with built-in curvature in one or two directions, such as is needed for a

pipe or a shell.

8. Develop 3D textiles that can accommodate a joint with a sharp change in curvature.

9. Develop drapable 2D and 3D textiles for use in curved structures (shells).

10. Develop optimized 2D textiles designed for use in combination with fibers or fiber mats to

produce sandwich-type construction.

11. Develop optimized 2D or 3D textiles for thin TRC sheets that are similarly suitable for

structural strengthening as externally bonded FRP sheets are.

12. Explore self-stressing composites using fibers or textiles with useful deformation recovery

property. Self-stressing can be achieved by a possible combination of controlled matrix

expansion and fiber or textile deformation recovery.

13. Explore the use of high-performance and ultra-high performance cement matrices of

compressive strengths exceeding 150–200 MPa, with and without the addition of

microfibers, with 2D and 3D textile topographies that they can encapsulate.

14. Research in-depth and extensively the durability of TRC using various types of reinforce-

ments and under different environmental exposures, short- and long-term. Although

corrosion, as with the use of steel reinforcements, is not a problem, other issues related

to deterioration with time and under various environmental conditions (including extreme

temperature cycling) need to be clearly ascertained and included in the performance and

cost evaluation of the final product.

15. Develop compatible lightweight cementitious matrices and low-end fibers and textiles (2D

or 3D) designed for optimizing composite performance and minimizing cost.

16. Assuming a TRC composite is optimized (textile, matrix, bond) for a particular structural

application, it is necessary to provide a framework for optimizing its overall performance

(i.e., structural, mechanical, environmental, esthetic, etc.) to minimize the overall life-

cycle cost.

17. Modify existing construction processes or develop new ones that are more suitable for TRC

applications.

18. Develop standard operating procedures for field implementation and develop standards for

TRC products.

19. Exploit specialized products such as floating concrete, transparent concrete, and compos-

ites with nonmagnetic characteristics. These use special textile reinforcements and are

likely to provide a solid niche for TRC.

20. Develop large-scale 3D textiles for possible applications in conventional RC structures,

starting with slabs, shells, and small beams (say up to 150 mm in thickness).
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It can be said, at time of this writing, that TRC is at a very promising junction of its

development. While advanced technology is allowing extensive research on the mate-

rial properties and topographies of a variety of textile reinforcements, recent advances

in the cementitious matrix, such as self-compacting, self-leveling, ultra-high perfor-

mance, density control, particle packing, etc., are sufficient to allow TRC to succeed

and flourish in the near future and beyond.

While it is always healthy to dream of what seems like the impossible at a given

time, the author believes that the following dream is possible in the near future. That

dream is the common availability of thin TRC products, using normal-weight and/or

lightweight cementitious matrices, with compressive strengths from very low to very

high (2–200 MPa). These products will use pre-engineered 3D textiles, possibly in

combination with fibers, and possibly self-stressed. The 3D textile could act as pri-

mary reinforcement, secondary reinforcement, or simply a support structure for con-

ventional steel reinforcements.
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